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ABSTRACT

The object of this thesis is to study the poetry of
Taghlib from the earliest times until the end of the Umayyad
period. No such study of the poetry of this tribe has
previously been attempted, and we have attempted in the

present work to establish what common features this poetry

displays, and to discover how much continuity of themes and

language there has been throughout the history of this tribe.

Part I is divided into two chapters, the first covering
the history of Taghlib from the Jahiliyya till the last decisive
war between them and Qays. Particular attention has been

given to their wars with Yemen, Bakr and Qays. This chapter
shows how Taghlib lived in a state of continuous warfare which
had a decisive effect on their tribal history. The second
chapter deals with the relation of Taghlib with the Muslim
rulers since their first delegation in 9 A.H./630 A.D. and how
they resisted conversion to Islam, hence showing very little
influence of the new religion in their poetry.

Part II. This part is divided into two chapters, the first
a stylistic study and the second one of themes. A detailed

attempt has been made here to analyse and discuss the whole
accepted poetic material which belongs to Taghlib. It is hoped
that the techniques used here offer a criterion for judging the
authenticity of the poetry described as Taghlibi.

The second chapter consists of the main themes in their

poetry. Its main characteristics are boasting and martial
poetry, but individuals always had their own tastes. Thus we

find poetry describing, for example, the horse, wine, oryx and
the sand-grouse. They also had love poetry, albeit superficial,
and elegy in their oldest poet, al-Muhalhil. In addition we

find praise and satire. From their poetry we find that they



reflect purely bedouin attitudes, while expressing their own

outlook which we find in proverbs and aphorisms.

Part III. This part is devoted to a study of the two

major poets of Taghlib in the Jahiliyya. The first chapter of
this part is a detailed analysis of the poetry of al-Muhalhil.
As his poetry has not been edited, the method adopted as been
to study the one generally accepted poem to him and try to

compare it with the rest of the poetry attributed to him. A

thorough study of what the earlier critics have said about him
and his poetry is an important aspect of this approach.

The second chapter in this part is "Some observations on
C C c

the Mu allaqa of Amr b. Kulthum". Amr is an ancient poet
Q

and his famous mu allaqa is disputed as to its beginning,
Nasib and length. Therefore, a detailed study is undertaken
to decide whether its wine theme is an additional or an

integral part of the poem, and whether its nasib is traditional
or reflects the poet's individuality. After a study of the

Q
themes of the mu allaqa it is concluded that this long ode is
no different tbe other long odes which are known as

mu allaqa, and that there is no evidence that it was once

much longer, as sometimes claimed.
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DEDICATION

Whether I have chosen literature (the craft of poverty/
frirfat al-faqr), or whether it is something which 1 could not

avoid, the words of the poet may be quoted:

^ " Ld , . i* w 11 c . > , * aq 1 ■!» i ^ f- d- i '^ ^ ~ ^*fc* I 1- i * i

We have followed steps which are destined to

us, and the one who is destined to follow

steps he has no way other than to follow them.

I might also quote the words of Iliya Abu Madi:

- . '■ ISl.jJs I J J d-j I J aJo d d I , IJj .j,j 0 1 id 1

I came to the world without knowledge, but
nevertheless I came, I saw a road in front of

me and I followed it.
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INTRODUCTION

The pre-Islamic period, the Jahiliyya, is a well studied
subject, the various aspects and features of its literature
having attracted the attention of many scholars. However
tribalism, that is the tribe's function as a unit, has until

recently suffered neglect despite its critical role in that
literature. It is particularly to be regretted that a tribe such
as Taghlib, whose members are said (albeit somewhat dubiously)
to have been the first to compose the long qagida or indeed poetry in
general, and whose poetry played such an important function in the
history of the tribe have been so neglected except for the
muc allaqa of cAmr b. Kulthum and al-Akhtal.

Taghlib was a tribe whose natural environment was

conflict and whose predominant ethos was love of warfare.
Indeed the reason for them having acquired the name

"Taghlib", which implies conquest, may be found in the
situations in which they were involved during the Jahiliyya
and which continued under Islam. Wherever Taghlib moved they
always acknowledged their desert roots and were always
regarded as bedouins even in the Umayyad period. Their
bedouin or tribal background provided the great motifs for
their poetry, particularly the martial poetry, into which
category pre-Islamic and early Islamic Arabic poetry can be
placed.

Q
As a branch of Rabi a, Taghlib played a prominent role

in the composition of Arabic poetry in Islam, just as their
famous predecessors had done before Islam. In Islam they
maintained their role as poets through their well known

exponents, Kacb b. Jucayl, al-Akhtal and al-Qutami, whose

poetry contributed to conflicts such as Siffin or clashes between

Taghlib and Qays. This encourages the general impression that
their poetry is a poetry of war.
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Tribalism as a subject of research, from the point of view
of critical analysis of its poetry, has rarely been studied in
its role as instigator and patron of this literary form. Most
studies have confined themselves to the historical dimension,

the relations between the tribes, or what is known among

scholars as c a§abiyya, the tribal spirit. Jahiliyya literature
is a field which has attracted many modern scholars, but, by
and large, the direction of their studies has tended to thematic
and stylistic approaches to the body of literature as a whole.
On the other hand some scholars have devoted much energy to
the investigation of particular points, either in an individual
poet or in a very specific area.

The tribe of Taghlib being a unique entity in the history
of tribalism certainly deserves closer study, in particular in

respect of their literature. They were bedouins and mostly
remained Christian, unlike other large tribes who had
converted to Islam during its initial period of expansion

throughout Arabia. Moreover they were constantly engaged in
conflict with many large tribes such as Bakr and Qays, in
addition to their long feuds with Yemen.

Their poetry is an integral part of their history and
reflected their feelings, attitudes and thinking, while
expressing a particular tribal view of society and life. It is
clear that their history shaped their poetry and it is not

surprising to find that in the Islamic period one of their
poets, al-Akhtal, expresses his own character which finds its
roots within the tribe and at the same time within Jahiliyya

poetry in general.

The most recent studies on the Jahiliyya with reference
to Taghlib are Harb al-Basus, which is an M.A. thesis (1970)

C Q
by Abd al- Aziz Nabawi at the University of Cairo, and Ash-
ShiCr Va Ayyam al-Arab by CAbd ar-Rahman CAfif, a Ph.D.
thesis (1971) also in Cairo, from both of which the present
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thesis has benefited. It has also benefited from certain other

studies in which efforts are made to analyse the very nature
of the poetry itself, and to characterise its most particular
features in an attempt to find those traits and particular
features which are their hallmarks. In particular we should

q —

mention Ash-Shi r al-JahilT by Sayyid Hanafi (Cairo 1981) and
Ar-Ritha' by Bushra al-Khatib (Baghdad 1977).

This thesis has paid particular attention to al-Muhalhil,
whose poetry serves as the best basis for a study of the orally
transmitted heritage of the Jahiliyya era. In this part of my

Q
study (Part III), I have been indebted to ash-Shi r al-Jahili,
a study by Dr. M. an-Nuwayhi (Cairo 1970), which provides a

model for approaching Jahiliyya poetry.

c — c
Amr b. Kulthum's mu allaqa is one of the seven, or ten,

Q
mu allaqat, which have attracted the attention of nearly all

c c
scholars. Amr's mu allaqa with its unusual opening has
always been regarded as being very traditional in form. I
have analysed its nasib (Chapter II B) in an attempt to
discern the persona of the poet and to discover the relationship
between its parts, as a result of which it has proved possible
to establish that it is a poem composed by one poet in specific
circumstances. This psychological approach is fairly recent in
its application to Jahiliyya literature. Y. al-Yusuf in his two

studies, Buhuth fi al-Mucallaqat (Damascus 1978) and Maqalat
C

fi ash-Shi r al-Jahili (Damascus 1980), adopted this approach
Q

in his analysis of the mu allaqat, but had reservations in

studying the muC allaqa of C Amr b. Kulthum, leaving this
subject for others to complete.

Among the many problems encountered in this study, for
example the history and nature of the nasib as a poetical
form, the most vexing was the establishing of the authenticity
of the poetry and its attribution to Taghlib. As there is so

often in the older sources a confusion between Taghlib and
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Tha lab, considerable effort has been required to determine
real authorship, but with the aid of certain techniques, for
which I am partially indebted to the above named sholars, it
is hoped that the problems have been overcome. The

establishing of authenticity naturally depends on selecting
those reliable sources which are generally accepted by scholars.

A work which is particularly worthy of mention is the
study of I. Hawi, al-Akhtal (Beirut 1979), which casts much

light on this great poet whose role in the poetry of Taghlib is

very significant.

As all aspects of the poetry of Taghlib are interrelated
with others, it has been deemed necessary to indicate the
characteristics which shape the poetry of Taghlib. The Ayyam
are dealt with in the first chapter which provides a necessary

introduction to the background of Taghlib and shows how
history influenced their life. This is continued in Chapter II,
which deals with the history of Taghlib under Islam.

The third chapter, which deals with stylistics, will, it is

hoped, draw attention to particular features which appear as

a result of critical reading and analysis of the poetry itself.
This may provide a viable way of establishing criteria by
which one may authenticate and assess poetry belonging to
an era in which the oral tradition was the exclusive literary
form. Thereafter the study proceeds to a discussion of themes
in Taghlibi poetry, and concludes with the above-mentioned

Q
study of two poets, al-Muhalhil and Amr b. Kulthum.

This study has attempted in its investigation of Taghlibi
literary history to find the links between two markedly
different periods, the Jahiliyya and Islam. The continuity is

marked, for there is no clear demarcation line in the

character of the tribe, who until well into the Islamic period
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remained Christians and bedouins.

Finally, it is hoped that this research, within the limits
which it sets itself, will be a useful contribution to our

knowledge of the Jahiliyya and early Islamic poetry, and
offer a clearer idea of the role of Taghlib in establishing
themselves as a unique and independent tribe.



PART I

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF TAGHLIB

Chapter 1: Taghlib in History

Chapter 2: Taghlib and Islam
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CHAPTER 1

TAGHLIB IN HISTORY

1: The Tribe

a) Genealogy

— c
Taghlib is said to be a branch of Rabi a, a branch of

— C c
Nizar b. Ma add b. Adnan. Taghlib were called Taghlib bint
Wa'il. The main branch of Taghlib is al-Araqim and there are

— c — c — c
other branches such as Banu Ka b, Banu Sa d, Banu Awf

and Banu Tha<"laba.1

Various theories have been advanced to explain the origin
of the name itself. According to Ibn Hazm, Taghlib is the
nickname of the forefather of the tribe whose real name was

Dithar.2 However, W.R. Smith in his book Kinship and Marriage
in Early Arabia observes "the gender shows that the tribal
name existed before the mythical ancestor was invented".3
Noldeke thinks that "such a distinctly verbal name as Taghlib
is originally a collective expression which describes the whole
tribe as victorious".*

However, the present study is not concerned with the

problem of Arab tribal origins, and it is sufficient here to

point out that the Arabs held to the first theory, which refers
this name to a person named Dithar, who was called for some

1. Ibn Hazm, al-Jamhara, pp.9-10, 292-3, 295, 300, 302-7; Kindermann, "Taghlib",
EI1 Supp., p.223.

2. Ibn Hazra, al-Jamhara, p.302; al-Hufajdaliylt (Lyall), v.I, pp.705-711.

3. W.R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, p.14.

4. Noldeke, "Robertson Smith's Kinship and Marriage etc.", ZDMG XL, p.169.



reason Taghlib.

There are other different tribes with the same name, the
most famous one being Taghlib bint Hulwan, a Yemenite tribe.1
All Taghlibites referred to themselves by the name of the tribe,
while their kinsmen Bakr used to use the name of the branch

of Bakr to which they belonged rather than the name of the
tribe itself. The reason for this is said to be that Bakr was

regarded as a jumjuma while Taghlib were not.2

b) Religion

When Islam came Taghlib were Christians belonging to the
Jacobite sect.3 They had been pagans like other tribes before
they were converted to Christianity,* and most of them adhered
to Christianity long after the advent of Islam.5 Their main

religious centre was Dayr Mar Sarjis® (the Monastery of St.
Sergius), a name which was coupled with that of the cross

itself during their wars. Thus al-Akhtal says:

I - a b I . J I 1 =«-) it '— -J-*J h 1 IJ I »J
^ When they saw us, and the cross appearing,

and Mar Sarjis and steeped venom.7

1. Ibn Hazm, al-Jamhara, pp.450-3.
*c c

2. Ibn Abd Rabbih, al- Iqd, v.3, pp.284-5. The word jumjuma (skull) implies a large
tribal grouping which is subdivided into a number of smaller tribal units.

3. Trimingham, Christianity among the Arabs, p.174.

4. Kinderman, "Taghlib", EI1 Supp., p.244.

5. Ibid.

6. Trimingham, Christianity among the Arabs, p.236.

7. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.744.



c) Origins

According to the Arab historians, Taghlib were living
with other tribes in Mecca and the region of al-Hijaz.1
Afterwards they moved towards the east and the north-east
where they were found in the highlands of Najd. They then
moved towards Iraq and established their settlements in the
area which is known as Diyar RabiCa in al-Jazira, particularly
in al-Mawsil, Nasibin, Qarqisiya and Sinjar. Some of them were

Q
to be found outside al-Jazira in such places as Ayn at-Tamr,

Manbij, Qinnasrin and ar-Rusafa.2 In addition some of them
were forcibly moved to parts of Iran during the reign of
Shapur II (309-379 A.D.) and were settled in Ahwaz, Kirman
and Tawwaj.3

2. Wars (Al-Ayyam)

A. Wars with Yemen

We are not certain about the period in which the events
to be discussed below took place, nor are we sure of their
authenticity. The available materials which refer to the history
of the Arabs in the middle and the north of the Arabian

Peninsula do not give many details about them and in addition
these materials come to us through oral traditional narratives
which were not written until late in the second century.

This period needs further investigation and research

1. Al-Azraqi, Akhbar Makka, pp.81-90, 93-4, 96-100; Abu Hanifa ad-Daynawari,
al-Akhbar at-Tiwal, pp.8-9.

2. Al-Bakri, al-Mu C jam, v.l, pp.88, 335; v.4, pp. 1109, 1337; Yaqut, al-MuC jam,
v.l, pp.112-3; Kindermann, "Taghlib", EI1 Supp., p.223.

3. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.2, pp.56-61; Kindermann, "Taghlib", EI1 Supp., p.223.
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which will need mainly to depend on an examination of

inscriptions and a comparison of the different accounts in order
to elucidate the real situation of the so-called Ma addite tribes

in that area. Furthermore, it will be necessary for any

research to take into consideration the relationship between the
north-east of the Peninsula and the Persian court. In addition

to this we need to determine the extent of Yemeni domination

over the Ma addite tribes, which will depend on the discovery
of new inscriptions, and to establish the role of the two rivals
in the north, the Lakhmids and the Banu Ghassan.

From Arab historical sources it would seem that Yemen

had had a certain degree of jurisdiction over all the Ma addite
tribes. For present purposes we shall give a general survey of
the relevant events and will exclude any poetry involved until
the battle of Khazaz which at least is accepted among the
historians as a decisive battle, as a result of which the main

Q
confrontation was no longer between Ma add and Yemen but

Q
between the constituent elements of Ma add themselves.

Taghlib was a warlike people, as was normal for a

tribe who led a nomadic life, and they refused to be subdued
or suppressed. When the Yemenite rulers tried to subdue the
northern or Ma addite tribes by force they always rebelled,

although they acknowledged that Yemen had a certain degree
of sovereignty over them. These northern tribes, of whom
Taghlib were one, consented to pay tribute to Yemen, in order
to keep Yemen away from their internal affairs.1 Sometimes
Yemen had rulers who were aggressive or authoritarian. This
led to bad relations between the South and the North, who

waged war after war against Yemen in order to maintain their
autonomy. Yemen seems to have had the upper hand at first,

1. Abu Hanifa ad-Daynawari, al-Akhbar at-Jiwal, p.52; Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaail, v.l,
pp. 368—9; an-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.5, p.420; Jawad Ali, al-Mufassal fi
Tarikh al- Arab, v.4, pp.493-4.
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but later they weakened, and finally broke at the battle of
Khazaz.

There was a series of wars which could be said to have

begun with the battle of al-Bayda', about the middle of the
fourth century, which was fought against Madhhij who were

clients of Yemen and ended in their defeat.1 However the real

wars between Yemen and the northern tribes took place when
RabiCa b. al-Harith of Taghlib became the chieftain of all

Q *
the Ma addite tribes after a vigorous campaign by the Yemenite
governor, Zuhayr b. Janab al-Kalbi,2 who captured his sons

Kulayb and al-Muhalhil.

Q
After this Rabi a lost the battle of Jurad against Yemen,

who were led by their king Zayd b. Marabb. The cause of this
battle was the arrogance of a Yemenite governor named Hani;
when Hani was drunk and his she-camel disappeared in the

night because her guard was asleep, he insisted on riding on

the back of one of the Taghlibites instead of on their camels.
As a result of this they killed him.3 Taghlib and the tribes

_ c — c
of Rabi a lost another battle, called Dhat al- Urr, against
Yemen under the leadership of King Duwayla b. Abi Duwayla
ash-Shibami, which took place because Rabi C a killed the
latter's father who was their governor.*

At this period the tribe of Kinda comes to prominence as

representative of the Yemeni kingdom in the north and de facto
Q

rulers. The Yemenite king appointed a governor named Amr b.
c c
Unq al-Lihya to rule Ma add, who in turn appointed a deputy

named Labid b. cAnbasa al-Ghassani, both of them being

1. An-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.15, p.397; Jurji Zaydan, al-CAnab qabl al-Islain,
p.254; Jawad All, al-Mufassal fi Tarikh al- Arab, v.5, pp.345-6.

2. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, v.l, pp.368-9.

3. Al-Hamdani, al-Iklil, v.10, pp.12-13.

4. Ibid., pp.92-5.
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subordinate to Sulayma b. al-Harith al-Kindi. Labid married
a Taghlibi woman named Zahra' bint al-Harith, but began

Q *
to act in dictatorial fashion. The Rabi a tribes refused to pay-

tribute and declared their defiance. Labid then hatched a

secret plot with al-Lihya and Sulayma against them, but
having learned of this Kulayb killed him, for this reason and
also because of his beating Zahra'. The battle of as-Sullan
then took place (c. 4-81 A.D.); the chief of Rabi a was killed,
but Ma add was victorious because of the leadership of Kulayb,
who was chosen as chieftain in his place. The battle of as-

Sullan is mentioned in these lines of al-Muhalhil:

^ 3 , c'' ' j s > s , £ ' ""
y . 1 I 3 3Uo 1 '*£, 0 L^J J >■ \j a -^»J ^ W "il <3 I I ^ 15 a 1

\r,Vj \ If any restraint could curb Ibn Lihya, the
battle of as-Sullan would have curbed him from us.1
'* 'J - s / /. ✓ > ° / °' 5j V s & , a •
% ' " ' C *

1 ]"I c. -1 ^ 1 L* IS ^ S.«~ a j .. y *i. IL/ 1 C- I

p, 1 The Dwelling-place in as-Sullan came to be

flourishing weeping for Kulayb, and their far
reaches were without fear.2

Yemen tried to seek revenge and initiated a battle at
c

Dhu Urat and another at ath-Thaniyya, but Ma add won both
*

c
of them. Amr b. Kulthum boasts of this victory in the
following line: - , j

1 i_, cJI .« =JI -i L>JI■_? ~ —UJIC•*J J . w v • v., *
-

And we are they who kept their camels at Dhu Urata,
while the old large camels, and the she-camels

abounding in milk, were eating withered grass.3

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.7a; Abu Hanifa ad-Oaynawari, al-Akhbar at-
Jiual, pp.52-3.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Sakr wa-Taghlib, f.20a.
- —

. C r
3. Ibid., f.6a; Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.660; al-Bakri, al-
Hucjaa, v.3, p.749.
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Q
There was another battle won by the Ma addites called

al-Kulab, which is often confused with the al-Kulab which took

place after the death of al-Harith al-Kindf. This confusion
occurred because Sulayma, son of al-Harith, and as-Saffah at-

• •

Taghlibi" took part in both of them.1

The most important battle was called Khazaz. This

brought the end of Yemenite sovereignty and Ma add gained
permanent independence from Yemen. Yemen gathered all their
troops and equipment and attempted to launch a sudden attack

c — c
on Ma add, particularly Rabi a, in Najd, in an attempt to
defeat them and their leaders, Taghlib, and to suppress their
revolt. When Kulayb learnt of their plans, he distributed the
tribes among his bravest leaders and ordered as-Saffah b.
Khalid at-Taghlibi to light a fire in Khazaz, and, if the
enemies attacked, to light two fires. As-Saffah boasted of this
in these lines:

0 / ^ C ' '
tb C . cI »- , i Ol-

c

.•w 'J

. I »—o I — LO (_ . JtA IJ >- ,_J> O 36 I<— c L_J<)
' '' " , ^ ' 3- -

1 ; J U> I . I O I y ^^' C 4 C'

Is y ? f i> t ^ J s- Cj ,• ■ , S
<t .mJ L f> a i J-Lp y. I MJ I -> » ,J is

One night when I was kindling a fire in Khazaz, I
was in charge of hesitating garrisons.
They went astray because of sitting up awake, and
I think they would reach their aim if people did not
sit up.

They attacked Judham and Lakhm at morning,
brandishing our swords.

c _

Amr b. Kulthum also boasts of this battle in these
Q

lines of his mu allaqa:

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f. 6a ; an-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.15,
p.303. See below p.
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And we, on the day on which the fire of war was

kindled in Khaza2, helped the tribe of Nizar above
the help of the helpers.
And we were the right wing of the army when we

met the enemy; and the sons of our father were the
left wing.

They attacked whoever approached them, and we

attacked whoever approached us.

The returned with plunder and with captives, and
we returned with fettered kings.1

B. War with Bakr

1. The al-Basus War

This was the most savage and cruel war in which Taghlib
was involved, and it lasted for a long period, which is said
to have exceeded forty years. This fratricidal war between
Bakr and Taghlib caused a great amount of harm and damage
to both. It was not surprising that it was Shayban, a branch
Bakr, who began hostilities. They had lost many interests when

—Q
Rabi a became leader and was succeeded by his son, Kulayb,
above all as they lost their own status as leaders.2

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Harb Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.lOb; Abu CUbayda, an-Naqa' id, v.2,
pp.1093-5; Abu cUbayda, al-Ayyam, pp.379-83; Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qas3'id at-
TisC, v.2, pp.660-1; Ibn cAbd Rabbih, al-CIqd, pp.97-8.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.2a.
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The two tribes, Taghlib and Shayban, had had some

relationship by marriage,1 but there had already been some

indications that something disastrous would happen. Kulayb was

was very proud and ostentatious because he had become leader
of all the MaC addite tribes, having obtained their independence
for them at Khazaz, and he began to misuse his power. In

_ k

particular he had a spacious hima (a tract of pastureland
reserved for the owner's family) known as Hima Dariyya. It is
said that he used to have with him a pet dog - from whom he
got his name, as his real name was Wa'il - and he let him
wander around throughout the hima. Sometimes, if he saw

shepherds at wells, he sent the pet to bite them. He gave

protection to many things such as clouds, birds, wild animals,
etc;2

Now it happened that Kulayb, seeing a lark's nest
as he walked on his land, said to the bird, which

was screaming and fluttering distressfully over her
eggs, "Have no fear, I will protect thee". But a

short time afterwards he observed in that place the
track of a strange camel and found the eggs trodden
to pieces. Next morning when he and Jassas visited
the pasture ground, Kulayb noticed the she-camel of
Sa d among his brother-in-law's herd, and
conjecturing that she had destroyed the eggs, cried
out to Jassas, "Take heed thou, Take heed, I have

pondered something and were I sure, I would have
done it! May this she-camel never come here again
with this herd". "By God", exclaimed Jassas, "but
she shall come" and when Kulayb threatened to

pierce her udder with an arrow, Jassas retorted, "By
the stones of Wa'il, fix thine arrow in her udder

1. Al-Mubarrid, at-TaCazi wa al-Marathi, p.290.

2. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.140; Abu Tammam, al-Haraasa (Freytag), p.420; Nicholson, A
Literary History of the Arabs, p.56.
* For more details about Hiaa see, Chelhod, J., El\ "Hima", p.393.
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and I will fix my lance in thy backbone". Then he
drove his camels forth from the hima. Kulayb went
home in a passion, and said to his wife, who sought
to discover what ailed him, "Knowest thou any one

who durst defend his client against me?" She
answered, "No one except my brother Jassas, if he
has given his word". She did what she could to

prevent the quarrel going further, and for a time
nothing worse than taunts passed between them, until
one day Kulayb went to look after his camels which
were being taken to water, and were followed by
those of Jassas. Kulayb saw a strange young camel
in his hima which he killed. On another day when

Q
their camels were waiting their turn to drink, Sa d's
she-camel broke loose and ran towards the water.

Kulayb imagined that Jassas had let her go

deliberately, and resenting the supposed insult, he
seized his bow and shot her through the udder. The
beast lay down, moaning loudly, before the tent of
Basus, who in vehement indignation at the wrong

suffered by her friend, Sa d, tore the veil from her
head, beating her face and crying, "0 shame,
shame". Then addressing SaC d, but raising her voice
so that Jassas might hear, she spoke these verses,

which are known as "The Instigators" (al-
Muwaththibat):

"0 SaCd, be not deceived, Protect thyself,
This people for their clients have no care.

Look to my herds, I charge thee, for I doubt, even

my little daughters ill may fare,
By the life, had I been in Minqar's house,
Thou wouldst not have been wronged, my client,
there,

But now such folk I dwell among that when
The wolf comes, 'tis my sheep he comes to tear."
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Jassas was stung to the quick by the imputation,
which no Arab can endure, that injury and insult
might be inflicted upon his guest-friend with
impunity.1

Jassas tried to hold himself back but threatened that he
would kill cUlayyan, Kulayb' s famous camel, in revenge,2
perhaps really meaning that he would kill Kulayb himself. A
great tension and many suspicions and doubts arose between
the two.3 When he heard Jassas's threats, Kulayb went further
in provoking the family of Murra, father of Jassas, and barred
them from coming near the wells of al-Ahass, Shubayth and al-
Jarib.* Watering is very important for bedouins, and it seems

likely that Shayban allowed Jassas to slay Kulayb deliberately.
This can be observed in Murra' s off-handed and insulting

reply to the Taghlibi delegation who came to demand justice:
"Jassas is a reckless and rash young boy. He stabbed and flew
off on his horse; by God, I do not know in which country he
has been. Hammam as you know is a father of ten and uncle
of ten. If I give him to you, they will come against me. As
for myself, I will soon die when battle is joined. I will give
a blood-wit."5 It may also have been that there was some

incitement on the part of Yemen or of their clients, Kinda.

In any case, Jassas "having ascertained that Kulayb
had gone out unarmed, he followed and slew him" with the

Q
assistance of his cousin Amr and both fled in haste to their

1. fll-Aghani, v.4, p.141; Abu Taramain, al-Hamasa (Freytag), pp.421-2; Nicholson,
A Literary History of the Arabs, pp.56-7.

2. Abu Tammam, al-Hamasa (Freytag), p.422.

3. Abu C Ubayda, an-Naqa'id, v.2, p.905; al-Mubarrid, at-TaC azi was al-Harathi,
p.293. '
4. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.141.

5. Ibid., v.4, p.143.
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own people.1 Kulayb is said to have been murdered in al-cAqr,
as we see in al-Muhalhil's line:

c , t / j / S ' J J s A ' - S ' '
J I j> jLxJ I ,—jlmw a 1 J-. as J ^ I ^ >J I J 1 9 a

- "
' I j \
j J? ' The tribe asked: where did you bury him (Kulayb)?

They were told that he was in the sloping ground
at al-CAqr.2

Q
This tragedy shocked some Ma addite tribes who thought

of Kulayb as a saviour. Some remained neutral and some
Q —

became supporters of Taghlib, like an-Nimr, Aqil and
Ghufayla. Some on the other hand supported Shayban, for
example, CAnaza and DubayCa.3

Taghlib could not take an immediate step in reprisal
after Murra's reply because, as is habitual in such incidents,
the nearest relatives must ask for their rights first. The eldest
among Kulayb's brothers was al-Muhalhil, who seemed to be

upset and confused because Kulayb was his patron. Al-Muhalhil
started to take action after rebukes and reproaches.* He
became leader of Taghlib and began to attack Shayban
savagely. There were many skirmishes between them and
different battles of which Taghlib won most. Those which were

won by Taghlib were Waridat, an-Nihy, Dariyya, al-Qasabat
• •

c c
(al-Qusayba), Uwayrid, and another one also at Uwayrid.

• • •

Bakr won one at al-Hinw (Hinw Quraqir). There was another
c

at Unayza, which neither side won, which is mentioned in
the following line of al-Muhalhil:

1. Al-Aghani, v.A, pp.141-2; Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, p.57.

2. Al Bakri, al- HuCjaro, v.3, pp.949-50.

3. Ibid., v.l, p.85.

4. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34a; al-AsmaCiyyat, p.174.
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At early morning we and the sons of our

father are like the two millstones of a grinder
beside cUnayza.1

.1 S

There were also minor skirmishes between them at al-

Ahass, Himran, at-Taghlaman, Futayma, as-Sic ab and other
places.2

It was hardly to be expected that the whole of Bakr
would remain inactive while their relatives Shayban were being
reduced to dire straits. Shayban sent various appeals for help
because Taghlib was trying savagely to destroy them.

— c —

Harith b. Ubad a famous knight of Bakr, had
refused to take part in the contest, saying in words
which became proverbial, "I have neither camel nor

she-camel in it" i.e. "it is no affair of mine". One

day his nephew, Bujayr, encountered Kulayb's
brother, Muhalhil, on whom the mantle of the

murdered chief had fallen; and Muhalhil, struck with
admiration for the youth's comeliness, asked him who
he was. "Bujayr" said he "the son of Amr, the son

Q _

of Ubad". "And who is thy uncle on the mother's
side". "My mother is a captive" (for he would not
name an uncle of whom he had no honour). Then

Muhalhil slew him, crying "pay for Kulayb's shoe-
latchet". On hearing this, Harith sent a message to
Muhalhil in which he declared that if vengeance were

satisfied by the death of Bujayr, he for his part
would gladly acquiesce. But Muhalhil replied: "1

— — c c
1. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.143; Ibn Abd Rabbih, al- Iqd, v.6, pp.74-6.

2. al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.485; al-Agharii, v.5, pp.191-2; Yaqut, al-MuC jam,
v.l, p.113; v.3, p.405; v.4, p.267.
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have taken satisfaction only for Kulayb's shoe-
latchet". Thereupon Harith sprang up in wrath and
cried:

"God knows, I kindled not this fire, altho' I am

burned in it today.
A lord for a shoe-latchet is too dear,

To horse, To horse. Away."1

Most of Bakr now became involved in this vicious war

c — —

except for Lujaym, Ijl and Yashkur. Banu Hanifa took part
with their champion, al-Find b. Sahl, and seventy of their
brave men.

The Banu Bakr now prepared for a decisive battle.
As their enemy had the advantage in numbers, they

adopted a strategem devised by Harith. "Fight them"
said he, "with your women, ... Equip every woman

with a small waterskin and give her a club. Place
the whole body of them behind you - this will make
you more resolved in battle - and wear some

distinguishing mark which they will recognise, so

that when a woman passes by one of your wounded
she may know him by his mark and give him water
to drink, and raise him from the ground but when
she passes by one of your foes she will smite him
with her club and slay him". So the Bakrites shaved
their heads, devoting themselves to death, and made
this a mark of recognition between themselves and
their women, and this day was called the "Day of
Shearing". "The mothers were accompanied by their
children, whose tender age did not always protect
them from an exasperated foe."

1. Al-Aghani, v.4, pp.143-5; Abu Tammam, al-Hamasa (Freytag), p.252; Nicholson, A
Literary History of the Arabs, p.58.
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"On this day the Banu Bakr gained a great victory,
and broke the power of Taghlib.
It was the last battle of note in the Forty Year's
war, which was carried on, by raiding and
plundering.1,1

There were some other skirmishes between them after

Qida, such as Dayr Lubba (Lubna), the day of al-Furat and
al-Aqtanatayn.2

Taghlib tried after Qida to be reconciled with Bakr but
the Bakrites refused; one of them sneeringly said: "If they
want to be reconciled, they must give us their horses and we

will give them our goats". This may have been to be sure that
they would not attack them again. Al-Muhalhil expressed his
tribe's rejection of this condition in this line:

^ ^ s * 6 * J s '
_ 1_^J I L U 31 1 iUi c- 1 5 1 r l'c v 21
k, 3\

■ j
0, our sons will mock our doings, if we sell horses
for milch-goats.3

Later on Taghlib agreed to be reconciled with Bakr, but
al-Muhalhil and some other Taghlibites refused. Different kings
tried to arrange a reconciliation between them. Both of them at
first agreed to have al-Harith of Kinda as their king, an

event which may have occurred after al-Muhalhil had fled to

1. Al-Aghani, v.4, pp.143-5; Abu Tammam, al-Hamasa (Fneytag), pp.252-5; Nicholson,
A Literary History of the Arabs, pp.59-60.

— c — — c —

2. Al-Bakri, al-Hu jam, v.l, p.181; Yaqut, al-Mu jam, v.2, p.530; Ibn al-Athir,
al-Kamil, v.l, pp.485-6; Ibn ash-Shajari, al-Araall, v.2, p.186; for a more detailed
account of the ayyam Bakr see ash-Shimshati, al-Anwar wa Mahasin al-Ash ar, pp.85,
89 and 115.

3. Ibn Durayd, al-Ishtiqaq, p.354.
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Yemen. Al-Harith appointed his son Salama over Taghlib and
another son, Mac di Karib, over Bakr.1 This reconciliation did

not last, and was followed by the battle of al-Kulab.

Al-Mundhir II b. Ma' as-Sama' also arranged an

agreement between them, presumably after his return to power

in 528. He stipulated that they both should leave hostages with
him, and that if there was a murder in a site belonging to one

of them, the owners would be responsible for it. Moreover, if
there was a murder between two of their sites, then they would
measure the distance and the nearer one would be responsible.
This agreement was enacted in Mecca under the supervision of
a man from Tamim named al-CAllaq.2

Amr b. Hind followed his father's plans and kept the
same agreement with both. In an incident which occurred with
ar-Rakb this accord was violated by Bakr. Then Amr b. Hind
announced that Bakr was not responsible for it.3 This verdict

Q —

may have caused his death at the hands of Amr b. Kulthum.

2. Wars With Bakr in Islam

It seems that after Dhu Qar there was peace between
Bakr and Taghlib, although a Bakrite leader of the Muslim
troops attacked a group of Taghlib in Siffin and killed, burnt
and drowned most of them in revenge for a similar incident in
the Jahiliyya.* There was a slight change in their relations in
the Umayyad period during the war between Qays and Taghlib,

1. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.146; v.8, p.65; al-Bakri, al-MuCjam, v.4, p. 1363; Nicholson,
A Literary History of the Arabs, p.60.

2. Al-Aghani, v.9, pp.178-9; al-Mufaddiliyat (Lyall), v.2, p.152.

3. Al-Aghani, v.9, pp.178-9; Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, p.58.

4. At-Tabani, Tarikh, v.3, p.476.
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and Taghlib got support from their old enemy Bakr, and

particularly from Shayban, on the day of ath-Tharthar.1 The
c — c

reason for this was simply asabiyya towards their Rabi a

kinsmen, exactly as happened on the day of Irab, when the
Taghlibi al-Hudhayl freed Bakrite women from the hands of

C — — 2

Jaz ar-Riyahi.

Despite this change, Taghlib's hostility to Bakr was

not ended, because the sad and painful memory of the war was

still with them both. The feeling of emnity between the two
tribes may be found in the following lines of al-Akhtal:
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If I Said I was reconciled with Bakr, my hatred
would reject it and not the distant relationship,
And long battles between us and them where swords
struck skulls,
And shedding blood in Waridat, which does not

disappear although disgraces disappear.
They are two brothers who are blazing with fire:
the cloak of death is still new between them (i.e.

they will go on fighting).3

Some Bakrites, particularly their real enemies, Shayban,
tried in some cases to help Taghlib, for example when they

1. Al-Aghani, v.11, pp.62-3; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.318-9.
— C —

2. Abu Ubayda, an-Naqa1 id, v.2, p.882.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.522-3.
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were approached by al-Akhtal to pay blood-money which had
been incurred by Taghlib but which Taghlib were unable to

pay owing to lack of money.1 There are also however
indications that there were some battles between Shayban and

Taghlib,2 although these battles may only have been small
clashes or skirmishes. This can be seen in the lines of al-
c — — c

A sha directed against Malik b. Misma , who had supported
Taghlib on the day of ath-Tharthar.3 Al-ACsha accused Malik
of igniting warfare. These battles perhaps took place after
Malik's own departure to al-Yamama and Bahrain.* Al-ACsha's
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Abu Misma , one whose soul denies the rightful, and
is weak in gratitude, will known his own error.

Have you not kindled the war until when you yourself
saw and feared the consequences of wars?
You withdrew having bared it (war) with its ugly
and base appearance wherever it stops.5

1. Ibn Sallam, at-Tabaqat, v.l, pp.401-2, 416-7.

2. Al-Aghani, v.10, p.99.

3. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.318-9.

4. Al-Aghani, v.10, p.99; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.318.

5. Diwan al-ACsha, p.291.
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C. Wars vith the Lakhmids

After the battle of al-Kulab Taghlib expelled Salama and
became one of the staunchest allies of al-Mundhir. Together

they invaded Kinda, and Taghlib captured forty of al-Harith' s
relatives who were killed by al-Mundhir, although Kinda killed
some Taghlibites in return. Taghlib also joined with al-Mundhir
in attacking Bakr,1 who were supporting Salama against the
Lakhmids, meeting them on the day of Uwara. Later on however
Taghlib abandoned al-Mundhir and fought against him.2

Q
After al-Mundhir II was murdered and his son, Amr b.

Hind, became king, he wished to revenge himself on the
Ghassanids for the death of his father. When Taghlib refused
to join him against them he punished them by making some

forays against them3 such as the day of al-Husayn, which
was won by Taghlib.* The incident of ar-Rakb where some

Taghlibites died or, as Taghlib assumed, were killed at one

of Bakr's encampments, was the greatest setback to good
(2

relations between Taghlib and Amr b. Hind, as he supported
Bakr against Taghlib.5 cAmr b. Hind may also have tried

c
to assert his domination over Taghlib by asking Amr b.
Kulthum's mother to be a servant, and this, as well as his

verdict on the incident of ar-Rakb, which went against

Taghlib, may have led to his assassination. Ufnun boasted
about this murder in the following lines:

1. Al-Aghani, v.8, p.64; v.9, p.184; Ibn Rashiq, al-CUmda, v.2, p.216; Ibn al-Athir,
al-Kamil, v.l, pp.315, 375, 408. i

2. Al-Aghani, v.9, p.184; Ibn al-Athir, al-Karcil, v.l, p.397.

3. Al-Aghani, v.9, p.180; Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Ti$C, v. 2 , pp.593-4.

4. Al-Maydani, HajmaC al-Amthal, v.2, p.442.

5. Al-Aghani, v.9, pp.178-81.
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I swear that Amr b. Hind was not successful when

he ordered my mother to serve his mother,

[S\mr ] Ibn Kulthum stood and took the polished sword,
and took him by the throat in front of his associates,
And Amr struck him on his head with a blow with

a ridged sword of pure and shining iron.1

His brother an-NuC man (d. 585 A.D.) tried to avenge
him against Taghlib but was defeated and killed by Murra b.
Kulthum.2

D. Al-Kulab

When al-Harith of Kinda died in 528 A.D. two of his

sons ruled Bakr and Taghlib. Salama was the shaykh of
Taghlib and Shurahbll was the shaykh of Bakr. An opportunity
arose for Taghlib to wage war against their old enemy Bakr,
when Salama fell out with his brother Shurahbil, while Taghlib
were further incensed at the murder by Bakr of MaC bid, the
son of Hanash b. Malik at-Taghlibl.
el s ' s"'P; y p s fff s > e > ) 0 '' ° ' s ^
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1. Abu C(Jbayda, an-Naqa' id, v.2, pp.884-6; al-Aghani, v.9, pp.183-4; Ibn al-Athir,
al-Kamil, v.l, pp.405-6.

2. Al-Aghani, v.9, pp.183-4.
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Did you not ask about our attack against Dhuhl b.
Shayban for the times change?

This enmity culminated in the battle of al-Kulab. On
this occasion Taghlib and the other forces with them managed
to take possession of the water of al-Kulab before Bakr. The
Taghlibi leader, as-Saffah, poured the water out of his men's

• v

water-skins and let their horses become thirsty in order to
make it impossible for them to retreat. Bakr were compelled
by lack of water to take the offensive despite being at a

disadvantage, and suffered a heavy defeat. Abu Hanash
stabbed Shurahbil with his spear and beheaded him, and then
took the head to his brother Salama. Jabir boasted that Abu
Hanash had killed Shurahbil in the following line:

SJI Jt A! J™
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Yet our spears it was that thrust, that black day of
al-Kulab, Shurahbil from off his horse, in spite of
the oath he swore.

To pluck from our hands our lances: him Abu Hanash
cast to the ground from the back of a steed, the
tallest of all his stud.1

E. Other Wars

A number of other wars took place just before or just
after the advent of Islam. It may be that they took place
after the war of al-Kulab when Taghlib began to be involved
in battles with other tribes. During this period they fought

1. Abu CUbayda, Al-Ayyam, pp.397-420; al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.2, pp.156-8.
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—c —

with Dabba, Yarbu , Tamim, etc. They took part in the crucial
battle of Dhu-Qar, and made some raids on other tribes. These
wars may be arranged as follows:

1. Dhu-Bahda':

Once al-Hudayl captured a woman from Dabba. After
freeing her he thought to re-capture her again. With a

thousand Taghlibites besides a very large troop from Iyad
and al-Nimr, he invaded Dabba in Dhu-Bahda'. Dabba received

c _ *
help from Sa d b. Zayd-Manat b. Tamim. They defeated al-

Hudhayl and his troops. He himself was captured with some of
his sons.1

2. Irab:

Al-Hudhayl who was a very strong leader of Taghlib,
_c —

attacked Yarbu at Irab and destroyed them and captured some

women. When he came to a watering place called Yusur which
belonged to them, some of them agreed to allow him to get
water provided that he set free the captives. He agreed to set
some of them free but was hesitant about freeing the others.
Q —

Utayba b. Harith and his men then attacked al-Hudhayl and
defeated him.2

3. Thabra:

Q
Taghlib defeated Yarbu at Thabra and killed Hazra, son

C — i
of Utayba b. al-Harith. The latter however escaped.

1. Abu Tammani, Naqa'id Jarir wa al-Akhtal, p.227.

2. Abu CUbayda, an-Naqa'id, v.l, pp.473-5; v.2, pp.703-882, 1088-9.
_ c

3. Al-8akri, al-Mu jam, v.l, p.335.
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LAsh-Shic b:

_C Q
Qays b. Sharfa attacked Yarbu at ash-Shi b and

defeated them and captured some of them, such as Mutammim b.

Nuwayra.1

5- Zarud:

Hazima b. Tariq invaded Yarbuc and took their camels
as plunder. Yarbu followed him, captured him, and recovered
their camels. They set him free after cutting off some of his
hair.2

6. As-Sulayb:

Al-Hudhayl al-Asghar made a foray
Qanab's camels. One of Banu Mazin hit
while he was sitting on the well of Sifar.
the well and died there.3

♦

7. Nitac :

(2 —

Amr b. Kulthum, the poet and the powerful leader of
Q

Taghlib, went to help the tribe's relatives at Nita who were

being attacked by Tamim. He made an attack on Qays b.
Tha C laba and another on Banu Hanifa in al-Yamama. When

their relatives, Banu Lujaym, learnt of it, they went directly
Q

to help them. Their chieftain, Yazid, captured Amr b.

c c
1. Ibn Abd Rabbih, al- Iqd, v.6, p.93.

2. Al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.203; al-Aghani, v.19, p.145.

3. Al-Aghani, v.9, pp.183-4.

Q
against Nu aym b.
him with an arrow

Al-Hudhayl fell into
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Kulthum but later set him free.1

There were also some clashes between Taghlib and some
Q —Q j

other tribes such as Abs, Bali and Quda a.

8. Dhu Qar:

Q —

This battle took place during the reign of an-Nu man b.
al-Mundhir who killed CAdi b. Zayd. His son, Zayd, intrigued

against al-Mundhir until Khusraw II b. Hormizd (591-628)
dethroned him and replaced him with ' Iyas b. Qablsa.

Al-Mundhir sought refuge with Hani b. MasCud al-
Shaybanl of Bakr. This incident was a golden opportunity for
Taghlib, who were allies of the Persians, to exterminate them.
Khusraw, who was irritated by Bakr, was very angry at them
for giving refuge to al-Mundhir and conceived the idea of

c C _ —

attacking them. Their leader an-Nu man b. Zar a al-Taghlibi,
intervened and asked Khusraw to wait until the very hot
summer when Bakr would come to Dhu Qar in dire need of

watering places.

An indication of the extreme emnity between Taghlib and
c — c

Bakr is the fact that an-Nu man b. Zur a was sent as the

envoy of Khusraw to Bakr when they encamped at Dhu Qar.
Q

An-Nu man carried Khusraw's threats but Bakr rejected them
and prepared to fight.

1. Al-Aghani, v.9, pp.183-4.
c — —

2. See Abu Ubayda, an-Naqa'id, v.l, p.104; al-Mufajjaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.24;
Ibn Qutayba, Uyun al-Akhbar, v.l, p.175; al-Aghanl, v.9, p.179; Ibn an-Nahhas,
Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tisc, v.2, pp.585, 587; Abu Tammam, Naqa'id Jarir wa al-Akhtal,
pp.107, 145; an-NuwayrT, Nihayat al-Arab, v.15, p.355. For more days against other
tribes see ash-Shimshati, al-Anwar wa Mahasin al-Ash ar, pp.77-120.
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Bakr won the battle by their astute tactic of drawing
the Persians into the desert and defeating them and their
allies, including Taghlib, there.

Some of Taghlib fought against the Persians during the
battle. This might indicate a kind of Arab sentiment or,

perhaps, a desire to get booty. However, their leader,
c —

an-Nu man was captured. It is remarkable that al-Akhtal
boasted about this day even though his tribe was defeated
in this battle, on the ground that it demonstrated the
superiority of Rabi a over Mudar:

, 1 s j; i ft I U 1 i-id I ftS 3 a_Lio ftfr 1 o y ft

*

Q
Did you fight for Ma add in their day of need as we

did on the day of Dhu Qar?1

F. WAR WITH QAYS

Paradoxically, the two firm allies in the early days of
Islam became the two deadly enemies after Marj Rahit,2 and
their hostility became proverbial.3 This hostility was expressed
by al-Qutami in lines like the following:

1. Oiwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.638; at-Tabari, Tarikh, v.2, pp.192-211.

2. Al-Aghani, v.17, p.112; v.20, p.127; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.229,
308-9, 313.

3. Ibn CAbd Rabbih, al-CIqd, v.2, p.52.
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3
Are you not sad because the relations between

Taghlib and Qays have been severed?1
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•» If there is nothing between your tribe and my

tribe except the sword's blow...2

It is possible to say that politics and religion were the
main reasons for their emnity. From the political point of
view, it was clear that Abd al-Malik especially benefited from
their killing each other. However religion may have been as

strong a motive as politics in inducing Qays to invade the
Taghlibi territories.3 c Umayr b. al-Hubab said to cAbd Allah
b. az-Zubayr, before he received a warrant from him to rule

Taghlib: "No-one remains outside of our control except a tribe
from Rabi a, most of whom are Christians".* During the war

they uttered some remarks about Taghlib which indicate their
antipathy, using expressions like "Those Christians",5 "the

killing of Christians",' rather than referring to them by
name.

It is also possible that politics may have been a motive
c —

for Umayr b. al-Hubab to seek support for Ibn az-Zubayr,
because Taghlib were known as Marwaniyya.7 However the

1. Diwan al-Qu^ani, p.32.

2. Ibid., p.84.

3. Faysal as-Sanir, ad-Paula al-Handaniyya, v.l, p.55.

4. Al-Aghani, v.20, p.127.

5. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.314, 317.

6. Ibid., v.5, p.324.

7. Al-Aghani, v.20, pp.120, 127; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.314.
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most important reason for their attack was "their competition
for the fertile lands".1 The following line of al-Qutaml
indicates two possible motives, the first to acquire land and
the second to gain political influence, since he mentions
Bakr, Kalb and Taghlib:

U1

jlo ) I f. u - -V

P. 11

L

V CV"

us,

You killed Bakr and Kalb and you made us the
third, and you wanted to control the whole

valley.2

Qays lived in Diyar Mudar which is close to Diyar
— c c

Rabi a, where Taghlib lived. Umayr came with his troops and
encamped in some parts of the Khabur region which belonged
to Taghlib. When Taghlib came to negotiate with Zufar and
asked him to withdraw his tribesmen from their villages
because these wars would not end as long as they remained
their neighbours, Zufar refused to comply.3 This Taghlibi

c
demand is expressed in al-A sha's line:

J
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No Mudari shall cross our land, with an

escort or without an escort.*

Qays made some inroads into Taghlib to plunder them,
and Taghlib responded by attacking them. Once there had been

1. Faysal as-Samir, Ad-Dawla al-Hamdaniyya, v.l, p.55.

2. Diwan al-Qutanii, p.85.

3. Al-Aghani, v.20, pp.126-7; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.314, 316.

4. Diwan al-ACsha, p.343.
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a number of killings on each side the conflict escalated into
a full-scale war. It was possible that these wars were for

Qays a kind of escape from their defeat by the government and
a way of seeking other victories to counter the general feeling
of defeat.

Indeed Zufar, the chief of Qays, reproaches cUmayr for
attacking his fellow-Nizarites instead of his real enemies, the
Yemenites:

^ ' * «> - "
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Ŵho will tell Umayr, on behalf of me, the message
of one who reproaches you and feel contempt for
you,

Do you leave the tribes of KulaC and Kalb and sink

your powerful fangs into Nizar?
[You are ] like one who leans on one of his hands,
and then it betrays him by being weak and giving
way.1

Be this as it may, Taghlib was a good choice in many

ways, since they were Christians, had a tendency to support
the Umayyads, were not from Mudar, and were not supporters
of Ibn az-Zubayr like Qays. Once started the continuation of
these wars between the two tribes "was instigated by their
desire for revenge and by a feud over the murders of their
kinsmen".2

1. Al-Aghani, v.20, p.128.

2. Faysal as-Samir, Ad-Dawla al-Hamdaniyya, v.l, p.55.
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The war began with a clash between two tribes near

Qarqisiya where Taghlib were defeated.1 Qays agreed to pay
blood money to Taghlib for their dead, but cUmayr b. al-Hubab
brought a warrant from MusCab b. az-Zubayr giving him
authority to rule them. When Taghlib refused, c Umayr attacked
them savagely in the region of Khabur.2 This was the first
real battle between them, being known as 'the day of al-
Khabur' or 'the day of Makisin'.3 It was followed by a

number of other battles, including the first day of ath-
Tharthar, on which Taghlib defeated Qays and many from
both sides were killed,* the second day of ath-Tharthar at
which Taghlib was defeated,® the third day of Ra's al-Athll
or al-Ayyil, from which the surviving Taghlibites fled after
most of them had been killed,6 and the day of al-Bishr (or
CAjinat al-Rahub, Majashin or Mar] as-Salawtah). The latter

• • • • •

battle took place about 73 A.H. when Taghlib and Qays had
Q

agreed a degree of reconciliation. Abd al-Malik held a

meeting which al-Akhtal and al-Jahhaf attended. Al-Akhtal
• • • •

tried to make al-Jahhaf angry with these lines:
• •
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Ask al-Jahhaf if he can revenge the murders of
* *

Q
Sulaym and Amir.
0 Ja&biaf, if vast, rough seas descend upon you
and meet over you,

1. Al-Aghani, v.20, p.127.

2. Ibid.

3. Al-Aghani, v.20, p.127; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.317.

4. Al-Aghani, v.11, pp.62-3; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashnaf, v.5, p.318.

5. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.320.

6. Al-Aghani, v.11, p.58; Naqa'id Jarir wa al-Akhtal, p.226.
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You will become like foam which was carried by the
sea, driven by hurricanes.

When al-Jahhaf heard these very boastful and offensive
lines he left the meeting, gathered his tribe and attacked
Taghlib who were seriously defeated.1

What were the real reasons for this battle? The main

reason was desire for revenge, but there are other reasons

behind this. First, their reconciliation was not effected

adequately,2 perhaps for political purposes. Secondly,
Q

al-Akhtal thought that Abd al-Malik would support him, which
is implied in his reply to al-Akhtal: "1 will protect you from
him".3 Thirdly, it was not clear to al-Akhtal that al-Jahhaf
would attack them if these lines were inflammatory or

offensive. It could be that they were intended to relieve his

feelings after these sad defeats, which had occurred simply
because his tribe had not taken precautions against being
attacked. Al-Akhtal became feverish after the departure of al-

Jahhaf because he knew that the latter had misunderstood
him. *

Al-Jahhaf justified this action later on, when he returned
after having taken refuge with the Greeks. He met al-Akhtal
and expressed himself in these lines:

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.528-9; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.328-9;
al-Aghanl, v.11, pp.59-60.

2. Al-Aghani, v.11, p.59.

3. Ibid., v. 11, p.61.

4. Ibid.



Abu Malik, did you blame me when you incited me

to kill or was there anyone who blamed me?
I obeyed you at your instigation, for 1 was

offended and determined.

If you ask me another time to do so, I will reply
with a similar action; I am skilled in warfare,

serious and expert.1

Al-Akhtal's answer was: "You are a sinister old man".2

— Q
Al-Jahhaf recited these lines knowing that Abd al-Malik

would be very severe with him if in fact he created any more
Q

trouble, since his tribe had interceded with Abd al-Malik to

obtain an amnesty for him. From his own lines it is obvious
that he had no real reason to start such a bloody battle, but
nevertheless it was a thoughtless lapse of al-Akhtal's.
Al-Jahhaf implicitly admitted that he had misunderstood al-
Akhtal when later he decided to make a pilgrimage to Mecca
to atone for "their faults in killing those whom he had
killed".3 Zufar at a similar meeting reacted more wisely than

Q
al-Jahhaf when al-Akhtal urged Abd al-Malik to treat him
badly. *

There were other battles won by Qays such as al-Fudayn,
Q _ _ __

as-Sukayr, al-Ma arik or al-Hadr, al-Balikh and Sinjar,5 while

1. Al-Aghani, v.11, p.60.

2. Ibid.

3. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.331.

4. Al—Aghani, v.7, pp.176-7.

5. Al-8aladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.321-2.
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Taghlib were victorious on the day of al-Shar abiyya and won

the great battle of al-Hashshak where CUmayr was killed.1
They were equal in fighting on the day of Balad.2 Among
other battles were also the day of Tal-Majra,3 and Hazza,5
one day before al-Kuhayl. This took place because Tamlm b.
al-Hubab wanted to avenge his brother. He and Zufar together
with some other chieftains attacked Taghlib and nearly

destroyed their army,5 who had to escape across the Tigris.5

What were the reasons for these defeats if Taghlib, as

has been said, were a powerful tribe and government rule was

lacking in al-Jazira? We might suggest that these defeats
occurred because Qays were already armed and ready to fight
at any time as a unit, while Taghlib were scattered throughout
al-Jazira and even outside it, and needed time to band

together unlike Qays who marched en masse and attacked
suddenly and strongly. When Taghlib gathered themselves in
al-Hashshak they defeated Qays very badly. The truth was

expressed by Umayr himself when he said: "Taghlib are an

enormous tribe, and they have gathered to fight ... if they
were scattered then we would attack them group by group".7

This was a major reason for these defeats. Apart from
this, Taghlib had no motives for battles like those of Umayr,
who wanted to compensate for his feeling of defeat at Marj
Rahit.

1. Abu CUbayda, an-Naqa'id, v.l, p.508; v.2, p.899; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf,
v.5, pp.322-5.

2. Al-8aladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.322.

3. Al-Maydani, MajmaC al-Amthal, v.2, p.447.
_ _ £

4. Yaqut, al-Mu jam, v.l, p.121; v.2, p.256.

5. Al-8aladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.326; Abu Tammam, Naqa'id Jarir wa al-
Akhtal, p.226.

6. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.327; Abu Tammara, Naqa'id Jarir wa al-
Akhfral, p.226.

7. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.324.
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This long war between Qays and Taghlib shows the
cruelty and savagery which was perpetrated by both sides,
especially by Qays. This was shown in their stabbing the
bellies of pregnant women, killing women, children and old
men, besides plundering.1 There was an idea of genocide, and
cUmayr once shouted: "Do not leave anybody".2 "It is no

wonder that this bitter party hatred survived for a long time
and flared up again from time to time".3

1. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.319, 323, 327; Al-Aghani, v.11, pp.58,
59-60; v.17, p.113; v.20, pp.127-8.

2. Al-Aghani, v.20, p.128.

3. Kindermann, "Taghlib11, EI*, Supp., p.225.
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CHAPTER 2

TAGHLIB AND ISLAM

When Islam came the two major religions, Christianity
and Judaism were spread among many Arab tribes. Christianity
especially was spread over a large area in the north of the
Arabian Peninsula. Some of these tribes were aligned with
the Persians and others with the Romans. However even those

who were allies of one of the two great powers were disunited
and often fought among themselves. Under Islam Taghlib were

stronger and more united than they had been before but they
needed time to become familiar with the new situation and

circumstances. Even so, their tribalism was so strong that
they kept up their relations with those who were outside

al-Jazira. They were bedouins1 who still had nomadic attitudes,
a fact which is expressed in this line of al-Qutami:
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Whoever may admire settled life, what people of the
desert do you see us to be!2

This refusal to adopt the agricultural life in al-Jazira
c — c —

explains why Amr b. Kulthum and al-Hudhayl b. Imran
continued to make attacks on other tribes who lived far from

al-Jazira in regions such as al-Bahrayn. We must remember
here that those Arab tribes who allied themselves with Romans

or Persians were not in any sense regular troops. They were

1. See belowf pp.278-91.

2. Oiwan al-Qutami, p.76.
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like small states in which every tribe had its independence,
or what is possible to call a territory. Every tribe
had its chieftain and every branch of that tribe had its leader
who obeyed the head of the whole tribe.

The failure to adapt to this new atmosphere had its

repercussions on their Christianity also. They adapted their
belief to their nomadic life and their habits of the past. This
means that, even if they were Christians, they did not

completely fulfil the ideals of Christianity. Al-Akhtal for
instance allowed himself many pleasures which were not
sanctioned by his religion.1

On the whole, however, Taghlib found in Christianity a

religion which suited them and gave them comfort and ease.

Indeed, certain episodes in which individual members of
Taghlib, such as al-Akhtal and Sham ala b. Fa'id, resisted
considerable pressure to convert to Islam show that they were

more strongly attached to Christianity than other tribes had
been.

We should now ask the question whether Taghlib in fact
were a particularly strong tribe or just a normal tribe, no

stronger than their brothers Bakr or their allies an-Nimr? As
can be seen from their wars before Islam, with Qays and with
the Muslim armies at the time of the conquest, the saying:
"If Islam had not come Taghlib would have eaten the people
(conquered them)"" is by no means true. This saying can only w-ca_cv*>.

figuratively that they were very strong.

There are no indications in surviving sources that the

1. Hawi, Al-Akhtal, pp.24-30.

2. Ibn Sallam, Tabaqat Fuhulash-ShuCara', p.490.

3. Al-Amidi, Al-Mu'talaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.225.

4. At-Tabrizi, al-HuCallaqat, p.108.
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Prophet sent them any message calling them to accept the
new religion; however, he did send them their brother tribe
Bakr,1 and it could be that he sent to them also, since it is

mentioned that others were called.2 It is known that an

embassy of them came to the Prophet some of whom were

Muslims,3 that embassy made an agreement with the Prophet
that they would not bring up their sons as Christians.*

In any case, from the beginning the relation between the
Muslims and Taghlib always tended towards confrontation. It
seems that they found Islam to be a threat to them. Whether
their religion was true Christianity or not, however, they
believed in its truth.

The influence of religion is clear in the anecdote told of
al-Akhtal, who said after his punishment by the priest: "It is

*

q
the religion, it is the religion". When Hisham b. Abd al-Malik
said, after hearing the line:

J 1 •£ "il 1 I <& a 2l. \j =- b 0 >C >J 1 ->• bJ I 1 Jcj a^9 I I b Ij5

V ^!
If you are in need of treasures, you will not find
a treasure [greater than] good deeds.
"Bless your Islam, Abu Malik", al-Akhtal answered,
"0 Commander of the Faithful, I am still Muslim in

my religion".5

c —

1. Ibn Sa d, at-Jabaqat, v.l, p.281.

2. Al-Qalqashandi, Subh al-ACsha, v.6, p.382.
c —

3. Ibn Sa d, At-Tabaqat, v.l, p.316.

A. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.4, pp.55-6.

5. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.140; al-Aghani, v.7, p.183. Al-Akhtal uses the word
"rauslib" to denote the same meaning as it applies to Muslims, while he is a
Christian.
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Whether or not they believed in their religion, however,
the general opinion remains that expressed by Brockelmann
about al-Akhtal's behaviour, "He enjoyed liberty according to
his religion in contrast to the strictness of Islam".1 As a

result they sometimes found themselves in a dangerous position.
For instance, cAbd al-Malik asked al-Akhtal: "Why do not you

become a Muslim, Akhtal?" He replied "If you permit me to
"

Q
drink and cancel Ramadan for me, I will be a Muslim". Abd

al-Malik answered him: "If you become a Muslim and do not
fulfil anything of Islam, I will cut off your head". Al-Akhtal
then said these lines:

" ^ s a "V o ' s s S s „ ' s
1—I ^ >J J51—jC uJj I cj \s ^ 1 ij pSL J5

t a ' a s j

U. "3. ^ 4.1 ! — 1 -■ y I J 1 Z—S 0 *J 15 aJ 1 a_
- V '* J s o ^

■ I M&J ■ ^ »V| tC h ft iii I ^ 15 ' 0

J» \ J \
I will not willingly fast in Ramadan and I will not
eat the meat of animals slaughtered for al-Adha
I will not stand like a donkey saying before dawn

c — —

Hayya ala al-Falah
But I will drink good wine, and bow when dawn
breaks.2

They may also have found that the Central Government
in Medina was not like their old allies the Persians, and that
the organisation of the Government and the relation between

people according to Islam did not permit them to lead their
lives in accordance with their pre-Islamic nomadic habits.

1. Brockelmann, v.l, p.205.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.755-6; al-Yazidi, ShiCr al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.153-4.
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This bad relationship reached a level of an armed
confrontation. This happened when one of their strong leaders,

al-Jarrar at-Taghlibi refused to follow the Prophet during his
lifetime. The Prophet sent against him the powerful leader Zayd
al-Khayl, who defeated and killed al-Jarrar, whose people were

killed and the women taken captive.1 Al-Jarrar and his people
could not have belonged to that branch of Banu Taghlib who
lived in al-Jazira, for this event took place too early for any

raiding party to arrive there safely and easily from Medina.
It probably happened soon before the arrival of their embassy
to Medina in 9 A.H., by which time Taghlib had no other
choice but to court the Prophet.

The Prophet's successor Abu Bakr continued his plans to

spread Islam. Even at this period Taghlib showed determined

hostility to Islam, although there was no necessity for them to
attack the Muslims as they were not involved in the Ridda.
Perhaps, however, they thought that it was a good opportunity
to avenge the killing of al-Jarrar and his people or to defend
Christianity or were spurred on by their tribal spirit or

asabiyya. Whatever the reason however, Taghlib, who were

related to the Tamimi prophetess Sajah, were strong supporters
Q —

of her and of her main backer, al-Hudhayl b. Imran. She
advanced with them and other Arabs to attack Abu Bakr in

Medina but turned back after her conciliation with the prophet
Musaylima in al-Yamama.2

Abu Bakr's plans to send armies towards the north-east
of the Arabian Peninsula brought northern Arab Christians into
conflict with the Muslims, since they stood firm against Khalid
b. al-Walid. The following dialogue between Khalid and an

Arab Christian named Abjar is evidence of their determined

1. al-Aghani, v.16, p.53.

2. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.3, pp.269-71.
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rejection of Islam. Khalid asked him: "What is your religion,
c —

Abjar?" Abjar answered: "The religion of Isa b. Maryam".
Khalid asked: "Then you are in our religion. Do you believe
in Muhammad?" Abjar answered: "No, when was your religion?
You have come just a few years ago".1

Taghlib was ready to take part in any attack against
Muslim armies, and repeatedly sent men to support the Persians
or Arabs who were allied to the Persians, although these were

either killed or fled from Khalid. The Arab tribes of the area

were proud to fight the Arab Muslims, which they did under
c — c

the leadership of Aqqa b. Abi Aqqa, of the strongest allies
of Taghlib, the tribe of an-Nimr, who led the battle against

_ c c
Khalid. Aqqa was killed at Ayn at-Tamr and his men were

defeated.2 They then prepared themselves to launch another
attack on the Muslims under the leadership of al-Hudhayl at

al-Musayyakh. Al-Hudhayl was defeated and most of his people
were killed.3 Taghlib with their allies tried another attack

—c —

under the leadership of Rabi a b. Bujayr at-Taghlibi at ath-
— c

Thinni and az-Zummayl in an attempt to avenge Aqqa but
they were defeated and killed;* they then supported the
Persians at al-Firad but again they were defeated.5 They also
fought alongside the Persians at al-Hasid but were crushingly
defeated,8 and supported the Persians at Kabath under the

leadership of Faris al- cUnnab at-Taghlibi but were defeated
there also.7 Finally, the Muslims attacked them along with
an-Nimr at Siffin and killed many of them.8

C r -

1. al- Askari, al-Awa'il, p.119.

2. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.3, pp.376-7.

3. Ibid., v.3, pp.380-1.

4. Ibid., p.382.

5. Ibid., p.383.
— — c

6. Yaqut, al-Mu jam, v.2, p.267.

7. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.3, p.475.

8. Ibid., p.383.
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It is obvious from all these events that they were the
most determined Arab enemies of Islam in the North, and for

this reason Khalid swore to attack them in their homes.1 They

preferred to be under Persian dominance rather than to be
under the Muslims, presumably because they were not prepared
to find themselves in the same situation as other Arab tribes

elsewhere in the Peninsula. Their consequent defeats obliged
them to take refuge inside al-Jazira and after this they seem

to have decided that their position was rather insecure, and
to have attempted to adopt a neutral position. When Umar
succeeded to the Caliphate they were divided among themselves,
and some supported the Muslims while others stood aside.

This change in attitude towards Islam came when they
came to support the Persians at the battle of al-Buwayb, but
went over to the Muslims. A young boy from among them
murdered one of the Persian leaders named Muhran in the same

battle.2 They acted in a similar way in 16 A.H. when they
fought with the Byzantines at Tikrit, but like Iyad and
an-Nimr betrayed them and went over to the Muslims.3

The Muslims now began to prepare to attack al-Jazira
itself. According to various accounts al-Jazira yielded between

Q —

17 A.H. and 19 A.H. to a Muslim leader named Iyad b. Ghanm
c — — —• c

who was a subordinate of Sa d b. Abi-Waqqas or Abu- Ubayda.

They surrendered to the Muslims without offering much
resistance, and most parts of al-Jazira fought very little before

agreeing to come to terms with the Muslims.*

Q
Umar agreed to accept double sadaqa from them instead

of the jizya because they did not like the latter word, saying

1. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.3, p.383.

2. Ibid., pp.460-4, 466.

3. Ibid., v.4, pp.35-6.

4. Ibid., pp.53-6.
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to him: "We are Arabs and we cannot pay what non-Arabs

pay".1 cUmar once received some Taghlibites and said to them:
"Pay the jizya". They said: "Send us back to our homes: if
you impose the jizya on us we will flee to the Greeks, By God

you will disgrace us among the Arabs". Umar said: "You

disgraced yourself and oppose your nation. By God, if you do
not pay the jizya, and humble yourselves, if you escape to the
Greeks I will write to them and I will take your women". They
said: "Take from us anything but do not call it jizya". He
said "We call it jizya, but you call it whatever you want".2

One of cUmar's governors, al-Walid b. cUqba, insisted on

their becoming Muslims, and when they refused, he wrote about
this to ^mar. cUmar asked him to do what they wanted and
added that they were not to prevent anyone who wished from
becoming a Muslim.3

Q
Uthman tried to impose the jizya upon them in the form

Q
of gold and silver only, but eventually accepted Umar's
decision to exact double sadaqa from them.* CAli's reign was

relatively beneficial to Taghlib. He was related to them by
marriage through Umm Habiba who had been taken captive at
c c — c
Ayn at-Tamr and was bought by Ali. She bore him Umar
and Ruqayya.s

According to tribal conventions this was a reason to
claim a relationship, even though it was as a result of
capture, and they expected some advantages from it. Taghlib

Q Q
had already been indebted to Ali, when Umar tried to impose
the jizya on them, since it was he who asked Umar not to do

1. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.4, pp.40, 55; al-Baladhuri, Futuh al-Buldan, pp.250-2.

2. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.4, p.56; Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya wa an-Nihaya, v.7, p.76.

3. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.4, p.56.

4. Al-Baladhuri, Futuh al-Buldan, p.252.

5. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.3, p.383; Ibn al-Athir, al-Bidaya wa an-Nihaya, v.7, p.332.
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so and his opinion was accepted by CUmar.1
c —

From the geographical point of view also, if Iraq was
c — — c —

with Ali, then Taghlib, who lived in al-Jazira, were with Ali
c —

also, given the long-standing hostility between Iraq and Syria,
c c

Ka b b. Ju ayl expressed this idea in the following line:

'

S S c ' r- 3 ^ C J y * a ✓ '
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Q —
I see that Syria hates the rule of Iraq, and that

C — 2the people of Iraq hate Syria.

Q
Ali had not himself taken up a strong attitude towards

Q
the Christians of Taghlib. His sympathy with them when Umar
wanted to impose the Jizya on them was a natural thing from
him. Yet on another occasion he said to them before becoming

Caliph: "0 pigs of the Arabs, by God if this matter (the
Caliphate) comes to me I will impose the jizya on you".3

Q
When Ali became Caliph, Taghlib sent an embassy and

Q
he made an agreement with them similar to that of Umar.
However, Taghlib broke the agreement by teaching their
children Christianity, and cAli threatened that he would
attack them, kill their fighters and enslave their children.11

c — c — —

During Ali's travels in Iraq, he came to al-Jazira,
where Taghlib like their allies an-Nimr received him.5 Among

1. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.4, p.56.
• •

— c —

2. Al-Minqari, Waq at Siffin, p.63.

3. Ibn CAbd Rabbih, al-CIqd, v.7, p.280.
— c —

4. Al-Minqari, Waq at Siffin, p.163.

5. Ibid., p.162.
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those who received him there were many Muslims,1 and cAli
was happy and satisfied with this reception.2 It is clear from

C — <»

this that at the beginning Taghlib were beside Ali.

In the events of Siffin in 37 A.H. there are indications
*

c —• c —

that members of Taghlib fought for both Ali and Mu awiya.
Ka Cb b. JuCayl, the poet of MuCawiya,'¥ was with him, which

Q —

means that there were Taghlibis with Mu awiya. Those
Q _

Taghlibis who fought for Ali did so under the flag of the
Rabi Ca.s They also fought beside him in the battle of an-

Nahrawan,® as they had done earlier at the battle of the
Camel.7 Later on, Taghlib came under the rule of MuC awiya as

did other tribes.®

It is unclear whether Taghlib supported the Banu Marwan
at Marj-Rahit or not. Taghlib was later on ascribed to the
Banu Marwan and people said "Taghlib Marwaniyya" as they
said about Qays: "Qays Zubayriyya".9 The battle of Marj-
Rahit, however, was between Yemen and Mudar. The good

• •

relations between Taghlib and Qays before the war between
them, in addition to CAbd al-Malik's raids on them,10 seem to

indicate that they did not participate in that battle. The

following lines of Zufar b. al-Harith clearly show that the war

was against Yemen, among whom Judham and Himyar are

included:

— C —

1. Al-Minqari, Waq at Siffin, p.163.

2. Ibid.

3. Kindermann, "Taghlib", EI*, Supp., p.225.
— c —

4. Al-Minqari, Waq at Siffin, p.632.

5. Ibid., p.556; Abu Hanifa ad-Daynawri, al-Akhbar at-Tiwal, p.146.

6. Abu Hanifa ad-D^,nawri, al-Akhbar at-Tiwal, p.146.

7. Ibid.

8. Kindermann, "Taghlib", EI*, Supp., p.225.

9. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.314.

10. Al-Aghani, v.17, p.112; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.299, 308-9.
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We thought when we faced Judham and Himyar that

everything white was fat, (i.e. that every tribe was

like those we had defeated before)

But when we smote stick against stick their wood
refused to be broken,

And when we met a Taghlibite group leading short-
haired, slender horses to death...1

The last line, which mentions Taghlib, must refer to

Taghlib bint Hulwan, the Yemenite tribe, and not Taghlib bint
Wa'il as some scholars believe.2 If it is claimed that these

lines refer to Taghlib bint Wa'il then they would have to have
been composed during the war between them and Qays, in which
these Yemenite tribes were also involved.3

The war between Ibn az-Zubayr and Marwan b. al-Hakam
at Marj-Rahit was a chance for Taghlib to be free - for a

short time - from Muslim rule. They found it a good
opportunity to co-operate with Qays and they share with them
in making forays against Kalb and the Yemenite tribes.* This
reckless behaviour may have been a result of their feeling that
they were firstly Christians and secondly not from Mudar, to
whom the Caliph belonged. This was expressed during their

1. Abu Tammam, al-Hamasa (Fneytag), p.71.

2. Kindermann, "Taghlib", EI*, Supp., p.225.

3. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.325.

4. Al-Aghani, v.17, p.112; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.308-9.
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conflict with Qays when they said: "We are a Christian tribe
... Mudar is Mudar, and whichever ruler conquers will be on

• •

the side of Qays".1

Q
However, they acknowledged Abd al-Malik b. Marwan's

sovereignty and resumed their support of the Umayyads. This
came about since they were now enemies of Qays, who were

enemies of the Caliph himself. In order to have a good effect
on the Caliph, an embassy from them took the severed head of
CUmayr b. al-Hubab to him in Damascus.2

Al-Akhtal, who represented his tribe Taghlib, now
Q

became the poet of the Umayyads, so that Abd al-Malik said:
"For every people there is a poet and al-Akhtal is the poet of

3 CBanu Umayya". By having al-Akhtal as a poet Abd al-Malik
planned to use him as a propagandist for his rule. The policy

Q
of Abd al-Malik was very shrewd and subtle, because he

exploited tribal emnity. He was not like the Rashidun Caliphs
who were very cautious in making relationships with non-

Q
Muslims. Neither was he like Mu awiya who was unwilling
openly to strengthen his relations with Christian tribes like
Taghlib even if some of them were his supporters. Abd al-
Malik favoured Taghlib for their great deeds against his
enemies Qays. This good relation existed not just with Abd
al-Malik but also with his brother, Bishr, who was praised by
al-Akhtal. *

This tolerance of Christians was sometimes to the

disadvantage of Muslims. Abd al-Malik, whose preference was

for Taghlib, once ordered al-Akhtal to ride on Jarir's back.
Jarir said to him: "0 Commander of the Faithful, the infidel

1. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.318.

2. Ibid., p.325.

3. Al-Aghani, v.7, pp.173, 176, 181.

4. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.140-9.
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Christian should not ride the Muslim or become higher than
him".1 Moreover, al-Akhtal sometimes used to come to cAbd
al-Malik drunk and with a golden cross around his neck.2 In

Q
addition, al-Akhtal made some jokes with Abd al-Malik which
showed the close relationship between them. Abd al-Malik once

said to him: "To what extent has drinking taken hold of you?"
Al-Akhtal replied "0 Commander of the Faithful, if you were to

*

(2
drink you would be less than my shoe-laces". Abd al-Malik

c —

asked him to put this ma na in poetry, or he would cut off
his head, whereupon al-Akhtal composed these lines:

f s ^ - ' £ * *'
j -Xsts ^C- L>-1—>-jc y. i Jp ,»—£ l_s__Jd 1 a 1 3 \j
y> \ Y '' - e ~ y > * J ° ~ -
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If my drinking companion gave me a drink and gave

me a drink, three cups which make a noise,
I would become, dragging proudly my clothes, as

though I were a Commander over you, 0 Commander
of the Faithful.3

<C
On another occasion Abd al-Malik asked him: "What are

you going to do with drink? It is sour at the beginning and
makes you drunk at last". He replied: "If you say that, yet
there is something between these two things in which your rule
is like a spoonful of water from the Euphrates held in the

fingers".*

Q
Abd al-Malik, who showed his preference for Taghlib

1. Al-Qali, Dhayl al-Amali, p.44.

2. Al-Aghani, v.7, p.178.

3. Al-Yazidi, Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.154.

4. Al-Aghani, v.7, p.174.
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over Qays, could not accept that Taghlib would for ever be a
Christian tribe. The favouring of Christians, as Jarlr had
previously remarked, is not acceptable in Islam. Also the open
alliance between Taghlib and their pompous Christian poet and
the Umayyads to the disadvantage of Qays was not really

Q
acceptable to the Muslim community. Thus Abd al-Malik tried
many times to bring Taghlib into Islam by different means.
cAbd al-Malik continuously asked al-Akhtal to become a

Muslim, as on the occasion when al-Akhtal asked him to cancel
_ c

Ramadan and allow him to drink. At another time Abd al-

Malik asked him to become a Muslim and tried to tempt him by

"promising him a proportion of the fay* for him and ten
thousand dinars".1 Al-Akhtal's excuses were always based on

on drink. Thus, if Christianity was a defence for Taghlib

against the teachings of Islam, it also exposed them to insult.
Many times the Muslims used the word "Christians" or "sons of
Christian women" to reproach them.2 The Diwan of Jarir is full
of reproaches of this kind.

Because they lived among a Muslim majority and were

nomads or semi-nomads while their neighbours were not they
did not feel at ease with this situation, and indeed the

position of Taghlib became weaker later on when their

opponents, Qays, became closer to the Caliphate with the
— c

succession of Sulayman b. Abd al-Malik to the throne. Such

Caliphs as Abd al-Malik who had treated them generously
because of their opposition to Qays, or his son, al-Walid, who

c —

was praised by al-A sha as being generous, were succeeded by
c c

Caliphs who were unfavourable to Taghlib like Umar b. Abd
C

b. al- Aziz and Hisham, who is credited with having cut a
Q

piece out of the thigh of Sham ala and forcing him to eat it.

1. Al-Aghani, v.7, p.174.

2. Ibid., v.7, p.69; v.11, pp.60-1; al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.314.
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It is possible that Taghlib were allowed to remain
Christian in al-Jazira because al-Jazira was not considered as

part of the Arabian Peninsula, whereas those who were in the
Arabian Peninsula were either converted to Islam or expelled

c c
from it during the Caliphate of Umar. Umar depended in this
action on the traditions: "I will not leave in the Arabian

Peninsula two religions" and "I will not leave in it a

Christian".1 Some of those who were in al-Jazira converted to

Islam, a process which began quite early,2 and some of
Taghlib were prominent experts in hadith.3

The question of whether al-Qutami was a Muslim or not,

given that his poetry shows no sign of the influence of Islam,
is not very important. Some of Taghlib were Muslims, but the

majority were Christians. Al-Qutami, who lived in the desert,
does not show the influence of Christianity either, and he may

have been of either faith. In a somewhat cryptic comment,

al-Aghani says: "He was a Christian, and he is an Islamic
poet".'' Cheikho gives his own explanation of this by saying
"The statement of al-Aghani that he is an Islamic poet does
not mean that he was converted to Islam, rather that he lived

in Islam and was not one of the Mukhadramin who lived in the

Jahiliyya".5

Al-Qutami's conversion to Islam, if it in fact took place,
could have happened after his capture by Zufar b. al-Harith,
who freed him and bestowed gifts on him. This kind of

1. Malik, al-Muwatta1, v.2, p.204; Abu CUbayda, an-Naqa'id, v.2, p.600; at-Tabari,
Tarikh, v.4, p.55.

2. Ibn al-Kalbi, Jamharat an-Nasab, f.230a; Ibn Sa'd, at-Jabaqat, v.l, p.316; Ibn
Qutayba, Uyun al-Akhbar, v.4, p.35; at-Tabari, Tarikh, v.4, pp.40-3, 54-6.

c— — —

3. As-Sam ani, al-Ansab, v.3, pp.57-60.

4. Al-Aghani, v.20, p.118.
c — _ c

5. Cheikho, Shu ara' an-Nasraniyya 8a d al-Islam, pp.192-3.
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compassion always had had a very great influence in the
conversion of people to Islam. He might, on the other hand,

Q —

have remained Christian like A sha Taghlib.

c c
Cheikho considers Ka b b. Ju ayl to be a Christian. He

c c
says "We do not doubt the Christianity of Ka b b. Ju ayl, who
was from Taghlib, the Christian tribe; this poet of Taghlib is
like the two other Taghlibites al-Qutami and al-Akhtal".1

He repeats here the same assumption which he made in
the case of al-Qutami, basing himself on the idea that the
entire tribe was Christian. In fact as we have seen there were

Muslims among Taghlib, and this assumption is simply not
valid. It is clear enough that Ka b was Muslim. For example,
Yazid once asked him to reply to cAbd ar-Rahman b. Hassan,

• •

and satirise him, but he replied: "By God, my lips would not
come together to satirise the Ansar, but I will show you a

clever and rude poet. He is a young man from us named
Ghiyath b. Ghawth, and he is a Christian".2 On the same

occasion he said to Yazid, "Do you want me to return back to

infidelity after God led me to Islam?"3
>

c c — c—
Ka b once was with Sa id b. al-As, the governor of

Medina, who was a friend of his, at a funeral ceremony. Also

present were al-Farazdaq and al-Hutay'a with whom Ka b was

not on good terms and some insults were exchanged; however,
Q —

neither accused him of Christianity. Nor did any of Ali's
poets like an-Najashi or Abu Jahmat al-Asadi accuse KaC b of
Christianity when he satirised CAli and his troops."

c — — c
1. Cheikho, Shu ara1an-Nasraniyya Ba d al-Islam, p.204.

2. Ibn Sallani, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuC ara1, p.396; al-Aghani, v.13, pp.148, 154.
c c —

3. Ibn Qutayba, ash-Shi r wa ash-Shu ara', v.l, p.491; al-Aghani, v.13, p.154.

4. Al-Minqari, Wag Ct Siffin, pp.62-6, 336-7, 410-2; Abu Hanifa ad-Oaynawarl, al-
Akhbar at-jiwal, pp.160-1, 178-80.
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£ Q — c
Ka b was on the side of Mu awiya, not of Ali as al-

Khatib believes.1 This error may arise from a peculiar feature
of the battle of Siffin, which was that when not actually

fighting the warriors used to cross freely to their opponents'
camps and mingle with them.2 There is a story that on one

such occasion cAli asked his people to get ready, and that as
Q

they leapt up to their swords and arrows, Ka b passed by and
recited the Urjuza from which the following lines are taken:3
<s ^ ^ o / '' ■' <•? So'-* 0 * " "
. If- I oi ctu—ix if1 U I U

O s / S a t * 9 ' °
-—<j 11 a & I I f-

The nation has become in a strange state, the rule
tomorrow will be given to he who conquers,

I say a true saying and not a lie, Tomorrow the
Arab nobles perish.*

If it is difficult to find the influence of religion in the
c

above mentioned poets, the influence is clear in Utba b. al-
Waghl and Malik b. CUwaymir. The first, who was contemporary
with cAli,s uses the Islamic expression: sabil Allah

I jsj UaJ I 1—" id—r^33 o*3 J*-- ^ ' J" 5 ^ '

My locks have turned grey in the way of God, while
your face is yellow from the contents of flasks.®

1. Al-Hamdani, Al-Iklil, v.10, p.174 (footnote).

2. Abu Hanifa ad-Daynawari, al-Akhbar at-Jiwal, p.179.

3. Ibid., p.180.

4. Al-Minqari, WaqCat Siffin, p.253.

5. Ibn Durayd, al-Ishtiqaq, p.337.
— c

6. Al-Lisan, (Wala a).
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Even in the poetry of Christian poets like al-Akhtal and
Q

al-A sha we find the influence of the vocabulary of the new

religion, although of course they do not express themselves in
ways which might imply that they were Muslim.

Thus, in the following two lines al-Akhtal mentions the
Prophet and refers to the prohibition of wine by Islam and the
punishment which drinkers of wine incur:

P } O^.O' jo >■ ^ ^ <, ^ ^
■ 1* aJ I (JLa I ^ ..na <\ _ i U-3 s*. I '.ji

f
y > ' 0 * ' ' * O - O o' ' a

\ iP). i.4 <L« i JJ 1 ■ d L5 a J 3 I I
I

I- ,1J \

We drank and died a Jahiliyya death, whose, people
have passed away not knowing what Muhammad is,
We came back to life, not as a result of

resurrection, and without a Day of Judgement to
threaten us.1

In another line he uses the word at-tiwal in the sense of

long Suras:

y ^ y ' y ? y \s> y° ' y 0 >y

^11 l^jL ^ I it j ,Ji ... I I 5I_ 0 j I ~i j —>- <1 '■ 15

When the daylight grows long for him and he is

ready to go, he is like a Yemeni reciting the long
Suras.2

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.732; Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.371-3.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.155; Qabawa, al-Akhtal, p.248.
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In the following two lines he speaks of the Banu Umayya
as being of the Prophet's family, and refers to the Prophet as

being in Paradise:

J yJ' /1 „ ^ a ' s y
U—*j£j U 1 -1—11 -!=> ,^r 5, «a L_i * U 11 0—, 0. I j
J ^ O J ^ y ? ^
fy——3 I—OS. I J- kJ I pj L 1 l*i d—I I I (3 fi. 5 Ij*. ^ 1

'J

ll-,—^
And when some people slandered me, and the family
of he whom God raised, so that they were raised,
saved me...

In a paradise which is God's spirit, in whose
branches the birds are not frightened by any fear.1

The following line perhaps shows the influence of an-

Nabigha, whom al-Akhtal is said to imitate.2

y y"

j) * .j, ? ' o y is J 'a's s ? * > * ° ^
JI' °

_ a. H I ^ (J J ..*■"< a "if l« —-Jj I I 3 ^jkJ3j 11
X ^ ^

They tempted the grey-haired man whose concern is
Islam, and the slim, tall young man obeys them.3

Here we see the image of an aged Muslim, as opposed to
the image of a monk which is employed by an-Nabigha:

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.364-5; Qabawa, al-Akhtal, p.246.

2. Ghazi, al-Akhtal, p.212; Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.599-600.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.604.
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' f? O / ^ ' S ' s s ' y O ' 0 ' s '
' c

—joJ *° d ^ ^ ' J ,.C i . £& lj i-. « .7. ^ i

J.IAl
If she were to come across a grey haired celibate
monk who worships God, he would not worship.1

We might have expected that al-Akhtal would have
preserved the image of the Christian monk but in fact we see

here that, as in the other lines quoted, the influence of the
new religion proves itself too strong.

Even more striking than this is his allusion to verses of
the Quran. Thus the line:

/

iu ^
Today I make myself as tired as I can for your

sake; is any soul obliged to do more than it is
able?2

is a clear reference to Surat al-Baqara 233

"No soul shall have A burden laid on it Greater than

it can bear".3

Likewise the following line:

1. Diwan an-Nabigha, p.lA9.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.366; Qabawa, al-Akhtal, p.190.

3. Surat al-Baqara.
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> ' x ? * ' e f ' 'f s * v e sty'S
lr*^3 1 ft>J S* a Sj I \^~fj — <s ' I ._£ O Ic NJ I ^ »_>J ^ a.-rl:-£ ^ »

, \.■>1 »
Do not feed my enemies on my flesh, for their

cunning and slander will quickly find their way to

you.1

alludes to Surat al-Hujurat, 12

Would any of you like to eat The flesh of his dead
Brother? 2

The influence of the commandments of Islam is clear also
Q

in the following line of al-A sha in which is mentioned the
word ciqab:

y J* y yy y * o ) y * o "
Ci

^ y ^ ^

j \£\
One who has rule is unable to punish me if my hand
commits a crime or my tongue sins.3

Q
In a political sense the following line of al-A sha

reveals the existence of a new state of affairs brought about
by the existence of the Islamic state. Travellers were now

allowed to pass through their territory if accompanied by an

escort, which is in sharp contrast to the days in which the

penetration of the Hima Kulayb was enough to trigger a

disastrous war.

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.319; Qabawa, al-Akhtal, p.190.

2. Surat al-Hujurat.

3. Diwan al-ACsha, p.292.
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St J^r JL, ^3 Sr-

/ y

JL>W
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u>

Sj-

s J>

td* '

• a '
'

% jj s

—°j' CJ3~
J ,

No Mudarl shall cross our land, with an escort or

without an escort.1

Their different political status and the fact that they
were a minority among a Muslim majority particularly the
Arabs, in addition to the heaviness of their taxation, are

factors that probably hastened their conversion to Islam,
C — —

particularly in the Abbasid period.

1. Diwan al-ACsha, p.343.
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PART II

Chapter 3: Stylistic Features in the Poetry of Taghlib

Chapter 4: Themes
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CHAPTER 3

STYLISTIC FEATURES IN THE POETRY OF TAGHLIB

Expression

Taghlib, being a tribe who were involved in a continuous
series of wars, and were in a state of constant movement from

one area to another, found themselves in the position of having
to articulate the desires and aspirations of members of the
tribe in a form that was appropriate to their life-style, that
is, to evoke their emotions and enkindle their passion. They
must have suffered many casualties and hardships during their
migrations in search of grass and water, and, therefore, had
not the time to sit pen in hand or ponder over their poetic
creations. The poem itself was an utterance which expressed
what was in the heart. Constant wars were the background
of their emotions which are expressed in poetry, particularly
when the tribe is haughty and unwilling to recognise
overlords within the Peninsula, be they Yemenites, Kinda or

the Lakhmids. Thus their poetry was a spontaneous mirror of
contemporary events. In this chapter we shall attempt to

analyse some of the stylistic features of this poetry.

The most remarkable feature of the poetry of Taghlib,
apart from al-Akhtal, al-Qutami and, to some degree, al-ACsha,
is that it reflects an immediate emotional response to events.
It echoes the quick reaction to what happens when emotions
are strong sometimes. If the poet is involved too much in a

situation, his poetry becomes long, as was the case with some

of al-Muhalhil' s poems. The reason for this is that the poet
cannot resist the pressure placed upon him by the event and
he tries to get rid of his feelings in poetry. Poetry of this
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kind inevitably becomes somewhat repetitious, and not a great
deal of it survives, perhaps because it was not easy to
memorise. However, there are strong grounds for believing that
what does survive is authentic, since it reflects individual

characteristics and is not at all imitative.

Generally though the surviving poems are quite short,
being spontaneous reactions to a particular event. These poems

display a violent and passionate tone which is a major
feature of the poetry of Taghlib. This tone is heard from
al-Muhalhil when he is weeping over his brother, and from
Q _

Amr b. Kulthum when he is showing off his power by boasting
and threatening. The others, such as Abu Hanash, CAbd Allah,
al-Aswad and CAbbad the sons of CAmr b. Kulthum, KaC b b.

c c — c
Ju ayl, Amira b. Ju al and all the rest, have shown the same

features in their martial poetry, their elegies and even in
their love poetry.1 The following lines by al-Aswad b. CAmr
show clearly these methods of expression:

J-VJ *
I have been present at cavalry [ battles ]
borne by a strong, lithe and massive horse,
one of the speedy ones.

1. See below, pp.127-221.
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When you look at it from behind it is
muscular, and when it is coming its advance
makes it strut.

Whenever I set it in motion carrying my

armour it is like a swiftly-swooping hawk.
I left the enemy in the battlefield with a

neck covered with blood.

And if I am called to close combat, I am

like the first among men who responds and
comes to combat.1

In this poem the poet is using a very direct mode of
expression which does not differ greatly from that used by
his father in his mu allaqa. He tries to describe his horse and
then to boast of his deeds. His pictures, whether of the horse
or of himself, do not deepen the image and restrict themselves
to superficial imagery, and differ in this way from those of
al-Acsha in his poem which describes the fierce combat.2

Sometimes we find a kind of contemplative poetry, like
C — C 3that of Jabir and Amira b. Ju al, which depends on

absorbing the event and then finding a visual expression for
it instead of relying on spontaneity and directness and
presenting a series of brief, simple images. It is possible to
include al-Akhtal among these poets, since despite his
imitation of the Jahiliyya poets, his imagery is highly
developed. Part of the reason for this may be that he lives
under Islam, and neither he nor al-Qutami and al-ACsha can

follow their ancestors in acting without restraint or reflection.

Al-Qutami is nearer to the spontaneous poets, but even

in his case either his character or the new regime has

_ _ c
1. Diwan Amr, p.604.

2. See below, p. 70.

3. Al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.2, pp.154-7, 200-1.
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confined him. His comments in his poetry reflect calmness
rather than the sharp sadness of al-Muhalhil, or the

c —
nervousness of Amr b. Kulthum. Al-Qutami may have been
influenced in this by al-Akhtal.1

C — T
His words seem to be carefully chosen, and his ma am

are well thought-out. His poem, which is included by al-
Qurashf among the mashubat (poems with mixed themes),2 is the
best example of his poetry. The following lines of this poem

show how his technique differs from that of his ancestors:
a ^ ✓

J? \ J ? ^ ^ ^ & r s* ' O ^ O *
• *

JS j 1 J} J I a I jLi j I h &>j is-,
S ' 3 y * ^ 0 ~ s ' / ' i > -

J JC J Ld la A A I ... jj] Is jot *j ^ v—>*J h Ci ! x-4 , 'j j_3

J r S- ' iSj* ^ ^ <Sj—- 3 I '—(•f"''-3*-' C"!r—' 3—r® ' C—

s r j 1i js y c f ~

■J ^ 7—--11 ^1 ^ —- b 1 " O -Vi
V>*

I *«*J Ij 1—Jy*. a-« ^ I I 1 ^ 1 S« ^

*

.4 ^ i . > < yj ^ ^ I I I ' 1 II ^-w. , c 1 I ' ^ y—

J1 J I 5 J Sjy^lv^l Sj c ^

L—j»
They walk slowly, their backs do not obstruct
them and their chests do not lean on their

backs.

They are eager to go even though the stones
are hot and wind is calm, and the shadows

are not yet long.
They follow a she-camel with its eyes raised
which you would think to be mad, or that it
sees what other camels cannot see.

1. Diwan al-Qutami, pp.10-11.

2. Al-Qurashi, al-Jamhara, p.289.
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When they arrived at Nabi and a long road
led them on, smooth as lines of flowing water.
On a place in which people rarely stay,

except for the one who changes our camels
and quickly fetches water.
Then the camel leader continued with them and

turned them aside from the place which
produces frudhan and nafal thorns.

Q
Until they arrived at the wells of al- Uwayr
when the clothes made of flax had almost

caught fire.1

This part of the poem, which has 42 lines in all, shows
how al-Qutami gives details in his description and tries to

complete every side of his picture. Besides this, it is full of
carefully-considered images such as "lines of overflowing water"
and "clothes made of flax". The imagery is made yet more

vivid by the smooth and melodious rhythm of his poem, and
indeed he is praised as having beautiful love poetry which is
raqiq (smooth);2 indeed his poetry in general is regarded as

beautiful.3

This difference between al-Qutami and others is clear
from his technique of composing poetry which usually begins
with the traditional nasib and moves on to describe the she-

camel and his travelling, then boasts of his tribe, or describes
fighting.* This method should have lessened the intensity of
his emotions as compared to the Taghlibi poets of the Jahiliyya
and besides, he did not face injury like that suffered by Amr
who resisted any attempt by Amr b. Hind to bring him and
his tribe down, or by al-Muhalhil who lost his brother unjustly.

1. Diwan al-Qutami, pp.26-7.
c c —

2. Ibn Qutayba, Ash-Shi r wa ash-Shu ara1, v.2, p.727.

3. Abu Tammam, Diwan al-(jamasa, v.l, p.129.

4. Diwan al-Qutami, see poems Nos. 1, 4, 10.
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c
This could also be said about al-A sha, whose poetry,

as can be seen from his Diwan, reflects images and thinking
rather than emotions. In fact, al-Akhtal is the only Taghlibi
poet who completely abandons directness and emotion for
contemplation and thinking deeply over his poetry. It is very

clear that al-Akhtal, although he is imitating the Jahiliyya
poetry, is under the influence of those poets described as
C Q
abid ash-shi r (slaves of poetry), who paid the utmost
attention to their poetry by repeatedly polishing it.1 This is
clear from his long poem in praise of Abd al-Malik which,
it is said, he spent a whole year completing.2 He also used
to reject much of what he composed, and if he composed ninety
lines he would only keep thirty of them.3

By contrast, the direct emotional approach helps the
earlier poets to achieve a unity in their poetry. The intense

feelings which are poured into the poem suffuse it from the
beginning, and the poet comes to an end when he feels that
he has said everything. For this reason we find that most of
their poetry consists of fairly short poems, since the poet is
able to get rid of his feelings quickly except in a few cases,

c c
such as Amr's mu allaqa and some poems of al-Muhalhil,
where the poets' feelings are out of control because the
situation is more serious.

This leads to another fact, which is that the poetry of

Taghlib, being, on the whole, martial poetry, does not pay

attention to the convention of beginning with the encampment
theme. Their temperament is active, and they tend to utter
the poem or the lines without spending time on extending it.
This is very clear in al-Muhalhil' s poetry, in which the

1. Ibn Sallam, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara1, p.490; al-Aghani, v.7, pp.171-5; Ghazi,
al-Akhtal, pp.592-604; Hawl, al-Akhtal, pp.592-604.

2. Al-Aghani, v.7, p.172.

3. Ibid., p.171; Ghazi, al-Akhtal, pp.208-13.
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encampment theme is dispensed with.1 We also find the
c — c

weakness of the convention in Amr b. Kulthum's mu allaqa,
where he gets rid of most of the elements of the encampment
theme.2

In fact the encampment theme was not strong until the
time of al-Akhtal, who sticks to the tradition and gives much

c
more of it, as does al-Qutami. Al-A sha, at the end of the

Umayyad period, shows less respect for the encampment theme
and more for the celebration of the wine theme.3

Simplicity

It would not be an exaggeration to say that, if al-
Akhtal and al-Qutami were not Taghlibi poets, the whole of the
poetry of Taghlib would be simple. This simplicity is due to
their tendency towards direct expression and a quick response

to events. The poet composes poetry, using everyday poetic
resources which suit the situation, without trying to choose
words which are difficult or harsh. Their poetry in general
is free from the gharib. It is as simple as any plain speech,
and the reader is not obliged to resort to any lexicon.
Despite this simplicity, the poetry which belongs to the
pre-Islamic era is different from that of Islam. This is clear
from a comparison between any of the poems composed in the
Jahiliyya and in Islam respectively. There is no resemblance
between them. The language is different, and while every poet
has his own characteristics and traits, those of the Jahiliyya
practise freedom and reflect the tribal collective unconscious,
whereas in Islam they show more submission to the authority and
more respect for its laws. In the Jahiliyya there is brutality

1. See below, p.205.

2. See below, pp.205-6, 372.

3. See below, p.207.
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and cruelty in the display of power, as in cAmr b. Kulthum's
Q

mu allaqa, while in Islam the poets are more aware of the

changes in the atmosphere. This is obvious in the following
Q

lines by al-A sha in which he describes a close combat
between Taghlib and Qays and which gives us a good specimen
of their poetry in the later period:
a y ' ' > - ~ ' -V

' Li ,• a-LJ I io I
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We came nearer and they came nearer, until

thrusting with spears was possible and
whoever wished to [was able to] strike.
Spears and white swords like meteors stayed
motionless for a while among us and among

them.

The hearer could hear from the cutting of the
spears and the smiting [ a sound ] like the

breaking of canes.

They were patient with us and we became

patient with them, and both tribes were

subject to destiny.
If they fled we followed them, and if they
stood we knelt (to continue fighting).1

The poem reflects music rather than harshness, roughness
and strength. It is different from cAmr b. Kulthum's poem,

1. Diwari al-ACsha, p.289.



in which blood is shed and severed heads are scattered

around.

It is composed, from beginning to end, of simple,
melodious words. The simplicity is different from that of Amr
b. Kulthum or al-Muhalhil, since with these poets it is the

Q
meaning which is simple, while with al-A sha there is

simplicity of language and smoothness of vocabulary. The words
are vibrant throughout the poem, and the mutaqarib metre
is an unfamiliar one for such a subject in the poetry of
Taghlib during the Jahiliyya.

The music of the language can be found in the repetition.
The softness is clear if we make a comparison between Amr's

repetition1 and that of al-A Csha, as in danawna (we came nearer)
C v Qand danav (they became nearer), yasma (hear) and as-sami (the

hearer), and gabaruna (were patient with us) and sabarna (we
became patient).

The change in the style of the language is clear from the
c

following line where al-A sha describes two lions who are

biting one another, and where he uses the wafir metre in
c cwhich the mu allaqa of Amr is composed:

^ x ^ ' '■> -* x ^

1 dJ a :>• y !Ai h 1 a o- 1 b a 1 £ I
/ r

VP

Two lions of a forest have broken the neck of

a donkey, and then they have started biting
one another around him.2

1. See below, pp.383-94.

2. Diwan al-ACsha, p.291.
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Al-Acsha uses gentle language; even the image conjured up by
the word waqa§a (have broken the neck) is smooth in comparison with

Q —

that given by Amr b. Kulthum in the following line where
the image is more bedouin as opposed to the line quoted above,
which is more urban in that the poet refers to a donkey and
not a camel:

J
" ' ^

J " 0 S ' ' o '
1 'or—^ J—^^ J 1 a *

When we tie our she-camel with a rope to the
neck of another, we break the rope or

break the neck of the enemy.1

The verb waqasa (broke the neck) seems to differ from
the verb naqis (we break the neck). The second corresponds to
the violence which covers the whole of the mu allaqa, while
the first has a calmness although the description is of
violence.

Descriptions of fighting by any other Taghlibi poets
would have used strong expressions as in the following two

c Q
lines by Amira b. Ju al:

.. L 0 1—I L -, _kDI
. j

o

* '

/ JC L\_^< I , • ^ ^.'-^.9

V. c\

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'd at-Tisc. v.2, p.657.
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Deserted, smooth and bare are the places;
even the sand-grouse cannot find his way

therein; and all day long two beasts of prey

struggle together there.
The two stir up, of the weaving of the dust
upon them, two shirts made of a single piece,
and clothe themselves therewith.1

Q
The image conveyed by al-A sha is also drawn from a

different environment, for he uses the forest instead of

deserted places. None of the Taghlibi poets in this study shows
Q

the impact of his surroundings as does al-A sha, who describes
striking and piercing as being like the breaking of canes in
the line quoted earlier.

Both images may have existed in the Jahiliyya poetry,
but it is striking to find an image dealt with so differently by
two poets from different periods but from the same tribe. This
difference may have happened because of the change of

c — —

environment. Al-A sha lived in al-Jazira, where there are
c —

woods, and Amira lived in a desert or had not absorbed the

new surroundings.2

C — —

Al-A sha is the only Taghlibi poet to show a very smooth
tone in his poetry, and this may be due to the fact that he
lived at the end of the Umayyad period when the state was

stable and the new religion had imposed its decrees. We do not

expect a Taghlibi who had been affronted to be calm or to
Q

discuss the matter without violence. Al-A sha addresses the
c

following lines to Abu Misma (a leader of Bakr, their old
enemies) concerning his misbehaviour towards Taghlib:

1. Al-Mufajtjaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.521; v.2, p.200.

2. See below, pp.278-91.
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0 our mothers' sons, wait for we ourselves

blame you for ending our relationship (?)
While without ignorance we ourselves keep our

relationship between us when you cut its
tie.

God reward Shayban and Taym with the blame
due to a sinner for their deeds.

Abu MismaC, one whose soul denies the

rightful, and is weak in gratitude, will know
his own error,

Have you not kindled the war until when you

yourself saw and feared the consequences of
wars?

You withdraw having bared it (war) with its
ugly and base appearance wherever it
stops.
Do we not when the blaze of war is kindled,

and the edge of the mashrafi sword is

heated by it (?)
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Is our woman neighbour lawful to you to
assault that which is forbidden and obtain

what is permitted?
By God, you are telling lies, until you clash
the heads of the spears and their handles.1

This poem seems to be a protest rather than a threat.
The poet appears to be trying to get an explanation for this
misbehaviour, and does not attack at once as his predecessors
did. He uses indirect expressions, stating rather than
commanding. It is also worthy of notice that the poem reflects
what seems to be a religious attitude. We find expressions
such as "keep our relationship", "God reward", "right", "going
astray", the idea of attacking a woman neighbour, and
swearing by God. Whether this attitude is purely Christian, or

comes from the influence of the new religion, or had been
c — —

adopted in pre-Islamic times, al-A sha is the only Taghlibi
poet who adopts it as. such on this subject. The poem also
confirms the tendency towards simplicity in his poetry, and
shows how great the difference is between him and his
ancestors.

The poetry attributed to pre-Islamic Taghlibi poets, on

the other hand, has no Islamic features, which may help to
confirm its authenticity. In addition, all the places, battles
and names mentioned are different from those which we find

in the poetry of the Islamic period. However, the poems of the
Q

Islamic period are different in their language. Al-A sha is
influenced more by the new regime, while al-Qutaml and KaC b

Q
b. Ju ayl reflect a position of compromise between the
Jahiliyya and Islam, the poets of the latter period tending
towards contemplation rather than quick action. We do not find
any poet living in the Islamic period who is similar to

Q
al-Muhalhil or Amr b. Kulthum, for example. In Islam the

1. Diwan al-ACsha, p.291.
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sharpness and nervousness are lost, and the language is very

calm and smooth. Of course none of these poets is similar to

al-Akhtal, whose language is highly polished, or al-Qutami,
whose language is smoother than his.

In characterising the language of Taghlib as simple, the
difficulty which occurs in descriptions of the she-camel, as in

Jabir b. Hunayy's encampment theme1 or in most of al-Qutami's
• •

difficult poems,2 is acceptable, because these poets are in the
position to use a special diction to portray something which
is known to them by a particular vocabulary, as Tarafa does
in describing the she-camel which is the most difficult part in

C 3his mu allaqa. At the same time, these descriptions are rare

in their poetry, because most of their poetry is martial poetry
which depends mainly on factual statements to display
strength.

This simplicity does not mean vulgarity or weakness, but
it does mean that this is emotional and spontaneous poetry
which has not been pondered over. The best and most vivid

c — c
example of this is Amr b. Kulthum's mu allaqa. This

simplicity affects the structure of their poetry, which is
composed without any complexity or ambiguity. Its sentences
are joined together without leaving the meaning obscure. It is
unusual for us to find difficult lines like the following:

J 1 s * s ' J '
I 6—^- ^^9 a-i» — V f 1 ' 51 uA ^

. '
My friends there were twain - a camel light-
hearted, nimble of pace, and a blade marked

1. Al-Hufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, pp.421—4; v.2, pp.154-5.

2. Diwan al-Qutami, pp.25, 28, 38-44, 48-50, 94-5, 106-7, 114-5.

3. Diwan Tarafa, pp.12-26.
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with grooves, a fellow whose company none

mislikes.1

£ J j) c * ° '•»' " " -

JUL U I jj <_9 ^ I ,v 1 d—- J?>L*J I _o b-aC 1—« — 1—9. -5 «Ion . O - o ^ " I

Or how profits what a camel that smells a

young one, but refuses to yield her milk to

it, gives, showing affection with the nose,

when there is niggardliness with the milk?2

^
s ~ ' -> <9j ~ ^ ' w * s & ' €

II UjJL-cv LJI c. I L ; 3<p-1
%

1 Y°u are lower than we, even though you [ our ]
brothers in kinship, [ just as ] the noses are

over the manasib (?)3
" ' » a " » ' C } 'y 1 - o

a 'j |^il I O-™* J '-J- * ja 1—9j '0 i * - J3

i>~>' An old, untrained half-bred horse, or a weak

horse with no pedigree, will never turn back
my rein.*

f o * -JS ' y ' ^ s 4 J- -
i ji jujj— u—;i , v' s-i-i—JI j—zsSs Ui.

'

> ■»'
A tribe who are like a rudder, and whose

might depends on an ancestral stock beyond
praise, if there is a noise.®

1. Al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.412; v.2, p.149.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.525; v.2, p.204.

3. Al—AmidiT Al-Mu'talaf wa 1-Mukhtalaf, p.287.
T ~ C

4. Divan Amr, p.610.

5. Al-Hufaddaliyat (Lyall, v.l, p.425; v.2, p.155. (We have changed Lyall's
translation).
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O 7' tX ' ^ O
^

j j8 ^—s3 = fir* • A try' (— C ' <-~ ' 'i
'

If a person of low origin of them speaks
nonsense to you, a well-built youth finds
you (?).1

Such lines are the most difficult in their poetry. Their
vocabulary needs the use of the lexicon in order to be
understood. But they are few in proportion to the poetry as a

whole, particularly if we bear in mind that most of them relate
to description, and it may well be that some of them have been

corrupted or misinterpreted.

While we are discussing these difficult passages, it may

be remarked that al-Akhtal is said to have created two words

which are not in the Arabic- language. These two words are
C __

tinan (wolf) and al- aythum (female elephant) which occur in
the following lines:

,<• y ..J y
e

< I J i I^J. <1 lo__*J 1 O 1 l <1- ' 1 '' 1 ' ■' I.fr <1 1 mt

They dislike it for it is near a wolf who is
in its place and barking with hunger, thin
and greedy.2

> J M' -f
"

i ~Li'w i -J i j *>.
✓ " " ^

uw
A person who is wounded and whose clothes

1. Diwan al-ACsha, p.345.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.249.
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are smeared with blood, as though a female
elephant had trodden on him with her foot.1

c — —
Al-A sha has a strange word, an-nim, in the following

line:

- ' " V - - -* ' *
j c.~* ^ ~ ^^ C* a ti '.J," ' *~x"

:>\
Give me a drink of wine which is similar to

the enjoyment given by a fur against the
severe cold.2

The word means "half" in Persian, and it also means

"fur" in Arabic. The second seems a better choice because of

the context of severe cold.

Because of their general simplicity of speech we do not
find any hint of a philosophical approach, and most of their
ideas about life and existence are expressed in aphorisms
(hikam) or in proverbs which are derived from their own

experience and are without complexity.

Sometimes we find them depending on exaggeration. This

exaggeration is due to their emotions, which are mostly
uncontrolled as in the line of al-Muhalhil in which he claims

that if there had been no wind the people of Hajr would have
i * c —heard the beating of swords, the line of al-A sha which

boasts of his tribe's generosity,* or that of C Amr who claims

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, p.392.
— — c — — — C —

2. Ibn al-Jarrah, Risalat al- Amnin f.45. Diwan al-A sha, pp.265-6, 271.

3. See below, p. 311.
C— —

4. Ha ahid at-Tansis, v.3, p.25.
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that when they attack they spread out their war like a

millstone which covers the whole of Najd and Qudaca.1

Imagery

We cannot expect that a tribe whose poetry consists
mainly of an immediate emotional response to specific events
will show a great deal of creativity in the field of imagery.
It appears that these poets' only aim is to give vent to their
feelings, without making any effort to depict them or put them
into images. Nevertheless there are some poets who are creative
in this way, for example al-Akhtal, al-Qutami and al-ACsha.

Clearly these poets, who belong to the Islamic period and
whose subjects are mostly panegyrical,2 are different from their
ancestors. Nevertheless we can find some elements of

imagination in the earlier poetry, such as the images employed
by al-Akhnas when he is seeking revenge on his enemies,3
Ufnun's description of the murder of CAmr b. Hind,* KaC b's

description of the murder of C Ubayd Allah b. CUmars and his
description of his beloved,® the images of the attack given
by CAmr b. Kulthum,7 and al-CIkabb's poem describing the

sand-grouse.8 We also find other vivid images elsewhere which
reflect the creative potential which the poet might have
developed had he had the time, for example in the following
lines of al-Muhalhil in which he gives a picture of the

- —

# c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.633.

2. See below, pp.228-36.

3. Al-Buhturi, al-Haaasa, p.19.

4. Al-Aghani, v.9, p.183.
— c —

5. Al-Hinqari, Wag at Siffin, p.336.

6. Al-Aghani, v.3, pp.85-6.
- -

# c
7. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, pp.632-48.

8. Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.10, pp.263-4.
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Yemenite army:

c - <=> ^ ° , >
-
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When Himyar with their host and Madhhij came
• •

like a huge rainy cloud.
And the army of Hamdan with clamour and a

flag swooping like al-anuq (a vulture).
Then clouds appear to them like the night in
a sky full of lightning.
Its flags - like birds - shine on waves of a

very deep sea.

And they are covered by dust when they fall,
a falling which is hectic like the fire's
flame.1

A further example is to be found in the following lines
of Kac b where he draws a picture of cAmr b. al-cAs while Abu
Musa was trying to win him over to his point of view during

c — c
the arbitration between Ali and Mu awiya:

o ? 2 ' ^ o * D * ? c^ ~ - j * -
d tib*1 o * —K; T-J * —^—-*• J—^

1. Al-Qurashi, al-Jamhara, pp.231-2.
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It is as though Abu Musa at the evening of
Adhruh were moving around Luqman the wise
in order to seduce him.

CAbd Allah tries with cAmr but he strikes in

a sea whose sides are broad.

He pushes him in the chest and his false
hopes make him fall down to the depths.1

These are good examples of the way in which these poets
create pictures. Their imagery may not be very profound, but
it does give an accurate and lively image which develops
throughout the poem. These images are not meant to be taken
individually, but come in a sequence. Rarely do we find a

developed image like that of al-cIkabb describing the sand-
grouse.2

Later on we find more creative poems such as that of
al-Akhtal in his description of the drinker,3 and those of
al-Qutami in his encounter with the old lady,4 the image of the
pearl diver,5 and the ship of the prophet Nuh.5 We find this

Q *
creativity also with al-A sha in his description of the close
combat between Taghlib and Qays,7 and in the description of
the virgin by Ibnat al-Humaris.8

1. Al-Minqari, WaqCat Siffin, pp.632-3.

2. Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.10, pp.263-4.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.363-6.

4. Diwan al-Qutami, pp.46-8.

5. Ibid., pp.98-100.

6. Ibid., pp.143-4.

7. See above, p.JO-

8. Al-Marzubani, AshCar an-Nisa1, pp.156-8.
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Al-Akhtal is the most creative poet, because he gives us

different pictures of the horse,1 the encampments,2 the wild
ox, the wild ass, the she-camel, the crow, the wolf, the female

ostrich, the sand-grouse, the falcon and the ships.3

These descriptions show the kinds of image the Taghlibi
poets could provide. It is obvious that these images were

already common in the pre-Islamic period,4 but al-Akhtal at
least adds to them something personal so that his images bear
his own feelings,5 and this is clear in his encampment theme
where he speaks to himself, saying:

x ^ 5 r ^ * '' ' ^ i '' °
■j 1 — c-r 1 a—^ ~°j <3 1 O-* J.-'"11 J* 1 J *«-*
*

^

And how can the doctor cure me of love while

Barra is with al-ACwar b. Bayan.®

These images sometimes depend on tashkhi? (personification )
and tajsim (embodiment), although these elements are infrequent
in Taghlibi poetry because of its tendency towards directness
and spontaneousness. In the following line, al-Muhalhil
embodies the injustice committed by jassas as camels who are

sitting, with their loads, beside his people:

1. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.329-42.

2. Ibid., pp.385-407.

3. For a full discussion of the imagery of al-Akhtal see Hawi, pp.476-517.

4. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.158.

5. Ibid., pp.583-7.

6. Ibid., p.586. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.292.
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J o* ■» .J 11 • 1 C~5***$*J ^ J ^ 1 ■■■ > ^^ ^

The camels of the injustice put their heavy
loads among Jassas's family of Wa'il.1

c —

Amr b. Kulthum, in the following line, personifies
swords, while they are striking up and down, as people who
are standing and bowing:

v o

.v_i>

J " " J 3 "
JLji, ui, ^ —ji i

While upon us were the helmets and Yemeni

jerkin, and in our hands swords, which were

straightening and were bending.2

In the following line, al- Ikabb personifies the sand-
grouse as a woman who seeks help:

^ s c" j c<- s 2 c ' ^ >

^ y St **- P 3 n i " ■ I O.■Jj

ss " , OJ C'/'

And when it came to the moving [ water ] , it
screamed for help like a strangled thing and
floated and sank.3

Animals and inanimate objects are used more frequently
than people as metaphors in this poetry. Thus war is embodied

1. Al-Qurashi, al-Jamharat, p.230.

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.663.

3. Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.10, p.264.
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as a she-camel or a fire, as in the following lines:

? v ' C ' 0 S» o.

J"

J
A=J>J Ij 1—JI ^ 1 >3 c- >»a-t ^ —c<_^, =- I ~j> U

1 11

I swear that if a long-drawn-out war becomes
impregnated and the time of anger and fury
comes for people.1

y v

d - > -• -• 2? ^ ,.w d> c s
«, ;U I J J ^^1 , «.hl.ldJl =»JI I jl

y>\\cjy
If war comes on heat for impregnation, you

will never find any side of us which does not
contain those who come to its help.2

a ' s -■ 7 - 7 -j 3 ' ' -r** -J • '

"U I 1." .... fc I j I a "So, * V aci i".„. -.V 1 'j >J 1 I I j I fa 1

)\J\
And your horseman if war is kindled, and your

feeder if the north wind blows.3

^ " - -

L^J Lj-i (—I ^ « dJ s^aJj I.) — I j I <—'j >d ' j I <o j 9011

vv ^: \
Have you not set up the fire of war, and
when you yourself realise the consequences of
war it scares you.*

1. Diwan al-ACsha, p.290.

2. Diwan al-Qutarci, p.95.

3. Diwan CAmr, p.604.

4. Diwan al-A°sha, p.291.
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Images other than those of war can be found; for

example, the following line contains a description of the
constellation of Gemini as she-camels around a young camel:

> ^ '•**" >> &
✓ / "

_ a.

^ i Ic a Jp g * I < ^ ^

The stars of Gemini are like old she-camels

which are surrounding compassionately a

helpless young camel.1

These elements are more in evidence with al-Akhtal,

whose tendency towards description makes his pictures a

mixture of these elements. Personification is very clear in the
lines in which he describes the wild ox as a person sitting
under a tree all night and conducting a soliloquy with
himself.2 It is also clear from the following line, in which he
describes dignity as a man who swears not to be an ally of
Yarbuc:

Z

^-y-aJ Uw "ii 1—La-

Dignity swears truly that he will never become
their ally until hair becomes an ally of the
inside of the palm.3

We also find that in al-Akhtal's poetry embodiment is a

more notable feature than personification. He uses the old

image of the she-camel for war, as in the following line:

1. Al-Qali, al-Amali, v.2, p.131.

2., Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.476-85.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.211.



They cried when war bit their backs, and

complaint is in the character of Qays cAylan.1

He also uses the she-camel to describe prosperity, in the
following line:

o '
9 '•i

■■"W. I I b -s-v J ..V.kcU . 131

0 Banu 1-Hakam, if it comes to you and it

gives you its milking, then milk happily.2

These elements are not common, however, even in al-

Akhtal, because it needs more effort to create them and a
*

wider imagination to give such personified portraits of people
or things. There are easier ingredients of imagery to depend
on, and the most popular of these is the simile.3 Their
materials for the simile are things which they have known or

experienced, such as animals, birds and stars. Their similes
are simple, and not complex like those of Ibn al-Mu tazz in

q
the Abbasid period, for example.* Al-Akhtal does, however,

develop the tashbih istitradr (digressive simile) to a small
extent when, for example, he uses the Euphrates to describe
the person whom he is praising.5

The following lines are examples of the type of tashbih

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, p.205.

2. Ibid., p.225.
_ Q _

3. See Dayf, at-Jatawwur wa at-Tajdid fi ash-Shi r al-Amawi, p.139.
— — c

4. See Dayf, al-Fann wa-Madhahibuh fi ash-Shi r al-Arabi, pp.267-74.

5. Ibid., pp.16-7.
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which is introduced by the particles ka'anna (as though),
mithl (like) or ka (like). This is used to draw attention to a

similarity between what the poet wants to describe and another
object, as when al-Muhalhil says:

.>• r- * **

#» # £ f

I <3 Jj^-0 ^ I I j^ 3 L ■ -*U J >J I 1 S

Capricorn is like a captive in double ropes
or like a captive.1
/

9

I t-*~J ' C I I ^ 3J) O S I 1 S
/•

At early morning we and the sons of our

father are like the two millstones of a grinder
inside cUnayza.2

Q
It is also to be found in the following lines of Amr b.

Kulthum:

y ■ i ^ i L^<. u_«—,i -»« ^ a u i & ^ i -i

; 'y\
I have not seen the like of Hala in MaC add

except for the crescent moon to resemble her
beauty.3

c. -

1. Al-Asma lyyat, p.174.

2. Ibid., p.135.

3. Diwan CAmr, p.593.
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}\J\
The horses on the right of Ubad beside
c '

Uwayrid are like a swarm of wasps,1

of Abu Hanash, al-Akhnas, Jabir and cAmIra b. JuCal:

iUJI^UJI^ S :^\3 :l S

Seven persons from one mother follow each

other like the bodies of wandering ostriches.2

o n

_y y 5 j aJJ -c& d *.'■ ; J 5 <>j*. **J I 1—
" -c- i

>"

I lead a plundering party against them every

day, mounted on a camel which is like a dog-
keeper's hunting bitch.3

) v - J - '
^ l^i) I jfi .. 1 I , _■ , 'j, I ^ L——^ — I ^j3 _i

A host are they, dark with steel, star-

helmeted: he who comes to water first must

leave to make for the last a place.4

T ~ C
1. Diwan flap, p.596.

2. Abu CUbayda, An-Naqa'id, v.l, p.456.

3. Al-Akhfash al-Asghar, Al-Ikhtiyarayn, p.174.

4. Al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.419; v.2, p.151.
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' '—r*j c L5 '' ' lr* ^ f kr—' <J>
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The camel goes, quickening pace, and proudly
she speeds along as though by her girth there
lurked an ugly, big-headed cat.1
3 3

.1 -

u I — •>-.& r- ^■sz3—**3 0_i^l

And in the highest uplands of the place are

wildings, looking like thoroughbred she-camels
with their younglings following them in the
sides of the valley.2

and of al-Aswad and Abu 1-Lahham:
• •

s
•A

. -4 " , f> ^
.. y '' 2' '

J a 3-1 I S3—(-® o > 1 SS-. J3 ^

y!\\
It is as though whenever I set [ my horse ] in
motion a hawk carries me swiftly with my

weapons.3

V a '• J O'

J' 03 ^ c r^T3-3 ' ^ 6—; ' : J

\.ii\
And it seems that saffron and black leather

are in it (the oryx) and in its face is a

darkness like brocaded silk.*

1. Al-Hufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.423; v.2, p.155.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.521; v.2, p.201.
r - c

3. Diwan Amr, p.604.

4. Ibid., p.608.
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Al-Akhtal also has some similes, such as those in the

following lines:

* ' * ' j? • v . '■> -£

C 1

It looks [ as strong as ] a camel, as swift as

a ghul, like the structure of a castle, or a

camel which impregnates the pure she-camels.1
< , , , - .

...

* " * .* z > ^. > r
# - -*

Jj) 9... <—9^J I pyt — 0 ' 1 5 f, { l\_r" llJ I 6 I *J «A 9 J "**

On a high place, driven there by the people,
looking like a red-hot skewer on account of

the scorching winds of summer.2
.? <* , i> ' . : ✓

j,—*»• cy^ vj J '3—''^ o J—y L>- '-*,3
x ' - - " '

v, &

/

And the bellies of the dead of Banu Ric 1 at

the side of the valley look like the bellies of
asses.3

We notice that some of these similes do not involve any

imaginary leaps but make fairly obvious comparisons of like to

like, since it is easy to see that a horse is similar to a dog
and wild animals to a she-camel. Some, however, create a

sense of excitement, because the similarity is an imaginative
one which is difficult to draw, although we accept it once our

attention has been drawn to it. Thus the comparison of horses

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.295. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.552-3.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.97. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.552-3.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.66. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.552-3.
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to wasps, or of dead men's bellies to asses' bellies, strikes
us.

The most common type of simile in their poetry is that
which is known as at-Tashbih at-Tamthili (exemplified simile),1
where the poet does not satisfy himself simply with drawing
our attention to a similarity between two objects but adds some

details and explanations to illustrate it and make it convincing
and exciting.

In a line to be quoted later, 2 al-Muhalhil likens the
stars of Gemini to she-camels, but, in order to make his

picture clearer and more vivid, he adds that they are

clustered around a young camel. In the same way he likens
the Pleiades, when Canopus disappears, to young camels, as

though they are shaking:

O' • -J J ^

S ^ J S-J ur J <_s- 9 1} I J 1 ^ I ^ 1 $

Sirius is like young camels in an arak-
forest on a dark rainy night.3

We also find Abu Hanash using this kind of simile when
he describes horses in their reins as being like the sand-

grouse "which bear dignity and honour" instead of saying only
"like a group of sand-grouse":

1. Al-Idah, v.4, pp.44-7, 50-3, 131-8. Hawi, al-Akh^al, pp.558-60.

2. See below, p.303.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab bakr wa Taghlib, f.34b. Al-Lisan "araka".
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And very speedy and slender in the reins,

looking like a group of sand-grouse which
bear dignity and honour.1

Al-Akhnas describes himself, lying awake at night in his
desire for revenge, as being like a person sitting alone after
being bitten by a snake. The words "cannot find a comrade"

clarify the meaning of loneliness: ^

1 Jl^J - j, ;lS^ UJi^l ; Ibic J\
^ ^ ^

I stay awake - while the happy person sleeps
- like a man, bitten by a snake, who cannot
find a comrade.2

He uses the idea of sickness in detail in the following
line, to show what his feelings were when he was standing
beside the encampment of his beloved:

Jl-Sel 1 »S

V.

Day-long I stood there, while swept me a

tremor and burning heat, as a vehement hot
fit comes on a sick man in Khaybar town.3

- C —

1. Abu Ubayda, al-Ayyain, p.404.

2. Al-Buhturi, al-Hamasa, p.19.

3. Al-Hufajjaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.411; v.2, p.149.
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He also explains in detail the similarity of the deserted

encampment of his beloved to the title of a parchment
ornamented by a writer, using the verb raqqasha (ornamented)
to convince us that there really is a similarity between them:

J ' * X* '«*> X ' 1 s ^ s

—^ 5J 1 <_s* O b 1 ^ JJ 1 U ^3 *Ol o 1 ^ r ^

. v..-A
The daughter of Hittan, son of CAwf, left her
dwellings plain, like lines drawn by skilled
hands on a volume's opening page.1

Al-Akhnas gives a beautiful picture in the following line,
where he describes the ostriches walking around the
encampment as being like female slaves bringing wood in the

evening:
- J' " **

V ^ o"*' ^ —?v= * ' • r ' i—' ^ r» '—iri ls

* /J

All day feed therein dust-coloured ostriches,
unafraid, as though they were handmaids
homeward driven with wood at eve.2

Al-Akhnas clarifies the image, which he means to convey

that they are aged and walking heavily, by suggesting that
these ostriches are like slaves when they come back in the

evening tired and fatigued after a hard day's work. He has
an equally beautiful image when he describes horses around
their camp as being like goats for whom there are not enough
pens, in order to make his exaggeration of their number more

1. Al-Mufajdaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.410; v.2, p.149.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.411; v.2, p.149.
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convincing:

^ c',°/ - - 5J' z /
5 L)-'' j'—I c_0 **5 I '»">.i_,.' lo I J 51\j .jj

Around where our tents are pitched our

steeds roam for all to see as goats in the
high Hijaz, too many to be penned in.1

Jabir b. Hunayy uses this sort of tashbih when he
describes the rumbling of his she-camel as being like a timbrel
struck by a female slave, but adds that it is resounding:

w > „ # j-V > - ^ ■* - o- ■" „ J ^ -

a. o ioj

She turned from the full fount, while the

water she drank within her belly resounded,
like the timbrel a singer strikes.2

He also uses it to liken his she-camel's climbing up
— Q

Batha' Irq to climbing a ladder:
• •

v - j, "■"
c ^ =- - ^ - -o ^

—J —-y dLj I 0-—11. I 15 jj & ' 1 _—} JJ

— c
She mounts up the vale of Irq, as though in
her upland way she rises by a ladder's rungs

to where hangs Arik on high.3

We find examples of this type of tashbih in al-Qutami,

1. Al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.418; v.2, p.151.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.424; v.2, p.155.

3. Ibid.
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when he describes the expanding conflicts between Taghlib and
Qays:

^ W-1 ^
y J j '

Is I > /■*■ I I ** I - '■ h <" . "w. ^ I I..SI I ;a i-n ■», J I I |>S
^ . f ,

' \ Mjy\
Like a broken bone which will not mend until

it is amputated, which began as nothing but
a crack,1

and when he describes the taste of his beloved's mouth:

' ^ y
,■ n / 'S •* ' ^ - -j-

i Uuw ^ 1 ^ i .1.) 1 I ^ ■■ ' ■„«' ^ ^ ■' ■* ^ ^ ' **■**"? I———5ftr

\

It is as though the taste of wine of c Ana had

mingled with her saliva and mixed with her
teeth.2

c — c
Amr b. Kulthum's mu allaqa is full of this type of

tashbih, as in the following lines:

* * ^ * ■' 3- ; a* *\ . |

$ I ^ U—>-j L^ *»>• * <^2 I

As if our garments and theirs were dyed with
the juice of the urjuwan or besmeared with it.3

1. Diwan al-Qutami, p.32.

2. Ibid., p.58.

3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, p.642. Al-Lisan "araja".
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^ ,r '■) ?
*

Ijl-LJI !— yZmJ j Jb.

9 J » ) J

u- "r'S—**jc . * i I -_j

As if the folds in these coats of mail were the

surfaces of pools which the wind strikes, when
it blows, so as to cause them to ripple.1

9 ' .'»> »- ^ — - ✓

' J 3.1 IS Uff la i mi 11 <li« v_g i **« i—- .|g , • - L:«dnJ 1 *■« I o o

Nothing protects the women like a blow, such
that you will see by reason of it the arms of
our foes flying off like qulats.2

In the above lines Amr tries to make the images exciting
when we see clothes, smeared with blood, made to appear as

if they are dyed or painted with urjuwan, and the shining
surface of the coats of mail likened to the surfaces of pools
which are struck by the wind. The third one adds another
simile to the depiction of smiting by describing arms as being
like quoits, to show how strong the striking is. Al-Akhtal also
uses this type of tashbih.3

A less obvious kind of tashbih is the one called at-

Tashbih al-Istitradi, and the only Taghlibi poet who uses it
is al-Akhtal; it appears in several of his poems.4 Al-Qutami

• •

has only three lines of this kind.®

There is another kind of tashbih which is nearer to the

— c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.665.

2. Ibid., v.2, p.677.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.558-60.

4. Ibid., p. 561-3.

5. Diwan al-Qutami, pp.44-5. See also pp.111 and 133.
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metaphor and is known as at-Tashbih al-Baligh.1 This omits
the subject of the simile and goes directly to the second
element of the comparison, omitting the definite article, to give
the figure of speech greater immediacy and cogency, as in the
following lines:

^

-3—

A wind which takes me away and makes me

follow them if it goes, fast and speedy.2

/ o x ■- ; - " '?j
I >-1 ■ SJ a 1 . * io L, »a i, in". '•* . I *jd

* . "

c 1^n4 f, *i ~>-C.j ~~ I jl jj J c ■'i .. r.Lz

^jA A Icy I J >- 11— > J a I . * r~- U,j- . A
- y

U ll I

Luqman when he conquers, and Qass when he
utters, and you are braver in fighting than
a lion.3
' '

- '
„

J Jl,—yi^l—i J ;lJO— d ;li0i5

And your place in Wa'il is the place of ticks
in the anus of the camel.*

The above are the most striking types of simile in their
poetry, used in order to make their pictures livelier and more

convincing.

1. Al-Idah, v.4, pp.41-4, 175-6.

2. Abu CUbayda, Kitab al-Khayl, p.153.

3. Diwan CAMr, p.609.

4. Al-Anidi, al-Hu'talaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.115.
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/•

Ornamentation (Badi )

(a) Antithesis (Tibaq)

Antithesis is not much used in Taghlibi poetry; when it
does occur it does so in a very natural and unconscious
manner, as do so many other features. Thus we find a word
and its opposite introduced by the poet simply because the
meaning demands them, without any obvious interference from
the poet in order to introduce this figure of speech
artificially, as in the cAbbasfd period.

Al-Muhalhil' s poetry is nearly empty of antithesis, and
when he uses it it seems very simple. This is very clear in
the following two lines where he makes an opposition between
frill (lawfulness) and ifrram (unlawfulness) and qawm (men)
and niswan (women):

I\j U l b?^^ b 1 b^1—* r5 1—^ b ^
''

—- "*"*

They killed Kulayb and then said (to us)
"Settle down". They lied; by the Lord of
lawfulness and unlawfulness.1

^ ^ ^ £> •>

^ 1^ I ' Ij (C Jc 3 Ll>- J 1 ^ <L

I U\\
With a great affliction which cannot be
tolerated, which is stronger than the
consolation of men and women.2

C —
1. Al-Asna iyyat, p.176.

2. Ibn al-Athir, al-Ka«il, v.l, p.389.
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Al-Akhnas shows this unconscious tendency towards the
use of antithesis in the following two lines; the idea which he
wishes to express requires this, and the words themselves are

— c ~~

very simple, e.g. tuba iduni (takes me away) and tudnini

(brings me nearer), and tusdiruni (takes me away) and
awradatni (fetched me):

Jy- ^ O ^ J)

, . 1p Q I C. ^ 131 ^ i ' si -.a a—C <■— C< U 1 01 ^I -»■''

'
' : - ' ' "
jf » "

V 1 ** ^ o"!r—^ 1 ^ J' 2 J->3 ^ —'J a ^3

y*

It takes me away if I wish and it brings me

nearer if they hate me to approach them.
It takes me away as it brought me, and I
seem to be between two small feathers of an

eagle.1

We see it again in cAmr's muC allaqa, in which antithesis
also occurs in a completely natural way:

o* y j ' '' v* ✓•

■ ' 1 ^ ^5 •<"J I I \ .. mil 1 I t''$J J -J 1 .->114^

JV

By reason of our youths who regard being
killed in battle a glory, and our old men

experienced in wars.2
j o ** -- > / 6

Ijf i-JQ—■ — • ! tfL/ 1 j A.? ' a *i t> \~" 1^.,

With a huge army from the Banu Jusham b.

1. Al-Akhfash al-Asghar, Al-Ikhtiyarayn, p.174.
— — c

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.645.
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Bakr, with whom we beat down the level

ground and the rough ground.1

I 1—1 I *' |g I I—aJ £ft\ ^ bj I , •
/ * " -s

And that we are the leavers of things when
we are displeased with them; and the takers
when we are pleased.2

Al-Akhtal is no different in this respect from his

predecessors, as can be seen from the following lines:

' ) 0 ' 6' ^' > *J 6 ' - <5 •>
j' ~ ]3 03s C* 1 '3 3 o'—• pj •'* 1 »3

4

And what is in Zamzam of grey-headed people
who shave their heads, and what in Yathrib

of married and unmarried women.3

;7 / " as )* s > , ' v

j JL. . N ^ ^ -a ^ j.1.1 c j i.j m 1 a )

(2
But Kulayb b. Yarbu have neither coming nor

going when noble qualities are being
discussed.%

1 . Ibid., v.2, p.649. We have here emended Johnson's translation of the word bi-ra's
(p.148, line 55) which does not seem entirely satisfactory.

— — c
2 . Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.661.

3 . Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.172.

4 . Ibid., p.208.
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e / o' y J' _j -* °y ° 1 j J c ^
I1 . *. 1*^ > j CyJ L lp "».. •«." a lj a" ■* •* ^ I j—J L *"V ■'

And do not claim that you protected in
c cal-Wa r, because in al-Wa r you did not

protect either inside or outside.1
</ «*■ o j y/ s c ^ y J

lajiij I—J I »a-j I at j« '_T *" J 'r-^ ' b

w
Ignorance has disgraced them until their voice
becomes in vain at the conflict and they
neither fly nor come down.2

(b) Paronomasia (Jinas)

The use of paronomasia in their poetry resembles that of
antithesis, in that they use it in a normal and simple way

without deliberately striving to introduce it, as and when the

meaning of the verse and the melody of the words dictate. The

following line, in which we find similarity in form and
difference in meaning between hafwa and habwa, illustrates
this: . s

& ^ J ' as'J'osJc*s
j! -V^ '1 ■.1 - t~^ ^^ . ft 3« a_a> n - - i«~- >

And they are covered by dust when they fall,
a falling which is hectic like the fire's flame.3

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, p.255.

2. Ibid., p.357.

3. Al-Qurashi, al-Ja«harat, p.232.
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The same thing is found in the following line by a woman

from Taghlib which employs the words khatalat and ikhtiyal:

x x c / ° /s>s P J J 9 o -'x,

J I ^ I—Is <5^ .. J ! I J *-• ^ UJ I 6 zhs-
* '

t, a

Death took him unawares after haughtiness
when he was between two rows of lances and

arrows.1

and in the following line by
intisabi:

jljl \
My heart has recovered
love, and changed his
anxiety.2

C
There are a few examples of paronomasia in Amr b.

Kulthum and al-Akhtal, and also in al-Qutami. Their use of
this figure of speech is not different from that of the earlier

C — —

poets; thus in Amr we find it with Hala/hilal and yaqutna/
yaqulna:

'
* ? J y £ y / x / s / C 'P O S *

^ V ,J I NJ I Lp a* J j =« i 3 !U J ^ \ Jc
; 5 -r— v ^ » j , s

Q
I have not seen the like of Hala in Ma add

except for the crescent moon to resemble her
beauty.3

al-Akhnas with tasabi and

r1
/ X

o X

,UJ 1 0s, 3 I ^ iJ! is L

this morning from
pleasure to long

1. Al-Marzubani, AshCar an-Nisa', p.151.

2. Al-Akhfash al-Asghar, Al-Ikhtiyarayn, p.173.

3. Diwan CAir, p.593.
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C J ■* — o 5 '
1 J I oil *- pi Jc—^ '—:j'—t^o—-*s

They feed our horses, and say to us, "You
are not our husbands, if you do not protect
us from the enemy".1

In the following lines of al-Akhtal we find it between

barq and yarqub, Huraq and yahruq and takhal and mukhtal:

J' 2 ^ j-0'' J jJo'c^O ' ~>
^ Or- UJ ^ I U rflJ I <J d I jj1 ^ I *9

He spent the night in watch, observing the
lightening, like a man who is sick, neither

dozing nor losing attention.2 ^

^ 3 j o - - ^ ^ ^ ~ ^

OI ^5 C-4 uS l> ^ 0 ^ 5J 3 1/—^ ' J %

>>3\
Al-Huraq remains burning his tooth, because
of the power and arms he sees.3

O J £ jf^^ j o * s J--j - J o
S) I d 1 Uo O I JkJ - d^ I JL; J> 0 J S £ •

\c ^11
From every strong and obedient led horse
which you think is proud.*

Likewise al-Qutami makes little use of jinas, although we

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, p.832.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.151.

3. Ibid., p.175.

4. Ibid., p.109.
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observe it in the following lines and between fu'ad and fadi,
istannat

Arakan.

istannat and istana c a, talal and tiyal and warraktu and

'
- 7 " j" e a " Ci '

01 0 dJ 1 * 1 O ^ a a it I* "■ 1 d .n ' I 3 q ! I d ■

Jt-—

Like the aim of a group of people who set off
from Dhu 1-Ghadba taking with them a heart
which no-one can rescue.1

£ s & S & o y <■* y
S> L *■<■*«' I V^/ I l I «n< *«' I 1. —4 1 I M4J . .■ d ■'y———*■ ■ »I 5^

And it was a breed of Shadqami camels,
which, if the camels went forward swiftly,
went ahead of them 2

j ->

J3 ^ " a ^ ^ c J ^ ^ ^ <3y e s ^ ^

J JtJldLc-_JU«0t?c *L0I5 J LkJI I J^ti^
' y

i • <-i

0 encampments, we greet you, even if you

have become ruined and long periods and
have extended over you.3

J J * -O- - - ^ d, i s J o G

^>.j\ I I L_, I JI I c, I 3 I Sj I c Sjj L_J c =-o 9«

And 1 turned aside when they left Arak at
their left side with ar-Rajul at our right.*

1. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.79.

2. Ibid., p.38.

3. Ibid., p.23.

4. Ibid., p.27.
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Metaphor

Metaphor is another element which enhances the beauty
of the imagery. Metaphor needs a more conscious and deliberate

Q
creativity, and we find it very dominant in the Abbasid
period, particularly with Abu Tammam. Taghlibi poetry, as it

depends on spontaneity and simplicity, does not make great
use of this element. The magnification and personification
which the metaphor produces are very rare features of their
poetry. Even al-Akhtal, who is unique among their poets, and
al-Qutami do not show a marked tendency towards the use of
the metaphor. Thus we find that Ghazi and Hawi, who studied
al-Akhtal thoroughly, do not give special attention to the
metaphor in their stylistic studies.1

It is clear enough that all Taghlibi poets have
occasionally used the metaphor without deliberate intention. It
emerges in their poetry naturally and normally. Compared to
the others, al-Akhtal has a relatively large number of
metaphors, particularly in his descriptions and praise-poetry,
but even here his metaphors are as natural and normal as

those of the others.

The following lines will serve as an example of how they
use the metaphor.

Al-Muhalhil makes use of the concept of men being given
a cup of death to mean that they died:

3 Is J y oJ ' c
JJ

y in j. „ i, i — 9 I O =Tj '

I wish no more of life after my drinking-

1. Ghazi, al-Akhtal, pp.150-84. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.519-66.
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companions, whom I see to have been given
to drink from a cup of death.1

He also uses the picture of a camel to exemplify the
horrible time in which he lives:

W
y O OS /

*

c, I Jill.00 LI I * ^ U 0 1—4j o—L i_a (J L
? St

I complain of a disastrous time which puts its
chest and neck on me.2

J

C c
Amr b. Kulthum's mu allaqa has some plain metaphors

which are easy and simple to create:
* J * ' / ,JJ

Ljj —. I—sj\ I —1—* a aJ I ^

We mow uhM} the heads of the people,
and we cut their necks, and they are cut.3

He uses the word yukhli, which means to cut fresh grass,

in order to convey the idea that their enemies' heads are like

grass. In the following two lines he uses the word qara, which
means "to treat hospitably", to indicate the killing of enemies:

J 5^O -* c'o ' " ^
*

I 0 I LI
* 1 i. ^ I jS li-

— — c c —

1. Al-Marzubani, Mu jai ash-Shu ara', p.80.

2. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kanil, v.l, p.389.
_ _ c

3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.638. (Johnson p.143, line 42).
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You alighted at our house in the rank of
guests, and we hastened our hospitality,
fearing you would abuse us if we delayed.

j , * * ' ^ j o J
a 1 Oy—4 .■ in 1 1 y j.i1* fa 5 .ft 1 .. 1 '-'.J~

We treated you hospitably, and we hastened
in showing you before dawn the hospitality of
a millstone which grinds exceedingly fine.1

Halbas, in the following line, makes the threats of a
Q

man named Utba seem like barking:

^ ^ ' t j ^ ^ O ^ a ° * J _• c

A ~ Y Oj' J O"* —* <-££ * O O 1? J L 'T -Si—^ r^iu/

rj^\
c c —
Utba barks in Iraq, and if he cools down

he barks angrily in his home without leaving
it.2

Hassan uses the word habl (rope) to mean the

relationship between him and his beloved, and also uses the
word ta'ir (flying) to mean being frightened, in the following
line:

^ / <
^ ^' J C u J > o

Us itLJs ^ ! ,_J .. c <i I j! C- j cLi I yl I ^1 j I i' j a-1
S

Is it true that if ar-Rabab's encampment
becomes far away, or the rope is cut, your

heart will fly.3

— — c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.674.

2. Al-A#idi, Al-Hu'talaf wa 1-Mukhtalaf, p.119.

3. Al-Marzubani, Al-Huwashshah, p.245.
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c c
In the following line, Ka b b. Ju ayl uses the words

samin (fat) and ghathth (weak) to describe political affairs:

/ / / ^ y y O ■" y Jt ^ J

i A: o-® ^ l~"—* Sj U 0 J l—*- j J b

And everyone is happy with what he
possesses, and thinks that the weak thing in
his hand is fat.1

C — —

Al-A sha, in the following line, uses the word qanat
(lance) to mean "power":

j y <o y yy "s * $ y
Li- I I

Whenever any one of the kings tried to

straighten our lances, we made his horses and
their cavaliers lawful to us.2

The following line by al-Akhtal shows how he uses

metaphor:
-9

y ^ ^ ^ ' J) 3 J a y y

,J I ,Ji L~s' 1 0 ^ tjo 13-* ' ' ~zyj l*J« ' ^ 'r

If the east wind pierces its crevices, a bulky
[cloud ] with a rainy underside gives milk.3

In the above line al-Akhtal magnifies the wind and the
clouds. He uses the verb "to pierce" to depict the wind as a

— c —

1. Al-Hinqari, Waq at Siffin, p.63.
— — c —

2. Diwan al-A sha, p.344.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.29.
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spear, and describes the clouds as a female animal which
produces milk.

In the following line he describes blood covering horses'
legs as sandals which they are wearing:

,■ / . s 6 <V 1 " .y o y ,, J y ^ "

^1 =o»U jdlc- 0_ ji >. J Ul 3, iU0 i

Ao$\\
^ They ground down an irresolute king with

their chests, until they wore sandals of
blood.1

Midday and the hot wind are described by him as big
bowls which cook the flesh of travellers. The verb "cooked"

shows the heat of summer when the desert becomes unbearable,

particularly at midday:
. J J

? ^ -> ' ^ 0 C " y ' '
^aj n a J >■ lojiO i ,> a a I < 1 3 J StJj'

And Umm-Jahm visits, at night, caravans

whose flesh midday and the hot winds have
cooked.2

He personifies time as a person who has daughters, and
magnifies poems as an animal which wounds people:

* j) y y' , ^ v o""
^I a 1M ^ j -AjJlol ~ NJI al A I :___k ^ Lw I .a

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, p.111.

2. Ibid., p.388.
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And nothing remains in this life except

daughters of time and wounding speech.1

In the following line he describes his patron's generosity
as a she-camel which produces milk:

5 (j < • 3 "* ' 13 " p

—6j J 'J-w j a 1 . i ^ .1" *a- U ill J I j U6

j,\yl
And if it gives in your hand milk, milk it,
and do not leave anything when you milk
it.2

c ~
He also portrays Mu awiya as a snake from whose bite

there is no recovery:

} ^ f'o ' is*
v ^ a 1a "i_l I ."y^— j>J ■ r» i i_3 1 a «'*a «—i . ,-9 I—

r "! J" ^ ' -- y-

And he sits up in Damascus trying to calm
down a snake; if it bites, the one bitten does

not recover, and is killed.3

V ,

He uses the verb takhammaja (to rage) to convey a

picture of a raging camel which tries to make the she-camel

obey him:

'cf ' - * J - o J y * f * £ - -
I j 1 ft )y." jt 1^ <3 1 C— ="i—.j— >J I <J Ja_

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, p.272.

2. Ibid., p.279.

3. Ibid., p.306. (Daughters of tiae aeans catastrophs).
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He raged like a stallion of war, until it
submitted to him and he mounted it, when he

was old and when he was young.1

The same idea is repeated in the following line:

[ He guides them ] to war until it submits,
after those who are happy with it are enraged
and its nobles are active.2

He has one famous picture which may have been suggested
c —

to him by his new environment in the settled lands of Iraq
and Syria. He describes the old men of Muharib as croaking
frogs, in the following two lively and active lines:

a ✓jx- jo j j

•Sj* - ^ '"V*—^ '—"3 '—"J ' 7-3r>~'t* ^—f J1 *■'

c%'J^\
The old men of Muharib croak to no effect,

and I do not think that they can harm
(ftetch and sharpen).3

I L^_ 1c J J 9 d. I >W <_LJ ' I—«2Lfa (_j—9 = jk

Frogs croaking to one another in the darkness
of night; their sound guides the sea-snake
towards them.*

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, p.308.

2. Ibid., p.318.

3. Ibid,, p.181.

4. Ibid.
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It is also worthy of note that he uses the words turish
(to put feathers on an arrow) and tabri (to sharpen it), which
are derived from everyday life, as a metaphor for uselessness.

These are the kinds of metaphor which are used by al-
Akhtal, and we can say in general that there is nothing new

in them except for the two lines quoted above. The others
depend on words or pictures which are relevant to the life of
the desert, such as the camel, which are widespread among

Jahiliyya poetry.

Metonymy

Metonymy is also a feature of their way of expression
which is connected to their tendency to use imagery. They use

metonymy in a very simple and natural way, which often seems

to be such a regular feature of their speech that they use it
without any conscious intention to strive for poetical effect.

c —•
This is common to all the poetry from al-Muhalhil to al-A sha,
and the ease and fluency with which they use this figure of
speech, as well as the others discussed above, clearly have a

great bearing on their activity.

We find this in the case of al-Muhalhil, when he uses

metonymy to convey the disastrous effect of his brother's
absence,1 and also with c Amr b. Kulthum in the following
lines, in which he tries to depict his tribe as warriors:

Jo,'' *j / s j> « * r< > >
I '.Jj Us 1j 4 i ij \ ir I • O L \j i 11 Ujj i' I • ^

To the effect that verily we take our flags

1. See below, p.503-
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to the battlefield white, and we bring them
back red, when they are satiated with blood.1

This is a simple picture which states that their flags are

white before the beginning of the war and smeared with blood
at the end. The poet wants in this way to stress the idea of
long fighting.

In the following line he makes use of an image which is

widespread in Jahiliyya poetry by showing that the enemy's
dogs are frightened, while at the same time adding the image
of the thorny qatad (tragacanth) to suggest an enemy bristling
with arms:

'a ° " / £ ' 9 „

1 iJL ,y 3 J ha 1 1. *> 1 1* <_£ >J I O ySC- J ft> J 3a

And the dogs of the tribe whined, fearing us,

when we stripped of his weapons the armed
warrior who approached to fight us.2

In the following line he shows their power and strength,
when he claims that tyrants bow to their young men:

? ^ 7J

- * * LW 1
_ • ) I A ^ 1 - n ■ ■■ . ■ jt~ \ i.i«J A 1 ^ ■? 1 L ^ ^ ^

' *—' • 1 * J"

When one of our boys reaches the age of
weaning, great kings fall down worshipping
him.3

%

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis*", v.2, p.628.
• •

2. Ibid,, p.631.

3. Ibid., p.678.
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Then in the next line he indicates the vast number of his

own people by saying that the land is crowded with them, and
the sea is full of their ships:

We have filled the land until it becomes too

narrow for us, and we have filled the sea

with ships.1

In the following line al-Akhnas uses the image of
tethering the camel, or leaving it to wander freely, to convey
caution and recklessness:

^ a ?/ ° / j, a ' O ° ' ,G>/ 2^ a £>> j> ^ s
. .. I . „ I I .. . *

; 1 J—1 I •>.^A ■ J '—* {*5—5 J ^ 'SJ '

While others in caution bind the stallion that

serves their herds, our camel alone goes forth
untrammelled wheresoever he will.2

Jabir b. Hunayy, in the following line, describes the
injustice which a person receives if he defends his right, by
using the picture of a tax-collector who pushes a person to
and fro, tears his clothes off and hits him:

a^ J*' j jp * y cy o y c ^

>r>^ °— « « i pjA j1—I oJ L_»3 ;jo

A day, too, I recall when one, delaying to

pay his due, was buffeted, his clothes torn,

- -

. c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh Qaga'id at-Tis , v.2, p.833.

2. Al-Hufajjaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.A21; v.2, p.151.
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misused at the tax-collector's door.1

Jabir intends in this way to show the humiliation which

people suffer at the hands of tyrannous government officials.

c
The same can be found in the following line where Amr

uses the idea of blowing bellows, and making earrings, to
c — c

disgrace an-Nu man, the brother of Amr b. Hind:

c / ^ ^ > J J, > J ^j x °
^ >^0 i, . "i. 1 Ijt ■—i I - 2 yl ' <1 Ju.^1

And his uncle most deserves to blow the

bellows and make earrings in Yathrib.2

If we look at the rest of the Taghlibl poets we will find
that they do not go beyond these simple kinds of metonymy.
Abu Hanash, for example, describes a mistake as the slipping
of a sandal:

/ Jj
y ^ ^ 6 a J ° ^ ^ s > o *1 & ' ° 4 J ° J? o

yj}
a a-*j- >■ -3 rt ■ Ij J ■ i.l I C-Jj 3 ] ^ j) -U

>1

And if you had done me a favour which I
would remember for the benefit of your people
when the sandal once slipped.3

c —

Amira expresses the fidelity of his people's women by
depicting them as having no desire for sexual intercourse with
others if they find themselves in the desert:

1. Al-Hufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.426; v.2, p.155.
T - C

2. Diwan Anr, p.594.
- c —

3. Abu Ubayda, Al-Ayyan, p.404.
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* /

jpj I Uj>-

Thou seest her desire nought of the stallion's
business but from him, what time the Jinn and
the Ghuls of a land become changed to
demons.1

C —

Al-Ba ith indicates the ineffectiveness of his opponent's
words in the following line:

y y y Cy y a 1 ° )? ? f
• a I C- 1 irO *)>C ■ I U .J ' b 1 I U , '» 1 «J li C U I j

And if I say, my saying is what is
remembered, and if you say, your saying goes

away with the storms.2

Al-Akhtal and al-Qutami may have used metonymy3 more
• •

than the others, but their metonymy is still normal and not
forced.

We find an echo of c Amr in the claim that the vast

numbers of Taghlib cover the whole area between cIraq and
Manbi j:

y'ui? & y a / & S ' <* y y oo

J I JyJ L s '— 3 |j ^ ' o-r-r o1

£And what is between Iraq and Manbij has
become Taghlib's domain, moving swiftly with

1. fll-Hufajjaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.519; v.2, p.260.

2. Al-Aaidi, Al-Hu'talaf wa l-Hukhtalaf, p.73.

3. On the metonyny of al-Akhtal, see Hawl, pp.563-66.
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their dark Rudayni spears.1

In the following line he shows how long the wine has
been kept by using the image of the spider's web, and he also
shows how precious it is for the merchant who protects it with
fibres and tar:

O
^ ^ a } a ' '■

j I 9 j—1—.C- aJ J C-ji1 '■ -» 11 ^I® I 0, 1 (J
- ^ ^ "

^
It has two covers: the weaving of the spider
and another wherewith it is wrapped in palm-
fibre and tar.2

In the following line al-Akhtal uses the tucking-up of
one's clothes as a metonymy of being ready to face problems:

0 4 ' - *" *' 0 -

j 1 Lcj L ^Jj * I—1 c 6 ' 4 b ^ ^j (*3 9

People who, if they fight, tie their clothes
round their waist and do not touch women,

even if they are not menstruating.3

All the examples given above indicate that al-Akhtal does
not deliberately create metonymy, but that all his metonymies
are drawn from observed experience or use material readily at
hand. Al-Qutami is the same, and the following lines show no

real change of attitude towards the use of metonymy. He
describes she-camels as well-built by saying that their
buttocks do not obstruct them from moving, to show that they

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.190.

2. Ibid., p.169.

3. Ibid., p.172.
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are not so fatty, and that their chests do not lie on their
buttocks, to show that they are not huge:

S J" a ' } ? ^ ^ 3 o ' < °- *

,_J j i I (_ylc J «aj I ^ (1 . I j b>- j 1 >*c"^ I Mi U ft>j ■/

^ '

They walk slowly, their backs do not obstruct
them and their chests do not lean on their

backs.1

In the following line he describes how the she-camel
obeys the trainer, by saying that she gives him her neck and
head:

X
^ j a / ' ' 0 a

1 . —CI >jJ J I >- I (\ ~j It I >- jo hy—J 1 ^ « >" ■ .Is*. I 1
' \

And when it finishes its training, it gives its
neck and head to the trainer.2

Elsewhere he uses the idea of the clinking of women's
ivory or ornaments to allude to a night of enjoyment spent
with women:

'* c ' ' .jT ^ JJ) * ^ s s
i_- 1L-3 I—c> :j f' 3 ^

And when we met each other, there was a

noise of clinking ivory, and they were felled,
either stripped or stripping.3

1. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.26.

2. Ibid., p.41.

3. Ibid., p.45.
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He also uses metonymy to show the influence of the girls,
by saying that their speech has the same effect that water has
upon a thirsty man:

^ „ * > '' ° ^ ° ' * j,

JI—»aJ I aJLiJ I b * 1—«J I >j» l« • c -■ —9 cy* O "V t O

They utter sounds which hit the place as

water meets the need of the thirsty.1

The above sample indicates that al-Qutami uses metonymy
to a certain extent, although he does not do this as frequently
as al-Akhtal; the prevailing figure of speech in his poetry is
the simile.

Repetition

Repetition, which will be widely discussed in the case of
Q —

al-Muhalhil and of Amr b. Kulthum, sheds a good deal of
light on the techniques of the Taghlibi* poets. The frequent
occurrence of repetition in their poetry may be a consequence

of the musical nature which it can impart to a line of poetry.

Furthermore, their poetry depends on spontaneous expression,
and this causes them to rely heavily on a melody of words
which occurs during composition, in addition to the melody of
the metre. Repetition itself strengthens the meaning and
confirms it in the attention of the hearer.

Besides al-Muhalhil and Amr, we find repetition in all

Taghlibi poets, whether in the Jahilyya or in Islam. This can

be a repetition of exactly the same words, as in the following
line of as-Saffah in which he repeats the word suhad:

• —————

1. Diwan al-Qu^ani, p.81.
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V _ftj J L

J>
&

~JIC,

They went astray because of sitting up awake,
and I think that they would reach their aim
if people did not sit up.1

Ufnun repeats the word umm:

'* J S C S
«» fr

■lUw <1 « I I . *1 "X~ I I £ J JlSj , W ft JJ A.C- I • <*\j t •» I

^ '' * 0
LS 9 A ^ S 0 S . J ; ° S * SS » fm U

Q
I swear that Amr b. Hind was not successful

when he ordered my mother to serve his
mother.2

, c c
In the following line, Ni ma b. Attab repeats the word

sama:

°
t, y y 1 ° ' J °' '/ d ' C *o c - C -

i > f
J ft O ft 0 ,^'JxJa f\ Ml **» < I ft 1 1 '■ Jtl „ < ■ ■

J'ii
You rose but you do not deserve to rise, but
our time is a time of change.3

In the following lines of an-Nabigha we find hajara used
as a verb and a verbal noun:

/ ' j a ^ o ^ a ^ ^

S*-3" ^ d!j 30ft ^ I S I y ^ ' :>—ft 51#I^I o 1i_

1. Abu CUbayda, An-Naqa'id, v.2, p.1095.

2. Al-Aghani, v.9, p.183.

3. Al-Buhturi, al-Hanasa, p.211.
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You quitted Umama for a long time, but your

quitting was pleasant.1

and bakhila used as a verb, a verbal noun and a substantive

/ J? S J J ^ S Q S f s *s 6 / ^ c ^ ^
*V| -^.11 J_O^J I T a I ' a Aa «!■»". O 3 dL__1>^J I *1 1 -*w•* • w •• • py •• " - • •

We became miserly because of your

miserliness, as you may know, so how can

one miser blame another?2

In this line by Shurahbil, abayna occurs twice:

s °y c s $ y j ° ^^ c ' & <?

J'J23
$ dU-4 0i £ I—^ »; b I j o L>^ \^A xS 1 1 I L

X " , 1
1

We refused, we refused to let you sing in
celebration of capturing Amir, it was like
L the proverbial expression ] Zabban [ a man]
in the skin of a fox.3

(2 —
as does mulk in the following line by al-A sha:

& c? / j * ° 0 > / ' ^ s e> ~ ^
yr ^3 a ** — ^ b c ' o '—b—^^ 3}

The wine-skin is a man's possession, whether
the possession be long or short.*

1. Al-Anidi, Al-Mu'talaf wa l-Mukhtalaf, p.296.

2. Ibid.
_ _ Q_ _ Q

3. Al-Ashnandani, Ha ani ash-Shi r, p.14.
_ _ Q «.

4. Diwan al-A sha, p.344.
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Al-Akhtal shows a strong tendency towards repetition, as

his forebears did, and uses it without artificiality or

intention. In the following lines he repeats the words Aljam,
batn, ghab, an-Nil, yantuq and yazul:

s ^ a ; , O < e> ■? S
■ji ? J? 3 ' S y f y

P 9

I . -v. '—k-4® £)j* ~ J " ^ i° '->3 ' (• I >3 VJ J • U g

cb*»
They are making for al-Aljam, Aljam Hamiz,
stirring up sand-grouse which would have
slumbered but for their travelling.1

/ y J> ° / &S "£■ s 0 /J ^ 0' ^
c.L_^l^lo L, ^ b \j si* L_d=w J ~J\

Does he place a stinking, emaciated belly
upon the quivering belly of a soft young girl?2

zt/sJ,0'*''- y 3 ' £ sJ * O —

A la I Jl>> I ■ ^ ^ ^ la 1 «" IyS I *G> L—. I ,f* 1 «g 1—' I I j I

If he disappears, our Euphrates disappears,
and if he attends, his abundance and streams

give.3

<a_ Jalj—>3 « C_ I J_J I J_, U- _3—I »

To a person who, if he competes with the
Nile, the waves and streams of the Nile will

become fatigued.4

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.303.

2. Ibid., p.293.

3. Ibid., p.348.

4. Ibid., p.288.
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} '•Jo, J) ° ^
j ' dP="* J—^~i_r -1 -1

£

,. " o ? ' ° * ss a /
~> be ...« 0« ,aJ I -.4

He did not hear the voice, because his ears

are stopped up, and could not speak until
rocks speak.1

,n *> y J Jj /y s ' o > ' c ' ay ^ ' » c »i
. / * J

J3J J d.ji-2 ^ j* 1—»■* ' ^ -/1 J fr C I l»o ^<4* j-' i—a , ..I L>- ^ a_

y&\
The disgrace sticks to their house and
courtyard, and never vanishes, whatever else
may vanish.2

He also uses repetition by employing forms derived from
the same root, e.g. agfara/zafar, qawwam/maqawim and sala/
suyul:

j

y s'j* 6 ^ ^ ^ X w ___ f
I «L- dJJ I 0jit L=> I 0 U 1 S ^ fSj « I (_J, 1}

To a person whose gifts do not leave us, God
makes him a conqueror and the conquest
should be happy with him.3

) J/ / d/ 0 y ° ' 7 a ' ' y'
I j—^r? (_s X? ytj =- o ^ f ' ' 14 (* ^ >_s—1?

1 stand in places where neither Jarir nor the
client of Jarir stands.*

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, p.203.

2. Ibid., p.378.

3. Ibid., p.196.

4. Ibid., p.320.
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> /
J*!-

/

J S

H

V

aji< 1 i I. i ^ Jjfl J ^ 1 "s*i ^ L -31^ *i) 11—2 ,-w ^

Like the advance of al-Araqim in al-Majaz,
like the pond into whose sides floods pour.1

Al-Qutami does the same, but he has a strong tendency
to introduce repetition to increase the melody of his lines. In

c — —
the following examples he does this with the words adat/ adi,
jabal, munjifra/mustanjah and tara.

5> '
ri

V a

UiL

Protecting and defending, which are qualities
belonging to my tribe as habits of their
habits.2

J> y S s s ^

O- CC ^ a 1 Li J I _|->J I
S O S O s j S <3
i ic Cj ^ jJ I a2J 1 I

However, they are the mountains of God,
which other mountains cannot reach, and there

is no mountain which is equal to them.3
s y j

J I ? >

J e> f
J ii d

o ' S a > <- o
a

,L
-TV O'

If you returned successful from Abu cUthman,
then the work would be easy for one who
wants to succeed.*

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.379.

2. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.89.

3. Ibid., p.29.

k. Ibid.



They follow a she-camel with its eyes raised
which you would think to be mad, or that it
sees what other camels cannot see.1

1. Diwan al-Quta»i, p.27.
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CHAPTER 4

THEMES

Boasting (Fakhr)

The first subject to be discussed in this chapter is
boasting. It could be said that boasting is an integral part
of martial poetry or that they are in fact the same,1 but as

the greater part of their poetry is of this type it is more

convenient, for the purposes of the present work, to divide the
poetry in this way, especially since both martial poetry and
fakhr have their own characteristics which may be considered
separately.

Boasting poetry deals with "what the tribe is proud of,
like revengefulness, keeping enemies down, exulting in
victories, speaking in glowing terms of their noble descent and
origin, celebrating their patience in catastrophes, hospitality
in lean times, protecting neighbours and helping the weak".2

This boasting can be divided into two types. The first is
tribal boasting, which deals with the tribe and in which the
poet is their mouthpiece; one of the best examples of this

C C 3
tribal boasting is the Mu allaqa of Amr b. Kulthum. The
second is individual boasting, in which the poet extols his own

deeds and behaviour.

C — —

1. See, for example, Dayf, al- Asr al-Jahili, pp.202-7.

2. Ibid., pp.202-3.

3. Ibid., p.204.
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A. Tribal boasting

The prominent themes in tribal boasting in the poetry of
Taghlib are their pride in vengeance, victories and superiority
over their enemies. They mention their pride in their
revengefulness in nearly every poem. Al-Muhalhil boasts, in
the following two lines, of their refusal to take blood-money
from Banu Shayban, and of the fact that they killed them
instead:

No, by the father of Jalila, we did not take
a single camel from (their) numerous herds,
But we weakened the people, striking their
backs and throats.1

Q —

Amr b. Kulthum boasts that their women never mourn a

murder, strengthening this by using the oath mac adh Allah,
with the implication that they were used to fighting and that
they always got their revenge:

' O S /
£> / / . O V ' ' ?

J SiJIo* Is '-o1 -rt -O1" L)l iU

God forbid that our women should bewail one

killed, or should raise their voices because

of killing.2 .

Q
Al-Mutawwah b. Uthman boasts that no one attacked them

1. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.135.

2. Al-Khalidiyyan, al-Ashbah wa an-Naza'ir, v.l, p.89.
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them in their territories or expelled them from there:

p 0 / / o / <3 ^ "/ &
i_- >J I UJj b« I ■ '*" «Ajy 1= ^3 1—v ^ J <-»"* ./ O*

^ S- /

No tribe attacked us in our lands, and war

did not drive us from our encampments.1

They also exult in defeating their enemies, as in the
Q

following lines by Amr b. Kulthum:
>

Oy / S ? J j o ^ o X\J> s / ^ /

aJ I3 15 (j. >• 1* Lj, ^-3 ll I 1 ,_j ' I 1
s y * Us O s a ^ S ^ /I r ^ s Lr^

J I a L$~~J L ^ * L ^ ^ 2 j b—9 '—^
<?y ^ j 0 ? ? f ^ ° <s- S ' / J

,J 3 r>^-. o I . ■ -in i I -7-J &tt-ii9 * J ^ 0> ^ ' \r"*
~~ " ' '

<i
/ ^ >

cb^!
0 has the daughter of ath-Thuwayr known
about our attack on the tribe of Kalb while

the late morning was not yet exhausted,
Brave horsemen of ours and a regiment moving
with swift arrows attacked them at morning,
When we move the mill of our war we left

them dead on every battlefield, the crooked

hyenas dragging them in celebration.2

He also says:

1. Al-Khalidiyyan, al-Ashbah wa an-Naza'ir, v.l, p.93.
_ _ Q

2. Diwan At, pp.597-8.
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We brought the horses from the two sides of
Arik grim-faced, looking down from the
mountain roads,

We brought them at morning from the side to
Tamim, and our swift advance caused the
destruction of the army of ar-Ribab,
Many were the faces of the nobles whom they
covered with dust on the morning when I met

them, when the dust was falling.1

The poetry of Taghlib, whether in the Jahiliyya or in
Islam, is full of exultation in their victories. They always
remember these events throughout the history of the tribe, in
which their ancestors achieved renown by their conquests, and
they seem to be deeply versed in their history and ready to
show it at any time. They start from the early days of the

■—c
tribe when Taghlib gained the leadership of RabT a and came

into conflict with Yemen. Their poetry always places emphasis
on killing kings and attacking famous tribes such as their
oldest enemies Bakr, Kalb, Tamim and, later on in Islam,

Qays. The long wars in which they became involved were a

strong motive for the maintenance of zeal within the tribe and
the boosting of their morale by reminding the tribesmen of
their heroic deeds and encouraging them to preserve these
reminiscences for their successors and for history.

Jabir announces the rule which Taghlib always follow,
doing so as a final warning to those who might be tempted to

r — C
1. Diuan Aar, pp.600-1.
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infringe their code:

^ ^ J> a /sa/ "'•a'' 7'' 1" ' - > - >
- On a t, l"» I *■ I Jj li- jj -Xy.» U 3-*** ^ *-Jft In I I (_4—is I '

■cJ^
We deign to grant peace to kings as long as

their ways are straight in handling us: not
unknown the slaying by us of kings.1

Jabir could not say this if he did not know that his
tribe had acted in this way in the past and were willing to

carry on the tradition if the occasion occurred again.

Q —

Amr b. Kulthum, in the following two lines, confirms
this rule, showing that his tribe killed many kings:

^,o J> as a * s ^ ^ s a ^ s "i s s

I '■ ■ -»-» I I ft ->. i d LJ I r<r-1 .'' Oft ^ * J '" "** d' '"3

,, s> s Jj ^ <7> ' ? / ' ~S / 'sos " ' ,
1 1,' - ft-1 d J Isn 0 J* 0 1ft J -jkJ 1 1 'JSj ;

—•■ s" ~ S

And many a chief of a tribe, whom they had
crowned with a crown of authority, and who

protects those who seek refuge with them,
Have we left our horses standing round him,
with their reins on their necks, standing
quietly.2

The famous early event of which they boast is the battle
of Khazaz when Kulayb ended the dominance of Yemen over the

1. Al-Hufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.426; v.2, p.155.
— _ c

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, pp.630-1.
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Ma Caddite tribes.1 Al-Muhalhil boasts of this in the following
lines:

3$ ' J*—a*c' a—

3 ... 11 ,joj I...->J I

3s ^ I ^3 a lS>

1 . lp

—a.,_-»3

a / '

-£'j3
P
5—
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/ // /

O /

■=r us—» W a9 1 Jl

s ' 9 y y ° y J 0 y
_0_ib -< *-5-«

He for whom the most noble of MaC add

recognised the day of Khazaz for him, when
the bonds were drawn tight, (?)
When Himyar with their host and Madhhij came

• •

like a huge rainy cloud,
And the army Hamdan with clamour and a

flag swooping like the anuq (vulture).

The second incident connected with their war with Yemen,
on which they pride themselves, is the battle of Dhu Urat,

•

which is celebrated in the following line by Amr b. Kulthum:
y

a 9> 9 J 9 -< J ^ y -• 9 > 0 "

1 Ly —ijld— -O 0.—3\j\ ^ J—, >Ji(\ =^3

And we are they who kept their camels at Dhu
Urata, while the old large camels, and the
she-camels abounding in milk, were eating
withered grass.3

Despite their disastrous defeat in the al-Basus war,

1. See above, pp.l3-lA.

2. Al-Qurashi, ai-Jaahara, p.231.
— c

3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.660.
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Taghlib boast of it, as in the following line by al-Akhtal in
which he boasts of Waridat:

_9 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V
X O I ■/. ~>W> I I J ..." C-- I Ijl 1 f 1—4 JlI I Jj IIJ

And shedding blood in Waridat, which does
not disappear although disgraces disappear.1

The main events after their wars with Yemen and Bakr,

and before their conflicts with Qays, were the battle of
c —

al-Kulab and the murder of Amr b. Hind. Jabir b. Hunayy
boasts of al-Kulab, when they killed King Shurahbil, in the

following line:
' ° s J J a , ' ' o ^ ^

# ... 14 <LJ I (_3—J I ^ I U I <*>■ C 1 \j I l.,'> 9 <—, y 11 I .,9
/ ^

Yet our spears it was that thrust, that black
day of al-Kulab, Shurahbil off his horse, in

spite of the oath he swore.2

Abu al-Lahham also boasts of that day, in the following
• •

line:

JL I I I r I ilL !

We encamped in al-Kulab, while you did not,
and we made the thoroughbred camels booty
in the highlands.3

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.522.

2. Al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.427; v.2, p.156.
— c —

3. Abu Ubayda, an-Naqa'id, v.l, p.458.
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Ufnun also commemorates that day in the following line,
mentioning King Shurahbil and Muhallim ash-Shaybani who

• •

supported him:

S a/ I s ' ' /> '"t 'J> r/ o ^ o
Jj Ju>. J5 J ->J I j Sz 3 I J e 1 I—~ y—j ^ 1

And ask Shurahbil and Muhallim about us, on
• •

the morning when the horses were wheeling in
every trench.1

Later on al-Akhtal boasts of this day, describing how
Tamim were bitterly defeated:

a ' s <i / )■> / S S c < s o '' '' ° ^ o ' ^ 4/ ^

j 1 ■ I p. r. - . ■->-. -i- *" <1 i. , I ... Jl>- Asa y ** V——ft
fcl ^ ^ ° S ; s ' <* - o ' '

j ^ ie . • * >4 -—*5 y >3 I ^ ^ !.«■■-» *.— J ■*" O—SQ '—r J' \i a5-

Why did you not protect Shurahbil when
Tamim supported him with a throng of low
people,
On the day of al-Kulab when their women,

married and unmarried, were driven like

camels.2

The second event is the murder of King cAmr b. Hind.
Ufnun describes this killing, and the reason for it, in the

following lines:

- - c
1. Diwan Air, p.605.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.638-9.
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Q
I swear that Amr b. Hind was not successful

when he ordered my mother to serve his
mother,
Q

[ Amr ] Ibn Kulthum stood and took the

polished sword, and took him by the throat
in front of his associates,

Q
And Amr struck him on his head with a

blow with a ridged sword of pure and shining
iron.1

There are also some other battles of which they boast,
such as their battle with the Ghassanids as in the following

Q —

line of Amr b. Kulthum:

^
y / ' y C ^ ^ ' 0 ' •* '** ""

j lc J , JL ±J\ L ' t J ! 31 it i-1 >Cs ks a

\^L\
0 son of Abu Shimr, woe to your father, did
you not turn to your brother when he

appealed to you, warning you that you would
be bereaved of him?2

The Taghlibi poets rejoice in other victories over tribes
such as Kalb, Firas, Ghifar on the day of al-Atamm, Banu

1. Al-Aghani, v.9, p.183.

2. Diwan CA«r, p.602.
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at-Tammah and Du mi, as in the following lines by cAmr b.
• • •

Kulthum:
0 /' S / ^ // a 9 ^ ^ a J O ^

, 1 Stf. , • -a I ...sj 1^ 1 IJ 5 I ■»-£. g U I aj ^ 1

J?\ji\
We brought them at morning on the day
of al-Atam with dishevelled horses, Firas and
the tribes of Ghifar.1

JJ " ^ " 'vi <■ ? >* ' ' 'J ' « t *

<-3 OXS ! 1 «£ y 1 »lsj I -r L I U

Beware, tell Banu at-Tammah and the tribe of
c ~~ • • •

Du mi, how did you find us?2

Taghlib were busy, during the Umayyad period, with
fighting against Qays. They rejoice in their victories over

c _them, and particularly in the murder of Umayr b. al-Hubab,
despite their defeat in many battles.3 Al-Akhtal boasts of this
in the following line:
t z t- ^ sJ' a' ;

J2J- ' J.?-*- ' O ^ Jz 03—■*" ° ^ ' i_£ "V"

'A\

On the day when the warriors were galloping
around Umayr, hopping like vultures around
a slaughtered camel.*

Al-Qutami also boasts of this event:

T — C
1. Diwan Air, p.599.

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, p.673.
• •

3. See above, p.35.

4. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.312-5.
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Q
Who struck Umayr at their dwellings on the
hill L of al-Hashshak ] on the day when cUmayr
was unjust and tyrannical.1

c —
Al-A sha likewise rejoices in their victories over Qays.

He celebrates their victories over Sulaym, a branch of Qays of
C

which Umayr b. Hubab was a member:
V X- £ > - v _ y Q
< / 0 S y / £

1 _y>~ 1—laJ i <_a Ij i= L ^* ' • 0 I '~j ~

We drank the blood of Banu Sulaym with the
edges of the spears until we were sated.2

In the following line, al-A c sha boasts of the killing of
C

Mus ab b. az-Zubayr:
J c > 5 ° ' 0S f/ S y 3 S oy " / e J *' ' £ s*

L, I (.—I i iS <11«>^$ 1 ..I,. ■■ •**—1. i..J. ■ 9 y

^.ji)
You know that we killed Musc ab in Maskin on

the day of war whose teeth are grinding.3

Al-Qutami gives a full description of their history during
the Jahiliyya, and boasts of it, in the following lines:

1. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.88.
— — c —

2. Diwan al-A sha, p.271.

3. Ibid., p.290. Mus ab was killed by CAbd Allah b. Dubyan al-Bakri, but al-ACsha
boasts of it because he is considered as being froa Rabica, as Taghlib were.
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If the people of knowledge are asked about
us, and who attended the battles and

fighting,
About Taghlib, are they not the strongest of
the Arabs in self defence,

During the Jahiliyya we extirpated from every

tribe a part of their branch,
Are they not those who were just with an-

c —
Nu man of old, and pulled down the tent-

pole?1
And they came to Tamim in al-Kulab with an

army which swallowed the people greedily,
They were not cowardly, but we are people
who answer blows with blows,

Tayyi', if the front of our army comes to
•

them, seek shelter in their castles,
The tribe of Kalb, we push them to the shores
and hills.2

Q
1. He alludes to the uurder of A«r b. Hind.

2. Diwan al-Qutaei, pp.35-6.
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They rarely celebrate their patience in catastrophes,
because they are a tribe who wish to show that they are the
ones who begin fights and the ones who attack others. They
are above every catastrophe, and are the ones who inflict
catastrophe on others. The following line by cAmr b. Kulthum
indicates that it is they who bring their horses to the enemy:

/ s O s o / / / ^ / o o / O S Q s a s s

J ' ^ ' o-k C—*s- 'i ij ' (_3 c J—1 U—J->.
* ' ✓ *

j\jS
We brought the horses from the two sides of
Arik, lean and walking firmly on the soft
ground.1

Likewise, in the following line, he portrays war as a

mill which is brought to the enemy:

X - - j j y ' c s ^ c s
i ^ -LiUi 1^4, i

S / / >4

When—the—mill—of- -eu-r war—is—moved towards a

tribe, they become as flour to it in meeting.2

They sometimes boast of protecting others, as in the
Q —

following line by Amr b. Kulthum:
'

'3, o ' o / y o ^ s s 7e t- 3 Q '
WWi I lc —>Ji jl »x. l jl ^

And we, when the tent-poles of the tribe fall
upon the furniture of the tents, keep back

- - C
1. Diwan Aar, p.599.

- -
. c

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Shar(; al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.632.
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anyone who approaches us desiring robbery.1

There is another indication of their protection of
c

neighbours in the following line by Amr:
/ ) s / o ? ! ay J

• %

'■
^ 1^ , ^ frC I 3 \ t 9^ 1^ \j I 4 3 ptm •Vl./ -V.

And we shall be found, we (1 repeat), the
firmest of them in keeping our word, and the
most faithful of them when they bind us with
oaths.2

We also find them celebrating their protection of others
in their elegies, in which the poet shows the effect of
bereavement on the needy, particularly in al-Muhalhil's poetry
when he starts to assess the impact of the death of Kulayb
upon those who cannot find refuge. Al-Muhalhil, in his elegies
for his brother Kulayb, counts helping the needy as one of the
things in which his brother used to pride himself during his
life; we shall study this in detail when we study the elegy.3

One of the things of which they boast most frequently is
their hospitality.* cAbd Allah b. cAmr boasts, in the following
line, of being generous in the chilly winter. At this time the
desert becomes barren and it becomes difficult for the poor to
find food to eat. Thus generosity is a great object of pride for
those who are ready to undertake it, particularly when the

*

generous person gives camels, which are highly prized by the
beduin.

. c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.635.

2. Ibid., p.658.

3. See below, pp.179-185.

4. Hawi, al-Akhtal,pp.343-57.
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^ / /

And we who give in the winter the choicest

part of the fat of the humps of camels.1

This' Taghlibi diyafa (hospitality) is again referred to in
C _

the following line by al-A sha, who states that their generosity
follows the neighbour wherever he goes:

/ j o / '' y > j> 0 J y y * a ■*
1 • cm II 0 :*~f"3 ' J'—4 ' ''j *j ^3

— v ^

j\}\
And we act generously to our neighbour as

long as he remains among us, and we follow
him with generosity wherever he goes.2

Al-Akhtal illustrates clearly their generosity by showing
how his tribe slaughter the camels in the cold night for their
guests before they put down their baggage:

^ s ' ' i j ^ * i

JL J5 3 JLJcL_Ju^JI J ~
*-

2 Of y"' '' 0' 0/ 4 ' '
mi —jJI »s—5bo-I d* I»t r ri"s* ^ u 11

Ask the guests on every night when the wind
blows strongly from the north and gathers the
camels,

Do we not bring them hospitality hastily

T ~ C
1. Diwan At, p.607.

_ Q _

2. Diwan al-A sha, p.271.
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before they put down their camel-saddles,?1

Another favourite object of their boasting is their
horses.2 Taghlib were fond of horses, and they were very

proud of them. It is difficult to find any of their poems which
does not mention the horse. This love of owning horses is
reflected in different aspects of their poetry, which will be
discussed in detail when we analyse their use of description.
The following line by al-Akhtal conveys some of their respect
and love for their horses:

'/ *' ° 2 0 '

^1 Ul JI -kJI L *\j[

Although other men may neglect their horses,
we tether them and they share with our

families.3

They also boast of their women, a subject which will be
dealt with in the section on ghazal, but the following line by
C
Amr b. Kulthum will serve to illustrate their pride in their

women:

They are the women of the tribe of Banu
Jusham b. Bakr, who mix their good qualities,
long pedigree and obedience.*

1. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.344.

2. Ibid., pp.327-42.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v. , p.
— — c —

4. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharfr al-Qa§a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.830. Johnson translates chn as
"true religion"; it seens that din neans, as Ibn an-Nahhas states, "obedience".
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B. Boasting of their noble descent and origin

Taghlib consists of different branches, the main ones

being Banu Jusham and al-Araqim. Most of their famous poets
£

are from these two branches, for example al-Muhalhil, Amr b.
— — c — c

Kulthum and his sons, al-Akhnas, Jabir, Amira b. Ju al,
C C — — c

Ka b b. Ju ayl, al-Akhtal, al-Qutami and al-A sha.

Taghlib were considered to be one of the Nizarite tribes
c — c

and descended from Adnan and Ma add and thence from

Rabi ca and Wa'il. Most of their tribal boasting about their
noble descent and origin deals with these two branches of

Q
Taghlib and with Ma add and Nizar. They usually boast of

r

Taghlib in general as a whole tribe, while mentioning Ma add,
Q

Wa'il and Rabi a to show their noble descent. Normally they
refer to this more remote descent without giving further
details. It is already known that other tribes share this
descent with them, but Taghlib try to show themselves as the
best of all these tribes. In the following line, c Amr b.
Kulthum boasts of inheriting glory, and refers to Macadd:

•>

^ s c £ ? oJ s s & // a ° / -
I ,J^>- d J * £ eU=d J a-o O ode J =wj I !

We inherited glory, as the tribe of Mac add
knows, and we fight for it with our spears

until it is apparent to the world.1

cIn the following line, he refers to Rabi a as a noble
tribe:

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, p.634.



I am attributed to the lords of Rabi a and to

the best of them if they get honour.1

Al-Qutami likewise boasts of Rabi C a, in the following
line:

' e ' J / y I > y y
I l_tj jj I—-» |C I •» JI I ^ .1 "l! I ^ LI J 'x~?u

' * ' ''

— Q
Rabi a are my ancestors who shared in glory
if what remains of a past time is considered.2

The greatest part of the boasting is concerned with
Taghlib and their branches. In the following line, al-Ac sha
boasts of Taghlib as being like mountains which are difficult
to climb:

^ ' > S e; s £>; , ,■ „ ^
L ^ J 3 J I ^ j «J—1o ' j : J ■'1

^ ^ "

Do you not see that Taghlib are the people of
dignity who are mountains of protection which
cannot be climbed.3

They are also proud of the branches of Taghlib, usually
al-Araqim, Banu Jusham, c Attab and Malik. C Amr b. Kulthum
boasts of Banu Jusham as in the above line. Al-Akhtal boasts

- - c
1. Diwan At, p.599.

2. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.54.
— — c —

3. Diwan al-A sha, p.271.
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of al-Araqim:
a / // o ) >J> 6 J a j /o f / ✓ > c / / o/

y 1 iS! vJj_c 1 c £ J »_J^ I ft J jj ^ 0- »

\jb\
£>

In an array who call "al-Araqim" and whose
horsemen are not disarmed or weak.1

— c —

Bishr b. Sawada boasts of Attab:

"jj y d ' ' c/ «J y / / /
i , 1 Zs- .J^o dl 1 ■>■ I — Jj 1 s 1—•£>^ ■"> Jj—>4' ^ J
> ' ' *-

If your brother contests your right and makes

objections, hit your brother with a weight
like cAttab.2

Al-Qutami boasts of Malik:

^ ^ O J J 0 # S of J
s jl ijI ( JI?>*~>] L—• e I—aJJ I j is , ^LSUUC. . 2u ^i!c_l s
x ^^ ^ s .

Brave bands of Malik rose up to face him in
the fight, hastening to war.3

They also mention some of the famous warriors of their
(2 —

history, such as Kulayb, al-Muhalhil, Alqama b. Sayf, Dhu
c —

al-Bura and Attab b. Kulthum. The best example of all of
c —

these is Amr b. Kulthum, who boasts of them all in the

following lines:

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.113.
- - c

2. Diwan Aur, p.606.

3. Diwan al-Qutani, p.88.
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QWe inherited the glory of Alqama b. Sayf,
who made lawful to us forcibly the fortress
of glory,
Inherited the glory of Muhalhil, and one who
is greater than he, that is, Zuhayr; which is
the best treasure of the treasurers,

c — —

We inherited the glory of Attab and Kulthum
wholly, and by them we obtained the
inheritance of the most honoured ones,

And Dhu al-Bura, whom you have been told
about, through whose glory we are defended
and we defend those who seek protection of
us,

And from us, before him was Kulayb, the
endeavourer in increasing our glory, then
where there is the glory which we have not
obtained?1

Some of them boast of their fathers, mothers and uncles

as individual sources of glory, as in the following line by
Ghazwan az-Zayd:

_ _ Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, pp.654-6.



I see myself, when I make a relationship by
marriage, as having an uncle from the
nobles.1

Q
Amr b. Kulthum also boasts of his uncles and his

father. He boasts that his uncle sacrificed himself, for the
sake of his comrades, to gain honour:

yO*
^ X a J y y s ' *1 y ' ''
y ' ✓ y ^ ' y y ^ y

v <. jl_^J I ' <OJL>J l_, L I jJ Li I I v. (_£ j—I I 0-
^ '' ~„■ ' "

s y $ ** A ^ * y ^ y— ,

>1 *ii«J I 1 jl<—^I J L Lj ——-J! J—_£ -HI ^ , U
y y *y y y

My uncle on the day of Dhu Baqar protected
his comrades and bought good repute at the
price of his life,

My uncle who searched for the enemy, Bakr,
and found them, and brought them horses on

the day of Kinhil,
And my father who gave hundreds of camels,
and spoke seemly words when the eloquent
orator was unable to speak.2

Al-Qutami boasts of his uncle and father in the following
two lines:

1. Al-Khalidiyyan, al-Ashbah wa an-Naza'ir, v.l, p.93.

2. Diwan CAar, p.597.
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My uncle is the chieftain SaCsaca b. SaC d,
• •

and Tamim attribute me to their nobles,
And I inherited from my father glory that he
had won, and every father will bequeath what
he bargains for!1

C. Self-praise

It is not surprising to find that most of the poetry of
Taghlib is martial poetry. They boast of possessing power and
supremacy over others. Accordingly, their main area of

boasting is fighting and attacking. The tribe is the main

object of this boasting, for the poet is the mouthpiece of his
tribe and his own glory is part of the tribal glory. This
explains why we find the pronoun "we" dominant in the

c c —

Mu allaqa of Amr b. Kulthum, since he, like the others,
derives most of his pride and self-confidence from his

membership of Taghlib or of particular branches of it such as

al-Araqim.

Sometimes the poet becomes proud of himself and composes
lines which emphasise his own glory. Most of their self-praise
centres on the main object of their concern, which is war.

Thus most of al-Muhalhil' s self-praise consists of boasting of
killing and devastation, and is full of hatred and rancour.

He boasts, for example, of murdering Bujayr in Waridat, and
disgracing the families of Banu cUbad, in the following two

1. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.116.
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lines:

S-. ' J—-» |° J LA l/i ^ c
^ ^ ^ o' j a,,
j3 J ^4- <-*—*"i' J—■**■'' ->*

I left Bujayr in Waridat in blood like

scent,

In his person I devastated houses of Banu
Q —

Ubad; some killing cures man's cares.1

He also boasts of destroying the whole of Bakr:

J? / ' a ?y 0/ ' / j *> y y f ? ^ s * ' / j e s '
o—>■ I a-j-J 0-^ '—<— ^^f -irtsi j o"—:' ^

I killed, for the sake of their master, the
whole of Bakr until I wept and nobody
mourned them.2

His malice and spite are shown in the following line, in
which his love of murdering extends not only to his enemies,
Bakr, but even to his own tribe, Taghlib, whom he involved
in a protracted war:

z jr ^ ss 4 ° ' j * ''
p L Ujc.5, :/ I :UL I ic LS^iJM
/

am he who killed Bakr by lances, and left

1. Al-Qali, al-Aaal?, v.2, pp.132-3.

2. Ibn Qutayba, CUyun al-Akhbar, v.2, p.194.
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Taghlib without a hump.1

C — c
Abd Allah b. Amr displays his vigour by boasting of

his daring on the battlefield, and of his prowess as a

horseman:

Kp&oJ',
I witnessed the horses when they were moving
with difficulty under the warriors who wore

armour,

I fought against the squadron the first, urging
on my swift young horse.2

c —
Amr b. Kulthum exults in his power to such an extent

that he boasts of being pursued by the relatives of those he
has killed, with the implication that they will never be able
to take their revenge:

y t ' / / s _ v ^ ' / Jo"1
^ fl, . .. ."i I aj I 3 <L isC. I *ZS Ij} I I—.^ C LL

V ^ / C / , S

■i J3? 3 1 ' S-J1 J b—® <_>—! J r ^ U

I swear by the Lord of ambling camels at

evening L that ] when I leave the summit of one

mountain behind another appears,

1. Al-Qadi al-Jurjani, al-Wasata, p.447.
r - C

2. Diwan Aar, p.608.
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Somebody who is seeking me undertakes
treachery behind my back, throughout the
night, until the mountain of Yalamlam passes

away.1

Another Taghlibi poet boasts of not fleeing from death,
or even thinking of it:

jy

JJL ^—J

\
r ■ ^

I swear that I did not flee death, and I did

not think of fleeing.2

Some Taghlibi poets boast of something other than
murdering or fighting, which are the dominant subjects of their
poetry. Drinking wine was famous among Taghlib, so their
poets used to boast of it. cUtba b. al—Waghl is proud of
drinking, and enjoying other pleasures, in different places:

*> ' ' u o ' ' c" '" e ^

11JI LiJ I ~ ! 1—• I j \ 2, Lao *5—-5 Lf (»J— -~3
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And a day in Yajisra like a day of siesta in
the afternoon when a warrior wishes to have

drinking and travelling at midday,
And I drank one day at the height of
Khanaqin and Hulwan - Hulwan of al-Jibal

• •

1. Diwan CAar, p.600.

2. Al-Buhturi, al-Haaasa, p.38.
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and Tustar,

And how wonderful would an excellent day in
al-Medina spent in pleasure be if that were

possible.1

They also boast of being generous as individuals, which
reflects personal glory. cAmr b. Kulthum describes an argument
between himself and his wife, who blames him for squandering
their wealth:
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The daughter of Thuwayr b. Hilal came early
in the morning, blaming me foolishly among

the encampments,
She came at early morning, blaming me

because she saw my camels in the hands of
drinkers of wine, and nobles,
Do not blame me for squandering all that my

right and left hands contain,
I would not be glad if wealth came to my

hand, and if I wasted it I would not care.2

Some of them boast of the excellence of their poetry, as

in the following lines:

— — c
1. Yaqut, al-Hu ja«, v.2, p.341.

2. Diwan CAnr, p.598.
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A poem which is as though it contains poison,
from which the person wounded by it never

recovers,

I turn by it the tongue of the people from me,

and they (?) fall down before the hoofs.1

Some of them boast of their ability to endure difficulties,
Q _

as in the following lines by al-A sha:
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Many a continuous desert track, like the

parting of the hair, which the curtains of

night have clothed in a gown [ of darkness],
Have I crossed with a strong, fleshy camel,
of whom you see traces on the stones of the
hard ground.2

Description

We may introduce this section by quoting the words of
Shawqi Dayf:

1. Al-Lisan, "Nana".

2. Al-Aaidi, al-MuCtalaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.20
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Description is a part of their subject in which
they describe everything they see; usually
they introduce their description after their
encampment theme. When they describe their
travelling in the desert, passing over distant
steep hills on their camels ... their horses
the birds ... the silent nature...1

There was not a great deal of change in the style or

subject matter of this description under Islam.2 The main

subjects which the Taghlibi poets describe have to do with the
horse and wine.

a) Description of the horse;

Taghlib were famous for the horses which they bred,
which were descended from the celebrated horses al-Hujjays and
al-Khadhwa' .3 This love of horses is expressed by many

different poets:

J " ' & jj - a,
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Around where our tents are pitched our steeds
roam for all to see as goats in the high

Hijaz, too many to be penned in.*
/ ; 5 ' x ' y ^ j ^ a s *
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They feed our horses, and say to us, you are

not our husbands, if you do not protect us

from the enemy.5

c _ _

1. Dayf, al- Asr al-Jahili, pp.214-7.

2. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.327-43.

3. Ibn al-Kalbi, Ansab al-Khayl, pp.19, 45.

4. Al-Mufajjaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, p.418; v.2, p.151.
_ c

5. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qa?a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.832.



We inherited them, from our fathers renowned
for sincerity, and we shall cause our sons to
inherit them when we die.1

OS ) o ' , ^ / J .
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There are three prices, for the horses, for our

food, and what we pay for the bloodmoney.2

y I
_ x 11 1 cLs 1 ft I J t ~>-j I J ^ I—

Although others may neglect their horses, we

tether them and they share with our families,

yy >J l^j l I <hj ...^ 1 :s~ jU ^ —

We share our living with them when we pass

the winter, and clothe them in masks and

horse-cloth.3

They refer to their horses by name, e.g. as-Salis
Ward, Khamira and Nubak:

- -

. c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Txs , v.2, p.670.

2. Al-Ghalayini, Rijal al-MuCallaqat, p.197.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.331.
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I did not desire to leave the troops until
al-Ward wore shoes of blood.2

?
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Khumayra brought that which ad-Duhaym used
to bring to her people; Khumayra or the night-
travelling ofKhumayrais more ill-omened.3

c, lJ s ^ '•? J ' Jo/
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J
Nubak, who sees galloping and running as a

duty, will never leave me.4

The horse was the prime means of accomplishing their
victories, frightening their enemies and escaping from the
battlefield, which in peacetime, they spent much of their time

looking after.

1. Ibn al-Kalbi, Ansab al-Khayl, p.84.

2. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.146.

3. Ibn al-Kalbi, Ansab al-Khayl, p.87.

4. Ibid., p.88.
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They always boast of owning horses and never tire of

describing them. They depend on them to attack others and to
move swiftly against their enemies' encampments. Al-Muhalhil
depicts his brother Kulayb leading the horsemen against the
enemy, laying great stress on their speed, in the following
lines:
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The leader of the horses which were proudly

running in their reins, when the horses make
a clamour in their running.
From the horses of Taghlib whose spearheads

you never find but that they are stained by
their enemies' Lblood].1

They usually portray their horses as being smeared with
blood in order to intensify the image of battle as in the
following lines by al-Akhtal:

1. Ibn al-Athir, al-Ka«il, v.l, p.381.
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A strong mare on whose neck is the mark of

weapons, and it is as though her chest were

covered with red paint.1

They describe their position in the battlefield,

particularly in close combat. Al-Muhalhil describes the killing
of Bakr as follows:

A
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We left the horses standing around them, as

though they were stumbling in a pool.2

A similar image is given by cAmr b. Kulthum in the

following line:

J>J y w ^ ^ ^ f ^ / 'OS "'
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We left our horses standing round him, with
their reins on their necks, standing quietly.3

We find other images used to describe their horses on the
battlefield.

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.110.

2. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.135.
_ __ Q

3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.631.
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And I witnessed horses which were moving
with difficulty under the warriors who wore

armour.1

/a ' / y jr c? s 0' ^ } j / s ^
-—~ a 14 o—j'—S*' -—^^ J

If dust appears they get out of it, calm after

having been spoken to and patted.2

J * , ,6 " ^ S S J O J
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Their backs are salty as though you had
clothed with horse-cloths of water,, when the sweat-

had dried out.3

They often threaten their enemies by making reference to
their horses, as in the following lines of al—Muhalhil and cAmr
b. Kulthum:

'
o y - £O X ^ y OS ' Oy

^^ J dJ t j J *i-.^5 S \j I £ k> J -jj I ^
y y "" ^ ^ y ^

y/d^
I swear that I will bring the horses within
Araka, and that I will get back my rights by
doing that.4

T - C
1. Diwan ftar, p.608.

2. Ibid., p.596.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.110.

4. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.392.
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0 Qays b. Amr [ there will be one ] foray-
after another, and a rush of horses which

will devastate wealth and animals.1

P > > ' /
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yW<P If our horses had found you, you would have
seen them like lions in the shade behind their

dens.2

They also use them to flee from their enemies as in the

following line of cAmr b. Kulthum:

,s / 3 o ? o -J '' ' ' > e- „
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On the day of battle, well-bred horses, scanty
of hair, carry us, which are known as

belonging to us, - horses captured from the

enemy, and which were weaned from their
mothers.3

In peacetime they used to exercise their horses to keep
fit, as described in the following line of al-Akhnas:

— - C
1. Diwan Aar, p.601.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, p.670.



At even they drink our milk, at dawn they
are fed again, and, day after day ridden
forth, their bodies are lithe and lean.1

They also used to gamble on them, as described in the

following line of al-Mawj:

w
When I set up my horse against Banu Jusham
they produced a half-breed horse which could
never reach its aim,

An old, untrained half-breed horse, or a weak

horse with no pedigree, will never turn back

my rein.2

They frequently apply certain epithets to their horses
which are intended to indicate their speed and appearance;

among the frequently used comparisons are hawks, the falcon,
the swallow and the demon:

// /
s & c G 0 > ** J
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And every speedy one who runs tightly in the

1. Al-Hufadjaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, p.418; v.2, p.150.
T - C

2. Diwan Aar, p.610.
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rein like a group of sandgrouse who carry

dignity and honour.1

-
O ^ ^ " J J> ° J ^ ^ CV

J *1 > I </ 9 *\; I '* ^ ^>Jr^

It is as though whenever I set [ my horse ] in
motion, a hawk carries me swiftly with my

weapons.2
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I seem to be between two short feathers of an

eagle which flies after a pigeon on a foggy
day.3
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Descended from al-Ghurab, competing with us

on their backs, emerging from the dust like
swallows.*
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Demons which carry L men of ] Taghlib like

— C —

1. Abu Ubayda, al-Ayya«, p.404.
t — C

2. Diuan Aur, p.604.

3. Al-Qali, al-A«ali, v.2, p.91.
t — C

4. Diwan Aar, p.599.
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Jinn and like lions of the road.1
'
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If they run on smooth ground they run

speedily, and if they run on rough ground
they run with difficulty, and you would think
that they were Jinn when the whips are

raised.2

They are also fond of describing them as being
innumerable, as in the following line of cAmr b. Kulthum:

^ a c o o ^ o ^ ^
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The horses on the right of Ubad beside
Q *
Uwayrid are like swarms of wasps.3

b) Description of wine:

Wine was known in the Jahiliyya, and it was a common

practice to vow to abstain from drinking it until revenge had
been achieved. A well-known example of this occurred when al-
Muhalhil began to seek revenge for his brother Kulayb.* It
seems that the use of wine was widely spread among Taghlib,

c
so that for example we find Amr b. Kulthum making it a

Q
theme of his mu allaqa.

1. Al-Qurashi, al-Jaahara, p.233.

2. Diwan CAnr, p.601.

3. Ibid., p.596.

4. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakn wa-Taghlib, f.l8a.
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c cThe wine theme in the mu allaqa of Amr occurs as a

psychological motif in the poem, and also casts light on the
relationship of the bedouin with the town-dwellers, in that he

mentions in the following two lines some towns which were

presumably centres of the wine trade:

J
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Now then, Oh cup bearer, awake, and give us

our morning draught from your goblet, and do
not keep wines of Andarun,
And many a cup of this wine have I drunk in

C
Ba laback, and another in Damascus and

Caesarea.1

Q
Amr is clearly fond of wine, and he gives us a

description of it. The first line of the above shows that they
drank wine from cups, which he calls safon, and that they
were in the habit of drinking at early morning. He then shows
how they diluted the wine with water because of its strength.
The simile which he gives for its colour, i.e. hu$s (saffron)
indicates that it was yellow:

X J J ^ ^
t
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Wine mixed with water - of a colour as if the

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC , v.2, p.613. Al-Qurashi, al-Ja«hara,
p.158. Johnson, p.131.
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saffron was in it - when the water mixes with

it and we drink it we become generous.1

It was known among the Arabs of the Jahiliyya that the
Q

wine drinker became generous after drinking wine: Amr b.
Kulthum gives a picture of how they spent money on wine,
giving the example of the miser who would never keep his
money if he tasted it:

I I I dj I. '■> I (1 J Ic * I I j I. , I J

You see the miserly avaricious one, when the
cup is passed round to him, despise his
property for it.2

Amr gives a very concise portrait of how wine starts to
make the drinker gradually lose control of himself,, even if he
tries to struggle against this. He uses the word tajur (leads
away from) to suggest its effect on him in the following line:

It leads the one, who has want, away from
his desire, when he tastes it, until he

becomes softened as to his desire.3

Q
Amr then tells of the way they used to serve the wine

by saying that it begins from right to left, and it is because
of this that he makes his complaint against the cupbearer in

— — C
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.615.

2. Ibid., p.616.

3. Ibid.
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the following line:
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You turned aside the cup from us, 0 Umm
Q
Amr, while the circulation of the cup was

from the right hand.1

u*

Another Taghlibi poet, Abu al-Lahham, describes wine in
the following line as having been kept for two years and

brought from the mountains, in order to show its strength and
taste:

2*>• ✓ ' y SJ J a / uj ss / j s o - ^ -
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And like the taste of mountain wine which has

been kept for two years and has not been
disturbed.2

Wine became more prominent in Taghlibl poetry after the
advent of Islam. We find two of their poets in particular
expressing their pride in drinking it openly and making great
efforts to describe it. It could be said, indeed, that al-Akhtal

•

was the leading exponent of wine poetry during the Umayyad
period.3

In the following poem we find al-Akhtal giving details of
wine and of a wine-drinking session. In the first three lines
of the poem he celebrates what Amr alludes to in one line

_ Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qa;a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.618.

2. Diwan CAir, p.608.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.362.
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when he uses the word tajur. Al-Akhtal gives a striking image
of the wine-drinker, who seems immovable while others try to
pull him up and rouse him:

.j a UacC-w U I

One struck down by wine, whose head his
fellow drinkers try to raise to bring him back
to life, and whose bones and joints are

dead.

We try to calm him sometimes and we pull him
sometimes, but he is scarcely conscious.
If they raise a bone, his chest becomes

heavy, and another bone is shaky from what
he has drunk of wine.

He talks at great length about its origin, and is not
content to mention Palestine or Baysan, but depicts the way the
merchants have transported it and even introduces a kind of

monologue:
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1 drank, and there encountered me to undo my

oath a heavily laden caravan from Palestine
full of wine,

On it full, moist skins of goats which are

raised up and arranged evenly,
I said, Give me a morning-draught - may you

lose your father - and they put down the
burdens to do so,

They brought down their camels and pulled
jars which seemed like black men who do not

put on clothes,

They brought a wine from Baysan which, after
the cupbearer gives a second draught of it,
is more delicious and easy to drink,
They poured wine into a cup which, if they
see it, is like a shining firebrand,

Al-Akhtal expands his imagery by alluding to the
Jahiliyya idea of sanih and barih (auspicious and inauspicious ,

associated with the appearance of birds from the right and
left) to indicate the movement of the cup.

J *^3 t-r3- f—^ ^^ 1 ^ ^ ^ J
^ ^ """"

The hands pass in an auspicious and
inauspicious direction and it is put down and
raised with the utterance "Allahumma Hayya",2

Q
It seems that Amr and other Taghlibi poets of the

Jahiliyya did not enjoy their pleasures as their descendants
did, because they were involved in constant warfare and seem
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to have indulged in drinking wine for the sake of drinking
rather than as part of a pleasant social occasion, as in the

Q
case of Amr, who is sometimes said to have drunk himself to

death. We do not find any mention of singers in their poetry,
as we do in that of al-AC sha or in the following lines of al-
Akhtal:

And it is stopped for a while, and between it
there intervenes the singing of a singer or fat
grilled meat,
A happy person finds it delicious and a

drinker finds it good, and happiness and
imagination visit me from it,
And soon afterwards joyfulness came to us,

followed by more from our repeated drinking,
It creeps smoothly in the bones like ants
which crawl in a loosely-poured sand-dune.

It is not unusual for Taghlibi poets to speak at length
when describing wine, as when Amr refers to the way they
dilute the wine, but al-Akhtal again gives more details when
describing the serving of the wine:
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I said: Kill it by diluting it and how good
it is when it is killed,
It grew up, and a townsman cared for it,

continuously digging with his spade.
If he feared that it would become thirsty on

account of a change in the weather, he led
a running stream of water to it.1

c) The description of the oryx:

Horses and wine are the most important subjects for
description in the poetry of Taghlib other than their main

topic of martial poetry. There are certain other subjects which
are described, such as she-camels, and women, but we will

study these when we come to study the nasib theme as they are

usually part of it. We find in al-Akhtal some other subjects
described such as the wild ass and its female, the crow, the

wolf and the ship.2 However these are not prominent elements
in the poetry of Taghlib, with the exception of the oryx which
we find described by Abu al-Lahham in two lines3 and al-

• •

Qutami. The description of the oryx is widely spread in

Jahiliyya poetry, occurring in elegies like that of abu-Dhu'ayb
or in other poems which generally stress its vigour and

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.15-20. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.361-85.

2. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.452-98.

3. Diwan CAnr, p.608.
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compare its travelling to that of the she-camel.1

It is very strange, therefore, to find the poetry of
Taghlib, with the exception of the above, lacking this element.
No Taghlibi describes it other than al-Akhtal, who is unique in
describing the wild ass, and the ostrich, even though they are

common features of which most of the Jahiliyya poets make use

in their poetry.2

Apart from al-Akhtal no Taghlibi refers to the wild ass

with the exception to passing mentions as in the following line
of Abu al-Lahham:

• •
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A strong and swift she-camel which treads the

undergrowth and which seems like a wild ass

shaking off the dew in the sun.3

Apart from this their poetry is poor in description of
animals except for their beloved horses, and to some extent the
she-camel which will be discussed in the nasib theme. This

fact might explain this scarcity, for if their poetry does not

pay a great deal of attention to the she-camel which is the

greatest friend of the bedouin, we need not expect that they
will concern themselves greatly with other animals.

Al-Akhtal, who was an outstanding poet, as well as

inheriting his own tribe's poetry benefited to a large extent

_ c _ — —C
1. An-Nuwayhi, ash-Shi r al-Jahili, v.2, pp.715-60. Al-Qaysi, at-Tabi a, pp.273-6,
320-4. Runiyya, ar-Rihla, pp.205-38.

— _£
2. For a full discussion of this subject, see al-Qaysi, at-Tabi a, passim.

- - c
3. Diwan Amr, p.608.
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from all Arabic poetry.1 Besides the political circumstances in
which he lived, which obliged him to compose types of poetry
like panegyric which were not favoured by his tribe or by the
Arabs of the Jahiliyya in general, he is the only poet who
mentions desert scenes and in particular the oryx, apart from
al-Qutami, who has only two descriptions of the oryx and the
wild cow although he often mentions the she-camel.2

Al-Akhtal devotes sections of several of his poems to the

oryx, giving it more attention than other desert themes and
describing it even more than wine.3 On this subject Hawi
remarks: "Through this image we perceive the tenderness which
the Arab poets nurture for this beast; it is as though it were

a symbol of beauty as much as a symbol of strength".* The

oryx in al-Akhtal's poetry is always the conqueror when the
dogs attack him.5

This is sometimes true of al-Qutami's poetry also, but the
female oryx in other lines is described as sad because it has
lost its calf. There do not seem to be any psychological
dimensions to al-Akhtal's description of the oryx, but on the
other hand his descriptions of the wild ass often seem to have
sexual undertones, as in the following:
J £> * 3 c> J c o ~ ° "

> biJ 1 J be I l—9—c \j * ' ~ - '■ *"-T I I ibj ' - I J \j I 131
S> " ' • ~ " " C. J «■ »

u ui: LILj 01 ULi ! ;U-I c,

1. Ghazi, al-Akhtal, pp.208-56. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.568-33.

2. Diwan al-Qutaai, pp.41-63.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.476.

4. Ibid., pp.476-93.

5. Ibid., pp.452-76.
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If he wants those who are pregnant, with long
backs and as tall as spears, they refuse him,
He sometimes turns his nose aside from them

with bruises on his chest and the side of his

neck.1

However, the following lines of al-Qutami give a clear
idea of the general description of the oryx:
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My saddle-cushion seems to be upon a

streaked oryx who grazes the sandy plains to
the south of Qatan,

Awaiting its destiny in the remote arid lands
between Shaqiqa and its dunes,
Brilliant white, watered by a night in
Muharram which pours heavily on him with a

rainy cloud,
He curved his shoulders and spent the night
covered by steady rain which rushed

continuously from the hills,
Sleepless, laughed at by the lightning with
a thunder-cloud like the blaze of fire and

shining intensely,
In the morning, listening fearfully to its

downpour, he crunched the branches, rugged
in stature,

At the bottom of the hill brandishing a hard,
sharp horn, the dew on which looks like oil,
You see the bubbles on his body; as though
two slave-women were playing with it,

stringing pearls,
While he was unaware, Banu Dhakwan scared

him by urging their dogs,
They had fierce Saluki dogs like horses which
circle round pulling their reins,

They raced after him and you would think his
dust and their dust to be smoke when they
became hot,

He was afraid of them, but then the memory

of fighting returned to him and a fate whose
time had come at last,

He rears up and begins to ward them off with
a sharp horn which is like a strong lance
with a spear-head,
If they hang back, he goes on his way, and
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if they stick to him, he pierces them,
He is undecided, and then returns bravely;
it is a disgrace in front of free women to be
a coward,
The edge of his spear-head is for the
greediest of them and the most eager to attack
him,

They fall back in exhaustion without
scratching his skin and he sets off with all
speed.1

d) Description of the sand-grouse: *

Some of the Taghlibi poets deal with this kind of
description, particularly al-Akhtal.2 They introduce this
description when they want to show how hot the weather is,
and they usually describe the young of the sand-grouse above
in the desert hills while summer burns them. An anonymous

Taghlibi poet gives an outstanding picture of this kind, the
like of which we cannot find in any Taghlibi poetry with the
exception of some passages of al-Akhtal. The following lines
taken from this description are a vivid proof of their ability
to create pictures:

J >jj s > y y o y ^ x / f -- j
3j +J-.sJ I ,Sj I I 1—<ri j' 6 bjy-

y — <.

Three deserts in which the sand-grouse roams,

on whose flanks you see the chicks roasting.

The poet creates a vivid simile by conjoining the

1. Diwan al-Qutami, pp.61-3.

2. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.500-14.

* Fop more details about the sand-grouse see, Vire, F., EI^ "Kata", pp.743-5.
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loneliness of the young sand grouse whose parents are flying
around and an orphan who is sitting sadly while his relatives
try to console him.

/

J t-1. A . I 1^0 A - L. ^ " _/ fl ' 15" 3 1 ^ 3 ml J J 9 ' W

The young sand-grouse stays there as though
he were a sad orphan whose relatives try to

speak to him.

He goes on to describe the coming nightfall, and pictures
the chick as nearly dead by drawing attention to the state of
his eyes and his mouth:

y o-'S' ° -> " •"
J *jb t 1/o.—^
J 'o> " j> ' ° ° S

3 c ' J—3 J

In a waterless desert in which he spends the
night while his eyes frequently close and

open upon death,
He has a protruding eyelid, a sickly eye, and
the corner of his mouth looks as though it
were smeared with saffron [ yellow ].

The poet then moves to another stage of his depiction,
leaving the chick to speak of the mother, and he piles up

many different adjectives to show her qualities:
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There whispers to him one of pure origin,
black of eye, with a drooping tail and a

ringed neck,
c c

Dark coloured, dusty, from Ar ar, beautiful,
dust coloured brown and tall,

If she leaves him to seek for food to keep him
alive, swift running in a foolish fashion
saves her from catastrophe.

The poet now reaches the point which he was leading up

to. He says that she left her offspring because she saw him
near! y dying of thirst and went to a very difficult shallow

>..

water. He then describes her attempt to get water:
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She went to bring water from a watering-place
which it takes a month to reach, and which

the sand-grouse frequent,
For a downy chick who is left in the middle
of a high place, when the heat of Summer is

burning with hot winds and because of this
he is black,

She sees him when his skin is nearly peeling
from his limbs because of the heat,

In the morning she rose in flight and then
went directly to it, proud of her wings and
swift (?)

She went straight to a shallow water, the
sand in whose water is turbid and muddy,
And when she came to the moving [ water ] ,
she screamed for help like a strangled thing
and floated and sank,

Pulling and putting water in a water-pouch
like part of an old split-open colcynth,
When she had got enough water, she could
wait no more and nearly spat from too much
drinking,
She soared up on high and stretched her neck
and flew like lofty clouds.1

Elegy

It is natural for a person to grieve for the loss of a

relative, particularly if he depends on the person materially.
For this reason we find that most of the pre-Islamic elegies
are about individuals.2 Shawqi Dayf has described three main

categories of the elegy or ritha', which he identifies as nadb

1. An-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.10, pp.263-5.
c

2. Shawqi Dayf, al- Asr al-Jahili, p.210.
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(wailing), ta'bin (commemoration) or c aza' (consolation).1
r

These are often introduced by the na y (news of death), an

example of which is the line in which al-Muhalhil describes
how he first received news of his brother's murder:

^j '•—-«J ^ I ^ ^ 1 - ■ ) 1 Jk

The people who announced the death informed
me of the death of Kulayb and I said to them:
"The earth has tilted us or its mountains have

vanished".2

In 'wailing' they - particularly the women - mourned the
deceased and practised some customs which conveyed their deep

feeling of the great loss which had befallen them, like shaving
their heads and beating their faces.3 Al-Muhalhil for instance
abstained from wine, women and any other pleasure as is clear
from the following lines:

J — -»• iV -- S- ,3 j <j.'' ^ ^ ^ ' a
j 1 ; jJ I C-y>- t 9 J 5 0.C ^ I J r^-xj I J 3-

' a > a -* to
I 1 )a , I ^ '—' , a I—J

Take my firm guarantee for the whole of my

life that 1 will abandon everything which is
in my encampment,
And I will give up beautiful girls and
drinking, and I will wear clothing which 1

— C _

1. Shawqi Dayf, al- Asr al-Jahili, pp.207-10.

2. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kanil, v.l, p.391.
_ £

3. Shawqi Oayf, al- Asr al-Jahili, pp.207-10.
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will never replace.1

He also describes the behaviour of women after Kulayb's
death in the following lines:

f^ ^
^ 7 & ^^ " s 2 ^ itl Jf

.1 ^ o ^ J- !>^J' cj—1® j '—<—*

<j J—C- 1 li-I Ij ->j.15 ^—>•

Yesterday we were jealous of our noble women

being seen outside their homes,
They went out with uncovered heads when
Kulayb died, because they were sure that they
would be humiliated,

You see nubile girls, like gazelles, who left
off their jewellery when the time came for him
to be wrapped in his shrouds,
They scratched the skin of their faces after
his death, with their heads uncovered and

promised affliction.2

'Commemoration mainly concentrates on recounting the
deeds of the deceased and his highly appreciated qualities.3
Again, the most prominent exponent of ta'bin among Taghlib is
al-Muhalhil, who spent the rest of his life speaking in glowing
terms of his brother, Kulayb. Kulayb, who was the leader of

Taghlib and who brought about the independence of Rablca

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.20b.

2. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaiil, v.l, p.389.

3. Shawqi Dayf, al-CAsr al-Jahili, p.207.
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from Yemenite rule, had done many notable deeds which the

Jahill people always considered as ideals for the generous and
powerful man. The pursuit of these ideals was necessary in the
desert because of the hardness of nature, especially during the
arid winter season when only the strong survive. These ideals
are often concerned with helping others by feeding them,
particularly in winter, or protecting them against more

powerful enemies. Thus we find that most of al-Muhalhil' s
elegies deal with these two major ideas. He chooses the image
of the orphan with no provider and the generosity of his
brother towards him:

s ? - o . „ o ^ ° '■* _

_JS ~ I ... I ,, b
J

jSJ- I jl
j-

It is unjust of Kulayb, when the orphan is
driven away from [ eating ] the slaughtered
camels.1

J S - ^ ^ ^ J "V ^ ^ /
\j- >J I J j I >0 J; Is lo lo ! 1 aJ ,a I aa — lo

^ EJ1
Weep for the orphans when they receive no

food, and weep when people hesitate to give
protection.2

He describes the hardships of winter in an allusive
Q

fashion by using the image of the idah (the thorn-bush),
which moves when the west wind blows in winter, and bewails

the absence of Kulayb:

1. Al-Qali, al-Anali, v.2, p.133.

2. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaail, v.l, p.390.
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It is unjust of Kulayb, when the thorn-bushes
are shaken by the west wind.1

While in the following line his generosity is underlined
by describing how he would slaughter camels in winter, when
livestock was rare and precious:

e)
^ tiJ 4J S jrS
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And who will slaughter the camels for the
game of maysir, when the storm is raging and
snapping the ropes.2

He also expresses the great loss which he feels in that
Kulayb used to protect others from aggression and defend the
honour of the tribe. He shows his brother as a just man who
immediately offered his hand to those who sought protection and
had been abandoned by their protectors:

s O y e ° ° x - -
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It is unjust of Kulayb, when the neighbours
of a protector are wronged.3

His brother was, in his description, a man who solved

problems and faced difficulties with determination and

1. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.133.

2. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaail, v.l, p.389.

3. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.133.
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resolution:

J^r

'
'

a ' ' o ^ * " - ° ' V " '
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It is not just of Kulayb, on the morning when
[we are ] facing a great problem.1

He uses metonymy to show that his brother had protected
his tribe and had taken action against the enemy when they
attacked, by describing how the women come out of their

quarters after his death, in fear of the future that awaits

them:

7 s

j9 '
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y ^ o

_JS.... N- j_
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It is unjust of Kulayb, if the concealed women

come out.'

We also see him showing his brother's leadership in time
of war:

L^_, j c—>J ._) j ^.JI 131 j

j>
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He who leads the horses who gallop smoothly
in their bridles when the horses contend in

running.3

The most important point which he wants to stress is his

1. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.134.

2. Ibid,

3. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaail, v.l, p.391.
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brother's fearlessness in facing danger. This is clear in the

following line in which he tries to show his brother embarking
bravely upon danger:

1 <-»* ^ 1 -»■ 1 J V v o—'• SJ ^ O ' o-
/ ' ^ " o " c

i-Jlui IjL J5 vJo *

It is unjust of Kulayb, when something is to
be feared from the place of danger.1

Or how dangerous a man he is to cross:

^ > o *" ^ S a ? 9 ^ &
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He is [ venomous as a ] dust-coloured snake in

a den of wild animals, and the person bitten
by him cannot be cured by the spells of
magicians.2

The elegist customarily exaggerates the importance of the
deceased by claiming that what has been lost by way of
dignity, generosity, and bravery will never be regained:

[ The loss ] destroyed fortresses which had

previously been shelters for the aged and the

1. Al-Qali, al-Amali, v.2, p.133.

2. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.148.
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young alike,
They and their walls became utter ruins after
his death.1

Because of this the elegist wishes that everything had
vanished or feels that nothing good has been left, as in the
following lines of al-Muhalhil:

O -

^ <•
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0 Kulayb, there is nothing good in the world
or those in it since you left it with the
others.

1 would that the sky had fallen on the people
beneath it and the earth had split apart and

disappeared with the people in it.2

The elegist customarily repeats particles like ka'anna
(like), man (and who will...?) or a complete hemistich like
that of al-Muhalhil, "It is unjust of Kulayb".3 The elegist also
recounts the ideals of society, like bravery, helping others and
generosity,* which al-Muhalhil always stresses.

These examples from al-Muhalhil are perhaps enough to
illustrate the methods used in composing elegies. Al-Muhalhil
is the only Taghlibi poet who composes long elegaic poems and
whose surviving poetry is indeed mainly in elegy form. It is

1. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaail, v.l, p.390.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.391.

3. Bushra al-Khatib, ar-Ritha', pp.237-40.

4. Ibid.
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in fact possible to claim that without al-Muhalhil' s elegies
Taghlib would be without an elegiac poetry, since apart from
these we find only three fragments by Kacb b. JuCayl, two

C c
from an elegy on the death of Ubayd Allah b. Umar, who
was killed at Siffih, and one on CAmr b. SaC Id b. al-cAs.1

• •

There are also very short fragments of three and four lines on

cAmr b. Kulthum,2 and three fragments by women from Taghlib,
ash-Shamma' and Habiba.3 The general themes of all these

elegies deal with the same ideals enunciated by al-Muhalhil.
Q

Ka b's elegies, which could be expected to bear features of
Islam or at least some aspects of Christianity, are empty of

c —

such. He only celebrates Abd Allah's bravery and his
ferocious murder by his enemies on the battlefield. It is true
that he mentions the concept of $abr in the following line:

J „ ^ j ^ -- - f' -* —-
l.,Cr«J I L I I J* <C AxJ I >- lo . I *S

They did not cease until God saw their

patience, and until the ma$afrif were raised

by people's hands.*

but his idea of gabr does not differ from the Jahiliyya concept
which extols strength and endurance in itself rather than

regarding it as a gift given by God.5 We do not find here the
real conception of Islam which we find, for example, with the

Kharijites.

1. Al-Hinqari, WaqC at Siffin, pp.336-7; Sheikho, ShuCara' an-Masraniyya baCd al-
Islai, pp.211-12.

2. Diwan CAnr, pp.603-4.

3. Al-Marzubani, AshCan an-Nisa', pp.151, 160-2.
— c —

4. Al-Hinqari, Waq at giffin, p.336.

5. H. Ringgren, "The concept of $abr in pre-Isla«ic poetry and in the Qur'an",
Islanic Culture, pp.76-89.
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The following line, in which he mentions a "reward",
does not differ from the line to be quoted below1 from a

Jahill poet:

J , ■ O" ' y ^ a y ^ -
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May God reward our people killed at Siffln
with a better reward than He bestows on the

Faithful who suffered the same fate elsewhere.2

Apart from these poets there is no elegiac poetry in

Taghlib, even from their prominent poets like al-Akhtal,3 al-
Qutami or al-ACsha.

Love-Poetry (Ghazal)

We shall deal with love-poetry4 separately from the
themes of the deserted camp-site and of travel because of its

popularity among Jahiliyya poets and to a great extent among

the Mukhadramun and Umayyad poets. We shall here study some

features of individual poets, in order to discover if it is

possible to establish any general features of Taghlibl love-
poetry.

Individuality is normal in this kind of poetry if it
reflects a real incident or an experience which the poet

1. See below, p.232.

2. Al-Minqari, WaqCat Siffin, p.336.

3. Qabawa, al-Akhtal, p.74.

4. We here use the word ghazal as a generic tern to cover all love-poetry. The terns
nasib and tashbib also occur frequently, but we do not intend in this thesis to
attenpt to define the neanings of these terns.
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actually had, or even imagined as an expression of agony or

distress.

Ghazal poetry can be divided into two parts
a) A description of the emotional relationship which reflects

the passions of the two lovers and how they express their
feelings.

b) A description of the woman.

Part a;

It seems that Taghlib, who indulged in constant attacks
on others, did not have time to express their passions freely
to their lovers. Their love-poetry is vague and unclear,
particularly in the pre-Islamic period. We can also say this
about the encampment and travelling themes, since they
generally tend to be mixed together. If we look at the pre-

Islamic poetry we will very rarely find poetry which tries to
show, the passions and feelings of the poet towards his beloved
or vice versa. Most of their poetry deals with the description
of the beloved rather than revealing the inner feelings of the
poet towards his beloved. Al-Muhalhil who was busy with the
internecine war with Bakr, comes as close as any of the pre-

Islamic Taghlibi poets to paying any attention to feelings
when he speaks of a woman who tried to seduce him while he
was in captivity as 'raising her head' as an allusion to her

feeling desire:

'

O -V <1 <,

c s tj 1 dbSj JiaJ

She raised her head to me and said, 0 cAdI,
the preservations have safeguarded you.1

1. Al-Bakri, Siat al-La'ali', v.l, p.111.
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C — Q
Amr b. Kulthum, who in his mu allaqa asks his beloved

to wait in order to tell her of fighting and killing, expresses

the same feelings in all his poetry, as is clear from the two

lines below. In the first he directs his speech to a woman,

boasting of his deeds against Kalb:

By God, if you are ignorant of what we are

doing ask Kalb about us.1

In the second he expresses his desire never to sleep with
another woman or win another game of maysir:

•**

May no woman ever remove her veil for me,

and may my arrow never win when the arrows

are gathered together.2

The theme of abruptly breaking off a relationship is

expressed by Hassan, who seems to be an Islamic poet, and an-

Nabigha. The first expresses his willingness to forget his
beloved by using the severe word amit (make to die):

j * ^ 0 ^ ^ Ce d ^
j .!■" LC ^ J ,, L^, ! ■ «' ^ .. ^ -> ^ J ■ ■ ■ ^ ^ < ■ * ^

Make her memory die, and make this long
relationship and the bonds which tie us seem

T - C
1. Diwan Anr, p.599.

2. Ibid., p.601.
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like people with whom you have no contact.1

An-Nabigha justifies his breaking off his relationship
with his beloved as being in response to her wish which he
describes as bukhl (miserliness).

We became miserly of your miserliness, as you

may know, so how can one miser blame
another?2

This unfriendly attitude towards love affairs appears

clearly in the following line of al-Akhtal who accused women

of infidelity and of giving free rein to their passions:

^ I ^ < • (J I 1-4 j;j I JI j -*5C - I 1 a^ -*■

vil _aic—L-1 7 =tj 1—r—-1' u. He :j3 !
s s ' w i

I have not seen the like of their cunning
when it happens among us, and I have never

seen the like of their relationships.
If you consider how their minds are disposed
to making love, [ you find that ] love rules
their minds and inclines [ them ].3

It is also true that they respect the woman, but as a

1. Al-Marzubani, al-Muwashshah, p.245.

2. Ibid., pp.352-3.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.106-7. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.450-2.
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wife and not as a beloved outside marital life. This is

expressed in the following line of al-Muhalhil who shows their

respect for women by expressing their jealous prohibition of
women being seen outside their encampments:

o ' • /0 / ^ ' ? & ' y / J y / / v> ?
' ~3 ' CA a-^j ' ^ L O ' -? I?-*-' ' Li k j1I
^ ^ "

Yesterday we were jealous of our noble women

being seen outside their homes.1

C CIt is also fully expressed in the mu allaqa of Amr b.

Kulthum, who shows women as wives who are completely
protected, as in the following line:

J ui S & a ^ 0 ^ ^
JaJ 15 C>£I- ■■ 11 * *■ ' ' "■ ' . - I ^ I * l-i 11 ■

> W^/ . J w

Nothing protects the women like a blow, such
that you will see by reason of it the arms of
our foes flying off like the qulats.2

They also respected them as daughters as in the following
line:

_ - o <s> x
!

j; 1 w 1 r^J 1 *1 i ■ f' a ^ ' 1 ■' ' ' 1 * 1 '

c
And who will protect their daughters on the
day of fighting for they love and respect
them!3

1. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaail, v.l, p.389.
_ _ Q

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.677.
T - C

3. Diuan Aar, p.607.
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When Islam came there was a slight change in the
expression of their affections. Most of them, such as Kac b b.

c c — —

Ju ayl, al-A sha and an-Nabigha, seem to have been adhering
to the pattern of their ancestors or the notions of the

Jahiliyya which in general were concerned with the external

appearance of the woman.1 This is clear in the poetry of al-
Akhtal whose approach is pallid and traditional, without the

clarity of serious tension, and even whose descriptions are

superficial.2

Al-Qutami is not very different from al-Akhtal and his
• •

concern is with the she-camel rather than the woman. He has

two lines which reveal his attitude to women:

.. ^ ^ ^ t"'„ ;> ^ ^ s- o "■ ? J<y-
. ...

6- -Sl.
O

_

I . - ~ £ ->•*"* O' & ^ ^ ^ ^ 3

j jUJI 3—UJI J e'—J U ; 6 r ct—^ Ji—3 C " £ -i——£ t-3

They kill us with words which their guardians
do not understand and whose hidden meaning
is not clear.

They utter sounds which hit the place as

water meets the need of the thirsty.3

Abu az-Zubayr who seems to belong to the Islamic period
expresses his emotions in very delicate words, in which he
shows his true love by saying that he adores the ground she
camps on:

1. Shukri Faysal, Tatawwur al-Ghazal, p.187.

2. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.408, 412.

3. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.81.
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^ o a ^ O ^
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*

^1

f~ij

I love the soil of the ground you camp on,
— c c .

and Dhu Awsaj and Jiz al-Hala'iq.

Q
Utba b. al-Waghl is the only one who shows his desire

to keep up his relationship with his beloved after her
departure, in the following line:

^ ^ J / ^ O ^ ^ ^ ^ S y jf <s ^ ^ ^
t

„ H i 'S—'-JL S2 ^ 1 : c 1 O-

<y

1 wish that absence would bring Salma back,
and God piece together broken hope.2

Part b:

Most Taghlibi love poetry deals with the external
appearance of the woman, describing her limbs and other
parts. It seems that this is the easiest way for them to

express their desires and lusts. This also reflects the taste of
the Jahiliyya people who tend to express their immediate
sensations rather than their deeper feelings. The tendency
towards conciseness3 is another reason for their being satisfied
with the superficial appearance, and they are more concerned
with expressing themselves than with paying attention to the
woman's psyche.1* Also it may be that their imitation5 of each

1. Al-Lisan (Halaqa).

2. Al-Ghundijani, Furhat al-Adib, p.89.

3. Al-Hufi, al-Ghazal Fi al-CAsr al-Jahili, p.366.

4. Ibid., p.62.

5. Ibid., pp.41-2, 366-83.
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other and the lack of real love were responsible for these

images of their beloved.

At any rate the Taghlibi poets look at the woman from
the outside and give different portraits of her from her head
down to her feet. Their main means for descriptions as with all

Jahiliyya poets was the simile.1 The Taghlibi poets relied on

what ShukrI Faysal calls "the brief quick simile" which
attempts to catch a precise but superficial similarity without
going into details.2

The most famous description of the woman in the poetry
Q _

of Taghlib is in the lines of Amr b. Kulthum quoted below.
We can find similar details of a beloved in Abu al-Lahham,3
Jundub b. cAmr* and Ka cb b. JuCayl,5 but we must bear in
mind the fact that the description of CAmr is symbolic® and
that of the others merely external and superficial.

Thus they describe the woman's eyes as similar to the
eyes of the deer:

She looks with the eye of a wild calf in a

bush, and with a shining joyful [face ] and
with the neck of a gazelle.7

1. Shukri Faysal, Tatawwur al-Ghazal, pp.181-2.

2. Ibid.

3. Diwan CAar, p.608.

4. Al-Mufaddal b. Salaaa, al-Fakhir, p.291.

5. Al-Amidi, al-MuCtalaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.115.

6. See below, pp.365-74.

7. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.690.
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c
They describe her hair as asib (a palm branch stripped

of its leaves) to show its length:

> Co ^ ^ ^ ^ J .,

c*\ -XC. J *3 Sol M '>Jl—»cJa tsz jj.

" If she starts to wake they bring her a pillow,
and she stretches out a palm branch stripped
of its leaves so that it should not become

dirty with dust.1

They also describe her saliva as strong wine or ginger:

a} -■ ^ S " y a ^ <i y- <3 y —^ (jj yy - y°
• .. I L

^
^ y 0 _ ° °

° '■"■» I 1 Lfii L I O, L_ ■< be J ••'!$
X-

Like the taste of a wine kept in mountains
and stored for two years without being
disturbed.

And ginger and cold sweet water which issues

from her mouth and wafts past her nostrils.2

Taghlibi poets like most Jahili and Islamic poets were
fond of describing the middle part of the woman - her back,
waist, buttocks and legs.3 Al-Akhtal describes the movements

of his beloved's buttocks as being like sand-dunes:

1. Al-Aghani, v.3, pp.85-6.
— — c

2. Diwan Aar, p.608.

3. Al-Hufi, al-Ghazal fi al-CA§r al-Jahili, pp.55-7.
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^
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If she stands she is weighed down by swaying
[ buttocks ] like a sand-dune which flows

down.1

C C c*Ka b b. Ju ayl gives the same description as Amr in
£

his mu allaqa when he describes his beloved's back as a

spear:

A spear which projects from a depression in
the ground and which inclines whenever the
wind inclines it.2

They frequently describe the woman's limbs as being
adorned with jewellery such as the dumluj (bracelet) and
khalkhal (anklet), and prefer them to be full, as in the

following lines of Jundub b. cAmr and Kacb:

O * " — a —

• } .J I4 jd I 6 -y- y— I J t"

y>J\ - -

Slender of waist and with tight bracelets.3

1. Hawi, al-flkhtal, p.415.

2. Al-Anidi, al-HuCtalaf wa al-Mukhtalaf, p.115.

3. Al-Mufaddal b. Salania, al-Fakhir, p.291.
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If she rises to go to her neighbours, the leg
is seen with sounding anklet.1

Some of them describe the beloved as very fat as in the
c c

line of Ka b b. Ju ayl quoted earlier which alludes to her
fatness by saying that they put a pillow under her for her to
rest on.

However, the main method of describing the beloved is to

compare her to the deer or the calf of the wild cow as in the
line of al-Akhtal who describes her eyes as like those of the
calf, and her neck as like that of the gazelle.

Al-Muhalhil also uses the image of the gazelle to describe
his beloved. In the following line he describes the longness of
her neck by comparing it with a gazelle stretching up to reach
green leaves:

3 S y J <* S s / o ^ (j ^ o

.J 1 J il—; ,J> I—- J 2 c 4 0

\
One of the gazelles of Wajra reaches up with
its forefeet to the green leaves.2

They commonly describe her as a ri'm (white antelope),
as in the following line:

is ..

~ Isjl J 5s.—n 5 s-J* 1 ^ ^ **

Do not be sad for her, she is a Kalbite, who
is like a white antelope whose face shines in

1. Al-A«idi, al-HuCtalaf wa al-Mukhtalaf, p.115.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.56a.
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its covert.1

Sometimes, although very rarely, they dispense with
concrete description and use more imaginative imagery, such as

describing her beauty as the shining of the moon:

- o ; > ^

NJV. ^ I ^ I C—^ <3—

— c
1 have not seen the like of Hala in Ma add

except for the crescent moon to resemble her
beauty.2

We find a detailed simile in al-Akhtal who prefers his
beloved to a green garden, and then gives details of the
beauty of the garden:

* s o ^ a / J a ' s ^ t* s >? s o y ^

^ 1 i j3 ^ ■ •* c —* j ■ L I. .. ■ -* j-■' ^j ^ ^ <

- - of * ^ ^ x ^
' M U a L C I ^ L ^ J I I I ■ «,w

jJv_i ,! >.JI. * ! a :15c 1 J! I 51
. JT

< V d! c- 5 , L__JI L d* l_d i c
/%

'
s ^ w ' y a y s y '

I I ■'- ■Sj 1 5xI I i. j I—'<* a -- - ■ "i4 t- ,L> L
V "■ - i ' '' - '

5>^N
A green garden with brilliant flowers at al-
Qahr between strips of rocky ground and
stretches of sand

In which springtime rejoices and whose
vegetation is abundant, and grows under a

T - C
1. Diwan Aar, p.593.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.691-2.
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dark, torrential downpour
Until when the vegetation grows thickly it is
like the colour of ornaments, made beautiful

by polishing.
The gentle breeze drives the clouds away from
it, and it is exposed to the sun after the
dark clouds and dew [ have gone ].
Is not ever more beautiful than you, a beauty
to behold, between dusk and night-time.1

There is a strong development of the ghazal in Taghlib
during the Umayyad period towards a sexuality which none of
the Jahili Taghlibi poets touch upon, although we find a

tendency toward sensuality among other poets of the Jahiliyya.2
This tendency towards sexuality is evident in the earliest poet

c cof this period, Ka b b. Ju ayl, who describes being in bed
with a woman in the following lines:

Many a bedmate have I enjoyed myself with
whose clothes are perfumed and not ill-

smelling.
In a place where there is no disturbance, and
a bed which is high and comfortable.2

Al-Akhtal is similarly explicit in the following line:

1. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.429; Sayyid Hanafi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili, pp.64-7.
• • —————————————___

2. Al-Anidi, al-MuCtalaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.115.
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a ? J> d "" *> 9 J j o^s " ^ a s
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On many a night which was [ as dark ] as a

Persian cloak have I found pleasure with a

woman of big buttocks, slender waist and slim
stomach.1

In fact this sexual language is not common in male
poetry, and it is remarkable that female poets have played a

big role in this regard. Society was not as open at that period
c

as later during the Abbasid time, and if the lines attributed
to a number of Taghlibf women, collectively referred to as the
"daughter of al-Humaris", are authentic, this indicates a

significant lessening of their restrictions on sex and of the
hard, war-like attitudes which they had tried to show during
the pre-lslamic era and which is described in the martial

poetry' of Taghlib as a whole.

"Ibnat al-Humaris" goes further than describing sharing
her bed with another, or using explicit words to describe the

vagina and the penis, in that she describes actual
intercourse.2 This seems excessive for a woman of that time

who was probably also a Muslim.3

There is another development in Taghlibi poetry but a

very limited one, i.e. narrative poetry. Al-Akhtal is the only
poet who tackles the progress of a relationship between a man

and a woman in his poem which starts with the following line:

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.541.

2. See al-Marzubani, AshCar an-Nisa', pp.152-60.

3. Ibid., p.160.
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Asma' has a place of encampment in the high
ground of al-Bishr which is old, and long
past ages have not yet effaced it.1

The poem develops through three stages:- The
first is his enticement by the friendship and
the beauty of the woman. In the second he
describes her body and its parts. The third
is his staying as a guest with her tribe and
receiving a kiss from her, through her family
later married her to an old man.2

Encampment and Travelling Themes

Encampment and travelling are major elements in pre-

Islamic poetry. Nearly all of the poetry begins like this. There
are different sub-themes of the encampment theme of which

every poem should include at least some. These sub-themes are

in general:-
1. Addressing the places.
2. Reminiscences of the poet about his beloved.
3. Describing the places and the wild animals which live

there.

The travelling theme which comes as a result of the

encampment theme should include at least one of the following
elements:-

1. The howdahs of the women.

2. The she-camel.

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.715-20.

2. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.443-6.
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3. The wild animals, such as the oryx, wild ass and
ostrich.1

It is difficult to pinpoint the beginnings of the
encampment theme, or who was the first poet to create this
form of prelude. Furthermore, the scholars do not agree on the
motive for this conception. It has been suggested that it is a

defiant cry of anguish against the fact of death and
disappearance.2 Others believe that it is a cyclical aspect of
life which represents spring-time.3 Walther Braune thinks of it
as representing the problem of existence.*

Yusuf Khulayf suggests that the encampment theme began
in a rudimentary way with the earliest poet of the al-Basus
war. This explanation draws attention to the most famous poet
of that period, al-Muhalhil, who is also a prominent poet of
Taghlib. Within al-Muhalhil' s poetry we find some poems which
begin with the encampment theme, such as the following:

Have you encountered ruined camps at early
morning when there was wind and heavy

c c — C — —

1. Izzat Hasan, Shi r al-Wuquf ala al-Atlal, pp.20-5.

2. Al-Qaysi, at-TabiCa, p.251.

3. Yusuf Khulayf, "Muqaddinat al-Atlal fi al-Qasida al-Jahiliyya", al-Hajalla al-
Hi?riyya, no.98, 100, 1965.

_ _ c — — C —

4. "Al-Wujudiyya fi ash-Shi r al-Jahili", Majallat al-Ha rifa as-Suriyya, second
year no.4, 1963.
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a ^

oJ I J

To whom belong the encampments in as-Sikhal
which are ruined and erased a long time ago?2

It seems that the encampment theme goes back long before
the al-Basus war.3 As Ibn Sallam states, the poetry which is
recorded does not pre-date that period,* but this does not mean

that al-Muhalhil had no predecessors,5 and indeed is
unreasonable to suppose that poems as long as al-Muhalhil' s
and al-Muraqqish's had no poetic antecedents.

If the encampment theme seems to be preceded by various

attempts until it finally becomes an established feature in the

composition of love poetry, then the poetry composed during the
al-Basus war was not the starting point of the encampment
theme and the latter must have been started and become a kind

of traditional opening before that time.

Al-Muhalhil reveals the fact that the encampment theme
was traditional in the following two lines which we will quote
from the narrative of al-Aghani as a reliable source:

rain?1

V1-3 J Lc

o

is I j 1

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa Taghlib, f.31b. Ibn Dirhia, Nuzhat al-Absar, p.648.

2. Al-Bakri, al-HuCjaa, v.3, p.727.
— c — — c — c

3. Nabawi, ash-Shi r fi Harb al-Basus, pp.89-90; Afif, ash-Shi r wa-Ayyaa al-Arab,
pp.445-6.

4. Ibn Sallaa, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara1, pp.23-4.

5. Ibid., footnote by Harun and Shakir, Bidayat ash-ShiCr al-Arabi, pp.162-5.
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I restrain my eye from crying for the
encampments.
There is a thirst for revenge in my chest
because of Kulayb.
How can one who is busy with killing people
generation after generation weep for
encampments ?1

These lines imply quite clearly that the encampment theme
was an element in the composition of poetry which the poet was

expected to start with. He also states that he cannot lament
the erasing of the encampments, because he is engaged in a

terrible war. Thus it is doubly unlikely that al-Muhalhil could
have created the encampment theme himself as it already seems

to have been traditional and he himself abstains from it. It

may be that the poet had made previous attempts at using the
encampment theme, or that he was asked by his audience to do
so in the traditional manner, but there are no adequate
grounds for crediting him with the introduction of the
encampment theme. However, there is no doubt that every poet
has his own personality, which may or may not add something
to the encampment theme.2

The above two lines give an immediate indication that the
mood of the poem will be restrained because the poet is

depressed, since otherwise we would not expect him to reinforce
the expression of grief in the second hemistich of the first

1. Aghani, v.4, p.149.
c — . — c

2. Husayn Atwan, Huqaddiaat al-Qasida al- Arabiyya, pp.176-202.
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line. This implies that the happiness of the love affair which
is recalled by the encampment theme is inappropriate here. The
question of whether this theme is really concerned with death
and existence, or with the return of life in the spring, is one

that we can leave open here. However, it is clearly associated
with happiness and sexuality, and all the evidence is that it
was already established as a traditional prelude at the time
of the al-Basus war.

That lamentation for the campsite and for past love is a

sort of sadness, but is quite different from the real feeling of
sorrow which we find in al-Muhalhil's elegies. By contrast al-
Muhalhil's encampment lines leave a very different impression.

They show him as looking at his beloved's encampments and
remembering her, but the lines seem purely conventional in
tone. Indeed at-Tulul retains its traditional features

throughout the history of Arabic poetry and the poets fill it
with the elements indicated above and introduce it in the pre-

Islamic and Islamic periods alike.

However, the encampment theme and the travelling theme
which always accompanied it did not attract the earlier
Taghlibi poets. It seems that the fact that Taghlib was a

warlike tribe deterred them from describing encampments. This
observation might be applied to al-Muhalhil' s second line
above: "How can one who is busy with killing people
generation after generation weep for encampments?"

There is strong evidence for this in the mu allaqa of
Q
Amr b. Kulthum, which lacks the beginning and which might
have been expected to include more details of the encampment
and the travelling, instead of the statuesque picture which he
offers. Moreover, he does not describe a real beloved but a

symbolic one, and one feels that if she had not been a symbol
he might have left off mentioning her entirely.
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One may see in this a kind of revolt against this kind
of beginning while the tribe were busy fighting. Amr may

have followed his ancestor, al-Muhalhil, in refusing to do this
Q

in time of war. Amr b. Kulthum goes so far as to compress

the campsite theme into a single line:

*J I '-..i •» Sa 1—_• » I L—V 1 ^ 1 1—; _iL9

Stop a little longer before going, 0 you, who
are travelling in the howdah, that we may

inform you of the truth, and you may inform

The travel theme is likewise shortened into one line:

Then Yamama came in sight, and appeared
high above us like swords in the hands of
their drawers.2

This rejection of the encampment or the travelling themes
by Amr can clearly be seen in his other poem which starts
with a nasib3 and, in fact, in most of his poetry.

The striking fact in Taghlibi poetry which deals with
these two subjects is that some of it is correlated with

complaints against the tribe themselves. Al-Akhnas starts his

_ C
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharb al-Qa;a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.618.

2. Ibid., p.625.
t - c

3. Diwan Aar, p.593.
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poem in which he complains about his tribe's acceptance of
oppression with five lines describing the encampments and a

mention of his she-camel.1 Jabir who complains about the

injustice done to his tribe starts his poem with ten lines
describing the encampments and his beloved she-camel.2 c Umayr
also describes an encampment of his tribe in al-Baradan with
more details of the wild animals which live there.3

Abu al-Lahham is the only poet in the Jahiliyya who
• •

begins his poem with a description of his beloved and then a

travelling theme whereas his real subject is a eulogy.* We
have also two lines by Mirdas b. Hushaysh and al-Julayh b.

• •

Shadid which seem to be fragments of a longer poem.5

However, in Islam we find the popular poet al-Akhtal
•

using the encampment and travelling themes with all their
elements as a "traditional one which covers most of his

poems".* Besides al-Akhtal there are other famous poets like al-
c *

A sha who has a few lines which look like beginnings of

longer poems which start with the travelling theme,7 but with
more freedom than al-Akhtal, and al-Qutami who sticks more

than al-Akhtal to the tradition as in his poems nos. 1, 2 and
10 in his Diwan. *

There is another important observation which is relevant
to the she-camel. The pre-Islamic Taghlibf poets did not

compare it in great detail with any of the wild animals like

1. Al-Hufaddaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, pp.510-1; v.2, p.149.

2. Ibid., v.l, pp.421-4; v.2, pp.154-5.

3. Ibid., v.l, pp.520-1; v.2, pp.200-1.

4. Diwan CAnr, pp.608-9.
— c — — c

5. Al-Bakri, al-Mu jan, v.l, p.337; Yaqut, al-Mu jan, v.3, p.84.

6. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.385-407.

7. Diwan al-ACsha, pp.270-1, 344.

8. Diwan al-Qutami, pp.23-8, 31, 38-42, 78-82.
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the ox or wild ass or even the ostrich, as we normally find in

pre-Islamic poetry,1 or as al-Qutaml does in the lines analysed
•

below,2 comparing it to an oryx. The only indication of these
wild animals will occur in a very concise simile like the three
lines of Abu al-Lahham. The fullest description of the she-

• •

camel in pre-Islamic Taghlibl poetry is the five lines of Jabir
b. Hunayy.3

Q —
It is said that Amr b. Kulthum does not mention the she-

camel because he lived in al-Jazira which is unlike the
desert.* However, if this is true, then al-Akhtal and al-Qutaml

C * *
or al-A sha should not have followed the general tradition of
beginning with the encampment and travelling themes and
composed most of their poetry with that beginning. On the

c —

other hand, if it is a matter of tradition only Amr b. Kulthum
Q

would have begun his mu allaqa with it. It is obvious that
c c
Amr did not make his mu allaqa similar to the beginnings of

C
the other mu allaqat because as a warlike tribe they relied for
their movements on horses and not because they only lived in

— c
al-Jazira; indeed Amr supposedly lived most of his life in the
desert.

Al-Akhtal and his comrades followed the tradition even

though they lived in al-Jazira. We might also speculate that
the she-camel was now used as a means of transport because
there was political stability which allowed them to move

peacefully - which had not been true for their ancestors who
were always engaged in attacks - and that this encouraged
them to describe the camel.

However, while Taghlib were fighting Qays they used

1. Runiyya, Ar-Rihla, pp.95-263.

2. See above, pp.173-5.

3. Al-Hufaddaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, pp.421-4; v.2, pp.154-5.

4. Fariq, History of Arabic Literature, p.67.
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their horses for the same purpose as in the Jahiliyya and
because of this "we find al-Akhtal always describing his tribal
horses when they are rushing into the battle".1

Q
In fact it is not true that Amr b. Kulthum does not

mention the she-camel. It appears that c Amr was following his
tribal usage by mentioning it as is shown above. He, for

c c —-

example, uses za ina/za a'in (howdah/howdahs , figuratively
meaning women) in the following lines:

a s ^ ' #'■*> y ' y ^ & - o ^
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Stop a little longer before going, 0 you, who
are travelling in the howdah, that we may

inform you of the truth, and you may inform
us.

Nothing protects the women like a blow, such
that you will see by reason of it the arms of
our foes flying off like the qulats.2

Moreover, he indicates that they were looking after
camels, which means they possessed them, in the following
line:

9
/ J O y __

jJ I j* =»J I a la»J I <- q i "w k- I jj O L>J I ^ =-w«

1. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.328.
_ _ Q

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, pp.618, 677.
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And we are they who kept their camels at Dhu-
Urat, while the old large camels, and the she-
camels abounding in milk, were eating
withered grass.1

It seems that Taghlib as a warlike tribe used the camel
for moving peacefully even in the Jahiliyya before they started
to attack and they used their horses later. These seem to have
been the tactics which all pre-lslamic Arabs used during an

attack.2 Al-Akhtal shows these tactics in the following line:

* J>
; J , ° / ^ ^ > O

"il 1 aJ I—i-Z 01—-aJ 1_«J aj I Ju O 1 <_ S ^

From every strong and obedient led horse
which you think is proud.3

This love of horses and the dire need for them had been

at the expense of the camels which are only mentioned

incidentally before the Umayyad dynasty.

Martial Poetry

In his commentary on the Muc allaqat, at-Tabrizi quotes
the saying, "If Islam had not come, Taghlib would have eaten
the people",* suggesting that they were likely to have

conquered the other Arab tribes. While this is a gross over¬

statement, it is some indication of the warlike reputation of
Taghlib. The history of Taghlib is full of wars and fights with
other tribes in every place they went to.s The bedouin life

_ Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.660.

• •

2. Nuwayhi, Ash-Shi r al-Jahili, v.2, p.592.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.109.
_ Q

4. At-Tabrizi, al-Hu allaqat, p.108.

5. See above, p. 12 — Jg
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which they lived during their early history and which they
maintained even during the Umayyad period may have had a

strong bearing on their constant conflicts with others.

The martial poetry of Taghlib clearly reflects their
attitude towards others and their clashes with them, and also

devotes much attention to the weapons which they used. Shawqf
Dayf's remarks on martial poetry in general apply with great
force to the poetry of Taghlib: "It is the most valuable subject
which absorbs their poems. They were affected by war and
their poets provided them with exciting poetry which sang of
their bravery and courage. This singing and shouting rose up

everywhere until one seems to feel there is nothing except it
... It is also natural that they described their weapons, and
there are many of them who gave that description ... We feel
in this martial poetry the effect of hatred and rancour against
their enemies".1

The also describe their horses2 and boast of their own

prowess,3 but we will deal with these two subjects separately
as they are important elements in Taghlibi poetry.

Martial poetry deals with war, weapons, warriors and
killing. War includes forcing others to retreat, attacking them,
lying in wait for them, fighting and victory. The weapons

consist of swords, spears, lances, bows, helmets and coats of
mail.*

1. Dayf, al-CAsr al-Jahili, pp.202-5.

2. Ibid., p.205.

3. Ibid., p.202.
— c —

4. For a sore detailed description of weapons, see al-Jundi, Shi r al-Harb fi al-
Asr al-Jahili, pp.133-85, and A.S. al-Jarbu's thesis, Martial Poetry in Mecca and
Medina in the late Pre-Islaaic and Early Islaaic Periods, pp.217-273, for their
weapons are siailar to those of all other Jahili poets.
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(a) Retreat by the enemy

Some Taghlibi poets describe the defeat of others and how
they fled from the battlefield. This throws light on how
Taghlib behaved in battle and on their ability to endure it.
Thus, for example, in the battle of al-Kulab where various

tribes, including ar-Ribab and Banu al-Hisn, were fighting
together with Bakr under the leadership of Shurahbil against

Taghlib, who were supporting Salama,1 we find that the poets
have their own way of expressing themselves. As-Saffah, who
was the leader of Taghlib, describes how Banu al-Hisn and ar-

Ribab left the battlefield and how they were afraid of being
killed. He says that Banu al-Hisn disgraced themselves by

• •

their flight, expressing this metaphorically by saying that it
made them naked, and likening it to the flight of an ostrich:

L ^ ^ . .a '■ (• ^ i, 1 I —\ I J ^

As for Banu al-Hisn, when their ostrich fled,
• •

and the man comes out of his garments naked
[i.e. feels shame].2

He also describes how ar-Ribab ran away in disorder,

leaving Abu Salma and Sufyan to be slaughtered:

_>> - _> _ ~ ' -*• —J}-* — —• -? r o-' „
1 ; I tl I—'.*jj =-1, ^'—'>4 9V1 ' ' 51

Ar-Ribab gave us their backs and left Abu
Salma and Sufyan for us to slaughter them.3

1. See above, pp.26-7.
- c -

2. Abu Ubayda, an-Naqa'id, v.l, p.457.

3. Ibid.
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> >

In the same way, and speaking of the same battle, Abu
Hanash describes how various tribes left Shurahbil on the

battlefield and escaped:

iy ul © J

_ I 1 ^ =« 1—.-Cj ^ JJ aJ 1 O—^ I O a

*£' — Q _

Darim, Banu al-Fizr, Yarbu and ar-Ribab

tribes turned away from him.1

C — r
Amr b. Kulthum also describes how Amir b. Abi Hijr

was abandoned to be pierced by spears on the battlefield while
his brother Amr fled on his horse:

O ^ ° " ^ ° " S -1 — v S

j I I ^ Lk; ..V. .,..1 IS 0 • ^ ' I I.I , f ... U ^ 1 .Hyj I c J a 0 ■"J 0 I C

You left him being pierced by spears, and
your [ horse ] Warda took the easiest way in
full gallop like a wolf.2

We meet the same thing when we come to Islam. Some

Taghlibi poets give nearly the same description of the enemy's
retreat before them. Ka c b b. Ju c ayl describes how some

branches of Tamlm and also the tribe Banu al- cAnbar, whom
he calls "al-JaCra"', left the field during their battle against
Muc awiya:

a ^ -* ° O _ _

I * \j I C aJ L»-o I I jja Lib W aZ CZj

Tamim, both Sa cd and Ribab, fled and al-

— C —

1. Abu Ubayda, al-Ayyam, p.413.

2. Diwan CAmn, p.602.
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Q
Ja ra' had turned away with those who turned

away.1

Q —

Al-A sha, speaking of the war between Qays and Taghlib,
also gives a description of the flight of Qays when the
fighting was very hard:

O ^ ^ ^ ° ° " - ^ -» ° / S s -r - ^

•

^ ■ I i Iaj I !>■ la '" ^ . I I CL h a w h ij N O I 1 « 1 c I ^ I I b

They left the battlefield to us when they did
not like the depths of war and chose flight.2

The best of all is al-Akhtal's description of Ibn Badr.3
All these descriptions depict the fortitude of Taghlib in battle
and emphasise their ability to endure the fight when other
tribes as strong as Bakr, Tamim and Qays could not withstand
it.

(b) Defeat

Just as some Taghlibi poets describe how their enemies

escaped from the battlefield, some of them also describe how
the enemy attacked them. It is important to remark here that
this poetry is very small in quantity and also that these
attacks were made on individuals and not on the whole tribe.

Taghlib remained a strong and robust tribe throughout their
history, so that it was difficult for others to attack them. On
the other hand, it seems that it is not easy for any Taghlibi
poet to confess to having been attacked by others, as this was

— C —

1. Al-Minqari, Waq at Siffin, p.411.

2. Diwan al-flCsha, p.289.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.184-6.
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not in accordance with the tribe's perception of itself.

The only line which depicts their enemies killing them is
the following line by as-Saffah, where he confesses that their
enemies killed some of them and returned in safety:

They filled a well with us at al-Aqtanatayn,
and returned with booty in safety.1

Apart from this line, the nearest any Taghlibi poet comes

to describing an attack on Taghlib is al-Akhtal's poem on al-
Jahhaf's raid at al-Bishr,2 and, to some extent, al-Qutaml's

• • •

poem praising Zufar b. al-Harith.3 Also, a Taghlibi poet from
Taym describes how he was attacked by Banu Khashban and
had Shurahbil's coat of mail taken from him:

Banu Khashban ran away from me with it on

dark and roan horses.*

Shaytan b. Mudlij says that his mare brought two
thousand warriors to him when their horses scented her and

followed her to his camp:

1. Abu Tanaan, Naqa'id Jarir wa al-Akhtal, p.43.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.32—4.

3. Diwan al-Qutaai, pp.37, 85-6.
— c —

4. Abu Ubayda, an-Naqa'id, v.l, p.456.
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While I was expecting her to bring booty, she
brought two thousand armed warriors.1

In the following line, Shurahbil describes how he was

attacked but was defended by men of Taghlib:

' *> - u - a >J » - j-S ^ „
*

I "" O y t1 -» " J l_* ^ I ,^j£> I 1 I < I j ^ ^ 1 .7. 1 >■j ..C ,Q ).,■,> ■ \ 9

o)^
Men whose battle-cry when people call for
their help is "0 sons of Taghlib" drove you

off.2

Apart from the above lines, none of the Taghlibi poets
describe their losses, and none ever give details of how the

Q _

enemy started attacking them. Amr b. Kulthum gives a

realistic description of how Taghlib acted when their enemies
attacked them:

^ jj a ^^ CD ""V X o ^ __C's La ** ^

1 i * t i i 1 ■ j i .. .1 a < 1 111.1 "■ a 1 I • Q

But on the day of our fear for them L i«e. our

sons ], our cavalry become spread out [ towards
the enemy ] in troops and squadrons.3

If we exclude what is known as al-Munassifat

(equalisation) we do not find that any of them gives his

1. Ibn al-Kalbi, Ansab al-Khayl, p.87.
— — t C— . C

2. Al-Ashnandani, Ha ani ash-Shi r, p.14.
_ _ Q

3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.647.
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victorious party and are always the ones who kill and capture.

It seems that they did not want to draw attention to

their defeats, for fear that they would be considered cowards.
This idea is expressed clearly by al-Muhalhil when he says:

O

M 1 I , 1 J O 6J- L-J1 S-. ^ -r1 ^

rjLjrJ>\
One such as I does not tell people about their
fathers who were killed and forget the fight.1

For this reason he does not say anything more than what
is contained in the above line about their heavy defeat at
Qida. The following line, which was also composed after Qida,

•
•

is much more typical; it contains a hint of the defeat, but

lays all its emphasis on the attack.

-j'

v, ii"—-J i—. L*J i J -tf l,M

I sacrifice myself to Banu ash-Shaqiqa when
they come like the lions of forests who roar.2

(c) The Ambush

As with the previous case, we find little poetry dealing
with this subject. As Taghlib were a proud and strong tribe,
they had no need to deceive their enemies but attacked them

at once without hesitation. However, there are occasional

1. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.146.

2. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.134.
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incidents where this practice is described. Al-Akhnas, who had
Q

a score to settle with Amir, waited for five years for an

opportunity to take his revenge. He describes how he kept
waiting patiently for this and thinking over the matter at

night. He uses the imaginative word qafrwan (crawling) to
describe his stealthy and cautious movements:

j * * S " < - > ^ ° ~ ' a
p-y*? Sj ' ' J * * c_i' * O*® *—~j5 J— Sj J
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I swear that I manoeuvred with the tribe of
c —

Amir in order to take my revenge for five
years,

Sitting up at night when the happy person

slept, like a person bitten by snakes who
cannot find a companion,
When I found that revenge had become
difficult, I crawled towards them and became

like a piece of cloth on the horse,
I was watching to get my revenge on them;
when I got it I would heal my soul on
c
Amir' s account.1

It seems strange that Taghlib themselves could not take
this revenge for al-Akhnas. This may have been a very

personal matter which was not regarded as serious by the tribe,
or there may have been some circumstances which prevented
revenge.

1. Al-8uhturi, al-Hanasa, p.19.
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(d) Raiding

This is the main element in the martial poetry of
Taghlib. The poets always compose this kind of poetry to show
their strength, force and efficiency. They like to speak proudly
of their courage and their vigour. This attitude is fully

Q
expressed by Amr b. Kulthum in the following line, when he
specifies the way they behave:

'■t ' ■> ^ j>

1 3^Li

But on the day, in which we do not fear on

their account, we hasten to the attack with

our loins girt.1

This means that Taghlib are always searching for
opportunities to plunder and invade. cAmr stresses this idea
when he says that he gets wealth by attacking encampments:

Cy , ^ O j
-- o x ■S

J> _^JI f ^

Do not worry about the wealth, turning around
my foal and attacking the encampments will
replace it.2

The same idea is expressed by al-Akhnas when he depicts
how he makes manoeuvres to attack invaders:

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qaja'id at-TisC, v.2, p.648.

2. Diwan CAar, p.598.
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Dark horses which I did not inherit from a

friend, good milkers from the mares of the

ghurab breed,
Which I offer as booty to raiders every day,
with a horse leading them like a bitch

belonging to a person who has dogs,
It takes me away if I wish, and it brings me

nearer if they hate me to approach them.1

They are fond of describing and boasting of their troops
when they launch an attack on other people. They give
descriptions of their movements and the starting-point of their
attack. Their words are full of challenge. They try to give a

complete picture of their army during the first attack on their
enemies. They usually start an attack in the morning, as is
seen in the words of cAmr b. Kulthum:

it "-4 1 I ^ Lr.J b OC I > { «V-a 3 ^ <■ J b « i ' * ja-& 1 I

We attacked them in the morning with brave
horsemen, and a sturdy detachment hastening
with arrows.2

1. Al-Akhfash al-Asghar, Kitab al-Ikhtiyarayn, p.174.

2. Diwan CAar, p.598.
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We brought them at morning from the side to
Tamim, and our swift advance caused the
destruction of the army of ar-Ribab.1

(e) The Battle

This is the most important part of the martial poetry of
Taghlib, for most of their poets participate in giving a

description of the battle and the battlefield. They boast, vaunt
and try sometimes to exaggerate what has been happening
there. They try to portray their enemies' situation when they

Q
are killed or are engaged in close combat. Amr b. Kulthum
gives a lively picture of what takes place when they meet each
other. He describes how they start fighting by using spears at
the beginning, and how, when the conflict becomes close, they
use their swords:

? * J O

n'
_ 111 & 1 J I ft i i" 1 L ^ if -Q 1

We fight with spears when the people are far
from us, and we strike with swords when we

are attacked by them at close quarters.2

Another image of the fight can be seen from the following
line by al-Akhnas, who describes his people as pressing even

closer when the use of swords is of no avail:

T - C
1. Diwan Aary p.601.

_ _ c
2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.637.
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And if we should find our swords too short to

attain the foe, we have but to press one step
the closer, and strike him home.1

C
Amr gives a forcible idea of the strength and number of

their army by describing it as being like Mount Rahwa. He
also describes their tactics during the battle when they divide
the army into two parts; in the battle which he talks about,

they took the right side as the important one.

Ci > ^ ^ ^ A y
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We make our troops firm as the mountain

Rahwa, possessed of dignity, defending our

honour, and we take precedence over the rest
of the tribes in time of battle,
And we were the right wing of the army when
we met the enemy; and the sons of our father
were the left wing,

They attacked anyone who approached them,
and we attacked anyone who approached us,

While upon us were the helmets and the
Yemenite jerkin, and in our hands swords
which were straightening and were bending.2

1. Al-Hufajjaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, p.420; v.2, p.151.

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qa§a'id at-TisC, v.2, pp.644, 661, 663.
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Jabir b. Hunayy also refers to the battle of al-Kulab,
and describes how the Taghlibl warrior Abu Hanash pierced the
king of Kinda, Shurahbil, with his spear and killed him:

Yet our spears it was that thrust, that black

day of al-Kulab, Shurahbil off his horse, in

spite of the oath he swore,

To pluck from our hands our lances: him Abu
Hanash cast to the ground from the back of
a steed, the tallest of all his stud,
He reached him with following shaft - again
did he couch the spear, and down fell the

prince, prone-stretched with hands out and
face in dust.1

We find very similar pictures of the battlefield in the
Islamic period, as is clear from the lines of al-Acsha in which

he describes the close combat between Taghlib and Qays,2 and
from the following lines by al-Qutami who describes the same

conflict:

1. Al-Hufaddaliyyat (Lyall), v.l., p.427; v.2, p.156.

2. See above, p.70.
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And on the day when the two parties met,
with a striking and piercing which fells the
bold hero,
You see the chests of the horses crooked

because of it, as though they were suffering
from an ailment of the lungs,
And the hands continue to inflict wounds,
whose veins spit dark-red blood,

Entangled with spears, as though there were

inside them ropes which are pulled strongly,
We stood our ground, and both tribes saw

their star shining.1

In this case, Taghlib's battle with Qays seems to have
been undertaken only in self-defence. Thus al-Qutami says:

o j qj ^ ay" a > a A o- ^ _

O 1 *j n * 1—9^,. 1 * "4 ^ 1 ■ 1 1 K5" ft ft 0 ^—* J j . ^ *a 1 ' ,n b ^ 9 1 ~**'3

JL_Jl
And my tribe, who never betray their
obligations, are like the one who seeks

repayment of a debt, who give full due and
more.2

1. Diwan al-Qu^ani, pp.33-4.

2. Ibid., p.91.
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In the Jahiliyya period, however, the main purpose of
their fighting was to obtain booty. They rejoice at their
victories, and express their happiness at plundering their
enemies' possessions. This is clear from the following line by
Q _
Amr b. Kulthum, in which the women of Taghlib swear to take
horses, swords and captives:

<a> ^ oj ' a ^ J - o ^ ^
k I L_:Ij -1 ,^—k ~J

o
' s

That they should take as booty the coats of
mail and helmets, and prisoners, and return
with them, bound together with a rope.1

The above are the most commonly repeated motifs of
Taghlibi martial poetry. We may add here a brief discussion
of the language which reflects the warfare and which is a part
of it. The general word for war is, of course, frarb, but there
are also other words like hayja' and wagha, and metaphorical

c c —

words such as naq or ajaj.

M 1 ^ ,■ —L 1 ^ L

We arrived at al-Kulab to join our people,
with the best arrival at war as a battle-cry.2

"j s y
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«. Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qaga'id at-Tis , v.2, p.675. Johnson's translation is
"horses and swords", but he mentions the other reading as "coats of mail and
helmets", which agrees with Ibn an-Nahhas' narration.

• •

— c —

2. Abu Ubayda, an-Naqa'id, v.l, p.457.
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I left the opponent of the day of war with his
throat stained with blood.1

We left your brother in the disturbed dust
with his clothes smeared with blood.2

We also find frequent images of killing, which they are

clearly fond of describing. Some of these images have occurred
in lines cited elsewhere, such as those by al-Muhalhil in which
he describes how he killed Bujayr and Hammam,3 and that by
c
Amr b. Kulthum in which he describes the dead being dragged
away by hyenas.* The following are some further examples of
this:

- a s ' ^ — o J ^ a ' * > ^
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We mow them with the heads of the people,
and we cut their necks, and make them cut

the necks which are cut like fresh grass,

We cut off their heads without mercy, so they
did not know how they should oppose us.5

— — c
1. Diwan Anr, p.604.

- c -

2. Abu Ubayda, al-Ayyaa, p.413.

3. See below, p. 307.
4. See above, p. 129.
5. Ibn an-Na(}bas, Sharb al-Qa§a'id at-TisC , v.2, pp.638, 640. Johnson translates
the second heaistich of the first line as "and they are cut", but he gives the other
reading which accords with Ibn an-Nahhas.
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The main verbs employed are ^araba, nazala (to take the
field), qatala and ta ana (pierce).

t

* s " o ^ ^ *S / . J s
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They were not able to take the field, but we

took it; the warrior is he who is able to take

it.1 tk."
f f ^ o -v 0 ^
i 1U e lv ! J . U. I US e L__y'?
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How many a protector of a flag did we kill,
and how many a bearer of a flag did we

2
defend while the swords were raised.

— G ^ /0) s J " J> c c
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Tamim left him in al-Kulab after piercing
kidneys and striking necks.3

For the flag they use the words liwa' (as in the line by
hnas quoted

'Amr b. Kulthum:

al-Akhnas quoted above) or raya as in the following line by
c

a >
^ s

--J 1

1. Al-Muhalhil, quoted in al-Aghani, v.4, p.149.

2. Al-Akhnas, quoted in al-Qadi al-Jurjani, al-Wasata, p.43.

3. Abu Hanash, quoted in Abu CUbayda, al-Ayyaa, p.413.
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To the effect that verily we take our flags to
the battlefied white, and we bring them back
red, when they are satiated with blood.1

The above is a general picture of the martial poetry of
Taghlib,2 from which we are able to understand that Taglib
are a tribe whose poetry reflects warfare and deals with a

great amount of it. Their poets depict their martial ability and
their desire to raid others whenever possible. The murder of
Amr b. Hind and the long fratricidal war between Taghlib and
Bakr, the battle of al-Kulab, and their war against Qays,
besides other skirmishes, gave them a strong motive for
composing poetry on this subject, while at the same time every

poet expresses his own individual character. The poetry has
the overriding aim of depicting Taghlib as a victorious tribe,
and to that extent they express similar ideas in the same kind
of language.

The Panegyric

It seems that Taghlib, who were proud of themselves and
always boasting of their deeds and their heritage of power and
heroism, had haughtily rejected panegyric poetry in the pre-

Islamic era. None of them had praised any king or chieftain
in order to gain assistance from him, as we find in the later
years of that period with Zuhayr, an-Nabigha and Hassan.3

The only eulogy which can be found is when the poet

praises the chieftain for his personal qualities and

«— c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qa§a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.628.

• •

2. For a late collection of the Martial poetry of Taghlib, see ash-Shiishati, al-
Anwar wa-Mahasin al-Ash ar, pp.77-120.

3. Shawqi Dayf, al-CA;r al-Jahili, p.211.
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particularly his bravery and hospitality.1 Even this kind of
panegyric poetry is rare in Taghlib. Their poems of eulogy are

a sort of admission of the power of the opponent, and reflect
also their glorification of strength and vigour. c Amr b.

£
Kulthum, for example, praises Yazid b. Amr because he
captured him at the battle of NitaC and then released him after

•

giving him wine. The following lines illustrate how he glorifies
Q
Amr's ability to capture him:
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The noble and the brave son of Amr, at the
Q

morning of Nita was fighting bravely.
His regiment is well-controlled and large; if
they are attacked they are undeterred by the
arrows,

God reward well the noble Yazid, and give
him happiness and prosperity
For his capturing the son of Kulthum, son of
(2
Amr. The generous Yazid had been really
fighting him
With a group of the Banu Qirran who are

brave and who keep thrusting as he does,
Yazid leads ash-Shaqra' until he allows the

c _

1. Shawqi Dayf, al- Asr al-Jahili, p.210.
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thirsty spear-heads to drink from her breast.1

We find the same situation with al-Hudhayl when Khalid
from Banu Salma captured him and his sons, and then released
him without one of his sons. He came to him and praised him
after reciting the names of his ancestors in the following
lines:

n)
I do not expect anything from Jandal after
Khalid's death for the person who seeks
refuge at night or who is kept captive in
fetters.2

We find only one of them praising a person, one Abu
QuCayn, because he presented a horse to him.3 That person

may be from Taghlib, although his following two lines praising
— C

Abu Qu ayn are only a sort of thanks:

>1^
My khala (aunt), friend and family are to be made

— Q
ransom for Abu Qu ayn,

You presented me with a rein for a horse,
which is strong, fast and swift.11

1. Al-flghani, v.9, p.184; al-Ghalayini, Rijal al-MuCallaqat, p.190.

2. Abu Taaaaa, Naqa'id Jarir wa al-Akhtal, pp.227-8.

3. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.91.

4. Ibid.
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These are the only examples which can be found in the
poetry of Taghlib eulogising persons outside the tribe in the
pre-Islamic period. Besides these eulogies we can find a

similarly small quantity in which the poets praise the nobles
of the tribe itself. This sort of eulogy seems a part of the

boasting ritual of the deeds of the tribe, but the only
difference is that the poet here addresses his poem to
individuals. It appears that CAmr b. Kulthum and his family
were the most frequent recipients of eulogy. Abu al-Lahham,

• •

C c
for instance, praises Abd Allah b. Amr. He describes him as

being as generous as a gulf of the sea, as wise as Luqman,
as eloquent as Qass and as brave as a lion, in the following
lines:

ryiii
He buys praise with his money, and when he

begins to give he does not become a miser,
And you are more generous than a moving gulf
whose currents follow each other without

turbidity,
You are like Luqman if he conquers, and you

are like Qass if he speaks and more brave in
attack than a lion.1

C — cMu awiya does the same when he praises Abbad, son of
Amr, in the following lines:

1. Diwan CAnr, pp.608-9.
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God reward Abbad son of Amr and his

family with joy, because they are brave in
battle;

They killed Bishr and defeated his horsemen,

by piercing them [ and shedding their
blood] like she-camels giving birth.1

These few eulogies are the only ones composed by
Taghlibi poets and it appears that they did not have the habit
of indulging in such poetry.

Perhaps the starting point for panegyric poetry in
c c c —

Taghlib begins with Ka b b. Ju ayl when he praised Sa id b.
C — Qal- As, the governor of al-Kufa, and then became Mu awiya's

court poet.

Q Q
Ka b openly stresses Sa id's generosity. This habit did

not exist in pre-lslamic Taghlibi poetry. Kacb uses metonymy
to show his need for money by indicating that his camel has
been exhausted:

-*2 a " a ° - <s c G- ^ j-1 o ^
e * >

» £ 1 C- Ak ■" 1 i- . Q> I j 1 1 I

3s
0 generous Sa id you know that if my she-
camel comes to you, I feel comparison at her

being slaughtered.2

T - C
1. Diuan Anr, p.611.

2. At-Tabari, Tarikh, v.4, p.270.
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After Ka c b, and particularly when Taghlib were

exhausted by the bloody war with Qays, their declining social
and political status, which had become more obvious than
before, and the attraction of the wealth which had accumulated

in the hands of the caliphs with their now stable governments,
led to Taghlibl poets being widely known as panegyrists.

The most famous poet of Taghlib in this period is al-
Akhtal. Besides al-Akhtal there are al-Qutami and al-Acsha.

• • •

Al-Akhtal, who may represent the whole, composed different
eulogies for different people and particularly the Umayyad
caliphs and princes. Also it could be said that al-Akhtal, like
al-Qutamf and al-A csha, paid little attention to the more

modern times they were living in. The main figure which al-
Akhtal uses in his poetry is the pre-Islamic hero or cavalier
who is helpful, generous and proud.1 There is one more element
which he tries to stress in his eulogies: the granting of an

amnesty to him by the Umayyads.

c
Of the Umayyads he praises Yazid and Abd Allah (the

C — c
sons of Mu awiya), Abd al-Malik and Bishr (the sons of

— — c
Marwan), al-Walid b. Abd al-Malik, Khalid b. Usayyid,
cUbayd Allah and Salm the sons of Ziyad, and Khalid b.
Yazid.2 His eulogies to all of those caliphs and princes except
Abd al-Malik are realistic poems, but also embody his
personal complaints when he praises al-Walid.3 He also praises

Umayyad governors like al-Hajjaj .* cAbd al-Malik is the only
caliph who receives an imaginative and creative panegyric,
because al-Akhtal admired him greatly.® The following lines

1. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.219.

2. Ibid., pp.61-86, 93-9, 104-203; Ghazi, al-Akhtal, pp.133-5, 147-9, 182-3.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.214-5.

4. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.403-9.

5. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.214.
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are an example from the panegyric of al-Akhtal in which he
C — — c. — *

praises Abd Allah and Yazid, the sons of Mu awiya:
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On the day of the army of Qays (i.e. Marj
Rahit) when you brought doom to them, the
unfortunate bereaved women yearned for their
dead because of your smiting.
They stood their ground with the clouds of
death raining on them, until a hail-bearing
cloud detached itself from them.

And the swords looked like lightning flashes
and they made furrows in every skull or

helmet.1

He praises cAbd al-Malik in the following lines:

J ^ „• J £ a ^ __ o j>
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He sat like a lion crouching ready to launch
an attack in which he will catch his food,

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.444-5.
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Leading to a position two hundred thousand
men whose like neither men nor Jinn have
ever seen.

He occupies the bridges, building and
destroying them, marking his horses, with
flags and dust above them.1

For hospitality he usually uses what is called the
tashbih istifr-adi (simile with digression)2 and mainly in terms
of the Tigris or the Euphrates or another piece of water,3 as

in the following lines:
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The Euphrates when its waters rage in its
banks and its midstream bears [ uprooted ] trees,
And when the summer winds scatter it and

enormous waves are stirred up over the fronts
of the ships,
As it flows from the Byzantine mountains, hidden

by overhanging rocks, which turn aside before
it,

Is not more generous than him, when you ask
him, nor louder if he speaks loudly.4

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.199.

2. See above, p. 87.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.208-11.

4. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.197-8.
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Sometimes we find some of them praising others, not as

an appeal for money but in a similar manner to the Jahiliyya
c

panegyric among the Taghlib, like that of Amr. Al-Qutami
eulogises Zufar b. al-Harith the chieftain of Qays, their foe in
Islam, because he captured and generously released him. He
composes poems for him and celebrates his qualities.1

The Political Poetry of Taghlib

It is necessary while discussing the subjects which
concerned Taghlib to discuss their poetry from a political point
of view and to evaluate their position accordingly; particularly
as Taghlib were concerned with different political power groups

whether in Jahiliyya or in Islam.

In the Jahiliyya they were always considered as rebels
seeking their own independence. They considered themselves as

equal to other kings such as those of the Yemenites or the
Lakhmids.

They revolted against the Yemenite governors, killed them
and later on came face to face with the kings of the Yemenites
themselves under the leadership of Kulayb.2 The poetry of this
time is generally unreliable as documentary evidence, but seme

Q
other poets like Amr b. Kulthum and al-Akhtal show the effect
of contemporary incidents. The poetry of the battle of al-Kulab
is better authenticated because different reliable sources have

referred to it.

The most celebrated verified event is the murder of Amr

b. Hind. This incident shows their attitude towards the

political powers which they dealt with at that time, and

1. Diwan al-Qu^ani, pp.31-42, 78-91.

2. See above, pp.9-14.
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illustrates their haughtiness and refusal to be subjected to any
c c —

kind of suppression. The whole mu allaqa of Amr b. Kulthum
is a manifesto of their political position and the following four
lines are an announcement of that position:
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c
For what purpose, 0 Amr b. Hind, do you

wish that we should become servants to the

chief you have deputed over us?
c

With what desire, 0 Amr b. Hind, do you

listen to our slanderers, and despise us?
With what object, 0 Amr, son of Hind, do
you think that we should be considered vile?
You are menacing us, and threatening us.

Enough, when have we been servants to your

mother?1

This was their understanding of the diplomatic
relationship. They would keep their position if they were

treated properly, but if anyone considered them other than as

allies and attempted to exercise authority over them, then they
c c

would revolt, which indeed happened with Amr b. Hind. Amr
in another poem expresses the nature of their alliance, which
mainly depended on providing the ruling power with warriors
and stabilising its position. He says:

1. Al-Qurashi, al-Jaahara, p.164; Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC , v.2,
pp.809-10. Johnson, p.149.
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Q —

Have you forgotten our supply in Uwayridat,
when the horses were guarding what you

gathered.
0 son of Hind, we were ready whenever you

asked and you sent us to attack the most

precious possessions of those whom you

attacked.1

Q
The phrase jaw a kaffika in the first hemistich of the

second line, which figuratively means "under your command",
has been connected with attacking in the second line to put
stress on their exulting in power and their pride in being
warriors.

This uncompromising role into which they felt themselves
pushed and which was expressed proudly by the line of Jabir
b. Hunayy,2 made Taghlib unwelcome to most of the political
powers of that time. They did not have peaceful relationships
with the Ghassanids, one of whose princes they had killed and
whom they declared their refusal to obey. Amr says to al-
Harith that this murder was the result of his attempt to extend
his dominion:

/ Ci & ' S / a
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r - C
1. Diwan At, p.595.

2. Al-Mufaddaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, p.155; v.2, p.426. See p. above. P* ^31'
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Taste what you have imposed upon yourself
and consider L the death of ] your brother and
cAmir b. Abu Hijr to be a result of it.1

This situation suddenly changed during Islam and

Taghlib became second-class as Christians and were not

regarded with favour by the caliphs, except for Abd al-Malik
who used them for his political aims.

The relationship between Taghlib and the first four

caliphs was not expressed in their poetry, but later on they
"soon became followers of the Umayyads".2 Taghlibi poets had
become a mouthpiece of the government either by their
panegyrics or as propagandists during the period. Their poet

c c C —*

Ka b b. Ju ayl stood firmly beside Mu awiya. He was his
mouthpiece3 and the official poet of Syria.*

Q
He defended the rights of Mu awiya to the caliphate and

Q
his demand for revenge for the murder of Uthman. He called

c
the caliphate the inheritance of Muhammad which Mu awiya, or

Ibn Hind, as he called him, was most deserving of. Revenge
should also have been exacted for az-Zubayr and Talha, but

• •

Q
Mu awiya did not demand it in spite of the injury he felt. The

c —

victory of Mu awiya at Siffin after the judgement was

determined by Fate, and God directed Fate. He expresses these
ideas in the following lines:

__ _ C
1. Diwan Arcr, p.602.

2. Kendernann, "Taghlib", EI*, Supp., p.225.
— C — — — C C —

3. Al-Hinqari, Wag at Siffin, p.632; al-Marzubani, Mu jan ash-Shu ara', p.233.

4. Al-Minqari, WaqCat Siffin, p.410.
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cMbl
When they came to battle to dispute the
heritage of Muhammad, Ibn Hind's roots in

Quraysh were deeper.
c —

He strove for revenge for Ibn Affan, and the
one most entitled among God's people to carry

out revenge is the claimant,
We felt sadness for az-Zubayr, and Talha

• •

when the women were bewailing him,
Ibn Hind returned his rule to its rightful
place;
Whoever seeks to overcome Fate, God will

overcome him.1

c c —

Ka b claims in support of Mu awiya that God was with
Q —

Mu awiya and his troops. His reason for holding up the Holy
Book was to show their adherence to Islam. He expresses this
as follows:

^ > - o ^ J J ^
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They did not cease until God saw their

patience and the Holy Books were held up in
their hands.2

1. Al-Minqari, WaqCat Siffin, p.632.

2. Ibid., p.336.
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c
He asks Mu awiya to not hesitate or retreat, telling him

to expect degradation if he does so:

a

L-3j I c ,_J uJ L I . *> •» .> it! ; l__9 <J ^^ d D ,jtc L* •

JJdlry c -
0 Mu awiya, do not come without proof; L if
not ], you will know degradation after today.1

Q —

He extends his expression of the emnity between Ali and
Q

and Mu awiya to include the hatred between Syria and Iraq,
Q

saying that Syria had agreed to be subject to Mu awiya and
£ —_

refused to have Ali as their Imam. It is obvious from his

opinions that he believed in the incompatibility of the two
countries:

u>
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Muii
I saw that Syria hates the rule of Iraq, and
the people of Iraq hate that of Syria.
Each one hates the other, and each one sees

everything that happened as the right thing.
c — —

They said: We accepted Ali as our Imam,
said: We have accepted the son of Hind.2

C — Q
To prove that Syria was not with Ali but with Mu awiya,

Q —

he said that Mu awiya deserved it, because he was the one

_ C —

1. Al-Hinqari, Waq at Siffin, p.410.

2. Al-Mubarrad, al-Kaail, v.l, p.191.
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who had been living there since Khalid's conquest. It was a

matter of Fate:
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If Damascus, the land of Hims and Busra were
• •

asked who delivered their villages to you,

[ They would have replied ] The Sword of God
(Khalid) brought doom to them, destroyed their
forts and brought them under his protection.

Q
He settled Mu awiya b. Harb there, whose
home was elsewhere.1

QIn the following line he exhorts Mu awiya's people to be
patient and not to be afraid of death:

J
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0 my people be patient in continence and

nobility, for patience is the best and wisest
course.2

Q
Ka b, who was involved in the battle of Siffin on the

c ~~ c cside of Mu awiya, tries to convince us that Amr b. al- As
c #had not deceived Abu Musa al-Ash ari, but had won the

argument because of his sagacity and wisdom. The attempt at

C — —

1. Al- Askari, Jamharat al-Amthal, v.2, p.386.

2. Al-Ninqari, WaqCat $iffin, p.337.
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deceit was made not by Amr but by Abu Musa himself:
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Abu Musa on the evening of Adhruh,1 was like

somebody going round the wise Luqman trying
to beguile him.
c — cAbd Allah attempted to convince Amr but he
was floundering in a vast sea.2

In supporting Muc awiya, Ka Cb attempted to justify his
Q _ prefusal to be reconciled with Ali. Ka b went even further in

his support when he began to attack cAli himself. Kac b relied
in his attack on the assertion that cAli was protecting the
rebels and murderers of cUthman, and drew a portrait of cAlI
which shows him as weak, hesitant and without authority:
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There is nothing that one seeking to reproach

1 •

c A village on the borders of Syria where the judgement took place. (Yaqut, al-
Mu jam, v.l, p.129).
2. Al-Hinqari, WaqCat Siffin, p.632.
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Q —
Ali can say about him except that he has
attached the criminals to himself,

And that today he has preferred the sinners
and has removed punishment from the
murderers.

If he is asked about it he gives an

ambiguous answer, and makes the answer

obscure to the questioners.
He is neither contented nor angry, and he
neither forbids nor commands.

He was neither made unhappy nor happy by
it even though one or the other of these is
inevitable.1

Q —
Mu awiya, who was famous for his diplomatic skills, did

not allow further disturbances to take place once the nation
had become united under his rule, except when it was politic
to kindle tribal rivalry. However it seems that Taghlib were

somewhat dissatisfied with his policy, perhaps because he did
Q

not favour them as much as they expected after Siffin. Ka b

expresses this feeling in the following line, when he asks
c —

Mu awiya to treat Taghlib with justice or to leave them to

fight with whoever is willing to fight with them:

9 " o TjJ «■*" ^ . O
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CI V C —'S o Mu awiya treat Taghlib bint Wa'il with

justice, or leave them to fight any other
tribe.2

The relationship between Taghlib and the Banu Umayya

_ c —

1. Al-Minqari, Waq at Siffin, pp.63-4.

2. Ibn Saltan, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara', p.487.
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was strengthened when al-Akhtal became their poet and
mouthpiece. KaC b, who by now was old,1 first introduced al-
Akhtal to Yazld.2

Al-Akhtal was a resourceful thinker and he turned to
— * c

Yazid to save his tongue from being cut out by Mu awiya at
the instigation of the leader of the Ansar whose people he had
satirized harshly.3 Al-Akhtal expresses his feelings about that
event in the following line:

^ a ' _,o s e> J* ^ /
+ & e ^ ^ O *

J J c I J-S u>—«^>j '——5, o b ^I J

u

a
Father of Khalid, you saved me from a

disaster, and you saved my flesh from being
cut into pieces.*

The relationship between al-Akhtal and Yazld was strong:

they frequently took their ease together in friendship.5

This alliance between Taghlib and the Umayyads
continued for various reasons. As the great majority of Taghlib
were Christians and the balance of the war was in the hands

of the Umayyads, Taghlib was one of the supporters of the
Umayyads, particularly during the reigns of Yazid and cAbd
al-Malik b. Marwan. The Umayyad rule was nearer to the
tribal system than that of the first four caliphs. Abd al-Malik
treated them as Arabs in the same way as he treated the other

c —

Arabs without too much discrimination. Abd Allah b. az-

1. Ibn Sallan, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara1, p.485.

2. Ibid., pp.397-8.

3. Ibid.

4. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.306.

5. Al-Bayhaqi, al-Hahasin wa al-Masawi', pp.286-7.
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Zubayr's revolt was a kind of return to the previous system
which was opposed to most of their religious and worldly
interests.

Al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra called upon Taghlib to
(2 —

acknowledge the rule of Abd Allah b. az-Zubayr while they
were fighting against Qays but this invitation was disregarded.
Al-Qutami illustrates in the following lines the refusal of his
tribe to be under any power except that of their chieftain, al-

Hudhayl at-Taghlibl.

^ ^ ^ * o v^ ft ft

. I U*J I j l^_»J L^0 llw I a dy;- *1 ■ ..I I "i1 I ^ —a 0 1 Z i
> j'* -* a*** * * j - r f J - " -- _ -

^ *k±j*3<sj-±\0\*D\ur-!\ ' 2 4L-1* Ul Si
J> a— ? s i u> ' 's ^ —

^ ill J-V' 1 vU- L^JIaUl I •3-

A warning came to me from al-Azd after

meetings in Hijaz had recited my poetry.

They said: Seek refuge with Ibn az-Zubayr's
side, but God and high dignity will not allow
me to suffer disgrace.
God did not make al-Muhallab a warrior, but

those who are like al-Hudhayl are warriors.1

During the period between Marj Rahit and the death of
Ibn az-Zubayr Taghlib tried to maintain a policy of neutrality,
but thereafter Abd al-Malik sent his brother Muhammad to

fight Jidar b. c Abbad at-Taghlibi in al-Jazira. Jidar was

reconciled with Muhammad and acknowledged Abd al-Malik as

sovereign.2 Al-Akhtal expresses his anger at az-Zubayr in the

1. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.299.

2. Ibid., p.328.
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following line:

r-" r

£ ^ ^ o ^ 6 ^ v/ ^ t> ■-
j I LL, UJ I J ft ^ <—c a..»r* f, I I -*r—I «Jj

o^JI^ When we learnt of the error of Mus ab, we

opened the door of victory for the people of
Syria.1

Al-Akhtal became the successor of Kac b b. JuC ayl in the
Umayyad royal court and his tribe's new spokesman, defending
their policy and denigrating their opponents. He repeats

Q
exactly the same ideas as Ka b when he deals with the battle
of Siffin,2 enlarging it slightly with a description of the

*

Q
bravery of Mu awiya in the battle and attributing his victory
to God just as Ka b had done, as in the following lines:

And your father, the hero of Adhruh, when
the two arbiters did not accept any [ kind of
settlement ] except enmity and fighting.
When hatreds were exchanged between them,

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.189.

2. Ghazi, al-Akhtal, p.176.
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he showed himself and moved with a large and
numerous army,

And he appeared, while the enemy were

downhearted, with a large army bearing
spears and heavy of impact.
When they saw him ready to fight (lit., wearing his
distinguishing mark) at Maskin with the horses

standing on the edges of their hooves in readiness,
And when God knew the bitterness of his

fighting, and the enemy felt their inferiority,
He saved their blood, regained their
friendship, and rewarded them according to
their gratitude and ingratitude.1

Besides praising Mu c awiya's strength, al-Akhtal also
Q *

stresses more than Ka b the religious effect of the victory at
Siffin. He claims that God provided Muc awiya with help
because they were seeking to avenge the blood of the wronged
cUthman:

J o juj J f J5 L-4, J!o a , c

In the day of Siffin when their eyelids were

heavy, God provided them with help when
they called upon Him,
Against those who killed cUthman wrongly.
No appeals prevented them, although appeals
were made to them,

1. Dlwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.415-7.
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Then the eyes of the avengers were gladdened
and gained every reprisal for which
punishment should be fulfilled.1

Al-Akhtal indulged in politics more than Ka b because he
was contemporary with Abd al-Malik, who was mainly occupied
with internal affairs.

He persists in supporting the right of the Umayyads to
rule. He refers to "seeking for power" as fraqq, which implies
that the opposite is batil (false), thus implying that others
like the Banu Hashim or the Zubayrites are mistaken in

striving for the caliphate. In the following line he directs his
words to the Qaysite tribe of Banu Muharib, exclaiming that
they oppose what he calls the ahl al-haqq (the people of the
truth):

0 you two sons of Muharib and you of Banu
al- cAjlan - enough of you - you are

competing with the people of the truth.2

Q
This haqq becomes reality for Abd al-Malik despite his

enemies, and thus he says:

6 ? ^ ^ <* j ' ' ^ ^ ^ ° -jf ^

t~7-' 1 ^ ^ 3 w I I I j rj ^ r- g. sl - j * ' 11 L>_! h ^ S \c.

But God saw you in His place of truth despite

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, pp.445-6; Ghazi, al-Akhtal, p.177.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.49.
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your enemies and opponents who are liars.1

If this haqq can come to be admitted by his enemies and

opponents, it will give Umayyad rule a firm base which will
be able to resist any opposition. Thus he says:

*
. *. 9

II, 0 ^ a j \ 1J.*L

-k* Jt
If the truth can be secured with ropes, the

straps and the ropes are in your hands.2

This is the claim of al-Akhtal in support of the Umayyad

dynasty. He adds that the whole of Quraysh are interested in
the sovereignty of the Umayyads, who save the people from
danger.

J> S ? ° 9 ' " a' * a J* ^
O O * *

jS. .j3 I" . ■> j-uaj ^iuLc ^ ,e L*J 1 a I d.', , I

1
r

Your father is Abu al-c Asi and Quraysh have
been gathering around your people, and you

have their highest and their innermost core.3

There are signs, however, that the relationship between
Umayyads and Taghlib could worsen after the disastrous defeat
of Taghlib at al-Bishr; al-Akhtal threatens in this line to find
a people other than the Umayyads:

J) , a "V ^ ^ ^ »o

■J >3 Jt'J-ij3 CA C ^ ^ ^ y

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.51.

2. Ibid., p.85.

3. Ibid., p.318.
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If Quraysh does not change it (this situation)
by their rule,
There is a place and settlement other than
theirs.

When c Abd al-Malik asked him in reply to this line:
"Where are you going, o son of a Christian woman?" he replied
sadly but wisely: "To Hell". Al-Akhtal knew from bitter
experience of the past, when the Greeks expelled Christian

Q
Arab refugees in the time of Umar, that there was no

alternative other than to accept the present situation, a choice
of evils which he expressed as "Hell".1

cAbd al-Malik once threatened the chieftain of Taghlib,
c —c
Abd Yasu b. Harb, during their war with Qays, and the
latter answered him proudly: "God and the sons of Wa'il reject
this".2

From these incidents it is clear that Taghlib were not
treated favourably, even by their allies. Their relationship
with the Umayyads is described thus by al-Akhtal:

lJ

j II !_, ..I,, , UL^ —: —• o 3j f

o

Ask the sons of Marwan about our agreement,
and why a weak rope still connects us.3

However, they kept their good relationship with CAbd al-
Malik, especially as he to some extent disliked the chieftains
of their enemies, Zufar, who was once treated badly in

1. Al-Aghani, v.11, p.60.

2. Ibn al-Kalbi, al-Jaahara, f.229a.

3. Oiwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.32; al-Aghani, v.7, pp.176-7.
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Damascus,1 and al-Jahhaf, who escaped to the Greeks.2
• •

cAbd al-Malik started gradually at the end of his reign
to change his attitude towards the Christians,3 and when his
son al-Walid ascended to the throne, neither he nor his

successors favoured the Christians. The enmity between Qays
and Taghlib after al-Jahhaf gave the blood money* became less

• •

important, but nevertheless Taghlib became of inferior status.

The disregard of the late Umayyad caliphs for them and
the diminished importance of their enmity with Qays, who were

Muslims, made the position of Qays stronger than that of
Taghlib, who insisted on keeping their Christianity. The cool
relationship between Taghlib and al-Walid is clear in the
following account. It is said that al-Akhtal and Jarir were

— * c
with al-Walid. Al-Akhtal quoted the opening lines of Amr b.

— Q *
Kulthum's famous mu allaqa:

Oh cup-bearer, awake, and give us our

morning draught from your goblet.

Al-Walld was annoyed and asked Jarir to recite the poem of
— c —

Aws b. Maghra' as-Sa di who was from Mudar. Al-Akhtal knew
• •

Q
that the caliph wanted to show his agabiyya against him and
said: "Are you showing asabiyya against me, Prince of the
Faithful?"5

In the words of Hawi, "al-Akhtal had five poems on al-
• •

1. Al-Aghani, v.7, pp.176-7.

2. Al-Baladhuri, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, pp.329-31.

3. Ghazi, al-Akhtal, p.135.

4. Al-3aladhuni, Ansab al-Ashraf, v.5, p.331.

5. Ibn Sallai, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara', p.410.
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Walid which show the tough and proud tone beside the begging
and entreating tone. His poem rhyming in dal starts with this
line:

oj ^ o> ^ ^ j> ''
^ 11 «... 11^. a,n111 , Lj i I , g> lj » V-- j ■«—! I a L>-1 ->-g

Many a [ she-camel ] with sunken eyes which
was fatigued by the blazing .summer and the
hard journey.

We see him appealing very earnestly to the caliph to lift
the taxes and jizya from his tribe".1

The following lines are an example of this:

•Jo

a, "
UXOQcL ..1 . 1c J ,b u

s -

•X—.JLjJI J >- d! V t

-.'by JS. JJ I

>!jV
We are a people upon whom exactions and a

heavy disaster have descended,
And the erosion of the days and of time, so

that the fresh hair [ of youth ] has changed
L to grey] after my time with you.2

If we compare these two lines with the line in which he
threatened to leave the caliph, we will find a big difference
between the past and the present. The conclusion which we

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.629; Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.49.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.630; Ghazi, al-Akhtal, pp.136, 141-3.
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draw, at least from al-Akhtal, is that Taghlib was favoured
by the Umayyads when they needed them to fight against those
who opposed their rule. When there was no need for Taghlib's
help, Taghlib were put aside.

Al-Ac sha took his share in producing propaganda for the

Umayyad dynasty, but his fervour was less than al-Akhtal's.
This may be due to the declining impact of Taghlib on political
affairs.

He praises Maslama b. CAbd al-Malik and others,1 but
the influence of politics is weak in his poetry. Al-Qutaml, who

Q '
seems not to be bothered with politics, praises Abd al-Wahid
but without any real propagandising.

2

— c c
The coldness worsened when Hisham and Umar b. Abd

c c
al- Aziz became caliphs. Al-A sha describes this in the

following lines:

j> * ^ a -«^ a s ^
y—^ 1 Mr Mi ^ ^ J r* * a- ^ ^C' ]3j ? O 1

ny

Banu Marwan after his (al-Walld's) death are

like rocks from which water never comes even

though rain moistens them.
They used to be people who gave generously,
but now the most they give you is an angry

look.3

1. Al-Auldl, al-HuCtalaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.20; al-Aghani, v.10, p.99.

2. Diwan al-Qutaai, pp.29-30. CAbd al-Wahid was an U.ayyad prince.

3. Diwan al-ACsha, p.290.
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Hisham showed his hostile attitude to Taghlib when he
c

demanded that their chieftain Sham ala b. Fa'id should become

a Muslim, and vowed that he would cut off a piece of his
Q

thigh if he did not do so. Sham ala refused to be a Muslim
under pressure. Hisham implemented his vow and cut off a

piece of his thigh, roasted it and gave it to him to eat.

Shamc ala who knew that there was no other choice than

Umayyad rule repeated the answer which al-Akntal had uttered
("to Hell") but in different words. In the following two lines
he showed his yielding to Hisham and expressed his pain which
could not be overcome when he portrayed Hisham as acting like
Time

~ » 0 * x ^ a J ^ ,

jJ I U fcjJli) a ^ 5 Jl^ JCL

I

Are my enemies glad, if a piece of my thigh
was cut out, when I have neither broken a

compact nor committed an act which entails

vengeance.

The Prince of the faithful and his deeds are

like Time: there is no shame in the acts of

Time.1

Q _

Al-A sha expressed the bitter reaction of his tribe to this
deed, reminding the Umayyads of what he had done to ShamCala
and of Taghlib's previous help of the Umayyads:

1. Al-Amidi, al-MuCtalaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.207.
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Was it not treason what you did against
Shamc al?
Those whose behaviour is treason will fail.

Many a difficulty did we ward off from you,

but you have refused to acknowledge this,
without faith or thanks.

Even though you may deny what you have
done, victory was given to you by force, by
means of our swords.

The doer of those deeds will not be forced to

lower h

Bishr.1

_ q Q
lower his gaze by Hisham or Abd al- Aziz or

c c
It was natural for the pious caliph Umar b. Abd al-

c —

Aziz to refuse to receive Christian poets or to have Christians
c —

near him. He said to al- Asha when he visited him: "There is

nothing in the treasury for poets, and even if there was

something there would be nothing for you because you are a
2 CChristian". Umar repeated the same saying when al-Akhtal

visited him and said: "By God he will not tread on my carpet
for he is an infidel".3

However, there were some Umayyad princes who had

— — C —

1. Diwan al-A sha, p.290.

2. fll-Aghani, v.10, p.99.

3. Ibn CAbd Rabbih, al-CIqd, v.l, pp.319-20.
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c —

sympathy with Taghlib, like Abd al-Wahid b. Sulayman who
was praised by al-Qutami,1 and Maslama b. c Abd al-Malik who

C *
was praised by al-A sha, but generally speaking, Taghlib was

C
not fortunate after Abd al-Malik died.

Proverbs and Aphorisms2

It is natural to find proverbs and aphorisms in early
poetry as they reflect the ideas of the people on life and
human nature. There are many books in Arabic which deal with
the proverb, for instance the K. al-Amthal of ad-Dabbi, the

__________

• •

K. al-Amthal of al-Maydani, and the al-Mustaqsa of az-

Zamakhshari.

Taghlibi poets also made use of proverbs and aphorisms,
which are derived from what they had experienced in their
lives. They are generally confined to one line or part of a

line, and we cannot find long parables in their poetry like the
story of the snake and the two brothers in the poetry of an-

Nabigha for example.3 Furthermore their proverbs and
aphorisms, apart from those of al-Qutami, are not abundant.
It seems that their life, which depended on warfare, did not
leave space for contemplation and since they were a warlike
and not a peaceful tribe, we cannot find aphorisms like those
of Zuhayr, which are against war.*

1. Diwan al-Qutani, pp.29-30.

2. For the purpose of this study we will consider the distinction between proverbs
and aphorisms to be that the proverb is a saying about something which happened in
the past and which has become part of the stock of culture of the people. It
sometimes has a story or fable associated with it.
The aphorism is derived from a particular experience of the poet himself which is
expressed by him in his poetry.

3. Diwan an-Nabigha, pp.164-7.

4. Diwan Zuhayr, pp.26-8.
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Before the time of al-Qutaml proverbs are fewer in
number than aphorisms, possibly because they depend upon a
shared cultural heritage and are by nature allusive while the
aphorism comments upon a specific event and can easily be
understood by everybody.

Proverbs in the poetry of Taghlib are usually based on
Q —

the simile. Al-Akhnas uses the proverb atwa min Thawab
(more obedient than Thawab) in the following line to show how
he has become less reluctant than before:

aJIC.

j\J\
You used never to obey a woman but today
you have become more obedient than Thawab.1

Shaytan b. Mudlij refers cryptically to the story about
the she-camel ad-Duhaym in the following line to show how his
horse brought him to disaster:

*1 ! C vjA a I 0->- I ^ ■a" £> -d I ,

e

KhumAnto brought that which ad-Duhaym used
to bring to her people; Khom<uy*l or the
nighttravelling of KhUmdUK; is more ill-omened.2

Shurahbil uses the proverb of the evasiveness of the fox
to give a short answer to his enemies:

1. Al-Lisan (Thawb).

2. Ibn al-Kalbi, Arisab al-Khayl, p.86.
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Uw I L ,1 L.

We refused, we refused to let you sing in
Q

celebration of capturing Amir; You would
have said that it was as though Zabban were

in the skin of a fox.1

c — c
Al-A sha uses the story of al-Qartha of Aws, who is

said to have asked greedily for more gifts, in the following
line:

kc il. .. ..-ill, sli\ !_. ! jt

Q
If al-Qartha of Aws got abundant gifts from
people, he asked them for more.2

Al-Akhtal uses proverbs in the same way, for example
saying that speech penetrates more than needles:

They were subdued in pain because of me,

because speech pierces where needles do not

pierce.3

The above are examples of their proverbs, and the

following lines are examples of their aphorisms. Jabir b.

Hunayy uses an aphorism to state that power is the most

1. Al-Ashnandani, HaCani ash-ShiCr, pp.13-14.
c — —

2. Al- Askari, Jaaharat al-Aathal, v.l, p.532.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.202.
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important thing:

u
y sy * s / c> ^ ^ y j

a Ji . ^ "•*'*~ ^ C.-' "*3 a ■ ■ ^ cs'*r' ^ -fc-' ^ y ■— "'*

^ y 1"

cb&i
Before their dissension, the great pile they
designed to build - who coats not his building
well with plaster, one day it falls.1

Habiba justifies her father's teaching her to distribute
food, by saying that all food is ultimately finished:

-j> s <3 ^ /" ^ ^ *2 ^ £
^ Q* - J I *. , 'w 3 * L-£<sJ I "I 3 * . . , . ■■> I ft Icr- • C J—£-

> O > «/ — (_> , v_> > . . t_S~

My grandfather commended it and so my father
taught me to empty the pot, as all food gives
out in time.2

Another woman states the truism that every being will die
no matter what enjoyment he has in life:

t*> > ■?
—■ s ss c* ^ o lu

^ cj a cj ^

1 -"a- ' 5 , JlftC a <1 I I jJ I C ■ to . I ^
*• •• w V O ^

Every living being will die whatever he is
even if life is pleasant for him.3

Ni ma's aphorism is derived from his experience with
camels when the bad camel impregnates a noble but disobedient
she-camel. It means that the lower becomes higher than the

1. Al-Hufajjaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, p.422; v.2, p.155.

2. Al-Marzubani, AshCar an-Nisa', p.162.

3. Ibid., p.151.
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noble:

. /

a ^ y j o '■ & ' o <o ^ '
•— ^ ( c

1 .LwJI J .'SI3'J A - Q ^ ■■ l l—.J~*«u9 l j- !-» i ■ i.l 1

_> " '" "
Did not you see how the bad camel
impregnates the good but disobedient she-
camel?1

C — c
Amira b. Ju al uses the aphorism that everything

depends on the person: if he makes the problem light, it
becomes very light and if he makes it difficult, it becomes
very difficult:

-»• O <" ' O J ^ Q ^ *** / / ^ ° - O
I L—2b . ^ 1 c v Q ! a '" ^ I b - I— \j nc 1 ' a i OI

If you make the matter hard it becomes very

hard, and if you make what has become hard

easy, it will become very easy.2

c
_ c

The following lines of Amira b. Ju al are the longest
series of aphorisms in the poetry of Taghlib, for he gives them
as a piece of advice which is part of their beliefs, for
instance that the person of pure origin is better than the
slave, for the former has inherent good qualities and lives in
the best manner, while the latter, even if he has some good
qualities, has not the ability to use them well:

1. Al-Buhturi, al-Hanasa, p.211.
— — c c —

2. Al-Marzubani, Mu jan ash-Shu ara1, p.75.
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o ' o t

- v 4
o ' y / <J o t>

j i I. ^ ;l .,-JIM >1,-^ ;—s
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^ j
& +) ~* ' O •* a ' J a s a y ,jj ? a ^ Zjj j?
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1 j d d11 j •—^ 1 j a> ! 5 c. 1_ »v S* 5 UJ 1—,_j r- I 5 ^

J\j\
Make your brotherhood close with the man of

pure origin, for I see the slave is always a

slave,

The man of pure origin gets better every day,
but the good of the slave recedes,
If they both run to the good, the latter falls
down, and the former wins well.1

Al-Akhtal uses similar aphorisms, as in the following
lines:

-* y ^ jo--'-' ty u

Jg ' -j > j * '— "11^ a 1 Jw -i ->-gJ i— L- v"J I

The time of youth is desired, and the time of
old age is unwelcome and undesired.2

- _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " y *
I ^ J .j. 3 UJ I _ ir I ! a c I ! :>% 1 ! r, LJU

People like life, but I have not seen that

great length of life gives anything except

senility.3

— — c c —

1. Al-Marzubani, Hu jam ash-Shu ara', p.75.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.96.
c c —

3. Ibn Qutayba, ash-Shi r wa ash-Shu ara1, v.l, p.503.
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^ * *
"j I ! fjS ^ 3 j ->c jJ i." L>- 3JI —! I c-y icj I I j L

13*
If you are in need of treasures, you will not
find a treasure greater than good deeds.1

However al-Qutami is the only Taghlibi poet who has been
praised by critics for his many proverbs.2 The following lines
are an example of his proverbs:

—2 ^ ^ ^ a ? j y s a '-f j J c

J y I I c « ^.u i_^< I .'J, J 5

The slow may get a little of their work done
right, but the quick may make mistakes.3

^ - ft » > , S P
' ^

s. ^ j ' o-*°1 s-. =*• ^ xj 1 srI-*.- f. ~>*} o I , }./£ I r-i. v> 1 A r- I <

The guest will tell what he sees, he will tell
his family or a friend.*

^ t - ' - « t a ° T O =>
j 1 *i—Hp ^ I 4! :L>. L, r, j c 1 S I 3 y _

jtj\
Helping strangers delays you when your
cousin's body lies broken.5

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.140.
C c — — —

2. Ibn Qiitayba, ash-Shi r wa ash-Shu ara', v.2, pp.728, 730; Abu Taaaan, al-Haiasa,
v.l, p.129.

3. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.25.

4. Ibid., p.46.

5. Ibid., p.147.
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The Satire

Satire deals with their ideals which are

concentrated around the idea of muru'a, which
means for them their noble qualities like
bravery, hospitality, protecting their
neighbours, faithfulness, helping, and seeking
revenge. The poet in his satire divests the
tribes and their leaders of those qualities and
what is connected with them, such as, for
instance, that the tribe does not respect its
neighbour or protect him; running away from
battles; and inability to get revenge. The
satirists also mention the disgraces of the
tribe in their wars, and the days on which
they were defeated. They also mention c irtj
(honour), for example claiming that a person
is not from his tribe.1

During Islam satire developed some other elements as a

consequence of the satire between Jarir and al-Akhtal and the
war between Taghlib and Qays. Al-Akhtal in his satire on

Jarir concentrates on "his clothes, his food, and his poor

dwelling, besides his work like driving camels and looking
after animals. He describes his mother and other women of his

tribe as prostitutes, whose sons do not respect her and who is
a miser. He describes all of the family in a picture more

appropriate to slaves".2

His satire on Qays concentrates "on describing them in a

picture similar to their slaves, reproaching them for driving
donkeys, not protecting their women, moving into the barren
desert, eating donkeys, wolves, and boiled blood in bowls, and

describing their women as having buttocks like sharp knives.
Their colour is like that of black slaves and he repeatedly
describes the murder of cUmayr."3

— c — —

1. Shawqi Dayf, al- Asp al-Jahili, p.201.

2. Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.250-1.

3. Ibid., pp.275-6.
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Satire was not widespread among Taghlib during the
Jahiliyya period. Al-Muhalhil was busy lamenting his brother
and threatening Bakr rather than satirising them. Other poets
like al-Akhnas, Abu Hanash, as-Saffah and others were

• •

engaged in the battle of al-Kulab. It seems that there was no

strong motive for them also or even for their successors like
Q Q
Umayra b. Ju ayl, Ufnun or other Jahiliyya poets to compose

satires. This may be due to the power of Taghlib who merely
attacked their enemies without wasting time satirising or

q
commemorating them. If we set aside the seven lines of Amr

C
b. Kulthum satirising Amr b. Hind and the mother of his

Q
brother an-Nu man, whom Taghlib did not immediately attack
like the others, then we will find only two lines satirising
other tribes.

Q —

Amr b. Kulthum, when he was on his way to attack
Tamim, composed a short urjuza, from which the following
line is extracted:-

/
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Banu Lujaym and the excrements of Mudar are

moving herds of camels in the desert.1

He describes them as 'excrement' and 'moving herds of
camels' to make them appear as inferior to the rest of Mudar
and to reproach them for work which the Jahili bedouin
disdains haughtily. He satirises the tribe of Qutayba as not

being from Wa'il in the following line:-

T - C
1. Diwan A«r, p.592.
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Qutayba claim that they are from Wa'il,
0 Qutayba, it is a distant relationship, find
your origin.1

Those are the only two lines satirising other tribes. He
ses cAmr

murder of him:-

C
satirises Amr b. Hind in lines which seem to antedate his

)
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May God disgrace the one of us who is nearer

to ignominy and the one whose uncle is
weaker, and whose father is more ignoble.
And whose uncle is more fit to blow the

bellows and make earrings in Yathrib.2

It seems that these two lines are not a real satire but
C

an indirect allusion to the low status of Amr b. Hind's

mother, as her brother was a goldsmith and not from a noble
Q

Arab strain. It seems likely that Amr b. Kulthum is still
C

regarding Amr b. Hind as a powerful ruler.

Q
Amr is openly satirical in the following lines in which

Q
he directs his satire to an-Nu man's mother after war had been

C c
declared between them. Amr here mentions an-Nu man's mother

— - c
1. Diwan Aar, p.597.

2. Ibid., p.594.
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as Sulayma and imagines her divested of all her servants and
wealth, and then describes her as carrying the two weights of

ignominy and inferiority like a person who is shackled and
walks as if carrying yanbut and haj (two types of thorny
bush):

7
/
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Sulayma encamped at Khabt or Firtaj,
sometimes becoming a neighbour of Banu

Naj,
Since Sulayma had no hope of the slaves and.
weavers of Khawarnaq.
Or of having guards at her doors, or of
stitching Coptic cloth with brocade.
She walks with two balanced loads: ignominy
and inferiority, like the one who walks with
yanbut and fraj tied to her.1

These are the most obvious satires in Taghlib before the

Umayyad dynasty.

There is another kind of satire which is widespread,
but it is unlike that which deals with outsiders. This kind of

poetry deals with the poet's own tribe. It is strange to find
tribal poets satirising their own kinsmen, and this poetry was

not in evidence during the al-Basus war, when the tribe was

T - C
1. Diwan Anr, pp.595-6.
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united. It seems that this sort of poetry began when the tribe
moved from Najd and particularly after the battle of al-Kulab.
Thus we hear Jabir b. Hunayy unhappy with the situation in
which his tribe finds itself. He mentions that Taghlib were

dominant before their schism while now their spears have
stirred up evil among themselves

sV ^ f —' -5 Gt ^ -- o
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For Taghlib I mourn, whose spears have
stirred up an evil brood of mischiefs to

plague her, breaking forth to bring low her
strength.1

The most famous satirical poem within the tribe is the
c c —

poem of Amira b. Ju al. In one poem he reviles Taghlibi men

as degenerate. The last line of the following explains the
nature of their quarrel over leaving the place where they had
received unjust treatment:-
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1. Al-Mufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.424, v.2, pp.154-5.
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May God fix in the two tribes of Taghlib,
daughter of Wa'il, claws of vileness that
shall be slow to relax their grip,
It is not the case that they have not a good
strain on the mother's side: it is the

stallions that have abased them to the dust,

Thou seest the chaste woman with a bright
fair face among them wedded to a worn out
old man who has stolen his ancestry, and of
him is the child she bears,

Thou seest her desire nought of stallion's
business but from him, what time the Jinn and
the Ghuls of a land become changed to

demons,

When they journey forth from a place where
they are oppressed, one blames another for
the move, and they send back their deputation
(to their oppressor) to ask pardon for it.1

It seems that this poem is not a pure satire but a sort
of protest and complaint against his tribe. He claims that their
women are pure in origin and describes them as chaste women.

The contrary claim of the illegitimacy of their men has come

about because the poet is angry at them for their acceptance
of injustice. It seems also that this poem is an echo of al-
Akhnas b. Shihab's poem, in which he expresses his

q —

unhappiness with their living in Iraq. This disagreement
q

within the tribe can be found also in the lines of Amr b.
q

Kulthum condemning al-Lahazim and al-Qu ur for their
ingratitude for what had been done for them.2

1. Al-Hufaddaliyat (Lyall), v.l, p.519, v.2, pp.199-200.

2. Diwan CAt, p.602; Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.532.
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As-Saffah and his family were subjected to the accusation
that they were not from Taghlib but from Nahd. The
defamation was harmful for an Arab because it implied their
ejection from the tribe and the denial of their honour, and

treating them as mawali. Bishr b. Suwada stresses the idea of
as-Saffah's constantly manipulating his origin as between
Nizar and Yemen. He asks him to prove his origin in front of
the people, after which, he says, he will be known as a

mawla to Taghlib and not as one of them:-
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Do you belong to Nahd when you go to Nahd,
and claim you are from Nizar in al-Jazira?
Do not Kinana suffice for their brother Zuhayr
in problematic matters,

— £
When our people and Banu Adiyy take the
field, of Suhar, it will be known which of us

• •

is a mawla.1

c — c — —

Abbad, the son of Amr b. Kulthum, calls as-Saffah's

family, the Banu Ghanm b. Dawdan, Yemenites. He also accuses

them of being oppressors in the following lines

1. Al-Bakri, al-HuCjaa, v.l, p.40.
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Why do you not ask Banu as-Saffah whether
they are conscious of what they are doing,
for the outcome of oppression is treachery.
Oppression has not bequeathed good results to

any people before them, in fact they were

destroyed every time,
0 you who threaten me by keeping your horses
well-fed, the one who is injured does not
lament for the emaciated or the feeble.1

Q
Amr b. Kulthum and his family were also the objects

of that kind of satire, when one Taghlibi poet satirised them
Q

and also Amr b. Malik

they did not help them:-

C — Q
and also Amr b. Malik and the family of Abu Shi r, because
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C c
The desertion of Amr b. Malik, Amr b.

Kulthum and the family of Abu Shic r did not
hurt us,

They are tribes who are not equal to a single
tribe of ours, and if they are alarmed
they will flee faster than small

goats.2

We find a situation similar to this after the battle of al-

Kulab with the advent of Islam before the tribe united once

again in their war against Qays. Thus c Utba b. al-Waghl

T - C
1. Diwan Anir, p.606.

2. Ibid., p.611.
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satirises Kac b b. JuCayl as being a lowly member of Taghlib
by using his names "kac b" (heel) and "Juc al" (scarab) to
mock him:-
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You were called Ka b after the worst bones,
and your father was called the scarab,
And your place in Wa'il is like the place of
the ticks in the buttocks of the camel.1

Al-Bac ith of Taghlib considers Zurca b. c Abd ar-Rahman
as being not originally from Taghlib. He describes him as the
riff-raff of Taghlib, because he was stuck on to them:-

0 Zur a, leave off boasting, you are merely
stuck on to them, and a pure person is not
like the riff-raff.2

Al-Mawj b. Zaman reviles Banu Jusham, a major branch
of Taghlib, by denying them the status of being the leaders of
Taghlib in former times:-

1. Al- Ghundijani,Furhat al-Adib, pp.89-90.

2. Al-Anidi, al-Hu'talaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.73.
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I swear by God that Jusham were not in the
old times from the forelock or the exalted [ of
the tribe], even if they claimed to be so.1

Al-Akhtal also takes part in this satire within the tribe
*

— c
when he satirises al-Lahazim, the family of Ibn Ju ayl, as

being not from Banu Taym, a branch of Taghlib, but from their
mawali: -
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The Lahazim are still mawali, they are tails,
and the drinking of the mawla is muddy
water.

They and their brothers have their place in
Tamim where the strap goes under the tail of
the she-ass.2

c c
Al-Akhtal harshly satirises Ka b b. Ju ayl, when he

mentions his mother in such lines as the following :-
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1. Diwan Aar, p.610.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.532.
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The people satirised Layla the mother of
Q

Ka b and she was torn apart.

Nothing remains [ to be said about her ] except
a steep hillside which I am going to cover.1
(i.e. I am going to complete her disgrace).

a) Al-Akh{al and Jarir;

The satires of al-Akhtal and Jarir could be called the

beginning of Taghlibi satirical poetry. Al-Akhtal engaged in
satire with Jarir for a long time. Hawi, as is mentioned above,
has analysed the main elements of their satire. The following
lines may illustrate the use of these elements in his poetry.
Al-Akhtal accuses Jarir's tribe Yarbuc of being weak, as the
other people did their work for them:-
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They are left at the back of the people, and
the people do their work for them while they
are unknown, blind and without feeling.

He reproaches them for their food and for being unaware

of what is happening, by which he means weak:-
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They who eat bad food alone, and they who
ask, having been absent, what has happened.2

1. Al-Aghani, v.7, p.170.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, pp.208-9.
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He also reproaches him that his father is very poor with lice
in his shabby clothes:-
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Your father, with his crooked stick and gown,

has lice like a mangy camel who is walking
apart and red with fever.1

He also reproaches him because his father possesses donkeys,
which is not respectable for Arabs, and calls him "Ibn al-
Maragha" ("son of a she-ass") :-
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And Ibn al-Maragha keeps his asses without
water, and does not have a she-camel.2

Ibn Rashiq says that the most stinging satire against
Jarir is the following two lines in which he describes Jarir's
family in mocking words as a miser who keeps her urine to
extinguish the fire because she dislikes guests :-
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1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.521.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.117.
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The people who, if their dog barks to
announce the guests, tell their mother to
urinate on the fire,

She keeps her urine because she is mean, and
she only gives it slowly.1

Satires on Qays:

If the war between Taghlib and Qays was fought with
— c —

weapons, Taghlibi poets like al-Akhtal and al-A sha waged
Q —

another war with poetry. Al-A sha has various poems on the
war,2 and al-Akhtal was the strongest representative of
Taghlib in the Royal Court and among the Arabs.

The description of the elements of satire given by Hawi

gives the best picture of their satire. The following lines may

serve as examples. Thus he accuses them of being slaves and
not of pure Arab stock:-

J,\JS
I used to say if I met Taym and their slaves:
Which are the slaves?3

*

He also upbraids them with driving asses in Najd after they
were expelled from al-Jazira:-

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.636; Ibn Rashiq, al-C Uada, v.2, p.175; Ghazi, al-Akhtal,
pp.185-208; Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.224-51.

2. Al-Aiidi, al-Hu'talaf wa al-Hukhtalaf, p.20.

3. Hawi, al-Akhtal, p.253.
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They were driving the asses in Najd, and
they have no choice in the matter.1

He also scolds them for their defeat in their battle with

Taghlib, describing how they abandoned the women and fled
from the battlefield while Umayr was murdered
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May God disgrace Qays because their men fled
and left the black women and the young

girls,
And their women were screaming in ath-Thudi,
climbing the hills with their veils pulled
aside.

Though C Umayr once led troops of horsemen,
he now finds himself in a desolate desert,

The wild animals of ash-Shar c abiyya are

standing around him, for he was not put in
a grave.2

He also reviles Zufar, the chieftain of Qays, for his shameful

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.28.

2. Ibid., v.2, p.670; Ghazi, al-Akhtal, pp.185-208; Hawi, al-Akhtal, pp.251-76.
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fleeing from battle:-
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I swear that the luck of Banu Mu az has
Q

saved you, 0 Zufar, son of Amr,
And your fleeing without turning your head
towards us was [ as fast ] as if you were

holding the wing of a falcon.1

Desert and Settled Life in

the Poetry of Taghlib

Taghlib, during their movements within and from Arabia,
did not portray any sort of urban life in their poetry. Their
poetry of that period reflects only nomadic living. Attacking,
invading, capturing and killing are the dominant features of
the poetry. They did not stay long enough in their sites in al-
Qasim to adopt the agricultural life of that region, which
contains the fertile ar-Rumma valley and the scattered woods
in the highlands of Najd. In any case, they were involved in
battles which would not have allowed them to benefit from

cultivating the area. Beside this, Taghlib as a bedouin tribe
c

who claimed descent from Adnan as pure Arabs did not look
on sedentary occupations as respectable work. Amr b.
Kulthum, who is a relatively late poet in the Jahiliyya,

Q —

expresses this view when he reproaches an-Nu man because his
uncle is a jeweller.

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.421.
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We might expect Taghlib, after settling in al-jazlra, to
have changed their views, but in fact they kept to the customs
and conventions of the Jahiliyya despite their Christianisation,
and despite their living in real agricultural lands.

Al-Akhtal reproaches Tamim for working on date-palms in
the following lines:-
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Climb the date-palms and postpone avenging

upon us the blood of your nobles which was

shed on the day of al-Kulab.1

He also accuses the Ansar of working as peasant farmers and
for this he divests them of any noble qualities :-
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0 Banu an-Najjar, leave aside honours for you

are not worthy of them, and take up spades.
The horsemen know your backs, 0 you who are

sons of every bandy-legged peasant.2

Al-Akhtal, who reflects his tribe's views, looks on

cultivation as being a non-Arab activity and because of this
he rebukes Zayd b. Mundhir an-Nimri, who was the chief of

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.367.

2. Ibid., v.2, p.484.
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Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik's guards, for being an illegitimate
son, because his mother Jurthum had been with a non-Arab
peasant from al-Hidnayn:-

• •
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But his mother is Jurthum, she with the wide
vagina, and she bore a slave to a non-Arab
peasant from al-Hidnayn.1

• •

Their view of non-Arabs as inferiors and their own claim

to pure Arab origin is shown in the following line, where he
pretends that Jarir's mother was not an Arab:-
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They did not find an Arab mother for him,
and she was not kept awake by the wounds
of circumcision.2

This view of cultivation as not respectable and only
suitable for -non-Arabs as a lower ethnic group, is supported
by their claim to Arab bedouin origin and their pride in this.
Al-Akhtal expresses disdain of urban women, considering his
own tribeswomen as not being from urban Damascus but
bedouin Arabs:-

*
1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.479.
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2. Ibid., v.l, p.321.
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They are of the bedouin Arabs and the fever
and the smallpox of Damascus has not changed
their looks.1

This is also clear in the following line when he describes
women in their howdahs as pure Arabs while women of mixed
race are not even worth flirting with:-
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If you want to enjoy yourself dallying with
them, they will send down their half-breed
slaves and travel quickly.2

In the above lines, al-Akhtal puts stress on bedouin
origin and shows his disdain of urbanites. Taghlib, even

under Islam, was known as a bedouin tribe,3 and for this

reason their views did not change towards the new life in the
new area. Al-Qutaml (d. A.H. 101) writing in a proud tone as

a bedouin, describes their life at that time and makes a clear
differentiation between urban and rural life. Urban life, in his

view, is living in towns and rural life is being a bedouin.
The symbol of urban life is keeping donkeys and the symbols
of rural life are long lances and beautiful horses. We find
these ideas in the following lines

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.316.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.303.

3. Al-Aghani, v.11, p.62, v.17, p.113.
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And those who admire town-life, what do you

think of the people of the desert?
And those who tie up donkeys, we have long
lances and beautiful horses.1

The same idea of bedouinism is repeated in the following line:-
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Those of us who were bedouins in the past

had more horses than all other bedouins, and

the present ones are rich likewise.2

It seems that their only occupations were launching
attacks on others, possessing horses and breeding camels. Al-
Akhtal mentions one of their branches, Banu al-Jawwal, who
traded with camels :-

J lj I ^ I <s—ac Jo £ o n ,o.U >w j I a..J I ^ '■ 1

y^\"
And many a camel whose nose is chafed by
the bridle as a result of travelling, one of

C — 3
the black camels of Aqqa or Banu al-Jawwal.

1. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.76.

2. Ibid., p.96.

3. Diwan al-Akh^al, v.l, p.144.
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Their attitude towards involvement in battles did not

change despite the restrictions of Islam and for this reason we

find al-Akhtal boasting of capturing women

We capture women with torn clothes uncovering
their loins and mount them behind us.1

The war between Qays and Taghlib is a good example of
their attacks. This idea of ghazw (attacking for booty) is
expressed boastingly in the following lines of al-Qutami":-

,I^ J2 S Q tojj £■ jj <~-s 1 sSs. Lc ^J c I I j I ^
■

1 ; 1 3- q 1—=*• ^—* c ;J ^ J y_
itS ^ c? $■

~ w'-r
I

L
* ^ 4 ' t

_ ^ . .c'»

>y<
3.1 -JJ j ,3, >13) I U l_;l ^>5

When our horsemen attacked Khabab but

could not attack Kuz anywhere,
They attacked those from ad-Dibab who were

• •

encamped, and Dabba and anyone they came

across,

And sometimes they attacked our brother Bakr,
if we could not find anyone else.2

It is difficult then to assume that Taghlib had changed
their life or habits or to find any influence on them of

modernising changes in al-Jazira brought by Syriac or Greek

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.63.

2. Diwan al-Qutaii, pp.76-7.
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culture. Their poetry which reflects their life is a part of a

Jahiliyya which exists in Najd as a nomadic and not a part of
C

an urban life. Al-A sha is the only one who shows a slight
change in his style which is different even from his
contemporary, al-Qutaml.

Thus their poets reflect no change in their thinking and
in what they inherited from their forefathers. It is also
difficult to see why the old philologists do not accept Taghlib
as desert Arabs. It seems that the only reason for this is that
they settled in al-Jazira near the non-Arabs, but that their
poetry is not different from any other Jahiliyya poetry which
they accept.1

However, despite the preference for the bedouin life
among the Taghlib, their poetry shows indications of urban
materials like clothes, planted trees, building, and seafaring.

The mentioning of seafaring is the oldest non-bedouin
theme in their poetry, and we find it in al-Muhalhil in the
following line:-

a a " c ^ a ^ ^ J 3 if
-V^-l'o"* jJO —I k j I ; O ' .

Sailing on the sea is dangerous for a

drowning man if there is no way to get out
of it.2

Q —
We also find it in Amr b. Kulthum in the following

line:-

1. As-Suyuti, al-Huzhir, v.l, p.128.

2. Al-Qurashi, al-Jaahana, p.230.
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We have filled the land until it becomes too

narrow for us, and we have filled the sea

with ships.1

We find it later in al-Akhtal, as in the following line:-

*
? b / ' ^ £ O f > - tj> ^ S J J

j j I yi—9 1J a I—IS"'—9—I Jj—b 0 . a. lo

cyJ^ i
They are thin from running quickly like large
ships which the sea covers with its waves.2

Al-Akhtal also gives us two beautiful pictures of the
sailors struggling against the waves in the Euphrates and in
the sea.3

Al-Muhalhil mentions Coptic clothes in the following line:-

& ^
s a {Jj a & / o ^ . c

% — ^ •*- ' ✓'

£ 1 a5^ I 0—b Ls a u £ a C X U a ocJj Jl. lj
'

c>5J'"
Weep and mourn for the chief of his tribe who
was wrapped in a Coptic shroud.4

Q
And in the following line Amr b. Kulthum also mentions

silk:-

. — c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Shar(j al-(Ja§a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.833.

• •

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.213.

3. Ibid., v.l, pp.310-11, 326-8.

4. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kanil, v.l, p.390.
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a 9 J ,ji St
Js <_3 "<v"- ^ c

£
1- 1c

Or having guards at her doors, or of
stitching Coptic cloth with brocade.1

Al-Akhtal likewise mentions Persian cloaks and Berber

garments

St
^ ^ j ^ -■

l«-i- 1—? ■ <3 O-CJ «... (I U> "'"J ^ ' — 1 wS

On many a night which was L as dark as ] a

Persian cloak have I found pleasure with a

woman of big buttocks, slender waist and
slim stomach.2

—-
- ^ S y S t , s u "

* ^ *

C ' Sj<—tyj St •» ^' *st. ^ Sss. ''V ^ o '

Like the garments of a Berber horseman which
are blown by strong chill storms.3

c —

Amr b. Kulthum mentions ivory and marble in the
following line:-

4 - * S ^ s - ^

-1—oj ^ f 1 **j 31 1 J* rj '

T - C
1. Diwan At, p.595.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.541.

3. Ibid., v.l, p.301.
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And two legs, white as ivory or marble, the
jingling or ornaments upon which makes a low
noise.1

While al-Akhtal mentions a bridge of gypsum, bricks and
tiles :-

4 J t* ^ ? J> & J '>* I* z J -
J1 ^ I? j ^ j 1 0 Jt — <_>—*jd ~vI U — >-U, -a >w *1 I 6 ■ > < «t. / *0 . — , * 1 <jl ^
s

W
Like the tower of a Greek which he builds,

and constructed of gypsum, bricks and stone.2

Date-palms are the most common trees in their poetry, as
in the line of al-Akhtal:-

J / " ^ o y // 2 'w ' & y J d ^ o ^

1—J—Sj 5 A* ^ <S2j 1 O ^

The howdahs of Arwa appear in [ the mirage ]
of the morning like villages of Juwatha with
clusters of date-palms.3

Likewise al-Qutami mentions the difference in ripening
time between Syria and Hajr, which is hotter, so that dates in
Hajr ripen sooner :-

j,
_ - - ^ a ^ ' j, ^ j> u ^

J b- I 1 J >^Sb a I >. !—4 I SI 4J>- 'a >- A4 5*J ! J icjJ I• ■

_ . -

— —

. . c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.787.

2. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.163.

3. Ibid., v.2, p.624.
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And not the dates which are being tied

together at Hims when it is already time to
• •

gather dates in Hajar.1

Al-Qutaml also mentions olive trees:-

y* •>)>-> a > * «' ^ & y * <*> ) ; j ^ —-

J I 3—rj I a I 0 -J. J I .. -Q I ^ y j I »w C I I #-5

y\j>\
As olive trees cannot be turned into date-

palms, and deserts cannot be changed for tall
date-palms.2

Al-Akhtal also mentions vines :-

"
- // y " J y VJ

1^—L! 5—1 Law I Jj 3 wyi j 1 >wJ I o 1 kz I . ,««

vW
Foreign [ wine ] which the merchants sell

i

and the Euphrates region.3

Q —

dear, and which comes from vines in Ana

Al-Akhtal is the only one who mentions animals like
frogs, cocks and hens:-

/ Hi a y a tJ y Is ^ o y y J y

• -L I J I dw j I yjz j—I C *=JSi 3 Ij tc. 1 ^ " '<■- c J la Jd

Frogs which were tempted by muddy water and
quickly left the rough waves of the river.*

1. Diwan al-Qutaai, p.147.

2. Ibid.

3. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.383.

4. Ibid., v.2, p.502.
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*
• L>- *}J I — a —ai ,

,-Jj

CJ
V I

You see the strong, tough she-camel whose two
sides are being kicked by an offspring which
will soon be born, weak as a chick.1

Al-Akhtal also mentions pearls and gold:-

^ J

S ^ ° ' , , 4 / r a 'J ' a

a AJL, J jl)L ! -JLt Ia«o :\j 5_JI £>f I i. J S0 .

J-Jl
From each pale-skinned woman who is leisured
and radiant and who ornaments her body with
pearls and gold.2

Al-Akhtal mentions the incense Yalanjuj in the following
line: -

— j ^

.a Q . ■ C — a V i ' w1". i Ti,. V» 1 A .' Ll. . 1 ■ 1 I 'i 1 >- 3 .- v. 11% ^n.» ..

i —' • " J r -J - 1

iT

They do not sit beside the fire in winter
unless they use Yalanjuj on the embers.3

He also mentions lamps which are fuelled with oil in the
following line:-

CJ m S ^ —
* G ^ * S *

- O 1 a A . C. .33 a I T. -—^ I I ,.C, ISL-j SjLcL-I 9,1 , C-l,
I ■ J

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.23.

2. Ibid., p.242.

3. Ibid., p.222.
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She saw shining in our palms [ swords ] which
looked like lamps fuelled with oil.1

Al-Akhtal also mentions writing with a pen:-

' r/
^ ^ ^ ^ J' ~ S a * ^ ^ s-o

-Ja U 1 L I l'L_/ Jl>- 1 s« j O a Sa __r J icC^j—S j I j I

vji
It is a thing, which, if it is mentioned in my

presence, is as fresh as if it were written by
hand with a pen, old though it is.2

Writing is mentioned by a Jahili poet from Taghlib in the
following line:-

-? - a J S ^ Sj> Cy U

r-—: ^ 3s>' '_3> C Ir'—L':" ! iS JjI Ju> —p ,-j—, ,J_. I k=- A L. N

ck^
The daughter of Hittan son of cAwf left her

• • •

dwellings plain like lines drawn by skilled
hands fair on a volume's opening page.3

These are the features of urban life which have

infiltrated into Taghlib's poetry, but which do not reflect an

urban lifestyle even if they benefit sometimes from their
images.

It seems strange that al-Akhtal is the only one who
mentions any of the diseases of al-Jazira:-

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.l, p.174.

2. Ibid., p.226.

3. Al-Hufaddiliyyat (Lyall), v.l, p.410, v.2, p.149.
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3 > ^ ^ 4
' *9 J ? £ « 'as

I jo 5! U <i . .,* 15 I ,j*—o J'JJ 1 f!> o Lj

k^Ji
The chameleon stands basking in the heat like
a person who has swelling veins and is
unable to breathe.1

He also mentions mosquitos in the following line:-

0 -J ^ ? 9 <, > ' - tJ 1 J j - a "
d L- d^*wv p 1 i! 1 ,j, 15 j>$ *J I _-i—_jiJ

rJi
The mosquitoes sing to him in the flooded land
like the songs of a wedding party singing
with cymbals and bells.2

1. Diwan al-Akhtal, v.2, p.605.

2. Ibid., v.l, p.345.
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PART III

THE TWO MAJOR POETS OF TAGHLIB IN THE JAHILIYYA

A Detailed Analysis of the Poems of al-Muhalhil
and the Muc allaqa of cAmr b. Kulthum

Chapter 5: The Poetry of al-Muhalhil

£
Chapter 6: Some Observations on the Mu allaqa

C —
of Amr b. Kulthum
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CHAPTER 5

THE POETRY OF AL-MUHALHIL

1) Textual and Critical Analysis
of a Poem by al-Muhalhill

This poem was composed after the defeat of Taghlib at
c c
Uwayrid or Unaysa. After a long series of victories this
disaster came as a great blow, which had a profound effect
upon a sensitive poet such as al-Muhalhil. In the following
analysis we shall attempt to give a detailed discussion of the
style and content of this poem the text of which is given in
full in the appendix to this thesis. In the first line we find
him sitting alone during a long and dark night, in which he
tells of his grief

c yic
o --

.sill 11 J! 131
*

±J1

0 our night in Dhu Husum, grow bright; when
you come to an end, do not return.2

He starts his poem with this sorrowful call for the night
to become light. Clearly he sees daylight as a release from his
loneliness and misery; possibly he also sees the light as a

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.33a-34a. Ibn Shabba, al-Jamhara, 71b—72b;
Wasaya al-'Muluk, f. 150a—154b; al-Aswa iyyat, pp.173-5; al-YazTdl, al-Aaall, pp.116-
32; al-Haaasa al-Basriyya, v.l, pp.82-5; al-Qali, al-Aiali, v.2, pp.130-5.

c —

2. al-Asaa iyyat, p.173.
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symbol of Taghlib's recovery and ability to resume warfare
once again. The end of the night will restore his self-
confidence, which has been undermined by the night and the
feeling of defeat which has been increased by the darkness.
This is the reason for his appeal to the night to not return.

The sad atmosphere of this line is emphasised by the use

of long vowels, the long a in laylatana and idha, the long I
in dhi and aniri and the long u in tahuri, while the short
vowels in Husum add to the sad atmosphere.1 Certain of the
consonants increase the effect, like the guttural foa' in Husum
and tahuri and the qaf in inqadayti, both of these being back
sounds which require a strain in their utterance.2

u* ® ^
o , ° - -

r JL! t LJJI! J u J L_u ._jLj 11L el> - W •• w O • ^ . .

If my nights at adh-Dhana'ib have been long,
well may I weep for short nights [ in the past
that were so pleasurable that they passed too

quickly ].
In the darkness of this night and after the bitter defeat

in this battle he is aware of the contrast between his feelings
and the happy past when his brother Kulayb was alive. Thus
if this night is made long by his grief, he had once been
very happy and had found the nights too short. He brings out
the contrast by the use of the word abkl (or according to
another reading yubka), * since the weeping referred to here is

1. An-Nuwayhi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili, v.l, p.257; v.2, pp.680-3, 699.

2. Ibrahia Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiCr, pp.29, 33; an-Nuwayhi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili, v.l,
pp.85, 95, 133, 136; v.2, pp.674, 687.

3. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.131.
c. —

4. Al-Asaa lyyat, p.173.
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not a grief which can be compared to his present grief, but
simply indicates that his happiness went by too quickly. We
see also the contrast between the long night of grief and the
short night of happiness.

It seems rather strange that al-Muhalhil first refers to
Dhu Husum and then speaks of adh-Dhana'ib. This may be
because the two places were close together or because he was

weeping at Dhu Husum after he lost the battle, and at adh-
Dhana'ib he was weeping for his brother who provided for him
and looked after him.

In this line also we see the use of long vowels to

convey his feelings, particularly in the word tala. We should
also notice his omission of the nun from the word yakun which
adds to the lightness of the verse. The consonants ba', dhal
and fa' add to the softness and beauty of this line.1

According to the version of this poem given by al-Qall in
his Amair the next line is as follows,2 although some

authorities do not mention the line at all:3

J

W J
„ .0

I jl J.. ^ . 9 * la

The daylight has saved me from that [ night ]; I
have been saved from a great evil.

If we accept this line as genuine, it seems much more

likely that its proper place is after the next line as given by

1. Ibrahim Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiCr, pp.27, 31, 36; an-Nuwayhi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili,
v.l, p.84; v.2, pp.758, 831.

2. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.l, p.131.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.33a.

S?r

"
a

v c-. I j u L
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Amali al-Yazidi and al-Hamasa al-Basriyya:-

v /

J &£■S> I , lib 2

0 Stars of a long and gloomy night, this is
the morning, so disappear unwillingly.1

The justification for this amendment is that it seems

illogical for him to announce that he has been rescued by the
morning while in the next line he is still urging the stars.

The imagery of this line, in which his griefs are

described as a great evil which he can scarcely withstand,
and the morning appears as his saviour, is very striking, and
vividly indicates the magnitude of his sadness.

The first hemistich of the following line has another
reading which is: " <_> -■ "
"0 stars of the night, you have whitened my hair".2 It seems

that there have been some alterations in the order and the

wording of these lines. This is not unusual in pre-Islamic
poetry, in which we rarely find a poem which does not exist
in more than one version.

In the second hemistich, which is the same in all

versions, we notice that he uses the letter ghayn twice, three
times with the ghammat of the first hemistich. This guttural
sound suggests the hoarseness and exhaustion caused by a

sleepless night spent in misery, and impression reinforced by
the long vowels which accompany these sounds.3 The way in

1. Al-Yazidi, al-Anali, p.119.

2. Ibn Ishiq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.33a.

3. An-Nuwayhi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili, v.2, pp.676-83, 694, 699.
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which he addresses the stars personally gives an idea of the
close affinity to the natural world which he feels at this time.

In the following line some versions give Rakb1 instead of
cUdh, which makes no difference in the metre but a very

great difference in the meaning.

j- -5 ^ Lc 3 iLjji jo c ' \js =>J I — 5 U i ^ 15

The stars of Gemini are like old she-camels

which are surrounding compassionately a

helpless young camel.2

c0dh are she-camels which have produced a young camel
in spring, and which cannot leave their young because the
latter are entirely dependent on them. Rakb on the other hand
is a word which does not have any of these connotations, in
addition to which it is grammatically masculine singular so

c c —
that the objective should be mu attaf; thus the word udh is in
every way more suitable. Al-Muhalhil probably chose this word
to symbolise his feelings of injury significantly, and he continues
in this line to direct his speech to nature. Nature seems to be
the objective correlative for his feeling, and in these lines he
asserts his relationship with nature.3 Nature for al-Muhalhil
is not like the nature of most other poets which includes
plants, rocks, animals, deserts etc.; it is largely confined to
the night sky with its different stars, the reason for this
being that he finds an outlet for his feelings of sadness and
grief in contemplating this kind of nature. His description of
the stars comes in the form of a series of similes, each one

1. Al-Qali, al-Anali, v.2, p.131.

2. Bushra al-Khatib, ar-Ritha1, pp.214, 222, 227.

3. Vivas, Creation and Discovery, pp.175-189.
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introduced by the word ka'nna. In this case the mushabbah is
Gemini and the mushabbah bih is the word c udh. The

implication of this line is that al-Muhalhil, who likens himself
to a helpless (kaslr) camel foal, feels unable to bear this

huge responsibility even though he is surrounded by his strong
tribe who are like the she-camels which protect their young.

This pessimism is clearly a result of the defeat which
has had a strong impact on al-Muhalhil' s sensitive feelings.
The misery caused by this defeat causes al-Muhalhil to repeat

again and again the word ka'nna. Thus this section of his
poem consists of a series of simple similes consisting of
mushabbah and mushabbah bih, none of which are developed
in any detail. The effect which this technique gives is of a

flood of uncontrolled emotions, which are poured hastily into
a series of similes rapidly following one another.

In some versions of this poem the following line is

separated from this one, but in Arab meterological lore (anwa')
Canopus always comes with Gemini, and there seems little doubt
that the two belong together.

i ""
^ 7 / S ^ 7 ^ J * ** ' •* £ / ^ *-

J J I I C 3-lS _0__L r-',-w J U _ Jj <

Canopus is revealed and becomes brilliant,
and seems to be like the hump of a camel
which is not on heat.1

Wherever these two lines may belong, the significance of
this line is that al-Muhalhil now identifies himself with

Canopus, which always stands alone while the other stars are

gathered together. Al-Muhalhil on that night at Dhu Husum was

1. Al-Yazidi, al-Aaali, p.117.
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alone too. Besides referring to his loneliness, this line carries
another implication; just as Canopus was unable to join the
other stars, al-Muhalhil could not associate with other people.
If we bear in mind that the stars of Gemini are female, then

al-Muhalhil's inability to indulge in sex, despite his desire to
do so, may be seen as another consequence of this war. There
are two variant readings for the adjective qualifying the camel
in the second hemistich of this line. The first is ghadur1 or

ghadir,2 which means "deceitful", and the second is fadir
which means "the camel who avoids the she-camel, and keeps

away from it".3 The second version seems to be more in

keeping with the sense of the line because it reinforces the
idea of his inability to engage in sexual relations.

The word mu attafa in the line before this is full of an

emotion which suits the atmosphere of the poem. It is derived
from the word c atafa, but the doubled emphatic consonant ta'

requires an effort in pronunciation,* and the conjunction with
c

the guttural ayn and the fa' produces a marked effect of a

sigh.5 In addition the nuances of the word itself give an

atmosphere of mother love and compassion:

! ,i JLJU 1 J ll-J I I *iS J —! I ,• I—-' •• r < — "j
„ - „ ^

The two Dog stars incline to Canopus like a

lagging camel who is trying to overtake the
others.*

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34b.

2. Al-Ha»asa al-Basriyya, v.l, p.83.

3. Al-Yazidi, al-Anali, p.117.

4. Ibrahia Anis, Husiqa ash-ShiCp, pp.26-7.

5. An-Nuwayhi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili, v.l, p.94; v.2, pp.671, 676.

6. Al-Yazidi, al-Anali, p.119.
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Al-Muhalhil further develops his poetical imagery when
he turns to the image of the two Dog stars inclining to

Canopus. This image is personified by his use of the word
tahnu which can only really be applied to persons. The fact
that he knows that this inclination will be in vain makes his

feeling of sadness all the more clear. Despite this feeling he
tries to give an impression of virility in the previous line by
his use of the two words ta arra4a and istaqalla which give an

impression of self-sufficiency and independence. He then uses

the verb yaluhu in the present tense in order to provide a

parallel between his present situation and that of Canopus.
The use in this line of the word tahnu indicates that it is the

two Dog stars who want Canopus and not the other way round.
This is reinforced by the introduction of the simile of: "a
lagging camel who is trying to overtake the others".

The second hemistich of this line is given in another
^>-'111 a'~r

reading as: " j* 1 r* "
"and you wonder at the Lesser and Greater Dog stars".1 The
hemistich "a lagging camel who is trying to overtake the
others" seems appropriate in that it indicates the position of
Canopus with regard to the two Dog stars and conveys a

feeling of sorrow and loneliness, while the other version merely
gives the specific names of these two stars without much
benefit to the poem.

This example is one of many which indicate that al-
Muhalhil's poetry has undergone considerable changes, at
least in some versions, which tend to weaken the effect of his

style.

Al-Muhalhil' s relationship with nature, especially night
and the stars, is deeply expressed in this poem as it is in
others. In this he is able to make use of his cultural

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr ua-Taghlib, 33a.
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background, in that the Arabs were well-informed about the
stars and able to give a full description of the sky. Here he
is probably thinking about the stars in summer or autumn,
when the desert sky is clear and brilliant.

„ I ~ -
^JU Ls e 1 J b_: L c I 5

- " ^ i

The stars of Ursa Major which follow one

another are like a caravan which is curving

away to Syria.1

The word taliyat occurs in another version as muc ridat.2
Both words are acceptable as they depict the stars of Ursa

Major as curving or following each other. In a later line the
same thing happens again when the word az-zahara3 occurs in
another version as al-mahara* when either word seems possible.

The second hemistich of the first line is also given as:
" SJ I IZ.jlJsj if ", "Ursa Minor is in
an isolated place like a captive".5 This could apply to al-
Muhalhil himself if we suppose that Ursa Minor is al-Muhalhil,

remembering that he referred to himself as a fragile young

camel in earlier lines.

However, the word captive occurs in another line which
makes this reading weaker, although it is not unusual for the
same word to be repeated as a rhyme in al-Muhalhil' s poetry.

These similes all reflect al-Muhalhil' s impotence and

1. Al-Haaasa al-Basriyya, v.l, p.83.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, 33a.

3. Al-Haaasa al-Basriyya, v.l, p.83.

4. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.33a.
. '

5. Al-Yazidi, al-Aaali, p.119.
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weakness. In the following line he recollects the gestures of a

gambler:

, , M - ^ J - A ^
„ ji At i> li I. _le ! I o -a* I J , • -i—9 aJ ! • ! Si- J >-> ^ " J ^

The two stars of Ursa Minor are like the

hands of somebody gesticulating, whom his
fellow-gambler encourages in his
gesticulation.1

The gambler could be al-Muhalhil too, who spent his
time in enjoyments before the war. The other version, which is
about drinking,2 does not go far from this atmosphere.

The image of gambling or drinking may suggest a desire
to have these pleasures once again, but if so it is soon

suppressed when he goes on to give another simile about a star
in captivity:

Capricorn is like a captive in a double rope

or in the position of a captive.3

The following lines are very similar to lines which occur

earlier in the poem. They consist of a series of similes
introduced by the word ka'anna, and all refer to stars. These
similes reinforce our feeling that al-Muhalhil finds in the
night sky a major vehicle for the expression of his own

1. Al-Yazidi, al-Anali, p.119.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f-34b.

3. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.131.
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feelings. It is striking that most of those similes are the same

as earlier ones, or merely repeated in other words.

Thus:

„ o' - - -

: ^ wW o-- •> ur-i 'W
^

Sirius is like young camels in an arak-
forest on a dark rainy night.1

is similar to:

CjJ

S: ^ * * 6WJ'^ ■* C

The stars of Gemini are like old she-camels,

which are surrounding compassionately a

helpless young camel.

The next line:

c >

! I c I j

Jupiter who is beautiful and bright, seems to
be [ looking from ] a rough, high place.2

is reminiscent of:

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34b.

2. Al-Hanasa al-Basriyya, v.l, p.84.

J7-

a - 6

3~* C* -ft I i L. b_ •ss-
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j *

,»JI 3_

Canopus is revealed and becomes brilliant,
and seems to be like the hump of a camel
which is not in heat.

While the next line:

/» .jJ ^ UJ
s o ^ > "y a " a-

yv S3 ,J J 3 J £j_ j.J rj-j I 3j c I S

The Milky Way is like a highway for every

led he-camel and she-camel.1

is similar to the two lines:

' -S ->/ * cr - "

■ a ^ I * 1 i ■ **1 0 ^ 1 -5 ' 1—— I I ' ' - "* ' '
^ ■ I I ' ' 1

•) S u> * " — X -

«e 3 -J b J—j J! >JbJ 1 £.jJ I J jJ I 3- i* L

The stars of Ursa Major which follow one

another, are like a caravan which is curving

away to Syria,

They are going like white camels who want to
catch up with the one at the front.2

However, these similarities and repetitions may merely
mean that some additions to the original have occurred. If it
is as easy to name stars and similes for them as we may

1. Al-Yazidi, al-Anali, p.118.

2. Al-Ha«asa al-Basriyya, v.l, p.83.
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assume, we can say that the plagiarist only needed to be
skilled enough to identify and imitate the characteristics of al-
Muhalhil. In any case, the various versions of the second
hemistich of these earlier lines are proof enough that different
hands have played with his poetry.

There is one question which arises here relating to these
lists of stars, which is whether al-Muhalhil had a deep
personal knowledge of astronomy or whether he is merely
making use of the common beliefs of the Jahiliyya period about
the stars. Thus, according to al-Lisan, "we read in the
Arabic myths that Canis Minor used to be together with
Canopus and Canis Major, but Canopus went to Yemen and
Canis Minor stayed alone crying for her love until she became

bleary-eyed".1 However, it would be difficult to claim that al-
Muhalhil was merely making use of a myth and had no first¬
hand knowledge of the stars. Furthermore, as A.K. Zakl points
out, in the late Jahiliyya poetry these myths may have lost
their mythical meaning and come to us with their literal
meanings.2

Another interesting fact is that we see many stars in this
poem, but we do not see the moon. We may speculate that this
is because al-Muhalhil thinks that the moon is a competition
to himself, or because the moon was regarded as something
sacred by the people of the Jahiliyya on the eve of Islam. We
know that in Mecca it was regarded as the chief of the gods
and was symbolised by the idol Hubal.3

His long, tense, and vigilant wait is given expression in
the following line which describes the whole of time as being
compressed into three nights:

1. Al-Lisan: (ghamasa); Ahmad Kamal Zaki, al-Asatir, p.49.

2. Ahmad Kamal Zaki, al-Asatir, p.50.

3. Ibid., p.104.
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c J,

-v-^J' c* c: . 1 S

Time seems to be gathered in three nights
which had passed.1

Life seems to al-Muhalhil empty and without any purpose

except fighting, killing- and sitting up contemplating the death
of his brother. In the following line he begins to awaken from
his contemplation when he sees a streak of lightning flash from
the direction of Tihama.

I and my friend spent a sleepness night south
Q

of Shi b on account of lightning which flashed
in Tihama.2

It is worth noticing here that he mentions that a friend
was with him that night, but the place now is south of Shicb,
a new place in addition to Dhu Husum and adh-Dhana'ib but

probably close to them.

In the following lines he now begins to boast of his
tribe's deeds against Bakr, particularly his new and powerful
enemy al-Harith b. cUbad.

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34a.

2. Ibid.
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In Waridat I left Bujayr in blood like
perfume,
Hammam b. Murra also we left, the huge old
vulture on top of him.
He was moving his chest while the spear was

in it, and a large sword like a camel in
him.1

The striking image here is his description of the battle
when Bujayr was smeared with blood. The present verb yanu'
(moves) makes that image vivid and alive.2 These lines also
reveal that al-Muhalhil was rejoicing about these killings when
he compared blood to perfume, and indeed he openly declared
his rejoicing in the following line:

j e '.
O.

By this deed I have destroyed families of
*■" C —

Banu Ubad, and some killing gives comfort.3

However, all of these subjects, whether addressing the
stars or boasting of himself or his tribe, are not as powerful
as his lamentation for his brother. This is a favourite subject

C —

1. Al-Asaa iyyat, p.174.
— c — —

2. An-Nuwayhi, ash-Shi p al-Jahili, v.2, p.766.

3. Al-Yazidi, al-Amali, p.119.
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into which he could pour his feelings. In the course of this
et jX ^ ^ —• o » 5 ^ "i"*

poem he repeats the hemistich:" v £* C 151 "
"It is unjust of Kulayb" seventeen times, although the number
of repetitions varies slightly in different versions.1 Whether all
or most of these lines are in fact by him, it is worth noticing
that this type of repetition is normal for al-Muhalhil ,2
especially when he brings out the favourite name "Kulayb". In
any case, the variation in the number of these lines proves the
simplicity of imitating his style.

Most of these lines are intended to show the harmful

effect of his brother's death on his tribe, referring as they do
to his hospitality in times of hardship, how he fought his
enemies, faced troubles, helped others, brought justice. The
poet expresses himself freely and without consciously paying

great attention to his style except in certain lines where we

find a number of metaphorical expressions referring to

hardship:

.a Ij 131 When the thorn-bushes are

j

j " j

shaken by the west wind.

rj——r-*1 1 When the wintry winds blow.
O Lm^

1 J
s

j When the orphan is driven
away from eating the
slaughtered camels.

yt *-11 c l/t—?• 1°^—3 k 1 3J. When the neighbours of a

protector are wronged.3

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34a-b.

2. Ibn Nqbata, Sarh al-CQyun, p.100.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34a-b; al-Oali, al-Aiiali, v.2, p.133.
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A noticeable characteristic of the poetry of al-Muhalhil
is the use of declarative sentences which always have the
sense of regret. We rarely find exclamatory sentences except
for those which begin with a vocative particle or the

interrogative man. Nearly all of his poetry consists of
declarative sentences like those discussed above, usually in the
form of similes. His purpose in using this kind of sentence is
to hold our attention and sympathy as regards the calamity
which has overtaken his brother and in respect of his own

bereavement or at least to raise our anger and resentment

against the injustice caused by a person who attacked Kulayb
when he had sole responsibility for his people and family.1

In the next two lines we find him using alliteration and
repeating the letter mim. Generally, al-Muhalhil has a

tendency to make considerable use of gutturals, but here he
prefers the labial sound m because he is directing his speech
to a girl who needs consolation for losing her father in the
battle. He makes use of words with light sounds in order to
refer to this sudden loss in a gentle way, and all letters in
these two lines contribute to this effect.

> - $ a , -■ " ° ^

j p f

_,y-. o-w U J 0—0 • ,J - 1 I—9j) I ^ £—c 6
""

^ o -• u .* - w 7 ,' " ""
a—aJ I a ^ ^ I '—• 2™

Umayma is asking me about her father, but
Umayma is not aware of my inner feelings,
I swear by the father of Umayma that we did
not get a single camel in blood-money [ for
his death].2

1. Ibrahia Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiCr, p.31.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34a; al-Yazidi, al-Aaali, p.122.
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It is clear from his next lines in which he acknowledges
that Bakr are equal to his own tribe, that they are still a

great threat and that the war and the killing will go on for
a long time, even if he uses friendly words like banu-abina
(sons of our father).

>
, ' ' ° s * o '

t 0I, t —" n *>w

At early morning we and the sons of our

father are like the two millstones of a grinder
inside CUnayza.1

One of his most beautiful and striking images occurs in
this line:

J3jr

7

•LL "J o

Their spears are like ropes inside a deep,
crumbling well whose sides are caving in.2

In this line he skilfully describes spears piercing bodies,
and waving in the battlefield. The word 'crumbling' gives the
image of fighting a horrifying impact, and the line conveys a

vision of the movement of spears and the battlefield with many
dead and much blood. The following reminds us of his

rejoicing at killing:

^ , 7 " » —
3 "

_^v_lc 5 sb Ic J 1 J 1=C

c —

1. Al-A;aa iyyat, p.174.

2. Al-Yazidi, al-Aiali, p.121.
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The horses are standing on them, as if they
were sliding around in a pool.1

It is rare to find aphorism in al-Muhalhil' s poetry
because he is too busy with war and the death of his brother
to think of this kind of subject which we usually find in

elegies.2 However, we now find an aphorism which is used to

encourage perseverance in the war:

^ Q ^ •>" O -* ° 2
„ _A: I il—^ I J ^ s ^ I ^ -J f o % L *3

^ ^ ^ ^

Nothing will make your enemy cry when you

are at war like patience when there is a

difficulty.3

Finally we may note an important element of al-
Muhalhil's poetry which has been noticed by many critics, i.e.
his use of hyperbole. This hyperbole probably arose because
of uncontrolled emotion.

c— c J- a

j — 1 c -yJI V »

If there had been no wind, people in Hajr
would have heard the rattle of swords beating
helmets.*

This poem, like most of his poems, is a mixture of
different subjects but the common tone which unites them is

1. Al-Yazidi, al-Aaali, p.121.

2. Bushra al-Khatib, ar-Ritha', p.189.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.4a.
C

4. Al-Asaa iyyat, p.175.

j3~ S 3JU II J-
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regret and sorrow as in most elegiac poetry.

II) The Characteristics of his Poetry

a) Repetition

Repetition is a feature which can be readily noticed in
the poetry of al-Muhalhil, and which occurs in most of his

long poems. We might regard this as being a product of al-
Muhalhil's state of mind when he composed this poetry, when
he suddenly found himself an elder of a fighting tribe and in
charge of avenging his brother's murder. This repetition seems

to be an outlet for his grief, coming in his poetry like shrieks
or sighs which follow each other. This repetition can be found
as letters or words or as complete sentences.1 Sometimes the
effect of this repetition is dulled when he repeats the same

part of a line so often that we feel that he gains nothing from
the repetition and that a little would have been enough.
Sometimes, indeed, this kind of repetition seems to be nothing
more than a favourite stylistic habit, although repetition is not
unusual in Arabic poetry as the Arabs were accustomed to do
this when speaking of great calamities2 and repetition may

seem to be psychologically necessary if the catastrophe is very

heavy.3 *

In al-Muhalhil' s case this very frequent repetition of
entire lines, may be related also to the distortion of the
transcribers or the narrators, although it is very difficult
sometimes to be sure of this. An extreme example is the way in
which he repeats the following first hemistich about 18 times:

1. Bushra al-Khatib, ar-Ritha1, pp.238-42.

2. Ibn Nubata, Sarh al-CUyun, p.100.
C T . —C

3. Al- Askan, as-Sina atayn, p.194. „ ^

* Al-CAskari's statement is: 11 1 I ", "For the great calamity
and the effect of catastrophe". o '
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is "It is unjust of Kulayb".1

He also repeats the following hemistich about 17 times:
O 'iC ^ ^ *-* O | 2 '"

,tr* - ^~ o ' ls ^ "» "Nothing will compensate for
Kulayb".2

It is clear that he uses this method in these lines to

show the value and the status of his brother Kulayb and to
arouse feelings of hatred and anger against those who
murdered him. He also wants to express his strong emotions
and close relationship with his brother. On the other hand he
tries to blame his brother perhaps for leaving him, as a way

of expressing his own feelings of inadequacy to fill his
brother's place and to act as he used to.

At other times this repetition is less frequent than in the
4

above examples, as when he tries to recount as far as he can

the great deeds of his brother in courage, hospitality and
helping the weak. For example he. repeats this first hemistich
7 times: " 1 ^ ^ 3\ a 3 »f "The

reconciliation will not take place until you bring Kulayb
back".3

This repetition is necessary because he wants to
reinforce his threats to Bakr by demanding something
impossible, while it also expresses his deep sorrow for his
brother. He sometimes repeats certain hemistichs to express his

deep feeling of loneliness and despair after the loss of
Kulayb, as with the following first hemistichs which are

repeated three times:

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.34a-b.

2. Ibid., f.55b.

3. Ibid., f.21b.
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" 3 dy L —>-1 "f "0 Kulayb, you without fault,
answer me".1

"

| ^ )j| _J5 L j j iS\ Kulayb, could you accompany
me at morning when M 2

As can be seen, each of these lines contain the name of

Kulayb. He was fond of his brother Kulayb and therefore he
always repeats his name as something in which he takes

delight. This repetition stresses this faithfulness and sincere
love of his brother, and the effect is reinforced by the way in
which he often addresses Kulayb directly, using the vocative

particles a3 and ^a; a-Kulayb or ya Kulayb. Other times he
omits the particle but the word Kulayb* will still have the
vocative sense.

However, if (Kulayb) is not part of the repetition, then
it seldom occurs more than three times consecutively. When ■ his
mood switches to anger at the Banu Bakr over the killing of
Kulayb their name begins to occur in place of that of Kulayb.
The emotion in these lines is a firm and strange one which is

very unlike the previous weak, soft and sorrowful tones.*

He also repeats some phrases to express his griefs, such
as the following which occurs twice:
"

| -JLn I,-"" y 1 ", "under the stones".®

The following sentences and words are always repeated
in his poetry and we rarely find a long poem without one of

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.l9b.

2. Ibid., f.l9a.

3. Ibid., f.23b.

4. Ibid., f.20a.

5. Ibid., f24a, 38a.

6. Ibid., 21 a—b.
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them:
o ' "i ^

*1, \3 J ", "by the God of making lawful

and unlawful".1
& ^ O ~

"
.q * ", "My spirit gained satisfaction".'•-J>

£> — _ „** ^

„ 5 tI> ..The eye is refreshed".3
o > * ^ * ? ' - J.

"

12 L^JIj^J^U j, 1^ 3 >. ", "Sharpen your swords to cut
throats".*
" —"Their master".5

Apart from these, there are words which are repeated in
various grammatical forms, such as:
"

^ £] ", "cry"; " J ^ ", "murdered";
"

j, 5_! ", "Give a drink"; "J "•!! v ^1 ". "Kindle
a fire".

This repetition is not confined only to sentences or

words, but occurs also in single letters which are rich in

suggestiveness and nuances. His words are always full of
meanings which spring from his own injured feelings.

Thus these repetitions in sentences, words and letters
reflect his deep sorrow, strong anger, hatred and long
mourning, and are a key feature of his elegies which
concentrate on the theme of the bravery, boldness, hospitality
and generosity of his brother.

In general, it is easy to notice that
there were two kinds of Arabic poetry, the simple and the

c —

1. Al-Asaa iyyat, p.176.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr ua-Taghlib, f.23b.

3. Ibid., f.36a.

4. Ibid., f.25a.

5. Ibid., f.39b.
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difficult. There are many famous poets who make use of this

simple language, some of them being contemporary with al-
Muhalhil like al-Muraqqish al-Akbar. These poets can be

placed in the category of the popular or non-professional
poets, as Hanafi called them.1 Al-Muhalhil may indeed have
been the first of them and he is creative enough to avoid

language which is strange, uncouth and difficult, and to make
his poetry easy and simple,2 and similar to the common

language. This simplicity is noticed according to al-Aghani
when his poems are sung3 which is a result of their smooth
and emotional language.

The most important thing about his language is that this
language has the straightforwardness which suits the spirit of
martial poetry,* and that the atmosphere is not urban but
bedouin, which reflects the habits and conventions of his

society. Moreover, it reflects the conventions of elegiac
language, which is not meant to be rough or uncouth,5
although there are for the modern reader some difficult words
though they are comparatively few, like:

athbaj* (the arteries of the neck),
athbattu7 (injured),
haziqa* (she-camel),
Isfanta9 (wine),

— c — —

1. See Sayyid Hanafi, ash-Shi r al-Jahili, pp.35-99.

2. Al-Marzubani, al-Muwashshah, p.106.

3. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.149.

4. See below, p. ; al-Yusuf, Maqalat fi ash-ShiCp al-Jahili, p.338. For a general
discussion of aartial poetry see also Bowra, Heroic Poetry, pp.215-53.

5. Mustafa Badawi, "Fro# Priaary to Secondary Qasidas; Thoughts on the Developaent
of Classical Arabic Poetry", J.A.L. XI, 1980, p.l.

6. Al-Qali, al-Aaali, v.2, p.135.

7. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.35a.

8. Al-Yazidi, al-Aaali, p.118.

9. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.36b.
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khanfaqiq1 (sharpened sword),
khanshalfl2 (headstrong),
tawbil (punishment),
wusuq (heavy loads).3

The spirit of martial poetry can be found in his boasting
and threatening, his description of fighting, and his
commemoration of his courage and generosity.

The most important matter is not simply the use of rough,
difficult or uncouth words, but his use of these words in the

given poetical context. These words stem from his imagination,
feelings and artistic style. Every word in any of his generally
accepted poems is similar in its shades of meaning from one

poem to another. The repeated words, or repeated sounds or

even repeated sentences, are a proof that his language is
unchanging. The stress laid on similes, particularly by means

of the word ka' anna, and the images which he draws to
illustrate his brother's hospitality and bravery, are another
assurance that the language forms a synthesis and is
consistent. The loud tones of his lamentation for his brother

which are maintained throughout, and the despair and lack of
hope which pervades the whole poem are a strong proof that he
is reflecting in the elegy his deep griefs and grievances.

It is strange then to find Taha Husayn describing his
• •

language as being, as well as simple, "archaic and

commonplace".4 There is no evidence to support this remark,
particularly in the lines which he cites as an example of this

1. Al-Qurashi, al-Janhara, p.232.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.38a.

3. Al-Qurashi, al-Jaahara, pp.232, 230; ° Ali al-Jundi, ShiCr al-Harb fi al-CAsr al-
Jahili, pp.393-5; Bushra al-Khatib, ar-Ritha', p.238.

4. Taha Husayn, Fi al-Adab al-Jahili, p.216.



archaism and commonplaces. Perhaps all that he means by this
is that "his poetry is corrupt and the correct version is mixed
with the forged..."1

There are, however, some general remarks which can be
made about the language of his poetry. Some of its features
are:

1. The use of unadorned declarative sentences as opposed to
the use of metaphor, simile, etc., in which he states his
brother's respected and honourable deeds. Such sentences
can easily be found in any of his poems.

2. Use of a redundant ma, as in the following lines:

* > ^
j j ^ ~ j) o «—

£ U r IJJI J u r a % liJ. jc ,_j b SJI , ^

They have large regiments whose fighting is
praised, like lions, noble, who do not

retreat.2

> -

i j ^ 0

<*> >
> J

sjr -J! I

He was murdered, he was murdered by the
<2

man Amr, and Jassas the son of Murra is an

accomplice.3

? V' " y * ' •
Li. 1 !__»

~jj ^ ^vlajiw L_~—^ ^ jr

1. Taha Husayn, Fi al-Adab al-Jahili, p.216.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.48b.

3. Al-Qali, al-Anali, v.2, p.135.
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If he comes to Abanan asking for her hand in

marriage, the suitor's nose will be smeared
with blood.1

S* ' 7? ^ S J ^

(_51 I 3 J ^ JJ o -Q s 1 JJ 1 r—«J I 'i '■ ■ t L

The daughter of al-Majalid is delicate and
pale-skinned, flirtations and delightful to
embrace.2

3- The use of apocopation in cases where this is not
allowed, as in the following lines:

C

-OJ Ju rx S * U IgJ*. \qj ,i>- a.J + L lo J 1 >J L J.
'si? o *
~yi ly 1 I d 0 L«J SJ I ,a yjLy* -aJ ! "OCj y I

Tell Harith and the aged people who attend
his assembly, go and you will find bad
luck.

Tell Harith and all cAbd al-Qays, "ride
Na ama,"* and I will ride my horse.1

;
I !- 9 I tLL rt j.,lo 1 Sj "-Q y 1 ">- aj 3 a, IJ I L

1. Al-Qali, Al-Aaali, v.2, p.148.

2. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.146.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Wasaya al-Muluk f.181a—181b.
C— * — c —

* Na aaa is the naie of the horse of al-Harith b. Ubad.
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We have gained satisfaction from the tribe of
Harith, and we left him groaning(?)1

The apocopation of Harith to Har is permissible in the
• •

munada (vocative) but not elsewhere as above.

The above are the most noticeable features in his

language, but he adopts the habit of repeating single words
or single letters to create a special effect. Thus he repeats the
interrogative particle man to express the disappointment and
despair which resulted from Kulayb's murder. He also wants
with this interrogative to indicate to others the reality that
none of them can replace Kulayb2 as in the following lines:

I hi . -^-1 c- J I Jl

.i I -

C v ^ O *

1 oJ i J, L

^JL 3s? ! 1-, - N J C-

C *

-a

i

They said: Who will look after the needy if
he asks, or who will smear the pliant spears

with blood?

Or who will give blood-money and be
responsible for it, or who will help in
disasters?

Or who will look after the horses which are

still engaged in the attack with swords, flags
and coats of mail?3

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.56a.
c~~ ~~ c — c — «—

2. Ali al-Jundi, Shi r al-Harb fi al- Asp al-Jahili, pp.393-5; Bushra al-Khatib,
ar-Ritha', pp.238-42.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.55a.
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In another poem he repeats the word hatta to show the
extent of the deeds which he will execute when the war begins
against Bakr. This word is full of anger and enmity
particularly when he begins the line with it. The desire behind
this repetition is that nothing will be left except desolation
and annihiliation:

f V-
i « -• ^ -s y

*\ ^ p V——J 3 3— J^ uT

p I 5 j—Ijj c

■Zv L
l>j

a

Until one detachment crushes the other, and
one faction falls on the other,
Until you see foreheads and scalps dragged
off and skulls crushed against others,
Until the old man bites his thumb with grief
at what he sees.1

We may draw particular attention to his use of the
letters Cayn, ha, kha', kaf, qaf, ra', sin and ta'. The

majority of these letters are gutturals or back sounds which
need an effort to utter them,2 while ra' and sin are usually
used when the words became gentle.

—

# — # c . c
1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.35a; Ibn Abd Rabbih, al- Iqd, v.6, p.76.

2. Ibrahim Ariis, Husiqa ash-ShiCr, pp.27, 29, 30-1, 33, 37.
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b) Metre*

A remarkable feature of al-Muhalhil' s poetry is his
violent emotion. In it we find him shouting, crying,

threatening and mourning. Thus, every word of his poetry is
a part of his badly injured feelings. Nothing, it seems, can

assuage this regret and grief but pouring them out in poems

composed during this long period of hard fighting.

He seems to find in the long metres the best means of
expressing what he feels in his heart and in his conscious
mind. His subconscious is uncontrolled, for his emotions are too

strong.

The long metres, particularly wafir and basit, give him
more scope to express his feelings about the disaster which has
befallen him. They allow him an uninterrupted flow of words
and do not impose any abrupt breaks of meaning. In addition
he finds in the zihafat (variants) of these two metres further

opportunities to move freely through the poem.1 Thus most of
his poems are composed of these two metres. Examples are the
following:

s > "

yjc. -vOSLisu I C i -.-in

Our night in Dhu Husum, grow bright; when
you come to an end, do not return.

♦ For a Bore detailed discussion of the role of aetre in Arabic poetry see Kaaal
— C C T

Abu Deeb, Fi al-Binya al-Iqq iyya li-ash-Shi r al-Arabi.

1. Ibrahia Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiC r, pp.62-3; an-Nuwayhi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili, v.2,
p.569; Bushra al-Khatib, ar-Rith5', pp.242-7.
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1 ■ lc II !Uc,l XT' L L_^l~

The encampment is desolate and erased by
wind after its inhabitants have left.1

Another common metre is khafif, of which there are four

examples in his poetry.2

Here he tries to stress his words as groups, and to

express his emotions with every group of words, which rises
and falls according to the different patterns of syllables. In
the Khafif he can pause for a while and then allow his
emotions to come flooding back. The khafif consists of two feet

— Q
which are similar fa ilatun, while between them there is

mustaf ilun. The difference between the feet, as well as the

zifyaf which sometimes occurs to any one of them makes the
rhythm intentionally or unintentionally different. This reflects
his emotions which vary between intense and subdued, and
calm and aroused. The long vowels play a particular role in
the creation of the elegiac atmosphere and seem to mirror the

range of his feelings.

The next most prominent metre in his poetry is the kamil.
There are two poems in this metre,3 and the reason for choosing
a rhythm of this sort seems to be its length and the
variation in the feet which allows him to express himself freely
without being greatly restricted by shortness or difficulty in the
metre. The kamil has several different varieties which occur

because of the zifrafat in every foot of hemistich.11 The poem of

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.20a; al-Aghani, v.4, pp.146, 148-9.

2. Ibn CAbd Rabbih, al-CIqd, v.6, p.73; Ibn al-Athir, al-Kanil, pp.396-7.
c. —

3. Al-Asna lyyat, p.176.
— — — — — — c c _ _

4. Ibrahim Anis, Musiqa ash-Shi r, p.145; an-Nuwayhi, ash-Shi r al-Jahili, v.2, p.569.
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which the following is the first line is a good example of
this:

N- I , Li I , J*

Yesterday we were jealous of our noble women

being seen outside their encampments.1

The tawil is represented by a number of single lines2
which are apparently remnants of poems.3 We might surmise
that the difficulty and lengthiness of this metre makes its
tones dull and monotonous which give the impression that these
poems were presumably short. In addition the option of using
zihafat in this metre is very restricted, since it only occurs

Q
in the second foot fa ulun of each hemistich. Another reason

for the relative lack of poems in tawil may be connected with
his state of mind. He wants a rhythm which will reflect his
emotions directly and without hesitation. The tawil takes time
to compose and in any case the atmosphere of war does not

encourage a lengthy composing time* but rather immediate
expression.

There are other poems which are composed in other
— c

metres. The first of these is the sari which is used for one

of his famous long poems, i.e. the qafiyya.5 He perhaps chose
this rhythm for its simplicity and softness,8 which is

1. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kanil, v.l, p.389.

2. Al-Bakri, al-MuCjan, v.3, pp.968, 949.
c — c —

3. Afif, ash-Shi r wa-Ayyan al-Arab, p.88.

4. An-Nuwayhi, ash-ShiCr al-Jahili, v.l, p.613.

5. Al-Qurashi, al-Janhara, pp.230-3.

6. Bushra al-Khatib, ar-Ritha1, p.244. Fop a different view, see Ibrahia Anis, Musiqa
al-Shicr, p.88.
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emphasised by his decision to use a vowelless rhyme. Also the

subject of this poem - an extended threat which is different
from most of the other long poems - may have affected his
choice of metre. However his emotion here is calm and

controlled, moving from one line to another smoothly and
cleanly.

The poem, of which the following line is the first, is in
al-Munsarih metre which does not have a clearly-marked
rhythm,1 and which he probably used in a very difficult time
when he fled the battle and was living alone.

^ ^ 0 > *" * * O* J ^ Jr a J "'-a "■
1 ■ ■ ° i L I I £ I a 1 C Las >- L*;

My friend tried to calm me, but I said to

him: It is my destiny.2

The only poem which is in al-madid is:

.> -j * " '

,1, il'c—Jc SJL I

0 sons of Bakr bring Kulayb back to life,
0 sons of Bakr where is your refuge?3

It seems likely according to Anis that this poem was originally
composed in khafif metre as this would fit the way al-Muhalhil selects
his metres and "This metre k al-madid ] is seldom used in

in Arabic poetry".* We can consider al-madid as "an old metre

1. Ibrahin Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiCr, p.93.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.45b; al-Aghani, v.4, p.146; Ibrahii Anis,
Musiqa ash-Shi r, pp.92-3.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.24a.

4. Ibrahia Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiCr, p.97.
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which is no longer used and it

changing of the metre from
al-khaflf supports this idea.

Zihafat occur often in

zihafat are normal and do not

or the poetic pleasure.

is a part of the ramal."1 This
al-madid to ar-ramal2 and

his poetry but all of these
affect the music of his poetry

c) Rhyme

Just as the metres of his poetry frequently reflect the
poet's state of mind, so too do the rhymes. The elegy as a

whole needs words which make a strong impression and sounds
which produce the effect of crying and wailing. The poem

analysed above rhymes in ra', having a final vowel (wa$l) in
I and a preceding vowel (ridf) in u or I. The use of this

rhyme throughout the poem aids the expression of the sorrowful

atmosphere,3 as we have seen above.

In another poem of al-Muhalhil' s, the ra' is marfuc with
a preceding alif, giving a rhyme in aru:

) o s ), L 9 s 9 - o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
JI J 3^: I 1 jJ zj 8 -iJ li U c a j I S I S 2 I a 1 ^ I & 1

Reminiscences made me feel that I had dust

in my eyes at midnight, and the tears found
a way out.*

This long vowel gives the quality of a sigh and the damma

1. Ibrahin Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiCr, p.97.

2. Al-Hubarrid, at-TaCazi na al-Harathi, p.289.
— c — —

3. An-Nuwayhi, ash-Shi r al-Jahili, v.2, pp.663, 676.

4. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.!8a.
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comes as the end of that sigh.1 It is in fact noticeable that
he usually makes use of the long vowels before the rhyme-
letter to reflect his sad situation.

The rhyme-letters themselves convey a similar sense. The

qaf also has a very sad tone2 in his poetry reflecting despair
and depression as in the two poems which start as follows:

Jl/JI
_ o

O uj ^

i U J ' *=

0 Taghlib, they impose a war on me, which

brings my heart into my throat.3

o £ a ^ > o v-' °" J ° " -
= ^JI j * 'j J 1c !a ! h j—L j X.e j I

Banu Bakr are hostile and unjust, but
everyone knows the right way.*

Al-Muhalhil makes the nun which is generally a

light,5 beautiful sound into a sound of groaning and moaning
because the long vowel preceding it aids that impression.5 The
elegy is really an echo of sadness and sorrowfulness, as in
this poem which starts with the following lines:

c — —

1. An-Nuwayhi, ash-Shi r al-Jahili, v.2, pp.663, 676.

2. Ibid., pp.663, 687, 694, 699.

3. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, F.56a—57b; al-Aghani, v.4, p.148.

4. Al-Qurashi, al-Jaahara, pp.230-3.

5. Ibrahia Anis, Musiqa ash-ShiCp, p.31; an-Nuwayhi, ash-Shi r al-Jahili, v.2, p.580.
— c — —

6. An-Nuwayhi, ash-Shi r al-Jahili, v.2, p.580.
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—0-& J 1
W „

-r9

<3 _/

JlSA C~,9 ,

/# >

_ft> la.

I injured Murra while the swords were

drawn, and 1 guided the head of [my
horse] to Hammam.1

^ I L.& 1 0 ~a'. I I 3J I y. 0-*J . L 0 LJ c, L

My night in al-AnC aman is long, as I watch
Sirius wakefully waiting for it to vanish.2

There are of course some poems which do not use these
long vowel rhymes, but they are very few and comparatively
short such as:

JL! L

^ *

Joo»J I I

My friend tried to calm me, but I said to

him: It has come through destiny.3

Thus al-Muhalhil was sufficiently skilled to make use of
sounds which reflected his disaster-laden circumstances. His

poems also make use of rhymes at the end of each of the
hemistichs of the first line of every poem which makes the sad

atmosphere more impressive and the poem more technically
attractive.

There are some poems which do not follow this pattern

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.35a; al-AsaaCjyyat, p.176.
c c

2. Ibn Abd Rabbih, al- Iqd, v.6, p.73.

3. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.146.
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but they are very few, for example these two poems:

^ C ^ > O ^ ^ J? ** -* J <-* •*> ^ J

P 1 „o_£. I i JLa« <S~3j J Si to £ "J ^J 0 —

I injured Murra while the swords were drawn,
and I guided the head of [ my horse ] to
Hammam.

J ^ ^ Llli. Li \f.—Aj^^J S~- —

0 daughter of Zuhayr, remember my honour,
and cry for Zuhayr who were not treacherous
or refractory.1

His use of rhyme also has some defects, for example
repetition. It is generally agreed among the prosodists that
repetition of a rhyming word (ita') should not occur unless
some lines have intervened,2 but in al-Muhalhil's poetry this
rule is not always observed. Thus in the following poem he
repeats the word diyar in two subsequent lines:

> iV 5 o -- ^ ^ ° ^ "* J O -

\j! . j ! I .j-si jus -.« ■—>j A. ' LJjU! Jj. £JI J J ^
u " -"'"J-* t - - c - •"

1,1 jjl L__Ulc ^ .i/i 1 —3 Li 1 1—a 1 3). j j-*« 1-T

We fulfil our promise on the battlefield by
fighting; and then we destroy the

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.35a.

2. At-Tabnizi, al-Kafi, p.163.
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encampments.
We are such people that, if we become angry,
the earth cannot contain us and we destroy
the encampments.1

In another poem he repeats the word ahad within four
lines:

J
*

la 9 X
> / ^

A ° >
I 15

°
^ o -v o - o

^ •— tS o—s fO—5

I killed Banu Bakr in revenge for their
master, so I cried, but no one will cry for
them.

How long have I been killing Banu Bakr in

revenge for our master, but there is no one

of you who can compensate for Kulayb.2

This repetition can be found clearly in the poem starting:

J

l t—vW I..I l 5 L• V

My night in al-Anc aman is long, as I watch
Sirius wakefully waiting for it to vanish.

In this poem he repeats the following rhyme words twice:

jila, khuyula, fufrula and khuyula.3

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.56b.

2. Ibid., f.36a.

3. Ibid., f.38a-39b.
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This repetition may occur because he wants to stress the
same meaning as in previous lines, or because the meaning
itself calls forth these words and al-Muhalhil has had no time

to think over his poetry and amend or to replace the

lapses. This repetitidn may also be ascribed to the corruption
and forgery of his poetry.

In addition to repetition we find iqwa'.1 In the following
line he uses a rhyme which is madmuma when the rest of the

poem is maksura.

So , 0-^J lo O-*— J 1 -"NJ I <1 I >3 —I . 1S1y > • J . .

0 Kulayb the neighbours and the protected
places have gone to waste [ because of your

absence ] and the lowly have become greater
than the nobles.2

This feature is also evident in the following line of
which the poem as a whole is maksura while it is necessary to
make the rhyme here man$uba as a hal which is connected to
a previous one by the conjuction va:

; ICLCo I<XC P I , S

The white swords, the spears and the women,

unadorned and adorned, cried for you.3

This also can be ascribed to the corruption and forgery

,Njl

oJ

.! Sill , I il I

1. At-Tabrizi, al-Kafi, p. 160.
2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.23b.

3. Ibid., f.56b.
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of his poetry, alternatively it may be because the language
itself was not clear-cut in making a differentiation between
these features in its early stages.

Ill) The Authenticity of the Poetry of al-Muhalhil

The strongest implicit criticism of al-Muhalhil' s poetry

may be found in Ibn Sallam whose highly respected book
— — c —

fabaqat Fufrul ash-Shu ara' does not include a single line of
al-Muhalhil's. This may mean that he does not consider his
poetry to really belong to the Jahiliyya period. In spite of
this he states that al-Muhalhil was "the first who made the

Qagida and mentioned battles".1

Moreover, he emphatically states that "he was bombastic
and claimed more than he in fact had done".3 He also mentions

that "al-Muhalhil was the first of the poets of RabICa in the

Jahiliyya".3

These statements, however, have not impelled Ibn Sallam
to include any of al-Muhalhil's poetry, even under the heading
of a$l?ab al-marathi ♦ ? This seems to indicate that his
attitudes were very divided as between al-Muhalhil' s role as

a poet and the value of his poetry.

Thus Ibn Sallam, who is a respected critic, concedes
that there was a poet named al-Muhalhil, but cannot give

specimens of his poetry as he normally does for other famous
poets. We can only guess at the reasons for this, among which
we may suggest the following:

1. Ibn Saltan, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara', p.33.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.34.

4. Ibid., pp.169-93.
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1. Al-Muhalhil'S poetry does not fit his criterion of absolute

authenticity, that the poetry should be widely accepted.
This is clear from his statement: "The c ulama' have

disagreed about some poetry just as they have agreed
about other poetry, but what they have agreed with
everyone should follow",1 or as he says elsewhere: "It is
not possible for anyone to reject anything which has been

Q
accepted by the ulama', but we should not accept

anything written by a transcriber or contained in a

transcript".2

— c — c —

2. Ibn Sallam finds that some ulama', e.g. al-Asma i, had
some reservations about al-Muhalhil's poetry.

3. Ibn Sallam feels that his poetry relates to an early
period which it is difficult to authenticate.

4. The reason for which he was given his name, al-
Muhalhil, which according to Ibn Sallam refers to his
poetry, and is derived from an expression meaning

"shabby clothes", because it is uneven and changeable,3
was a strong incentive not to include any of his poetry
in his book which was intended to include only respected
poems.

5. He may have observed that Ibn Ishaq is one of the
sources which relate al-Muhalhil' s poetry much of which
occurs in his work Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib. He strongly
accuses Ibn Ishaq of corruption and misunderstanding
poetry.*

1. Ibn Sallai, Jabaqat Fufaul ash-ShuCara', p.6.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., p.33.
c— — c -

4. Al-Asaa l, Fufrulat ash-Shu ara', p.12.
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Other commentaries give a similar opinion of his poetry.
C

Thus al-Asma i says: "He is not an outstanding poet (fahl),
but if he had composed more poems like the poem:

HUI

0 night in Dhu Husum, grow bright

he would have become a most outstanding poet. However, most
of his poetry is forged".

On the other hand, there are books whose authenticity we

may accept, like al-Aghani,1 which quote some of his poetry.
q

In addition to this book most historical works, like al- Iqd al-
Farid2 by Ibn cAbd Rabbih, al-Kamil3 by Ibn al-Athlr and
Nihayat al-Arab4 by an-Nuwayrl give some extracts from his
poetry.

Be this as it may, the poem which has been analysed
c — c —

above was accepted by most of the ulama', like al-Asma i
who quotes a section from it,s and al-Qalf who quotes the
entire poem.® In fact this poem occurs in many versions with
greater or lesser textual differences. Nevertheless as seen

above it exhibits well-defined features which can be taken as

criteria for judging the authenticity of other poems attributed
to him, bearing in mind the reality that most of his poetry is
lost and what remains is corrupt. We find in the poetry

1. Al-Aghani, v.4, pp.142-50.

2. Ibn CAbd Rabbih, al-CIqd, v.6, pp.73-8.

3. Ibn al-Athir, al-Kaiil, v.l, pp.386-97.

4. An-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.15, pp.400-5.
c. —

5. Al-A?aa lyyat, pp.173-5.

5. Al-Qali, Al-A»ali,v.2, pp.130-5.
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quoted in other respected sources, like al-Aghani, some of the

stylistic features noted in the study above. In addition, the
C —

comments made by the ulama' may shed some light on his
poetry:

1. He was the first to make the Qasida.1
2. He was the first to mention battles.2

3. His poetry is smooth (raqiq) .3
4. He avoids uncommon and uncouth words.*

5. His poetry was sung by the Arabs* which suggests that
it was emotional and flowing.

6. His poetry is among the best poetry of the ancient
poets,* but al-Muhalhil was not as good as those

Q
outstanding poets whom al-Asma i called the fufeul.

7. Repetition is normal for the Arab poets when dealing with
great calamities and al-Muhalhil follows this habit.17

8. He uses hyperbole in his poetry. *
9. Al-Muhalhil is bombastic and boastful. '

10. His poetry is uneven and confused. 10
11. Most of the extant poetry is forged.11

We may add here two further points which may support
the above in estimating the authenticity of his poetry:

1. Ibn Sallaa, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara', p.39.

2. Ibid.

3. Al-Aghani, v.A, p.149.

4. Al-Harzubani, al-Muwashshah, p.106.

5. Al-Aghani, v.4, p.149.
— c — — c —

6. Ibn Nubata, Sarh al- Uyun, p.100; al-Qalqashandi, Sublj al-A sha, v.l, p.292.
c — —C — c —

7. Al- Askari, a;-$ina atayn, p.194; Ibn Nabuta, Sarb al- Uyun, p.100.

8. Al-Aghani, p.149; Ibn Sallaa, Tabaqat Fuhul ash-ShuCara', p.33.

9. Ibn Sallaa, Tabaqat Fubul ash-ShuCara', p.33.

10. Ibid.
c— — c -

11. Al-Asaa i, Fuhulat ash-Shu ara', p.12.
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a. We cannot accept the lengthy poems because the
circumstances of al-Muhalhil' s life would not have

accorded with such composition, besides there is the

problem of their preservation from a distant period.1

b. The inclusion of his poetry in a respected source

indicates that these fragments or sections belong to

al-Muhalhil, but we are in doubt about the authenticity
of the whole poem.2

It also seems unwise to accept the rejection by Ibn
Sallam of Ibn Ishaq's narratives, in his account of the Kitab
Bakr wa-Taghlib, as regards al-Muhalhil's poetry, although we

accept his rejection of the poetry of the ancient tribes like
cAd, Thamud and Tubba0.3

The admission of Ibn Sallam that there was such a poet
as al-Muhalhil means that he knows of him but is not certain

of the authenticity of his poetry. His above statements indicate
that he had taken note of these traditions about al-Muhalhil

but had decided because of the various problems to exclude his
poetry entirely. Alternatively, it might be argued that there
is nothing in his book which indicates that he believes that
the poetry was forged, and that his failure to quote any of al-
Muhalhil's poetry was caused by his desire not to make his
book too large, or for some other reason not connected with
forgery. *

Q _

Finally, we may observe that the comment of al-Asma i,
"most of his poetry is forged" does not mean the whole of his
poetry but only a large part of it, and indeed confirms the

c — c —

1. Afif, ash-Shi r wa Ayyai al-Arab, pp.435, 444.

2. Ibid., p.432; Nabawi, Harb al-Basus, p.13.

3. Ibn Saltan, Tabaqat Fuj)ul ash-ShuCara', pp.9-11, 24.

4. Ibid., p.5-6.
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idea that some of it is authentic.

There are some indications that Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib
was not the only source for his poetry. The following sources

which are no longer extant are also mentioned by various
writers:

1. A Diwan al-Muhalhil which is mentioned by Ibn an-

Nadim.1
c — —

2. Two books named Ash ar Bani Taghlib which were

collected by two respected Culama', as-Sukkari and Abu
cAmr ash-Shaybani,2 and which would presumably have
included some of his poetry.

3. Many lexicographical, geographical and astronomical
books quote a line or more from his poetry, which is a

strong indication that either there was a Diwan or

something to refer to and to select from.
U. Many historical books, in addition to al-Aghani, mention

most of the details found in Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, but
there is no evidence that it was the only source of this
information. Moreover, if we accept details of the war,

we have to accept that there was some poetry composed
by him.

We may finally observe that if the Diwan of al-Muhalhil
had been lost, there would have been no other access to the

whole of his poetry. The remnants which are scattered among

the references seem to prove that a collection of his poetry
existed at one stage, although it is now lost. However, we

cannot expect to find his poetry represented in every source,

although the Basus war was important in the Jahiliyya,
because some reference works, for example Tabari, scarcely

1. Ibn an-Nadim, al-Fihrist, pp.157-8.

2. Al-Anidi, al-Hu'talaf wa al-Mukhtalaf, pp.114, 296; al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, v.2,
p.15; v.l, p.33.
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deal with this episode.

Taha Husayn, followed by some other modern scholars,
has suggested that his poetry was forged by Taghlib during
the Islamic period.1 It seems however that this idea has little
basis. His poetry consists of elegies for Kulayb and
commemorates his character, his deeds, his murder and the

lamentation for him. It depicts the condition of a person

seeking something unattainable. At first this person appears

comfortably at rest, and then suddenly starts forth alone,

mourning and lamenting not only for the loss of this rest or

comfort but for the loss of the cause of these things. He seeks
a replacement for this person, and because it is not possible
to find one, he resorts to a substitute, attacking the cause of
his loss, namely Jassas and his tribe. He then directs his
feelings and emotions against these people. His hatred and
enmity are put to effect when he leads his people in a long
and savage war against Bakr.

We can easily observe the matching of emotions and
subjects because they do not change. Mourning, weeping,
yelling, moaning and groaning are the outstanding features of
this poetry. The boasting is also necessary in order to raise
his own morale and that of his tribe during a period of
depression.

The poems to be discussed below may have been
attributed to al-Muhalhil on the ground that they fit his
character and the nature of his poetry. If they are not by al-
Muhalhil then we are forced to say that they display the
characteristics of a similar poet throughout in a highly
consistent way. Furthermore, if these poems belong to the
Islamic period, some traces of Islam should appear in them.

Taghlib indulged in bloody wars with Qays, and this would

1. Taha Husayn, Fi al-Adab al-Jahili, pp.214—7.
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have provided a good opportunity for them to fabricate poetry

against Qays which we do not find to be the case in these
poems, nor do we find it used to boast of their victories
against Qays. In addition, Taghlib fought the Muslims at the
beginning of the conquests, and were not very happy about
their rule, and if these poems were forgeries, we might have
expected to find some trace of the influence of Christiantity,
which is, however, totally absent.

Thus, the simplicity of the language may, as discussed
above,1 reflect the style of popular poetry. The subject matter
itself does not rule out this sort of language, especially as it
derives from the poet's injured feelings and sadness. The
organic and psychological unity, the poetical structure and the
desert atmosphere of fighting, hospitality and bravery, which
are a part of the nomadic life, strengthen the case for

attributing these poems to al-Muhalhil.

It is only to be expected that additions would be made
to the original corpus on subjects like stars, Qays or Islam.
This is not strange because it is easy to accuse any of the
Jahiliyya poetry of having been corrupted and distorted in this

way.

Yet, it is clear that the language of al-Muhalhil is a

special one which can be easily identified. This observation
can be based not on one poem but on the whole of his poetry.

Every poem is similar to the others in psychological atmosphere
and language. The poet's emotive language has special forms
and features which can be related to an individual poetic
diction and an individual emotion. The structure of his poetry
also has a special form and content which is clear in rhythm,
rhyme, form and in imagination. If there are some defects,
then these defects are common among the Jahiliyya poets and

1. See above, pp.69-80.
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not individual, particularly as al-Muhalhil was one of the

early poets.

If we take into consideration all the aspects and features
of style discussed above and, in addition the complicated
circumstances in which he was involved, we can divide his

poetry into three groups:

The first group: (the poetry which is more or less accepted)

The poems which start with the following lines might be
attributed to him, bearing in mind that some additions and
changes have occurred to them and that a few of their lines
are in fact unintelligible.

^ ^ ' y

J> „ 0 ^ ^ % o - e " a - -
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1. My spirit has gained satisfaction from the sons

of Bakr, and it has descended on the sons of

cUbad.1

> , s - 3 ' ^ ^ 9 * ^ ^ 6 „ >
\ '.C L.<3 \j* ... In ^ 5

2. 0 daughter of Zuhayr remember my honour,
and cry for Zuhayr who were not treacherous
or refractory.2

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.54a-55b.

2. Ibid., f.36b-37b.
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3. Reminiscences made me feel that I had dust

in my eyes at midnight, and the tears found
a way out.1

? ✓ ✓ * y
O -* * 4 t * ?

J>w _/ -2 QL- .t, . ygaSL * '-—i 1 ^ ^ -»r~~ - A-

4. 0 our night in Dhu Husum, grow bright; when
you come to an end, do not return.2

J*Z ^3 a_- - a V- U Uy* laJ <aa>- cj ^ L i I a j I—
*1. -»•

Tell Harith and the aged people who attend
his assembly, go and you will find bad luck.3

a' ^ ^ ^ ^ > ' s *-• tf
^ I ' *3 . ■ 1 I <3—-LiJL*-0 . ^ g a 1 J U I , ,5»» "i

— •—-> > L_> i i -• w ^ V .

cV^'
6. Who will report to Bakr and their relatives a

L message ] from me which is dangerous.*

i^\
5.

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f,18a-20a.

2. Ibid., f.33a-34a.

3. Ibid., f.48a-b.

4. Ibid., f.23b-a.
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7. 0 sons of Taghlib, they impose a war on me

which brings my heart into my throat.1

d id 0 ^ c ° a ^ J> - 0 ■*'

3 ^3Uy-^ ^ 9 ®y Jl_j U 1 J-*-; a_Jj J £, 9 ~C-j\ r

Sir*
8. Banu Bakr are hostile and unjust, but every

one knows the right way.2
y

"ni 1 ai^n 1 a us y> L

9. 0 Jalila, daughter of nobles who are camping,
you have not enough and you are asking too
much.3

* - ' ^ o ^ a- _ „

y~ ,3 a 9^31,^ y—'—,jss '—*j—=*■ ji—^v>.3ic—\r

10. Determination and boldness are buried under

the stones and a murdered old man of al-

Araqim.4

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.56a-57b.

2. Ibid., f.25b-a.

3. Ibid., f.43b.

4. Ibid., f.21b-a.
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11. My night in al-Anc aman is long, as I watch
Sirius wakefully waiting for it to vanish.1

e 2 7 °
. ^ eif s ? p *

I 1
. o UjSt> I 1 s'3 j ^ b ..■ -3 b a

12. I injured Murra while the swords
were drawn, and I guided the head of [ my
horse ] to Hammam.2

o y -- j >
^ , o > s
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13. My fried tried to calm me, but I said to him:
It is my destiny.3

Iff . ^ 1 J,'*-, j b ^ ■ -* ' l_w ^ Lsi

w

14. The encampment is vacant where the strong
wind has erased it after its inhabitants have

left.4

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.38b, 39b.

2. Ibid., f.35a.

3. Ibid., f.45b.

4. Ibid., f.20b, 21b.
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The second group; (the poetry which is not adequately
authenticated):

It is also possible to accept the poems which start with
the following lines, but with some reservations:

* > ^ ^ ^ ^
* ^

. *1

,1^1 ^ L, SJc :t, j,l3 IL el_*

1. Has not your nostalgia been evoked while you

are at the water, and while you are watching
Bakr.1

<• a j ) O s ' j o a Q ' 9
I .ir.,- ^ I U I J——a 1 (-^4''-^—Sj ^ '''

2. Many a fighting there was to which I directly
rode, and not wishing to turn aside from it.2

O
y 3 9 ° y s o •* s o s ° * /

3 ^ j—\ (_»■*? i (**■ ?^-a> J^ J—a ij* i ^

Jo"
3. 0 sons of Dhuhl, you have kindled wars like

a fire for the sons of Bakr.3

i> ' / 'S s ' ' 3 o ■" "

O 1 ^3 ^ 1 C* ^ oV : O 1 5—1 ^^ j 1 1 ^

4- Yesterday we were jealous of our noble women

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.55b-a.

2. Ibidi» f.56b—a.
3. Ibid., f.26b.
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being seen outside the encampments.1

The third group; (the poetry vhich is mostly or completely
false):

It is better to present some details for this group of
poems in order to show the reasons why they should be deemed
non-authentic, and for this reason we will discuss them poem

by poem.

a. The poem which starts with this line:

J
^ ' O ' # o '

J I ^ 5 O—O* 3 1 1 c

Have you known ruined camps at early
morning, when there was wind and heavy
rain.

This poem was said to be a retort to the poem of al-
Harith b. cUbad which starts with the line:

Bring close the tethering-place of al-Nac ama

to me; the war of Wa'il has become pregnant
after having been barren.

Our reasons for not accepting this poem are the
following:

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.55a-56b.
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1. Its length is unreasonable because it is about 160 lines,
which presents difficulties of memorisation. The
circumstances of al-Muhalhil could hardly have allowed
him to compose this quantity of lines. However, part of
the poem may have been added to an original to make its

length equal to the poem of al-Harith which it opposes

and which is found in some respected sources,1 which
also seems to have been considerably extended although

c —

some lines, quoted in the Asma iyyat and al-Ijamasa al-
Basriyya, seem to be genuine.2 Fairly long poems (up to
about thirty lines) may indeed have been a feature of the

— Q
Rabi a poets particularly Bakr and Taghlib, but there is
no evidence for the existence of longer poems at this
period. The statement of Ibn Sallam that "al-Muhalhil
was the first who made the qasida long" should probably
be taken as referring to a length of up to thirty lines.

2. , It is clear that there are some features of his poetry in
this poem such as repetition, simplicity of language,
threats and boasting about his tribe, but the most
notable thing is that the emotion is very weak and
subdued, although some lines of the poem may belong
to him. We can find some similar points between this

poem and some of his good authenticated poems, like
these lines:

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.31b-33b; Nabawi, Harb al-Basus, p.513.
*

c. — —
2. Al-Asaa iyyat, p.69; al-Hawasa al-Basriyya, pp.59-60.
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They killed their master Kulayb foolishly and
then said: "Our foolish man has full

responsibility".
They lied, swearing by the lawful and the
unlawful until the horses were pastured among

those people.
0 Kulayb, reply to a call from a person who
is down-hearted and always confused of
thought.

The non-authenticity is clear however in these lines
which do nothing except detail parts of the body without
any poetical advantages.

I I i JL*_. U a S _C, ^ ^ -~*3

0 tears of my eyes, I sacrifice to you, my

self, my forehead, my eyebrows and my hair,
for your safety.
And my right hand, my shoulder and my

chest, and everything else without excuses.

Once again, it is very difficult to sort out every line
from the whole body of the poem, but it is clear that the

forger was very skilful in imitating and aping everything
except the emotion

The following poem which starts with this line:
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How stricken is my tribe with their loud

sighing, various griefs and tears.1

The reasons for the rejection of this poem are:

1. This poem has not the poetic feeling nor the organic form
that we associate with al-Muhalhil's poetry.

2. It is difficult to accept any part of this poem since its

imagery and use of metaphor are far below the standard
which we normally expect of him.

3. The language is very commonplace, particularly the
first lines.

4. The repetition of Ya Kulayb and the mention of his
hospitality and bravery, although characteristic features
of al-Muhalhil seem in this poem to have been introduced
unskilfully in an attempt to make it seem genuine.

c. The poem which has been accepted as more or less
authentic and which starts with this line:

lj ..*1 ■ l>- Ui IIs

0 daughter of Zuhayr, remember my honour,
and cry for Zuhayr who were not treacherous
or refractory.

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.28b-a.
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We can apply to this poem the idea of Taha Husayn that
• •

"Taghlib forged their poetry..."1 but it is difficult to reject
the poem as a whole. Most of the poem boasts about Taghlib
and denigrates the tribes of Bakr, but in fact this is not

strange in al-Muhalhil' s poetry; it is rather the extensive
insistence on such exposition which makes us feel uneasy about
these passages.

What has been said about the artistic norms of some of

his long poems can also be applied to some of his short poems

such as the poem which starts with this line:

_UJ I J U f ' V: d ^

I joined the tribe of Zuhayr without
misgivings, and God knows what the she-
camel (al-Halaq) bears.2

The reason for rejecting this poem is that it is already
known that the whole of Taghlib took part in the war, and
especially that Kulayb was their master and that all of them
were fond of him. This poem may have been forged to

emphasize his cleverness.

We can find evidence of forgery also in some lines like
these:

1. Taha Husayn, Fi al-Adab al-Jahili, p.215.

2. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.40a.
The story is that "Banu Taya of Taghlib did not join then in their war against Bakr.
Al-Huhalhil killed soae Bakrites and put their heads on al-Halaq the she-caael who
descended at the encaapaents of Banu Taya. Therefore, Banu Tayn were obliged to take
part in this war".
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Ask openly Iyad, Lakhm and the two allies,
when all of us have gone.

We killed all of them with Bakr, and captured
their nobles when they came.

We killed Qays cAylan until they fled to any

refuge.

It seems here that the forger gathered together all the
tribes who were enemies of Taghlib and tried to invent
material to show that they had achieved victories against
those tribes. There is no historical indication that Taghlib
fought against these tribes during or before al-Muhalhil' s time.
Besides that, Qays cAylan were their allies at that time. It
seems that these lines were forged in the Islamic period when
Taghlib really did fight these tribes. It is also clear that the

repetition of the word saru and the completion of the third
line with this phrase bayth al-firar is proof that the forger
was unable to maintain the structure of the poem. The metre
which is apparently meant to be Khafif but contains hemistichs in R-nal
and Madid2 supports the idea that these lines have been forged.
The attempt to change these lines becomes clear if we compare

this version with that found in al-Yazidi's narrative, which
is different.

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.2Aa. Al-Hubarrid, at-TaCazi wa al-Marathi,
p.289.

2. See above, p.
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Further, if we apply this critical criticism, it is

possible to add to the third group the poems which start with
these lines:

• 1j.->J I <lU 15> C- 1 Lii 1 ■ 15 j ^ — ! I ^___s , •, r

1. There are sorrows in my heart for Kulayb,
which are restless, and opening the wounds
I feel Lon his behalf].1

<5 ^ y ^ * o s * a s o ' y ^

I
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2. I am amazed at the people who now feel proud
but who in previous days dwelt in
humiliation.2

> y ' y ^ ^ ~ y y • S o ^ * O yi
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3. Sulayma had camped on the slopes of Khazaza,
0 Sulayma you have been scorning me for a

long time.3

JjJ lo J> U 1 , a, nn i>'i'i 1 1 ■*. \ 1 In I O I r.c O I n ~i I I * I A

tt

4. My heart is aroused and pain and sorrow

have returned, and my nostalgia has been

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.46a-47b.

2. Ibid., f.23a.

3. Ibid., f.50a.
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evoked by reminiscence and love.1
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5. 0 son of a brother [ who died ] , is there any
slain warrior who was not frightened by your

sharp [sword]?2
if o " c ' , ?o °

J *i] I ,y Oo-

0 Mule, God send a sharpened arrow to you.
3
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7. The two groups have already left quickly
with their howdahs and luggage on their
camels.*
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8. 0 sons of Taghlib gird your loins and cry
for Kulayb, and prepare your horses for the
enemies.5

Apart from criteria based on the poetic and stylistic

1. Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Bakr wa-Taghlib, f.49a-50b.

2. Ibid., f.50a-51b.

3. Ibid., f. 45a.

4. Ibid., f.21a—22b.

5. Ibid., f.22a.
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forms, there should be much caution in dealing with the extant

manuscripts. It is convenient, however, to compare the
different versions of the same poems found in these manuscripts
in order to establish a general attitude about their
authenticity. It is also difficult to accept other poems, apart
from those dealt with above, unless we apply to them the same

criteria of poetic and artistic form. This applies equally to the
authenticity of poems from which quotations appear in

respected sources. For example the following lines given in

respected sources are not in doubt but this alone does not
authenticate the entire poem as found in the manuscripts.

* - o / a s ' * s ? ,■* o '
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a. I call out to those going to die, go quickly
to death at midnight, for the grounds of al-
CAmq are waiting to give you death.1

, -J „ ^ _ ✓ £ j
1

cM-J'
b. We passed along the slopes of al-Ahass

• • •

where there are two unknown, forgotten men

in one grave.2

1. There exist a small number of separate lines which have
been attributed to both al-Muhalhil and to other poets
like al-Harith b. '"Ubad, cAbrd and Shurahbil b. Malik

at-Taghlibi. But as these fragments are difficult to
attribute conclusively without embarking on a detailed

C
1. Ibn Shabba, al-Janhara, f.79a. Al-Bakri, al-Mu jan, v.3, p.968.

_ Q
2. Ibn Shabba, al-Janhara, f.70a. Al-Bakri, al-Mu jaw, p.949.
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analysis of the styles of these other poets, which would be

superfluous to the present study, we will merely quote the
major examples here for the sake of comprehensiveness:

„ ; ^ ? 'a - o ^
^ ^ I C+Zl3 19 L 1 < 3 "5 I £jOj—& ^9 a_<15

*

a. They gathered around us when we were angry

like flies which dropped down dead and the
lion devoured them.1

> ^ ^ ^ - / ' a ^ O J> ^
a J A UaJ I _ic ,Jtvff<d I Sj ' oJ J 55 jJ.

b. Horses which are walking heavily with armed
warriors, like stags on rough ground.2

' J > ? - " ^ ^ - s-
a !-. S Vj I jS. Ij£c I j ->-wi 0 ^ UJ C^J>C j I m,« 1.' ol»J I L>-
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c- He revolted against the kings, and the cura
trees and the nobles followed his flag.3

2. If the respected sources attribute some of his poetry to
another poet, we can accept this, particularly if the
incidents support this attribution as, for example, the
following two lines which are attributed to al-Muraqqish
the elder and even contain a story supporting the
attribution. In the extant manuscripts, however, they
belong to al-Muhalhil and a similar story is given about
their attribution there.

1. Al-Khalidiyyin, al-Ashbah wa an-Naza'ir, v.2, p.198.

2. Al-Lisan (kadasa).

3. Ibid. (CAra).
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Great will be the virtue of you twain and
your father if the man of Ghufaylah escapes

being slain!
Who shall tell my people how Muraqqish has
become to his companions a troublesome
burden? 1

1. Al-Mufaddaliyyat (Lyall), v.l, p.485; v.2, p.169. Ibn Nubata, Sarh al-CUyun, p.99.
Nabawx, Harb al-Basus, p.50.
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CHAPTER 6

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE

MU°ALLAQA OF cAMR B. KULTHUM

Q
The existing text of the mu allaqa differs relatively

little in the various recensions preserved by such scholars as

Ibn al-Anbari, Ibn an-Nahhas, at-Tibrizi and az-Zawzanl. It
is remarkable however that Johnson, who translated the

r

mu allaqa in his book "The Seven Poems" in 1894 gives three
additional lines which are discussed in the following analysis.
Clearly Johnson was relying upon a manuscript which is not
available at the present, and whose reliability we are unable
to judge. Thus Johnson says in his preface about these lines:
"Lines which have been found in some copies and not in others
are marked with asterisks for the sake of distinction".1

However, there seems to be no real reason for rejecting these
lines, for a number of reasons.

The first of these is the existence of traditions that the

poem was originally much longer. Thus al-Bayhaqi mentions
Q _

Amr b. Kulthum as one of the three poets who wrote long
odes,2 which implies that the muCallaqa, which in its present
version is of average length, must have had many more lines.
The modern writer al-Ghalaylni refers to accounts that it

originally had one thousand lines, without however mentioning

any source;3 this, however, does not seem very probable.
Whether or not the poem was originally longer, however, even

the older recensions add or omit lines; thus az-Zawzani

mentions the following line which is not found in other

1. Johnson, The Seven Poems, the preface.

2. Al-Bayhaqi, al-Mahasin wa al-Masawi1, p.408.

3. Al-Ghalayini, Rijal al-MuCallaqat, p.107.
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versions (although it occurs in Johnson):

X s s a ^ ^ e * ^ ° s 0 "" 0 "
J ^!« >j ^"Lf ~ J 3 ^ ^

And many a cup of this wine have I drunk in
Ba C labacl
Caesarea.1

C
Ba laback and another in Damascus and

Al-Qurashi introduces a line which is not found in any

other version, even that of Johnson:

- " - '• o _

-i-Oj Ss la I lia I iioj Lr— -■ • , _jJ 1 d. J

It continued to be passed around amongst the
drinkers until they thought it too precious
(to drink any more) and said, "We have had

enough".2

The most interesting fact is that, alone among the earlier
sources, al-Jamhara gives the first line of Johnson's passage

(although not, of course, the other three). If, as argued
below, we accept that these lines belong together this would
be strong evidence for the authenticity of these three lines, or

at least for their antiquity.

The third point, however, is that as will be seen from
the coming analysis of the poem, there is nothing in these
lines from the point of view of structure and imagery which is

£
incompatible with the rest of the mu allaqa, and indeed they
seem to be an integral part of the poem.

T C — C
1. Az-Zawzani, Sharh al-Mu allaqat as-Sab , p.119.

2. Al-Qurashi, al-Janhara, p.158.
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The present writer has made considerable efforts to
locate Johnson's manuscripts, but without success. The India

Q
Office Library manuscripts of the mu allaqat which might have
been consulted by Johnson do not contain these lines, nor do
the British Museum manuscripts.

However, in the light of the above arguments these lines
have been accepted, particularly as they show a psychological

Q
coherence with the attitude of the mu allaqa as a whole, and
in our view they should be accepted unless further evidence for
their rejection is forthcoming.

The poem was extremely popular among Taghlib, each of
whom was said to keep it by heart because it embodied their
feeling of power and glory as an unconquered tribe, to the
extent that another of their poets felt impelled to rebuke them
for being too concerned with such thoughts:

°
<, ~ ^ s ^ ^ J ; o „ J, ^

n —^ — IS<3'i «,_]—S ,^s, ^ ,.J I
d , " <• ^t^ ~ e> _ >
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Banu Jusham were distracted from every
Q

dignity by a poem which Amr b. Kulthum
recited,

They have boasted of that since their very

beginnings
0 shame on people who do not get sick of
that poetry.1

Ibn Sallam regards him as being among the sixth class,

— - C
1. Dman Aar, p.610.
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which he defines as poets each of whom composed one famous
ode.1 The poet al-Kumayt considers him to be the best poet
ever. His mu allaqa consists mainly of fakhr and for this
reason it was regarded as one example of what the Arabs
boasted of,3 or at least one of the best examples of what the
Arabs had said on this subject.* Ibn C Umar went further,
regarding this muC allaqa as the best of all seven,* and better
than most other Arab poetry.*

Q
The mu allaqa has three major subdivisions; the wine

theme, the nasib theme and the fakhr against cAmr b. Hind
and the tribes of Bakr, Ducml and Banu at-Tammah.

• •

The following are some observations concerning the
— Q

beginning, the nasib and the main theme of the mu allaqa,
i.e. the fakhr. The discussion will attempt to deal with these
by analysing the main issues and to find an overall regularity
by analysing the poem. We hope to prove that the poem is
unified in content and form in its internal and external

relationships. This is followed by an additional section dealing
with the repetition which is a prominent technical element of
Q
Amr's style. The reason for a detailed discussion of the

c
mu allaqa is that it is his most important poem historically
and literarily, especially as there is little other available
poetry that belongs to him.

— — - c —

1. Ibn Sallaa, Jabaqat Fuhul a»h-Shu ana1, p. 127.

2. Al-Qurashi, al-Jaahara, p.75.
- — c c -

3. Al-Harzubani, Hu jaa ash-Shu ara', p.7.

4. An-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab, v.3, p.200.

5. Al-Qurashi, al-Janhara, p.68.

6. Ibid.
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The Thematic Analysis

A. The Vine Theme

The main intention of the poem is the glorification of the
tribe, and it exemplifies the idea of the "We" or collective
personality of the group. The fakhr unites the poem from the
beginning to the end while the other themes are interwoven and
interlocked in it. Outwardly, the poem appears at first glance
to be united and coherent in structure and meaning, because
we hear the poet' s own voice above the echoes of his lofty
language. Yet the power and charm of this voice are used for
the expression of various themes. Nicholson's comments on the

poem may be quoted here:

c c
Amr' s mu allaqa is the work of a man who
united in himself the ideal qualities of
manhood as these were understood by a race
which has never failed to value, even too
highly, the display of self-reliant action and
decisive energy ... in Amr's poem these
virtues are displayed with an exaggerated
boastfulness...1,1

Q
Amr begins his poem "with a strain perfectly

Anacreontic... there is some mixture of complaint on the
departure of his mistress, whose beauties he delineates with
boldness and energy ... the rest of his work consists of
menaces, vaunts and exaggerated applause of his own tribe for
their generosity and prowess, the goodness of their horses, the
beauty of their possessions, and even the number of their
ships".2

Q
If we look deeply into the mu allaqa, we will encounter

some problems of apparent internal inconsistency, particularly

1. Nicholson, Literary History of the Arabs, p.111.

2. Arberry, The Seven Odes, p.197.
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the opening section. "Critics led by Ahlwardt and even

tentatively followed by the cautious Blachere have proposed
that the first eight (or nine) couplets of Amr's ode are a

later accretion and that the poem originally commenced with the
rhymed couplet:

jj. 11 i -SL9

Pause yet before the parting, litter-borne
lady,
And we'll declare you the truth and you'll
declare it.1

Nicholson suggests that "the first eight verses seem to
have been added to the poem at a very early date, for out of

c
them arose the legend that Amr drank himself to death with
unmixed wine..."2

This judgement is rather questionable. If we accept that
the poem should begin with the traditional theme of the
encampment, then the versions beginning with the wine theme
might be erroneous. However there is no strong reason for

rejecting the wine theme as being an integral part of the
poem. The reputed death of Amr from over-indulgence in wine3
might support this in that it confirms that he was fond of
wine and that the habit had a strong influence on him, even

on his poetry in which he boasts of his capacity for wine.

1. Arberry, The Seven Odes, p.198.

2. Nicholson, Literary History of the Arabs, pp.110-1.

3. Ibn Habib, al-Huhabbar, p.471.
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There is another story about the following two lines. It
is said that Amr composed them when he was young, because
his mother turned the cup of wine from him when she was

serving his father and others.

' s i ''c - '
I ! L_aI, 111 I c 15, 3j ^ r I LJ^ 11 la J J

~ * 3
' C* O—■ & I ** ui m ^ ^
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You turned aside the cup from us, 0 'Umm
c
Amr, while the circulation of the cup was

from the right hand.
Q

0 Umm Amr, your friend, to whom you do not

give to drink, is not the worst of the three.1

These lines are also attributed to the earlier poet

Judhayma,2 in which case cAmr might have used them as part
of his cultural heritage.

If the mu allaqa was written as a result of anger and
in order to redress the wrong done to him, the poet might well
have been impelled to recall the event from his subconscious.
There is an obvious psychological connection between the name

c c
Umm Amr and the name of his enemy Amr b. Hind, although

Q
surely there is no connection between Amr b. Hind's mother
and the woman in the poem, who is not identified, unless one

claims that the name of Umm Amr was recalled because of the
Q

importance of Amr b. Hind's mother receiving his mother in
her3 tent. But this is contrary to cAmr's way of expression,
which mostly depends on directness. Besides, the truth of this

1. Al-Baghdadi, al-Khizana, v.3, pp.161-2.

2. Ibid.
c c —

3. Ibn Qutayba, ash-Shi r wa ash-Shu ara', v.l, pp.240-1.
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event is contested.1 It should also be noticed that there is no

connection between these two and the line later in the poem,

in which the word ummika also occurs, which refers to his

quarrel with Amr b. Hind.

However, the wine theme appears to be a part of the
muc allaqa. It is a kind of introduction to the central issue,

fakhr, described in balagha as al-khuruj min an-naslb ila al-

madifr wa ghayrih.2 For this he uses the vocative interjection
ala which is here an adequate transitional and connecting
element.

The language in the wine theme is similar to the diction
£

of the rest of the mu allaqa in which the poet, aided by his
choice of the wafir metre tends to make use of the long

syllable a the short a or fatha.3 If we consider the wine
theme separately from the rest of the poem we find that it
shares common linguistic features with the rest of the poem.

All of these facts suggest that the wine theme, which has
sometimes been criticised as an extraneous theme, is in fact a

Q
part of the mu allaqa in consistency and coherence.

A comparison between the wine theme here and the other
poems in cAmr's Divan shows that it coincides in mood with
the central feeling and significance of the mu allaqa while
differing greatly from others. Indeed its main significance
lies not at the surface level but in the underlying way in
which it expresses life by the vigour, rejoicing in manly
pursuits, and the exuberant self-confidence which we find in
the mu allaqa as a whole.

1. Arberry, The Seven Odes, pp.192-6.
C T . -C

2. Al- Askari, A§-?ina atayn, p.452.
c —

3. A detailed study of certain of the au allaqat froa a linguistic point of view
Cont1d:...
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It has been argued1 that the wine theme was introduced
here because wine was famous among Taghlib. However, this
idea lacks any conviction since wine-drinking was general

Q
among the Arabs of the Jahiliyya while these lines of Amr b.
Kulthum are unique among pre-Islamic long poems. If we

accept that the wine theme is an integral part of this poem,

however, its position at the beginning of the poem raises

questions, since every other qa$ida from this period starts with
the nasib. This fact led Ahlwardt and others to reject the

opening lines and begin with the nasib.

B. The Nasib Theme

The poet expresses his emotions towards his beloved as

a part of the nasib theme, beginning with his asking her to
wait. Here Johnson introduces some lines part of which act as

a kind of monologue.2 He later turns to painting a picture of
his beloved in a series of physical images. These images are

as follows: Her shoulders are like those of a long-necked
she-camel. Her bosom is like a bowl of ivory. Her two sides
are like two sides of an arrow.3 Her buttocks are heavy and
also her hips.11 Her legs are like pillars of ivory or marble.3

It is true that the encampment theme and the nasib had

Cont'd: (M.C. Bateson, Structural Continuity in Poetry) has convincingly established
the stylistic unity of these works. A siailar study of the mu allaqa of A»r b.
Kulthum would we believe produce comparable results, but lies outside the scope of
the present study.

C — _ c — c —

1. M.H. Abd ar-Rahman, Al-Madhhab al-Fanni li-Shu ara' al-Mu allaqat, p.123.

2. Johnson, The Seven Poems, pp.132-6, lines 9-22. An exhaustive study of MSShas
not revealed a single MS which quotes these lines, and as Johnson does not mention
his source their provenance is a mystery.

— — c
3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qa§a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.622.

• •

c c
4. Az-Zawzani, Sharh al-Hu allaqat as-Sab , p.121.

- —
# c

5. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p. 787.
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already become conventional and traditional as an introduction
for the long poems at this stage of Arabic poetry. It could be
asked whether the poet was in love or not and if so, whether
his love entailed a real emotional involvement. Is the name

given by al-Jamhara (Layla),1 a real character or only a

conventional term? And what should be say about the following
three lines which show sorrow and sadness?

JN<1 i. U ■/-? i

j> ^ J>j» -> r
I 1 ■ ~ fl

J

The she-camel, the mother of a male foal, did

not grieve with a grief like my grief when
she lost her foal, and she raised an

affectionate yearning cry.

Nor did the middle-aged woman grieve, whose
evil fortune did not leave her from nine

children, except buried ones.

1 remembered my youth, and I became desirous
for that time when I saw her camels being

guided away in the evening with songs.2

This agony and frustration seem somewhat incongruous
from a psychological point of view, because of the general
attitude of the poem which expresses indignation and boastful
panache arising from anger and resentment of insult.

Expressions like rajjac at al-hanina and wa la sham^a' convey

1. Al-Qurashi, Al-Ja»hara, p.159.
— c — c

2. Az-Zawzarii, Sharh al-Mu allaqat as-Sab , p.122.
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almost audibly the effect of a groan.

The assumption that the whole theme is merely introduced
because it is traditional and nothing more1 is a matter of

question, especially if we consider these three lines which show
real feelings of despair and despondency. The first question to
ask is whether this picture of his beloved is genuine, or

whether these three lines are merely symbolic. Is the picture
shown in these lines a reflection of a psychological state
similar to the pictures drawn by an-Nabigha of the ox, of the
wild cow by Labid, the eagle and the fox by cAbid,z or the
wolf by ash-Shanfara,3 where there is at least a consistency
between the psychological attitude of these lines and that of
their poems as a whole?

The poem as a whole expresses a powerful threat to Bakr
and a warning to Amr b. Hind for treating Taghlib as of low
worth, and contains complaints, as Arberry notes,11 and fakhr,
which represents an element of self-defence, which conceals a

feeling of fear while suggesting to others the idea of strength
and domination.* It may therefore be asked whether these lines
are compatible with the mood of the poem as a whole. The
picture of the woman, which is an extraordinary one, may, as

al-Yusuf says, seem to be "suitable and appropriate to the
attitude of the mu allaqa which employs strength, i.e. the
idea of power and invulnerability". The poem depicts the
Jahiliyya at its highest level of power and for this reason the
poet stresses the hugeness and protectiveness of the woman.*

1. Al-Yusuf, Buhuth fi al-MuCallaqat, p.261.

2. Ibid., pp.71-87, 207-11.

3. Al-Yusuf, Haqalat fi ash-ShjCr al-Jahili, p.225.

A. Arberry, The Seven Odes, p.197.

5. Al-Yusuf, Buhuth fi al-HuCallaqat, pp.65-258.

6. Ibid.
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It is important therefore to establish whether the nasib
theme is closely linked to the psychological attitude of the
poem as a whole or not. The poet explains that Taghlib were

superior to Bakr during their wars in Khazaz and Dhu Urat
and that they displayed their power in their battles and
conquests. This is intended as a demonstration to the king
that he was mistaken when he listened to slander and treated

Taghlib badly, as is clear from the following line:

•" J & ^ ^ q ^ ^

■ Ajj 1 1... —U' /-■ - i ..J ^ ^ 'J ' * " ** ^ 11 ' ^

Q
With what desire, 0 Amr b. Hind, do you

listen to our slanderers, and despise us?1

Analysis of the nasib images will show two main things:

1. The theme of virginity expressed through words denoting
whiteness like "white", "marble", "the light of the moon", the
description of the breasts as a bowl of ivory and guarded
from others, and the image of a young she-camel, as in the
following lines:

C Ci
_ 0 ^ <■** O O ^ —• o —'

J-JS JJ1 ,vl cl.j
. j

( ' > y ^ j . o j
j? ^ ^ ~

cy ^ , o c C ^ — O 0 -
J>wl ^4 Lam I . i a 1 . L

^ I 9 j 1 ^1 ..•/? , — «4 •J>w^I

Ui j) ^
- o_ jj ^ o o _

VJI 51 ^ l_^T 1 ~UJ I i_o- J_i*

i—-i->- , i /i J* ^

The arms as fat and fleshy as those of a

long-necked she-camel, white, young, pure

_ _ £
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.809.
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white in colour, who has not been pregnant.1
And a neck like the light of the moon at the
last day of the month when a group of
people saw it in the midnight.2
And she will show you a bosom like a bowl of
ivory, soft, guarded from the hands of the
touchers,

And two legs, white as ivory or marble, the
jingling of ornaments upon which makes a low
noise.3

In addition there is no hint of a marital commitment,

which perhaps explains why he puts stress on the virginity
which occupies his thoughts.

2. Seclusion and penetration, as in the following line:

J ° ^ . 5 - - - " — — J)
i id i c i j % ; y. ^ ^ kc-ji j i jd/j. ^

She will show you, when you enter in upon

her privately, and she is safe from the eyes

of her enemies.*

This emphasis on virginity and seclusion suggest that his
beloved was really a virgin. He describes her as his beloved,
but does not reveal anything else. This leads us to believe
that she was a symbolic figure and not a genuine mistress. In

Q
any case the mu allaqa was composed very late in his life
when he had sons and daughters.5

_ _ Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharb al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.620.

2. Al-Qurashi, Al-Ja«hara, p.160.

3. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qaga'id at-TisC, v.2, pp.782, 785, 787.

4. Ibid., v.2, p.620.
— — c c —

5. Al-Marzubani, Hu jai ash-Shu ara', p.7.
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The description, then, is a description which projects his
feelings on to other subjects. If we go further and consider the
following lines:

u_

o>- ^ >
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Do the father of Layla and her brothers

reproach me about her, while they treat me

unjustly in doing so?1
But we and they extended to each other, for
the sake of kindredship, a strong rope of
friendship.

They are our brothers, and their sympathies
are perfectly with us, so that if they are

angry we are angry; and if they lodge in a

place pleasing to them, we are pleased with
the same.

In befriending our brothers, we are far from
apologising to their enemies.2

we will find that the same complaints against Bakr are

repeated here. Layla or his beloved is a close relative, since
he says "... for the sake of kindredship, a strong rope of
friendship". Bakr at the same time are close relatives of
Taghlib, but cAmr tries to hint indirectly that Bakr do not

1. Al-Qurashi, al-Ja«hara, p.159.

2. Johnson, The Seven Poens, pp.133-4, lines 14-16.
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have the same status as Taghlib, though he confesses in the

following line that Bakr are brothers of Taghlib:

I ^ I ^ s ^ i 0 IS, I LJcJ I I j I I I iS,
#-***■" ~~~

And we were the right wing of the army when
we met the enemy; and the sons of our father
were the left wing.1

This confirms that the poem was composed after the
reconciliation2 with Bakr, and that the incident of ar-Rakb3
and the false rumours following it were the main reason for
this poem.

The line

*
_ V ,U.1 L J&4

s

In befriending our brothers, we are far from
apologising to their enemies.*

is a reflection on how Bakr treated Taghlib by helping others
against them, and confirms that the line which shows
aggression and hostility within the nasib theme is a reflection
of this hostility and aggression towards Bakr. It displays the
same attitude as those lines in which he belittles Bakr and

shows how they were not as strong as Taghlib. These lines
reveal how the poet felt towards Bakr, expressing

disappointment and sorrow. This feeling can be found in the

— C
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qa;a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.661.

2. See above, pp.21-2.

3. See above, pp.22, 25.

4. Johnson, The Seven Poems, p.134, line 16.
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nasib theme when the poet asks his beloved if she would like
to terminate their relationship:

Stop, that we may ask you whether you cut
off communication with us to hasten

separating, or whether you deceived the
trusted one who never deceived you?1

In fact it refers to his relations with Bakr, not to those with

his beloved. The poet always tries to show Taghlib as an

honest people and thus uses the word al-amina (trusted one)
to describe them, while in contrast he uses the word khunti

(you deceived) in connection with Bakr. This therefore offers
a further explanation for our finding these three lines full of
agony and frustration, for the poet declares that everything is
now over because of his strong reaction against Bakr.

This explanation would confirm that the nasib theme as

a whole is used in a way which is relevant to the mu allaqa
and not something external or merely traditional. It thus
becomes part of the mu allaqa in every respect and maintains
the organic unity of the poem, and is not merely a collection
of disparate themes.

It also explains why the encampment theme is absent from
this mu allaqa while it is commonly found in other long poems

such as those of Zuhayr, Labid, etc. Because the poet was not

composing under the influence of real love, he used the nasib
theme as a symbolic one2 and then moved directly to balance

— c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.619.

2. Runiyya, ar-Rihla fi al-Qasida al-Jahiliyya, pp.308-11.
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this theme with the fundamental message of the mu allaqa by

giving monumental descriptions of his beloved and complaint
against his kin which fits with it.

If we take his picture of his beloved as a framework
for further discussion, we will find that it has been criticised

as being too statuesque, or merely dull.1 In fact the only
description of this kind is in the following lines:

'
t ° ° ' o ° , -"o -
^ ' 02—^ ' O '—j ^ ' '—4 J—2* o. c ^
^ " ■* o ^ o ^ ^ a ^ 0 ^
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Two arms as fat and fleshy as those of a

long-necked she-camel, white, young, pure

white in colour, who has not been pregnant.2
And she will show you the waist of her supple
body, which is tall and long, while her
buttocks move with difficulty with what

adjoins them.3
And two legs, white as ivory or marble, the
jingling of ornaments upon which makes a low
noise.*

There is no comparable description in Jahiliyya poetry.

They used to describe, for example, the buttocks as heavy or

large but not as sticking in the door, as in the following

1. Al-Yusuf, Buhuth fi al-MuCallaqat, p.260.
_ _ Q

2. Ibn an-Nahhas, Shanh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.782.
T * C — C

3. Az-Zawzani, Sharh al-Hu allaqat as-Sab , p.121.
— — c

4. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.787.
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line:

I . loJo- <JU '— -«.*'■>- J 9 l=x I r, - <"- I , I .1 I i
_ A/ * 1 'I 10

And she will show you a big hip, for which
the door is too narrow; and a waist, at the

sight of which I have become mad.1

This may be a kinaya for largeness, but it is part of
the tendency in the poem towards exaggeration. This could
equally be said of the description of the arms and the legs,
which gives further evidence that it is an imaginary woman

who is being described, not a real one. Indeed we feel
contradictions in his picture, because there is much evidence
that the poet is only drawing a picture without real
experience. He draws a picture of a cow, as al-Yusuf says,2
but, under the influence of his subconscious, chooses the

breasts of a virgin as small as a bowl of ivory for his huge
statue.

However, if we accept his picture of the woman as a

symbolic one and not a real one, we can suggest that the
picture represents Bakr and not a woman. Bakr is a large
tribe and so the woman is pictured as large also. In his
subconscious there is Bakr even though in the nasib there
should be a woman.

C. Threats and Fakhr

When the poet has finished the wine theme and the nasib

_ c — c
1. Az-Zawzani, Sharh al-Hu allaqat as-Sab , p.121.

2. Al-Yusuf, Buhuth fi al-MuCallaqat, p.259.
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theme, which exist in all the recensions, he turns to the

central focus of the mu allaqa. He states, in the following
line, the position of Taghlib at the beginning of the war:

^ <3 * ^ S " - J T a (jj '
/ ^ O ' O J ^ i

1 ^ 4^ . Jl—vsjti 1 C-* 1 £ IyJ I / 1 ■ * L
«»- ' V

To the effect that verily we take our flags to
the battlefield white, and we bring them back
red, when they are satisfied with blood.1

He also explains unequivocally to Amr b. Hind how
Taghlib killed kings like him. It is an indirect threat to
c
Amr, that he will suffer the same outcome if he goes ahead
with his humiliation of Taghlib. This threat may be a reference
to the wars with Yemen when Kulayb revolted against them,
and killed some of their rulers, besides killing Shurahbll, son

of al-Harith al-Kindi. These events are made clear in the

following lines:

- - « " a - " o o -x ~ 1
L,^ I 1—d!—UJI Lj- J U ^J3 L-J a I \3

And we inform you of many of the celebrated
days of our wars, the history of which is

long, wherein we rebelled against the king,
not willing that we should obey him.2

s Q f a ^ O , ^ o _ _ O ... tj ____

1 '•
J I <1 d' 1 « 1 I v- I . .1. Ca --y-aZ J 9 J ■' •»« ^3

_ _ Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qa;a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.628.

2. Ibid., p.629.
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And many a chief of a tribe, whom they had
crowned with the crown of authority, and who

protects those who seek refuge with him.1

He then continues this display of his tribe's valour by
describing how they wage war:

O
c ^ Ci
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And the dogs of the tribe whined, fearing us,

when we stripped of his weapons the armed
warrior who approached to fight us.

When the mill of our war is removed towards

a tribe, they become as flour to it in

meeting.
Its meal cloth is spread east of Najd, and its

— Q
supply of grain is the tribe of Quda a, the
whole of it.2

All of the above lines try to make the king reconsider
whether it would be wise to attack Taghlib. He later tells him
that no one can attack them, because they protect themselves

valiantly and defeat their enemies:

*

— C
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharfa al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.630.

2. Ibid., pp.630-3-
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.^1
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And we, when the tent-poles of the tribe fall

upon the furniture of the tents, keep back
those who approach us desiring robbery.1

He asserts that any kind of attack, even a fierce one,

will not harm them, and that they are not concerned about it
and will resist vigorously. He gives an example of such an

attack, and describes how they defend themselves by piercing
with spears, striking with swords, cutting off heads, and
fighting in close combat; and at the end there is rejoicing
over their victory, for their people have long experience of
fighting.

This emotive and atmospheric description is meant to
stress the idea which the poet is concerned with, i.e. to deter
the king from fighting.

After the section describing their ability to defend
Q

themselves and defeat others, he turns to Amr b. Hind, who

is threatening them, and gives him more examples of this kind
of fighting. He gives him the precise example of Taghlibis who
revolted against and killed their kings.2 It implies the same

result for him if he attempts to harm them.

All this description and vaunting, which implies killing
the king, has two meanings:

c —

1. Amr b. Kulthum was not ready to fight the king openly
and face to face, perhaps as Amr b. Hind was a king who

1. Ibid., p.635.

2. See above, pp.11-12, 26-7.
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supposedly was in a better position than they were,1 and
because Taghlib were already exhausted by fighting the long,
disastrous war of al-Basus2 and another, lesser, campaign in
al-Kulab.3

The threats which the poet utters are a way of giving
himself more confidence and equanimity, besides instilling
courage in his people to be ready to face any trouble. The
poet at that time had a strong influence on his people, and

Q
moreover Amr as a chieftain was responsible for their victory.
The lines which are the so-called "muna$$ifat" (equalising
lines)* may reflect their inability to withstand a long war.

The following line gives a description of their manner of
defending themselves, and conveys a particularly terrifying
image:

„ ^ <r. ^ O — ^ O Oi _ t+> J"
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And we, when the tent-poles of the tribe fall

upon the furniture of the tents, keep back
those who approach us desiring robbery.5

Thus the following lines of the munassifat give the
feeling of mere resistance without making a display of their
power by reference to attack:

1. See above, p.25.

2. See above, pp.14-22.

3. See above, pp.26-7.

4. Al-Muluhi, al-Hunassifat, p.7.
— _ £

5. Ibn an-Nahhas, Shar[} al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.635.
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As though our swords and theirs were sword-
sticks in the hands of players.
As if our garments and theirs were dyed with
the juice of the urjuwan or besmeared with
it.1

This defending position in the face of the expected
offensive by the king is clear from the repetition of the word
nakhsha (for fear of) in that section.

Q
2. The expectation of danger might have led Amr b.

c
Kulthum to get rid of Amr b. Hind by assassinating him.
Assassination might have been the easiest way to avoid direct
armed conflict. The story according to which they met in the
desert and then cAmr b. Kulthum killed the king2 may be
supported by the probable intention of Amr to kill the king
as his forefathers had done. At the same time the poem reveals
indirectly their fear of being attacked. After the assassination
there is the flight to al-jazlra3 where they can face anyone

who wants to avenge him.

However, the following line, which comes directly after
the boasting theme, shows that their relations with the king
were on the brink of severance:

— _ c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, pp.641-2.

2. See above, p. 25.
c c —

3. Ibn Qutayba, ash-Shi r wa ash-Shu ara', v.l, p.241.
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o

1^5

When we tie our she-camel with a rope to the
neck of another, we break the rope or

break the neck of the enemy.1

On the other hand, the line that follows it stresses their

power and their willingness to maintain fairly good relations
with others who were in alignment with them.

o

Iq Sis I jl
C

3 '3 3 1 ' J 1 C 0 ^3

And we shall be found, we (I repeat), the
firmest of them in keeping our word, and the
most faithful of them when they bind us with
oaths.2

The meaning of these lines is to show the king that they were

more powerful, trustworthy and sincere than Bakr. For this
reason he gives details of the wars in which Bakr took part
under the leadership of Taghlib.3

He then intermingles the boasts with threats to Bakr,
Banu at-Tammah and Ducmi, where the pronoun "we" nahnu/na

• • • * 1

is dominant as no other tribe except theirs has had such a

history of suffering.

The poem seems to arrive at its closure after this theme

by using the following lines which are given following each

_ _ Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.657.

2. Ibid., p.658.

3. See above , pp.11-12, 14.
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other by az-Zawzanl and by the rest of the recensions with
different arrangements, and which are agreed upon by all the
recensions:

J w

J » * #

Jj I C 1 1
9 -

—

^ -• / Jt CS --

LJ!

5 I—

aJI U I jl
J

• \1

Jw U->- Lu/ ; . — I dJ : L I 31
— C s

When that the king treats the people with
indignity, we refuse to honour submission
amongst us,

We have filled the land until it becomes too

narrow for us, and we have filled the sea

with ships,
When one of our boys reaches the age of
weaning, great kings fall down worshipping
him.1

Badawi comments on the simplicity of the language of this
section, particularly "the latter part dealing with the more

urgent theme of his recent humiliation and vengeance in which

characteristically the language becomes more spontaneous and
direct with the result that this whole section sounds less

stylised than the rest of the poem and comes closer to the
c

nature of the git a. ( Is it mere coincidence that at-Tabrizi

1. Ibn an-Anbari, Sharh al-Qasa'id as-SabC at-Tiwal, pp.425-7; Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh
al-Qasa'id at-Tisc, v.2, pp.333-5; al-Qurashi, al-Jaahara, p.170; az-Zawzani, Shart)
al-Mucallaqat as-Sab , p.135.
The final line is omitted from the modern edition of the Mu allaqat of Ibn al-
Anbari, but is introduced in one of the manuscripts: see the footnote of the editor,
Ibn al-Anbari, Sharl; al-Qasa'id as-Sab at-Jiwal, p.425.
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omits this whole section from his edition of the poem?)".1

We might observe here that these lines are not in fact
omitted by at-Tibrizf, since those lines which are given by Ibn
al-Anbari, Ibn an-Nahhas and az-Zawzani at the end of the

• •

mu allaqa beginning with the expression bi-anna are included
in at-TibrizI's recension except that they occur in the middle
of the poem. All the recensions agree on giving the structure
of the lines but as happens not infrequently the number of
actual lines varies.

We might also query whether this part of the poem is a

"more urgent theme". If we accept that these are agreed by all
recensions, and consider them in the context of the poem as a

whole, we may well conclude that these lines consist simply of
boasting like the rest of the poem and that there is no reason

to regard them as anything special or in any way more similar
Q

to a £iJL_a. In fact if we want to look for lines of this sort we

may find them in the lines which are directed to the king
mentioning his name or status and which may have been added
later after his murder.2

The other lines which are introduced by Johnson3 can be
accepted, for they have the same features as the rest of the

poem. There is no reason, on the other hand, to maintain the
belief that the mu allaqa originally had more than 1,000
lines,* because it seems that it served its purposes by its
thematic coherence, despite some variations which may be
referred to the oral tradition.

1. H.M. Badawi, "Froa Priaary to Secondary Qasidas; Thoughts on the Developaent of
Classical Arabic Poetry", J.A.L., XI, 1980, p.2.

2. Hibat Allah, al-Hanaqib al-Mazyadiyya, f.289, 125b.

3. Johnson, The Seven Poeas, pp.133-4, lines 14-6.

4. Al-Ghalayini, Rijal al-MuCallaqat, p.197.
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D. Repetition

Amr's use of repetition is somewhat different from the
repetition of his ancestor al-Muhalhil. There we hear the echo
of sadness, agony and complaint. Here the opposite holds true.
c
Amr's voice is loud, swaggering and triumphant, and his
high spirits dominate the whole poem except for three lines of
the naslb theme. He shouts, threatens and displays vigour and
violence. When he repeats a phrase or word, he wants to make
the hearers aware of his strong reactions and harsh challenge
to them. He uses repetition where he wants his enemies, or

those who are thinking of attacking Taghlib, to listen
attentively to what he is saying. Amr's repetition is like the
sound of a hammer which makes enemies or slanderers alert

and frightened. Thus he makes much use of repetition, which
in his hands becomes impressive and effective.

He uses repetition for several purposes. Here he repeats
the word ka's because it is the axis of the conversation. On

the other hand, he repeats the name Umm Amr as a kind of
accusation, but a protesting accusation because of the anger

which is demonstrated by the word sharr:

o ' J> O
4 ^ d ^ , ° - "

I I l_A I, ISJ I c I ^ , I ! ^ ^ 12 lo o a *
— * *

1 Law- Y ^ jJ I t1 ,, L'v Sj——— a I I j

You turned aside the cup from us, 0 Umm
Amr, while the circulation of the cup was

from the right hand.
0 Umm Amr, your friend, to whom you do not

give to drink, is not the worst of the three.1

- — C
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, pp.775-6.
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This repetition of a particular word also makes the
meaning of that word clearer and stronger, as in the following
line:

^ f C o '-M
» o -* -

• J
O IS I I I -w jJ I L

The world is for us, and for him who is

above it, and we attack with violence, being

powerful, when we are attacked.1

The repetition is not confined only to nouns and verbs,
but sometimes includes prepositions. Repetition here makes the
exact meaning of the preposition quite clear. The repetition of
fi, for instance, gives the impression of relentless killing with
swords, as in the following line:

O

JL, L

2^
J J>

,15

As though our swords and theirs were sword-
sticks in the hands of players.2

Min is repeated in the following line to give the
impression of how their clothes are covered with blood:

^ ?
t <3 "* <5 > ° ' " ^ ^ f -

■■*'j 1 ^ a I (*< < L ,-*• >a I *- 1 1^3 , • ■ 15

As if our garments and theirs were dyed with
the juice of the urjuwan or besmeared with
it.3

— — C
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Shaft) al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.678.

2. Ibid., p.641.

3. Ibid., p.642.
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c
The repetition of ala gives the impression of how dear

their sons are to them in the following two lines:

s *

L li

UJ J * S

But in the day of our fear for them (i.e. our

sons) our cavalry become spread out towards
the enemy in troops and squadrons.
But on the day, in which we do not fear on

their account, we hasten to the attack with

our loins girt.1

He sometimes repeats the
very angry with cAmr b. Hind,

arrogance towards Taghlib. It is

whole hemistich, because he is

He asks him forcibly about his
a kind of emphatic question:

> o

3 I ."ttj ' u- -ts- a—

> - - J

viiiLil ,-o £ , •w « ,

uS

ii ,1

o£ rt' .. - L

With what desire, 0 Amr b. Hind, do you

listen to our slanderers, and despise us?
For what purpose, 0 Amr b. Hind, do you
wish that we should become servants to the

chief you have deputed over us.2

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, pp.647-8.

2. Ibid., pp.809-10.
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He repeats the words to dwell on statements of fact for
the purpose of boasting. There is also a connotation of

contrast, showing the opposing side their inferiority to

Taghlib. This is clear in the following lines when he repeats
the words kunna/kana and abu/ubna. He usually puts these
words together in the same line for the purpose of contrast.

^ *
r '-t

o1—h 151,-- i.^1
o> '

—^3

JJL L
i - \ " 7

l - L I 9

And we were the right wing of the army when
we met the enemy; and the sons of our father
were the left wing.

They returned with plunder and with captives,
and we returned with fettered kings.1

We can find contrast also in the following line in which
he shows the others as cowards while Taghlib are brave:

i eu ^3—iJ uj i <—5 1 ^ J jJui c

And we are those who settle in every

dangerous place where people are afraid to
settle for fear of death.2

He also repeats words for emphasis when they appear in
a hemistich accompanied by the emphatic particle inna, as in
the following line:

— —

. C
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , pp.661-2.

2. Al-Qurashi, al-Jamhara, p.363.
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-> O.
iJ

o —

_i_*J I c, I-,

And verily hatred after hatred will disclose
itself against you, and will make apparent
the concealed disease.1

This emphasis is obtained also by repeating both the
word and the accompanying inna.

' * " d ' 0 <5 S ^ o ^ cu ^ °
^ L. J i J c a. —J I ; - I« I o s , % I

For, verily, tomorrow and today and the day
after tomorrow are pledged to that which you

do not know.2

The repetition of a word in the same hemistich sometimes
bears the overtone of a threat and a warning to be aware of
the result of creating trouble for Taghlib. The following line,
in which he repeats the word ilaykum, shows this clearly:

iV J - °—

i uui i u u i A
.. » ^

Beware, 0 Banu Bakr, beware of quarrelling
with us; do ycu not know with certainty

concerning our bravery.3

However, the repetition is most powerful when he repeats
words of cognate or similar-sounding roots (jinas). This kind

— —
# c

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, p.634.

2. Ibid., p.625.

3. Ibid., p.821.
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of repetition is used for several purposes:

He sometimes uses it in the form of a cognate accusative
to strengthen the meaning, as in the following lines:

^ "
J * in ^ S °^ ~ ^

^ Cj t f1 *~j 31 r tj L
« " J >' ^ - o —

i 4 i 1 i I 1 i 1 ,">wj 1 *?.!■' a 1—3-1 1 J 1 '

-1^ J 9 11 Jt3j Ji aj 1 / -i—3j -1 90 I 3 i U_
*
* _» & .

And two legs, white as ivory or marble, the
jingling of ornaments upon which makes a low
noise.

We cleave with them the heads of the people,
and we cut their necks, and they are cut.
And we, on the day on which the fire of war

was kindled in Khazaz, helped [the tribe of
Nizar] above the help of the helpers.1

He occasionally uses the cognate noun not as an object
but in a prepositional construction with the particle of
comparison ka, to leave the image resounding in the memory,
as in this line:

>-jB <3u

<J —-

The she-camel, the mother of a male foal, did

not grieve with a grief like my grief when
she lost her foal, and she raised an

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, pp.787, 803, 818.
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affectionate yearning cry.1

The best example of a cognate noun can be found in the
following lines, where he repeats it twice as an object together
with the repetition of the verb:

SJ a - a " ^ 0 ^ o " ,• o ^ °

I c. I I 1
^ ^ 5>

3 I^trt 1 I

You alighted at our house in the rank of
guests, and we hastened our hospitality,
fearing you would abuse us if we delayed.
We treated you hospitably, and we hastened
in showing you before dawn the hospitality
of a millstone which grinds exceedingly fine.2

The jinas can also be found in verbs with different
inflected forms to put more emphasis on the meaning, as in the
following lines:

a J " —

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, p.626.

2. Ibid., pp.673-4.
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Stop a little longer before going, 0 you who
are travelling in the howdah, that we may

inform you of the truth and you may inform
us.

And Dhu al-Burah, whom you have been told
about, through whose glory we are defended
and we defend those who seek protection of
us.

We make our favours universal amongst our

own people, and we abstain from asking
favours from them, and we bear from them, on

their account, what liabilities they ask us to
bear.1

This tendency to use jinas can also be found in the lines
Q

where he repeats ka's and Umm Amr. There he repeats the
words gahibiki and tashabina.2 He also repeats words

containing the same phonemes at the beginning of the wine
theme when he repeats safrn and tasbafrina:

t ~ J > C-* _ «
'•'J I jn ^Z I lj •*' a> ")b I

Now then, 0 cup-bearer, awake and give us

our morning draught from your goblet, and do
not keep the wines of 'Andaroon.3

He also repeats adverbial expressions to show their
influence, as in this line:

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, pp.618, 655, 819.

2. Ibid., p.776.

3. Ibid., p.613.
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w

J

^ 9 £> >

Ul I '£j * C

And as for us, surely death will overtake us;

for it is fated to us, and we are fated to

him.1

Repetition can also be found in his choice of lexical
items. This is evident from his constant use of words from the

same root, such as fraddath, ra'a, waritha, {a2 ana, daraba ,

foama. In addition, in several lines he uses nouns, such as
C — Q

majd, umm, bixj, nas, malk, ra's, a da', Bakr, Amr and
Hind. He also has a noticeable preference for the preposition
bi, the conditional article ' idha or ' idhama, and the

conjuctive word wa. He has a strong predilection for the
pronoun "we", as na/nahnu and the pronoun ha, and for using
the particle of comparison ka'nna.

Although not as frequently repeated as the words above,
several other words are also worth noting. For example he
repeats the following words at least twice: a?bihina,

c c
nukhabbir, ajjala, abjal, qifi, ghadat qawm and za a'in.

His use of repetition also involves the repetition of
sounds which are dominant throughout the poem, such as "n",
"r", "m", "1", "q", "d" and "j" and the repetition of vowels
such as the long vowels "a" and "ay", and the short vowel
"a". The repetition of words consists of long syllables which
dominate his metre (al-wafir), such as "a", "i", "ay" and "u".
The following two lines show an abundance of this kind of

repetition of sounds:

— . c
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Shart; al-Qa;a'id at-Tis , v.2, p.617.
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L0_^3l_J c- -3 5ja !JI

O — —

1 ,*>J 1 1>J I 9 jj-f >»jj ic Jl ^ ^1

They attacked anyone who approached them,
and we attack anyone who approaches us.

Be careful, no one must act foolishly with us,

lest we should have to act foolishly with him
above the folly of the foolish ones.1

Repetition can also be found in the sense that he
constantly repeats the same ideas to try and focus attention on

them.

1. The poet tries to spread the idea of horror and panic by
his description of fighting and weapons and by repeating
certain words which are significant as threats.

2. He focuses on describing their swords and spears and how
they cut and pierce.

3. One of his favourite images is the shedding of blood and
the killing of people on the battlefield, and how they act
there.

4. The idea of Taghlib's superiority over others by boasting
of their qualities.

The repetition, on the other hand, shows how Amr had
no choice in repeating those words which are full of wrath,
threats and violence, and for this reason he had no time to

refine his style. This tendency towards repetition, despite the

_ Q
1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-Tis , v.2, pp.661, 679.
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disparity and multiformity of the recensions, seems to confirm
that the poem may be ascribed to one person and implies that
he had suffered some kind of injury.

It also gives the impression that the poem has also been
recited, and that if it was not actual improvisation, and

composed on the spot, as some would maintain, then it is a

similar technique. This repetition, moreover, confirms that each
word of the poem is absolutely relevant to the original emotion
which inspired it.

If we agree that the repetition is a strong element in his
stylistic technique, this may have some bearing when
considering the variant readings provided by every recension.
Thus in the following line there is a variant reading tjarb in
place of the second majd.

a * s

a J—=s*J I c~. o •Ale a

We inherited the glory of Alqama b. Sayf,
who made lawful to us forcibly the fortress of

glory.

c
Equally in the following lines ta rifu occurs in place of
taClamu.

Jl L 4JJs-L
S

Ul
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Beware, 0 Banu Bakr, beware of quarrelling
with us; do you not know with certainty

concerning our bravery?
Do you not know about the bands from us and
from you, when they were fighting together
with lances, and shooting arrows?

Equally in the following line ghudunahunna occurs in place of
mutunahunna:

° ^ ^
j y & * * j >' j j j, ^ "

' c'—xP' ' i j u c —* £ y<j ■ • £ I S

As if the surfaces of these coats of mail were

the surfaces of pools which the wind strikes,
when it blows, so as to cause them to

ripple.

Equally in the following line dhulla occurs in place of khasfa:

1 LJ ■ ° I j ii o I l—Lw. I I U I r, I dl UJ I 1—« I jl_,.

When the king treats the people with
indignity, we refuse to honour submission

amongst us.1

1. Ibn an-Nahhas, Sharh al-Qasa'id at-TisC, v.2, pp.654, 662-3, 825, 833.
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CONCLUSION

The aim of this study has been to concentrate on a tribe,
a tribe which had a long tradition of poetry and whose
members had played a critical role in the tribal history of
Arabia. Having fought Yemen and achieved independence for the
Northern Arabian tribes they are also credited with pioneering
the qasida, that most prominent of the longer Arabic poetic
forms. However with the exception of al-Akhtal, the lives of
these poets are shrouded in the mists of the dawn of Arabic

literary history. It has been the purpose of this study to shed
whatever light is available upon these obscure figures, and to
determine more clearly the position of Taghlib as producers of
a literary tradition from al-Muhalhil to their most recent and

Q
last poet, A sha Taghlib.

Throughout its history, this tribe manifested a remarkable
unity and almost all its members are referred to as Taghlibf

c —
even if they were from the branches of al-Araqim or al-Qu ur

or, more generally, from Banu Jusham. They preserved their
tribal name and held tenaciously to their particular
characteristics long after the advent of Islam.

What evidence there is suggests that they were noted for
their spirit of hostility rather than compromise, rebelliousness
rather than submission to authority, and individualism rather
than conformity to the dominant mores of Arabian society. These
characteristics may be observed in the series of wars which

they waged with peoples of different origin, with Yemen, for
instance, and with a tribe with whom they were supposed to be
the most closely related, Shayban of Bakr. While victorious at

first, latterly they were defeated and found refuge in

al-Jazira, where they enjoyed an astonishingly long period of
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peace from the battle of al-Kulab (c. 540 A.D.) till the
outbreak of the war with Qays (after the day of Mar] Rahit
64 A.H./685 A.D.). Taghlibi poets emerged as proponents of war
and the chief expression of opposition to peaceful settlements.
Indeed even in situations where they had no vested interests,
we find the Taghlibi poets taking sides, in the case of

c — c —
Mu awiya in his dispute with Ali.

It seems that warfare and the history of Taghlib were

inextricably bound together, and wars provided the main
inspiration for the poet. The poetry of Taghlib is no less than
a record of the events which make up their tribal history. As
most of their history is spent in war, so do we find that most
of their poetry comes as a quick response to the challenge of
an enemy, with the exception of al-Akhtal, and to some extent,

al-Qutami, whose words display evidence of contemplation.
Simplicity, then, is the result of the poetic instant reaction to
events. Simplicity and belligerence were the touchstone of the

authenticity of their poetry. If there is difficulty in discerning
these features, then either the line in question will refer to a

particular situation (e.g. the description of a horse, camel,
etc.) or the difficulty lies in the expression itself. Of course,

simplicity and belligerence lie beneath their manner of

expression. Just as Taghlib were ready to fight all enemies so

were their poets ready to express themselves without hesitation,
and therefore, without contemplation. Moreover, the demands

imposed by these basic elements of their poetry led them to
abandon creativity; in a sense they were recreating pictures
as they beheld them from their standard stock of composition
and imagery without attempting finer detail or stylistic polish.
Ornamentation is not a prominent feature in their poetry and
when it does exist it is in its most primitive form, such as

fibaq and Jinas. However when these features are used they
are natural to the scheme and not merely exploited to
demonstrate virtuosity.
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Taghlibi poets express themselves on many of the subjects
common to Arabic poetry, such as Fakhr, Ghazal and Ritha'.
That the last subject should feature at all in the repertory of
a tribe so devoted to avenging its dead without accepting
blood money is somewhat surprising, but is however rare and
to be found only in the works of al-Muhalhil. Fakhr, on the
other hand, being a subject appropriate to war, features
prominently in the poetry of Taghlib, and is the expression
of tribal integrity rather than individual prowess. Ghazal, like
Ritha/, is rare, to be found in the works of the last of their
famous poets, and even there merely as an introduction to the
long poems. As for the bulk of the poetry, there is very little
love to be found.

This tribe played a prominent role in the history of
Arabia, be it in the period of the Jahiliyya or during the time

Q
of asabiyya after Marj Rahit, and acted as an arm of

*"

Q
government during the reign of Abd al-Malik. It is to be
expected, therefore, that their political poetry would mirror the
events of the time, and indeed every single Taghlibi poet does
this to a lesser or greater degree. Indeed some acted as court

c c
poets, the most prominent being Ka b b. Ju ayl who supported
Muc awiya and was called the poet of ahl ash-Sha'm, and al-
Akhtal who was to be called the poet of the amir al-Mu'minin

*

Q
for his devotion to Abd al-Malik.

What is not to be expected, however, is that this tribe,
having left its nomadic existence in the deserts of Arabia and
moved into a fertile agricultural area, should maintain intact
their old attitudes and the same ethos which had prevailed
during the warring years of the asabiyya. Taghlib were

frequently accused of bedouinism, and indeed they thought of
Q

themselves as a tribe of Rabi a who belonged to the desert
rather than the town, an idea fully expressed by al-Qutami.

It is in the light of the particular conditions in which
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the poets of Taghlib composed their works that this study
investigates the poetry of al-Muhalhil. This poet has been
ignored by many scholars or otherwise regarded merely as a

popular poet, particularly because of the various popular
narratives about him called az-Zlr. In order to analyse his
authenticated poem, ar-Ra'iyya, and establish criteria to

distinguish what is forged from what seems to be authentic, it
has been necessary to go through all the basic elements in his
poetry, besides examining the opinions of all former critics.

Q
The poet Amr b. Kulthum, similarly, has not been

studied in a sufficiently vigorous manner, in particular as

regards his wine theme and the nasib theme, and moreover the
length of his mu allaqa. An attempt has been made here to

analyse the poem in its various aspects by using various
methods.

It is hoped that the research which has gone into this
study will make a contribution to the appreciation of pre-

Islamic and early Islamic poetry. The continuity of the
tradition and the unity of its members are the main
characteristics of the tribe, which found its corporate voice in
its poets. The poets of Taghlib were no different, and their
poetry expressed this continuity, a continuity which can be
found to some extent even in their late major poets, al-Akhtal
and al-Qutami.
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